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and assume no liability for the information contained in the succeeding text.  
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Introduction to the Lake Tahoe Sustainable 
Communities Program 
The need to embrace sustainability in all planning and implementation activities in the Lake Tahoe 
Region and beyond has been recognized in a number of ways. At the national level, the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development has created the Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant 
Program and the Department of Interior Bureau of Reclamation has initiated the Truckee River Basin 
Study that will include adaptive strategies to respond to climate change and other uncertainties. At the 
state level, California has adopted the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 
requiring greenhouse gas emission reduction targets for passenger vehicles for 2020 and 2035 for each 
region covered by a metropolitan planning organization (MPO) and created the Strategic Growth 
Council, which has awarded grants for sustainable community planning and natural resource 
conservation. At the Lake Tahoe Region level, the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) has updated 
the Lake Tahoe Regional Plan to include sustainability policies and mitigation measures, and the Tahoe 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (TMPO) has adopted a Sustainable Communities Strategy as 
required by the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008. At the local level, local 
governments in the Lake Tahoe Region are in the process of integrating sustainability principles into 
their local plans.   

In the summer of 2010, a partnership of agencies, organizations, and jurisdictions came together as “The 
Tahoe Basin Partnership for Sustainable Communities” in order to apply for a grant from the Strategic 
Growth Council. Collectively, the Partnership is supporting execution of the Strategic Growth Council 
2011 Sustainable Communities Planning Grant that was officially awarded to the TMPO in August of 
2011. The Partnership is comprised of Tahoe Metropolitan Planning Organization, Tahoe Regional 
Planning Agency, El Dorado County, Placer County, City of South Lake Tahoe, California Tahoe 
Conservancy, and Sierra Nevada Alliance. 

The TRPA, in partnership with other key stakeholders in the Lake Tahoe Region, is a participant in all of 
these national, state, regional and local efforts. Often they are complementary and of common interest 
to stakeholders. Hence, the Lake Tahoe Sustainable Communities Program has been created as a Basin-
wide program with staff from different agencies and organizations participating in the various efforts. To 
the extent possible, the products from these efforts will be available through the Lake Tahoe Sustainable 
Communities Program website and as a series of documents. 

Lake Tahoe Sustainable Communities Program Documents Series 
This series of documents is organized to generally reflect the tasks associated with the grants received 
from the California Strategic Growth Council (SGC). The series as currently envisioned includes the 
following: 
 
1. Sustainability Framework and Vision – This document accompanies the California Tahoe 

Conservancy Tahoe Basin Sustainability Planning Guidebook document (Appendix A) and 
includes an overview of the Sustainable Communities Program, the framework within which all 
of the regional and local level plans work, and the vision for sustainability based on input from 
over 5,000 participants in the regional planning process. The Tahoe Basin Sustainability Planning 
Guidebook was prepared in 2011 and describes how this effort was originally envisioned. The 
Sustainability Framework and Vision has more detailed and updated language related to the 
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newly adopted Regional Plan and the framework for Area Plans, input from participants in that 
process, and the interaction of sustainability components. This serves as the “deliverable” for 
the SGC Round 1 Sustainable Community Planning Grant Task 1: Roadmap & Organizational 
Structure.  

2. Sustainability Action Plan Background – This document includes the initial greenhouse gas 
emissions inventory and reduction targets, and climate change adaptation and mitigation 
strategies. It reflects the adopted Regional Plan, Regional Transportation Plan, and Sustainable 
Communities Strategy policies, and is the basis for the sustainability (a.k.a., climate change) 
action plan. This document serves as the “deliverable” for the SGC Round 1 Sustainable 
Community Planning Grant Task 3: Goals, Objectives, & Strategies.   

3. Sustainability Action Plan: A Sustainability Action Toolkit for Lake Tahoe – This includes the 
revised greenhouse gas emissions inventory and reduction targets, and climate change and 
adaptation strategies vetted through the Lake Tahoe Sustainability Collaborative and the Tahoe 
Basin Partnership for Sustainable Communities. This document also includes community level 
outreach and action strategies.  This document serves as the “deliverables” for the SGC Round 1 
Sustainable Community Planning Grant Tasks 3.D, 4.A, and 4.D: Lake Tahoe Sustainability Action 
Plan and Outreach Activities. 

4. Sustainability Indicators Reporting Plan– This includes: (1) an assessment of existing Lake Tahoe 
Region measurement and monitoring efforts, (2) identification of a suite of sustainability 
indicators, (3) development of a sustainability metrics reporting plan, and (4) initiation of a 
sustainability dashboard.  This measurement and tracking approach is intended to be consistent 
with and a key element of the larger Lake Tahoe Basin Monitoring, Evaluation, and Reporting 
Program required by California State Appropriations Bill #3110-0140 in addition to serving as the 
‘deliverables’ for SGC Round 1 Task 4.B: Develop Performance Measures, Indicators and 
Monitoring Program, including a Tracking and Accounting System and SGC Round 2 Task 4.A: 
Obtain Regional Indicators Data.     

5. Area Plans Framework – This document; it includes the framework for Area Plans and initiation 
of those Area Plans. The framework (i.e., Regional Plan policies and code, conformance review 
checklist, and model Area Plan contents) serves as the “deliverable” for SGC Round 1 
Sustainable Community Planning Grant Task 4, Subtask C: Lake Tahoe Livable Communities 
Program.  

6. Area Plans Background – This includes an assessment of the sustainability and livability 
measures needed in each planning area and the barriers to local implementation of those 
sustainability measures. This document serves as the “deliverable” for the SGC Round 1 
Sustainable Community Planning Grant Task 2: Situation Assessments.  

7. Development Commodities Transfer Policies Analysis – This includes identification and analysis 
of the potential market effectiveness of proposed transfer of development rights and bonus unit 
policies considered for inclusion in the Regional Plan. This serves as the “deliverable” for the 
SGC Round 1 Sustainable Community Planning Grant Task 4, Subtask E: Development Rights 
Incentives Program.  

8. Development Commodities Tracking and Exchange System – This includes the concepts, 
processes, software requirements, and other system specifications, as well as the results of 
implementing the development commodities and exchange system. This serves as the 
“deliverable” for the SGC Round 2 Sustainable Community Planning Grant Task 3: Regional 
Development Rights Tracking System.  
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9. Economic Development Strategy – This includes analysis of existing and targeted industry 
clusters and recommendations on the clusters and incentives that will be most effective in 
creating and maintaining a sustainable economy for the Lake Tahoe Region. Also included is 
stakeholder outreach resulting in recommendations for implementation of commodities 
transfer policies.  This serves as the “deliverable” for the SGC Round 1 Sustainable Community 
Planning Grant Task 4, Subtask F: Economic Incentives Strategy.  

10. Lake Tahoe Sustainability Collaborative Strategic Plan – This document includes the LTSC’s 
mission, charter, and bushiness plan which provides the strategy for the Lake Tahoe 
Sustainability Collaborative to continue, on an ongoing basis, to act as an independent entity 
that “champions” sustainability in the Lake Tahoe Region. This serves as the “deliverables” for 
the SGC Round 1 Sustainable Community Planning Grant Task 1.B: Establish Lake Tahoe 
Sustainability Collaborative and SGC Round 2, Task 4.E: Lake Tahoe Sustainability Collaborative 
Support.  

11. Annual Report – This is the initial annual report on the Lake Tahoe Sustainable Communities 
Program and will be included as part of future TRPA annual reports. It will be updated using 
current sustainability indicators data, and can act as a template for similar sustainability 
planning reports in other regions. This serves as the “deliverables” for the SGC Round 2 
Sustainable Community Planning Grant Tasks 4.B: Implement Regional Data 
Sharing/Management Program, 4.C: Web-Based Dashboard Implementation and 4.D: Prepare 
and Publish Final Tahoe Annual Report. 

12. Lake Tahoe Sustainable Communities Program Summary - Other documents that are an 
integral part of the sustainability efforts in the Lake Tahoe Region include the Lake Tahoe 
Regional Plan, Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy, and various 
local government Area Plans. This document provides a summary of these plans, the products 
described in previous reports in this series, and how they work together within the Sustainability 
Framework for the Lake Tahoe Region. This serves as the “deliverable” for the SGC Round 2 
Sustainable Community Planning Grant Task 2: SB375 Local Planning and Implementation Tool-
Kit.  

While providing valuable information about the Lake Tahoe Sustainable Communities Program to Lake 
Tahoe Region stakeholders, this series is also designed to provide a reference for other regions involved 
in addressing the critical issue of sustainability. 
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Area Plan Framework 
With the adoption of the Regional Plan and Code of Ordinances a new approach to sub-regional local 
government plans, Area Plans, has been established in the Lake Tahoe Region. Before Area Plans 
adopted by local governments in the Lake Tahoe Region can be put into effect, they must clearly 
demonstrate that they will implement the Regional Plan and Code of Ordinances. To demonstrate that 
an Area Plan will implement the Regional Plan it must include certain components, including 
sustainability measures (e.g., bicycle and pedestrian facilities in designated centers). This is achieved 
through the conformance review process. Further, these Area Plans are subject to annual review and 
certification (see Sustainability Framework and Vision document which is part of the Lake Tahoe 
Sustainable Communities Document Series for a more detailed discussion of the relationship between 
the Regional Plan and Area Plans). The specific requirements for Area Plan preparation, adoption, 
conformance review, monitoring, etc. are listed in Appendix A, TRPA Code of Ordinances Chapter 13: 
Area Plans. The model Area Plan table of contents and the Area Plan conformance review checklist are 
presented in the next two sections of this document. 

Model Area Plan Contents 
There are a number of optional components that an Area Plan can include (e.g., area-wide coverage 
management, Parking management, etc.). However, there are common elements that an Area Plan 
should include. These are: 

● Current Conditions – This element must describe existing environmental conditions, the amount 
and type of development, modes of transportation and service levels, public facilities and their 
service areas and capacities, and current implementation activities. 

● Conservation – This must address water, air, land, cultural, scenic, and other natural resources, 
as well as attainment of thresholds required by the bi-state compact. 

● Land Use – The land use element includes development constraints, and the types and amounts 
of different land uses, including physical development standards. 

● Transportation – The transportation element must identify the different modes of 
transportation used in the plan area, the levels of service, and planned changes in facilities and 
services.   

● Recreation – Existing and planned parks, trails and other leisure facilities must be included in 
the recreation element. 

● Public Services and Facilities – This element must address provision of water, sanitary sewer, 
fire and police protection, telecommunications, and similar public services, and it must be 
consistent with the land use element. 

● Implementation – This must include a link to implementing code, any applicable improvement 
programs (e.g., local government capital improvements program, the Environmental 
Improvement Program), and relevant operations and maintenance programs. 

The map series that should be included with these elements is: 

● Existing Conditions – This includes existing land use, land coverage, building footprints, land 
capability, etc. 
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● Conservation – This includes soils, stream environment zones, floodplains, land capability 
verifications, viewsheds, etc. 

● Planned Land Use – This should show both planned land use and required amendments to the 
existing land use.  

● Existing and Planned Transportation Facilities – This includes all modes of transportation. 

● Parks and Trails – This includes existing and planned facilities and, where applicable, service 
areas. 

● Public Services and Facilities – This should show existing and proposed water, sanitary sewer, 
emergency service, telecommunications, and similar services and facilities, including service 
areas.  

Conformance Review Checklist 
As each Area Plan is completed it must be found in conformance with the Regional Plan. This 
conformance review model has been used in many states to ensure that local planning and 
development review are consistent with and implement the Regional Plan. The exact form may vary 
from state-to-state, but the concept is the same. 

In the Lake Tahoe Region both the Area Plan and any associated code must be found in conformance. 
Additionally, the local government development review activity is monitored, evaluated, and reported 
on an annual basis. Any development decision may also be appealed to the TRPA Governing Board. As a 
result of the annual monitoring, evaluation, and reporting process the local government Area Plan may 
maintain its certification, may maintain its certification subject to conditions, or have its certification and 
development review authority revoked. The Lake Tahoe Region has one of the most stringent 
conformance review processes in the United States. 

The initial step in the conformance review process is to evaluate the local government Area Plan and 
associated code using a conformance review checklist. This checklist approach is used to foster a high 
degree of predictability and consistency in the conformance review process. The checklist evaluates all 
Area Plans against each relevant Regional Plan policy. The current version of the checklist is included in 
Appendix B. 

By utilizing this approach local governments must show how they comply with all policies in the Regional 
Plan, including those designed to achieve sustainability. Moreover, when additional policies are added 
via an amendment to the Regional Plan, the local governments have a one-year period to amend the 
Area Plans if necessary to comply with the amendment. This approach ensures that both existing and 
new sustainability measures in the Regional Plan will be incorporated into and implemented thorough 
local Area Plans.
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A. TRPA Code of Ordinances Chapter 13: Area Plans 

B. Conformance Review Checklist 
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 AREA PLANS CHAPTER 13:

13.1. PURPOSE  

13.1.1. In order to be responsive to the unique circumstances of communities of the region, 
the Agency finds that there is a mutually beneficial need to provide local, state, federal, 
and tribal governments with the option to prepare Area Plans, provided such Area 
Plans conform with and further the goals and policies of the Regional Plan.   

13.1.2. This chapter defines the required content of Area Plans and establishes that Area Plans 
may be approved by TRPA if they contain policies and development ordinances that 
are consistent with and further the goals and policies of the Regional Plan.  The 
development of Area Plans is intended to support the update and consolidation of 
planning documents in the region. 

13.1.3. This chapter also establishes a conformity program that enables the Agency to transfer 
limited development permitting authority to local governments with Conforming Area 
Plans.  Furthermore, this conformity process defines which development activities will 
not have a substantial effect on the natural resources in the region and may be 
delegated from TRPA review and approval, subject to appeal provisions.  This program 
will enable TRPA to focus its resources on projects of regional concern, while still 
maintaining an active and effective oversight role in the implementation of all Area 
Plans to ensure that Area Plans and activities governed by Area Plans maintain 
conformity with the Regional Plan.   

13.2. APPLICABILITY 

All local governments in the region may prepare Area Plans pursuant to this chapter.  
This includes Carson City, Douglas, El Dorado, Placer, and Washoe counties, and the 
City of South Lake Tahoe.  Any city located in the region that incorporates after the 
adoption of this Code may also prepare Area Plans pursuant to this chapter.  TRPA and 
state, federal, and tribal governments in the region may prepare Area Plans pursuant to 
this chapter.  Quasi-governmental entities, such as service or utility districts, may not 
prepare Area Plans pursuant to this chapter.  

13.3. RELATIONSHIP TO EXISTING REGULATIONS 

13.3.1. All plans, policies, and regulations in the Regional Plan and this Code shall remain in 
effect unless superseded by the provisions of an Area Plan.  The extent and nature of 
the superseded requirements of the TRPA Code shall be identified in the Area Plan.  

13.3.2. No Area Plan may limit TRPA’s responsibility to enforce the Compact and to ensure that 
approved Area Plans are maintained in full compliance with the Regional Plan. 

13.3.3. A Conforming Area Plan shall be considered a component of the Regional Plan. 

13.4. DEVELOPMENT OF AREA PLANS  

13.4.1. Development of Area Plan is Optional  

A government may adopt an Area Plan with plans and development ordinances that 
supersede TRPA plans and ordinances if the Area Plan is found to be in conformance 
with the Regional Plan, in accordance with the requirements of this chapter.  A 
government may adopt an Area Plan that applies to only a portion of the land area 
within its jurisdiction.  Jurisdictions that do not adopt an Area Plan shall continue to be 
subject to all plans, policies, and regulations in the Regional Plan and this Code. 
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13.4.2. Initial Statements of Intent to Develop an Area Plan 

All local, state, federal, and tribal governments in the region shall provide TRPA written 
statements indicating their intent to prepare Area Plans and their anticipated schedule 
for completion of Area Plans.  For TRPA planning purposes, initial statements of intent 
shall be provided to TRPA no later than December 31, 2013.  This shall not preclude the 
earlier or subsequent development of additional or modified Area Plans, pursuant to 
this chapter.  The TRPA Governing Board shall review the initial statements of intent 
and develop an action plan for incorporation into the annual TRPA work program by 
April 30, 2014.  The action plan may include the replacement of plan area statements, 
community plans, and other plans with TRPA-approved Area Plans for properties that 
other governments do not include in their Area Plans. 

13.5. CONTENTS OF AREA PLANS 

13.5.1. General 

An Area Plan shall consist of applicable policies, maps, ordinances, and any other 
related materials identified by the lead agency, sufficient to demonstrate that these 
measures, together with TRPA ordinances that remain in effect, are consistent with and 
conform to TRPA’s Goals and Policies and all other elements of the Regional Plan.  In 
addition to this Section 13.5, additional specific requirements for the content of Area 
Plans are in subparagraph 13.6.5.A.  The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that is 
associated with an approved Area Plan is a separate, but related, approval and is not 
part of the Area Plan.   

13.5.2. Relationship to Other Sections of the Code 

This section is intended to authorize development and design standards in Area Plans 
that are different than otherwise required under this Code.  In the event of a conflict 
between the requirements in this section and requirements in other parts of the Code, 
the requirements in this section shall apply for the purposes of developing Area Plans.  
Except as otherwise specified, Code provisions that apply to Plan Area Statements 
(Chapter 11), Community Plans (Chapter 12), and Specific and Master Plans (Chapter 
14) may also be utilized in a Conforming Area Plan.  If an Area Plan proposes to modify 
any provision that previously applied to Plan Area Statements, Community Plans, or 
Specific and Master Plans, the proposed revision shall be analyzed in accordance with 
Code Chapters 3 and 4. 

13.5.3. Development and Community Design Standards for Area Plans 

A. Minimum Development Standards 
Area Plans shall have development standards that are consistent with those in 
the table below.   

TABLE 13.5.3-1: MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS FOR AREA PLANS 
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Sec. 37.4 

Up to 4 
stories  

(56 ft) max.  
[1] 

Up to 6 
stories  

(95 ft) max.  
[1] 

Up to 197' 
max.  

[2] 
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TABLE 13.5.3-1: MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS FOR AREA PLANS 
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N/A Sec. 31.3 
With adoption of an Area Plan:  

- Residential: 25 units/acre (max.) 
- Tourist: 40 units/acre (max.) 
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Alternative Comprehensive Coverage  
Management System [See 13.5.3.B.1] 
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Sec. 36.5 [4] 

[1] With adoption of an Area Plan.  To ensure compatibility with adjacent uses and viewshed protection, the findings in Sec. 37.7.16 shall apply. 
[2] Limited to replacement structures, provided, the structures to be demolished and replaced are an existing casino hotel, with existing structures of 
at least eight stories, or 85 feet of height as measured from the lowest point of natural grade.  Such structures shall also comply with Sec. 37.7.17. 
[3] Areas of Community Plans outside of Centers shall not be eligible for the alternative height and density allowances authorized in Area Plans for 
Centers. Any existing project density approved pursuant to Section 31.4.3 may be retained in an Area Plan. 
[4] Plan for sidewalks, trails, and other pedestrian amenities providing safe and convenient non-motorized circulation within Centers, as applicable, 
and incorporating the Regional Bike and Pedestrian Plan. 

 
B. Alternative Development Standards and Guidelines Authorized in Area Plans 

1. Alternative Comprehensive Coverage Management Systems 
An Area Plan may propose a comprehensive coverage management 
system as an alternative to the parcel-level coverage requirements 
outlined in subsections 30.4.1 and 30.4.2, provided that the alternative 
system shall: 1) reduce the total coverage and not increase the 
cumulative base allowable coverage in the area covered by the 
comprehensive coverage management system; 2) reduce the total 
amount of coverage and not increase the cumulative base allowable 
coverage in Land Capability Districts 1 and 2; and 3) not increase the 
amount of coverage otherwise allowed within 300 feet of high water of 
Lake Tahoe (excluding those areas landward of Highways 28 and 89 in 
Kings Beach and Tahoe City Town Centers within that zone).  For 
purposes of this provision, “total” coverage is the greater of existing or 
allowed coverage.   
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2. Alternative Parking Strategies 
Shared or area-wide parking strategies are encouraged in Area Plans to 
reduce land coverage and make more efficient use of land for parking 
and pedestrian uses.  Shared parking strategies may consider and 
include the following: 

a. Reduction or relaxation of minimum parking standards; 

b. Creation of maximum parking standards; 

c. Shared parking; 

d. In-lieu payment to meet parking requirements; 

e. On-street parking; 

f. Parking along major regional travel routes; 

g. Creation of bicycle parking standards; 

Alternative Comprehensive Management System: Proc ess for Establishing  Maximum Cov erag e 
 

Step 1 – Document coverag e information for eac h parc el in the c ov erag e manag ement area.   
A. Document base allowable land coverage (Sec. 30.4.1). 
B. Document maximum allowable land coverage (Sec. 30.4.2). 
C. Document TRPA verified existing land coverage (Sec. 30.3). 
D. Document total allowable land coverage — greater of B or C. 
E. If a parcel contains Land Capability District 1 or 2, calculate A–D separately for each LCD. 

 

Step 2 – Calculate base allowable coverage and total allowable coverage for the manag ement area.  
A. Calculate base allowable land coverage for management area (total of answer 1A for all 

parcels).   
B. Calculate base allowable land coverage for Land Capability Districts 1 and 2 (total of answer 

1A for districts 1 & 2).   
C. Calculate total allowable land coverage for management area (total of answer 1D for all 

parcels).   
D. Calculate total allowable land coverage for Land Capability Districts 1 and 2 (total of answer 

1D for districts 1 & 2).   
 

Step 3 – Demonstrate that coverage limitations for the management area are consistent with Code 
requirements (Sec .  13.5.3.B.1) .  

A. Base allowable land coverage for the management area shall not exceed answer 2A. 
B. Base allowable land coverage for Land Capability Districts 1 and 2 shall not exceed answer 

2B. 
C. Total allowable land coverage for the management area shall be less than answer 2C. 
D. Total allowable land coverage for Land Capability Districts 1 and 2 shall be less than answer 

2D. 
E. Total allowable land coverage shall not exceed 70%. 
F. Total allowable land coverage shall not increase the amount of coverage otherwise allowed 

within 300 feet of high water of Lake Tahoe (excluding those areas landward of Highways 28 
and 89 in Kings Beach and Tahoe City Town Centers within that zone). 
 

F inal Requirement:  Coverage Management System shall comply with items A-F. 
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h. Free or discounted transit; 

i. Deeply discounted transit passes for community residents; and 

j. Paid parking management. 

3. Area-wide Water Quality Treatments and Funding Mechanisms 
An Area Plan may propose to establish area-wide water quality 
treatments and funding mechanisms in lieu of certain site-specific BMPs, 
subject to the following requirements: 

a. Area-wide BMPs shall be shown to achieve equal or greater 
effectiveness and efficiency at achieving water quality benefits than 
certain site-specific BMPs.  For registered catchments, the water 
quality benefits of area‐wide BMPs shall comply with applicable 
TMDL requirements.  BMPs for unregistered catchments shall be 
shown to infiltrate the 20 year one hour storm (or address 
requirements in Code Section 60.4.8 (Special Circumstances); 

b. Plans should be developed in coordination with TRPA and 
applicable state agencies, consistent with applicable TMDL 
requirements; 

c. Area-wide BMP project areas shall be identified in Area Plans and 
shall address both installation and ongoing maintenance; 

d. Strong consideration shall be given to areas connected to surface 
waters; 

e. Area-wide BMP plans shall consider area-wide and parcel-level BMP 
requirements as an integrated system; and 

f. Consideration shall be given to properties that have already 
installed and maintained parcel-level BMPs, and financing 
components of area-wide BMP plans shall reflect prior BMP 
installation in terms of the charges levied against projects that 
already complied with BMP requirements with systems that are in 
place and operational in accordance with applicable BMP standards. 

g. Area-wide BMP Plans shall require that BMPs be installed concurrent 
with development activities.  Prior to construction of area-wide 
treatment facilities, development projects shall either install parcel-
level BMPs or construct area-wide improvements that provide equal 
or greater water quality benefits than parcel level BMPs. 

4. Alternative Transfer Ratios for Development Rights 
Within a Stream Restoration Plan Area as depicted in Map 1 in the 
Regional Plan, an Area Plan may propose to establish alternative 
transfer ratios for development rights based on unique conditions in 
each jurisdiction, as long as the alternative transfer ratios are 
determined to generate equal or greater environmental gain compared 
to the TRPA transfer ratios set forth in Chapter 51: Transfer of 
Development.   

C. Development Standards and Guidelines Encouraged in Area Plans 
1. Urban Bear Strategy 

In Area Plans, lead agencies are encouraged to develop and enforce 
urban bear strategies to address the use of bear-resistant solid waste 
facilities and related matters. 
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2. Urban Forestry 
In Area Plans, lead agencies are encouraged to develop and enforce 
urban forestry strategies that seek to reestablish natural forest 
conditions in a manner that does not increase the risk of catastrophic 
wildfire. 

D. Development on Resort Recreation Parcels 
In addition to recreation uses, an Area Plan may allow the development and 
subdivision of tourist, commercial, and residential uses on the Resort Recreation 
District parcels depicted on Map 1 of the Regional Plan and subject to the 
following conditions: 

1. The parcels must become part of an approved Area Plan; 

2. Subdivisions shall be limited to “air space condominium” divisions with 
no lot and block subdivisions allowed;  

3. Development shall be transferred from outside the area designated as 
Resort Recreation; and 

4. Transfers shall result in the retirement of existing development. 

E. Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy 
To be found in conformance with the Regional Plan, Area Plans shall include a 
strategy to reduce emissions of Greenhouse Gases from the operation or 
construction of buildings. The strategy shall include elements in addition to 
those included to satisfy other state requirements or requirements of this code. 
Additional elements included in the strategy may include but are not limited to 
the following: 

• A local green building incentive program to reduce the energy 
consumption of new or remodeled buildings; 

• A low interest loan or rebate program for alternative energy projects 
or energy efficiency retrofits; 

• Modifications to the applicable building code or design standards to 
reduce energy consumption; or 

• Capital improvements to reduce energy consumption or 
incorporate alternative energy production into public facilities. 

 
F. Community Design Standards 

To be found in conformance with the Regional Plan, Area Plans shall require 
that all projects comply with the design standards in this subsection.  Area Plans 
may also include additional or substitute requirements not listed below that 
promote threshold attainment. 

1. Site Design  
a. Development in All Areas 

All new development shall consider, at minimum, the following site 
design standards: 

(i) Existing natural features retained and incorporated into the site 
design; 
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(ii) Building placement and design that are compatible with adjacent 
properties and designed in consideration of solar exposure, 
climate, noise, safety, fire protection, and privacy; 

(iii) Site planning that includes a drainage, infiltration, and grading 
plan meeting water quality standards; and 

(iv) Access, parking, and circulation that are logical, safe, and meet 
the requirements of the transportation element. 

b. Development in Regional Center or Town Center 
In addition to the standards in subparagraph 13.5.3.E.1.a, 
development in a Regional Center or Town Center shall address the 
following design standards: 

(i) Existing or planned pedestrian and bicycle facilities shall connect 
properties within Centers to transit stops and the Regional 
Bicycle and Pedestrian network.  

(ii) Area Plans shall encourage the protection of views of Lake Tahoe. 

(iii) Building height and density should be varied with some 
buildings smaller and less dense than others. 

(iv) Site and building designs within Centers shall promote 
pedestrian activity and provide enhanced design features along 
public roadways.  Enhanced design features to be considered 
include increased setbacks, stepped heights, increased building 
articulation, and/or higher quality building materials along 
public roadways. 

(v) Area Plans shall include strategies for protecting undisturbed 
sensitive lands and, where feasible, establish park or open space 
corridors connecting undisturbed sensitive areas within Centers 
to undisturbed areas outside of Centers. 

2. Building Height 
a. Area Plans may allow building heights up to the maximum limits in 

Table 13.5.3-1 above.   

b. Building height limits shall be established to ensure that buildings 
do not project above the forest canopy, ridge lines, or otherwise 
detract from the viewshed. 

c. Area Plans that allow buildings over two stories in height shall, 
where feasible, include provisions for transitional height limits or 
other buffer areas adjacent to areas not allowing buildings over two 
stories in height. 

3. Building Design  
Standards shall be adopted to ensure attractive and compatible 
development.  The following shall be considered: 

a. Buffer requirements should be established for noise, snow removal, 
aesthetic, and environmental purposes. 

b. The scale of structures should be compatible with existing and 
planned land uses in the area. 

c. Viewsheds should be considered in all new construction.  Emphasis 
should be placed on lake views from major transportation corridors. 
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d. Area Plans shall include design standards for building design and 
form.  Within Centers, building design and form standards shall 
promote pedestrian activity. 

4. Landscaping  
The following should be considered with respect to this design 
component of a project: 

a. Native vegetation should be utilized whenever possible, consistent 
with Fire Defensible Space Requirements. 

b. Vegetation should be used to screen parking, alleviate long strips of 
parking space, and accommodate stormwater runoff where feasible. 

c. Vegetation should be used to give privacy, reduce glare and heat, 
deflect wind, muffle noise, prevent erosion, and soften the line of 
architecture where feasible. 

5. Lighting  
Lighting increases the operational efficiency of a site.  In determining 
the lighting for a project, the following should be required: 

a. Exterior lighting should be minimized to protect dark sky views, yet 
adequate to provide for public safety, and should be consistent with 
the architectural design. 

b. Exterior lighting should utilize cutoff shields that extend below the 
lighting element to minimize light pollution and stray light.  

c. Overall levels should be compatible with the neighborhood light 
level.  Emphasis should be placed on a few, well-placed, low-
intensity lights. 

d. Lights should not blink, flash, or change intensity except for 
temporary public safety signs. 

6. Signing 
a. Area Plans may include alternative sign standards.  For Area Plans to 

be found in conformance with the Regional Plan, the Area Plan shall 
demonstrate that the sign standards will minimize and mitigate 
significant scenic impacts and move toward attainment or achieve 
the adopted scenic thresholds for the Lake Tahoe region.   

b. In the absence of a Conforming Area Plan that addresses sign 
standards, the following policies apply, along with implementing 
ordinances: 

(i) Off-premise signs should generally be prohibited; way-finding 
and directional signage may be considered where scenic 
impacts are minimized and mitigated; 

(ii) Signs should be incorporated into building design; 

(iii) When possible, signs should be consolidated into clusters to 
avoid clutter; 

(iv) Signage should be attached to buildings when possible; and 

(v) Standards for number, size, height, lighting, square footage, and 
similar characteristics for on-premise signs shall be formulated 
and shall be consistent with the land uses permitted in each 
district. 
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G. Modification to Centers (Town Center, Regional Center and High Density 
Tourist District Boundary) 
When Area Plans propose modifications to the boundaries of a Center, the 
modification shall comply with the following: 

1. Boundaries of Centers shall be drawn to include only properties that are 
developed, unless undeveloped parcels proposed for inclusion have 
either at least three sides of their boundary adjacent to developed 
parcels (for four-sided parcels), or 75 percent of their boundary adjacent 
to developed parcels (for non-four-sided parcels).  For purposes of this 
requirement, a parcel shall be considered developed if it includes any of 
the following: 30 percent or more of allowed coverage already existing 
on site or an approved but unbuilt project that proposes to meet this 
coverage standard.    

2. Properties included in a Center shall be less than 1/4 mile from existing 
Commercial and Public Service uses. 

3. Properties included in a Center shall encourage and facilitate the use of 
existing or planned transit stops and transit systems.  

13.6. CONFORMITY REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR AREA PLANS 

13.6.1. Initiation of Area Planning Process by Lead Agency 

The development of an Area Plan shall be initiated by a designated lead agency.  The 
lead agency may be TRPA or a local, state, federal, or tribal government.  There may be 
only one lead agency for each Area Plan. 

13.6.2. Initial Approval of Area Plan by Lead Agency 

A. When TRPA is Not the Lead Agency 
If the lead agency is not TRPA, then the Area Plan shall be approved by the lead 
agency prior to TRPA’s review of the Area Plan for conformance with the 
Regional Plan under this section.  In reviewing and approving an Area Plan, the 
lead agency shall follow its own review procedures for plan amendments.  At a 
minimum, Area Plans shall be prepared in coordination with local residents, 
stakeholders, public agencies with jurisdictional authority within the proposed 
Area Plan boundaries, and TRPA staff. 

B. When TRPA is the Lead Agency 
If the lead agency is TRPA, the Area Plan shall require conformity approval 
under this section by TRPA only.  No approval by any other government, such as 
a local government, shall be required. 

13.6.3. Review by Advisory Planning Commission 

The TRPA Advisory Planning Commission shall review the proposed Area Plan and 
make recommendations to the TRPA Governing Board.  The commission shall obtain 
and consider the recommendations and comments of the local government(s) and 
other responsible public agencies, as applicable.   

13.6.4. Approval of Area Plan by TRPA 

For Area Plans initiated and approved by a lead agency other than TRPA, the Area Plan 
shall be submitted to and reviewed by the TRPA Governing Board at a public hearing.  
Public comment shall be limited to issues raised by the public before the Advisory 
Planning Commission and issues raised by the Governing Board.  The TRPA Governing 
Board shall make a finding that the Area Plan, including all zoning and development 
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Codes that are part of the Area Plan, is consistent with and furthers the goals and 
policies of the Regional Plan.  This finding shall be referred to as a finding of 
conformance and shall be subject to the same voting requirements as approval of a 
Regional Plan amendment. 

13.6.5. Findings of Conformance with the Regional Plan 

In making the general finding of conformance, the TRPA Governing Board shall make 
the general findings applicable to all amendments to the Regional Plan and Code set 
forth in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, and also the following specific review standards:  

A. General Review Standards for All Area Plans 
The submitted Area Plan shall: 

1. Identify all zoning designations, allowed land uses, and development 
standards throughout the plan area; 

2. Be consistent with all applicable Regional Plan Policies, including but 
not limited to the regional growth management system, development 
allocations and coverage requirements; 

3. Demonstrate how the Area Plan is consistent with the Conceptual 
Regional Land Use Map, including any amendments to the Conceptual 
Regional Land Use Map that are proposed to be part of the Area Plan in 
order to more effectively implement the Regional Plan Policies and 
provide Threshold gain; 

4. Recognize and support planned, new, or enhanced Environmental 
Improvement Projects.  Area Plans may also recommend enhancements 
to planned, new, or enhanced Environmental Improvement Projects as 
part of an integrated plan to comply with Regional Plan Policies and 
provide Threshold gain; 

5. Promote environmentally beneficial redevelopment and revitalization 
within Centers; 

6. Preserve the character of established residential areas outside of 
Centers, while seeking opportunities for environmental improvements 
within residential areas; 

7. Protect and direct development away from Stream Environment Zones 
and other sensitive areas, while seeking opportunities for 
environmental improvements within sensitive areas.  Development may 
be allowed in Disturbed Stream Environment zones within Centers only 
if allowed development reduces coverage and enhances natural 
systems within the Stream Environment Zone; and  

8. Identify facilities and implementation measures to enhance pedestrian, 
bicycling and transit opportunities along with other opportunities to 
reduce automobile dependency. 

B. TRPA Utilization of Load Reduction Plans 
TRPA shall utilize the load reduction plans for all registered catchments or TRPA 
default standards when there are no registered catchments, in the conformance 
review of Area Plans. 
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C. Additional Review Standards for Area Plans with Town Centers or Regional 
Center 
In addition to the requirements of subparagraphs A and B above, submitted 
Area Plans that contain Town Centers or the Regional Center shall include 
policies, ordinances, and other implementation measures to: 

1. Include building and site design standards that reflect the unique 
character of each area, respond to local design issues, and consider 
ridgeline and viewshed protection;  

2. Promote walking, bicycling, transit use, and shared parking in Town 
Centers and the Regional Center, which at a minimum shall include 
continuous sidewalks or other pedestrian paths and bicycle facilities 
along both sides of all highways within Town Centers and the Regional 
Center, and to other major activity centers;  

3. Use standards within Town Centers or the Regional Center addressing 
the form of development and requiring that projects promote 
pedestrian activity and transit use;   

4. Ensure adequate capacity for redevelopment and transfers of 
development rights into Town Centers and the Regional Center;  

5. Identify an integrated community strategy for coverage reduction and 
enhanced stormwater management; and  

6. Demonstrate that all development activity within Town Centers and the 
Regional Center will provide for or not interfere with Threshold gain, 
including but not limited to measurable improvements in water quality. 

D. Additional Review Standards for Area Plans within the High-Density Tourist 
District 
In addition to the requirements of subparagraphs A, B, and C above, submitted 
Area Plans that contain the High-Density Tourist District shall include policies, 
ordinances, and other implementation measures to: 

1. Include building and site design standards that substantially enhance 
the appearance of existing buildings in the High-Density Tourist District; 

2. Provide pedestrian, bicycle and transit facilities connecting the High-
Density Tourist District with other regional attractions; and 

3. Demonstrate that all development activity within the High-Density 
Tourist District will provide or not interfere with Threshold gain, 
including but not limited to measurable improvements in water quality.  
If necessary to achieve Threshold gain, off-site improvements may be 
additionally required. 

13.6.6. Conformity Review for Amendments to Area Plans 

Following approval of an Area Plan, any subsequent amendment to a plan or ordinance 
contained within the approved Area Plan shall be reviewed by the Advisory Planning 
Commission and Governing Board for conformity with the requirements of the 
Regional Plan.  Public comment before the Governing Board shall be limited to 
consideration of issues raised before the Advisory Planning Commission and issues 
raised by the Governing Board.  The Governing Board shall make the same findings as 
required for the conformity finding of the initial Area Plan, as provided in subsection 
13.6.5; however, the scope of the APC and Governing Board’s review shall be limited to 
determining the conformity of the specific amendment only.  If the Governing Board 
finds that the amendment to the Area Plan does not conform to the Regional Plan, 
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including after any changes made in response to TRPA comments, the amendment 
shall not become part of the approved Area Plan. 

13.6.7. Conformity Review for Amendments Made by TRPA to the Regional Plan that Affect an 
Area Plan 

A. TRPA shall provide lead agencies with reasonable notice of pending 
amendments that may affect Area Plans.  TRPA also shall provide lead agencies 
with notice of Area Plan topics that may require amendment following adopted 
Regional Plan amendments pursuant to this section.   

B. If TRPA approves an amendment to the Regional Plan that would also require 
amendment of an Area Plan to maintain conformity, the lead agency shall be 
given one year to amend the Area Plan to demonstrate conformity with the 
TRPA amendment.  The Governing Board shall make the same findings as 
required for the conformity finding of the initial Area Plan, as provided in 
subsection 13.6.5; however, the scope of the Governing Board’s review shall be 
limited to determining the conformity of only those amendments made by the 
lead agency to conform to the TRPA amendment.  If the Governing Board finds 
that the other government fails to demonstrate conformity with the TRPA 
amendment following the one-year deadline, then the Board shall identify the 
policies and/or zoning provisions in the Area Plan that are inconsistent and 
assume lead agency authority to amend those policies and provisions. 

13.6.8. Effect of Finding of Conformance of Area Plan 

By finding that an Area Plan conforms with the Regional Plan pursuant to the 
requirements of this chapter and upon adoption of an MOU pursuant to Section 13.7, 
the Area Plan shall serve as the standards and procedures for implementation of the 
Regional Plan.  The standards and procedures within each Area Plan shall be 
considered and approved individually and shall not set precedent for other Area Plans.   

13.7. PROCEDURES FOR ADOPTION OF MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING  

13.7.1. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Required  

After TRPA finds that an Area Plan is in conformance with the Regional Plan, TRPA and 
the lead agency shall enter into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that clearly 
specifies the extent to which the activities within the Area Plan are delegated or 
exempt from TRPA review and approval, and describes all procedures and 
responsibilities to ensure effective implementation of the Area Plan.  Concurrent review 
of the Area Plan and the MOU is encouraged.   

13.7.2. Contents of MOU 

An MOU for an Area Plan shall contain, at minimum, the following elements: 

A. A comprehensive statement of the type and size of all activities within the Area 
Plan that are delegated or exempt from TRPA review and approval;  

B. A clear statement defining the projects over which TRPA will retain 
development review responsibility; 

C. An agreement to make all findings required by the Compact, Regional Plan, 
Area Plan and Code for project approval and inclusion of special conditions not 
inconsistent with the Area Plan; 

D. Identification of the types of proposed activities for which TRPA will receive 
notification pursuant to subsection 13.8.1; 
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E. Identification of the type and extent of procedures the lead agency 
government will use to notify TRPA of proposed local development activities 
and include TRPA in development review proceedings; 

F. A description of how the Area Plan will be modified to reflect amendments by 
TRPA to the Regional Plan, as well as assurances to enforce and maintain 
conformance with the Regional Plan amendments prior to amendment of the 
Area Plan; 

G. Statement of how the MOU for the Area Plan will relate to any existing MOUs 
that the lead agency government has with TRPA; and  

H. If necessary, additional clarification of any requirements of this chapter, 
provided that all such clarifications are consistent with the intent and substance 
of this chapter and the Regional Plan.   

13.7.3. Activities Requiring TRPA Approval 

A. Projects and matters that meet one of the following criteria and that are also 
identified in subsection 2.2.2 as requiring approval by the Governing Board or 
Hearings Officer shall not be delegated by TRPA under this chapter: 

1. All development within the High-Density Tourist District; 

2. All development within the Shorezone of Lake Tahoe; 

3. All development within the Conservation District;  

4. All development within the Resort Recreation designation and 

5. All development meeting the criteria in the following table: 

TABLE 13.7.3 -1: THRESHOLDS FOR GOVERNING BOARD  
REVIEW OF PROJECTS IN CENTERS 

(A ll  m easurem ents are new building f loor area. ) 

 Reg ional Center Town Center Not in Center 

Residential ≥ 100,000 sq. ft. ≥ 50,000 sq. ft. ≥ 25,000 sq. ft. 
Non-residential ≥ 80,000 sq. ft. ≥ 40,000 sq. ft. ≥ 12, 500 sq. ft. 

 
B. The limits on delegation in Table 13.7.3-1 may be increased or decreased by the 

TRPA Governing Board.  The levels of delegation may be increased or decreased 
based on the lead agency’s ongoing monitoring, reporting, and performance 
review, whether the lead agency’s actions on projects are consistent with the 
Area Plan, and whether the Area Plan’s terms and conditions are met.  

13.7.4. Concurrent Review of Area Plan and MOU 

By agreement between TRPA and the lead agency, the Area Plan and associated MOU 
may be reviewed concurrently at a single meeting, or sequentially at separate 
meetings.  In all cases, the Area Plan and the MOU shall receive separate votes from the 
Governing Board based on the applicable criteria in this chapter.  In all cases, the Area 
Plan shall be approved first, followed by approval of the MOU.  Activities that are 
delegated or exempt from TRPA review shall be prescribed by ordinance immediately 
following MOU approval. 
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13.7.5. Deadline for MOU Approval and Suspension 

TRPA shall work with the lead agency and make a good-faith effort to finalize the MOU 
in a timely manner.  An MOU between TRPA and the lead agency shall be completed 
within six months of the Governing Board’s finding of conformity of the Area Plan.  
Reasonable time extensions beyond six months may be approved by TRPA for good-
faith cause.  An approval of an Area Plan that does not receive MOU approval within the 
required six-month period, including any approved time extensions, shall be 
suspended and have no effect for purposes of this Code.  Suspended Area Plans may be 
resubmitted for approval by administrative action if the Area Plan has not been 
amended since Governing Board approval. 

13.8. MONITORING, CERTIFICATION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF AREA PLAN 

13.8.1. Notification to TRPA of Proposed Activities Requiring Public Notification in Area Plans 

Lead agencies with approved Area Plans shall send to TRPA notice of all proposed 
activities that require public notification as specified in the MOU, and all applications to 
amend a policy or ordinance that is part of the Area Plan.  The notice shall be sent 
pursuant to local notification procedures; however, in all cases the notice shall be sent 
no less than 10 days prior to the hearing in order to provide TRPA with adequate time 
to review and comment, if desired, on the project. 

13.8.2. Monitoring 

On at least a quarterly basis, lead agencies with approved Area Plans shall send to TRPA 
copies of all building permits issued in the Area Plan.  At minimum, such building 
permits shall contain and make clear the necessary development information that 
TRPA needs to measure compliance with the terms of the Area Plan, such as additional 
land coverage, commercial floor area, residential units, or tourist accommodation units 
(TAUs).  In addition, TMDL regulatory agencies shall, through the TMDL adaptive 
management system, provide TRPA annual progress reports and analysis, copies of all 
MOAs and NPDES permits, and notifications of all breaches or violations of MOAs and 
NPDES permits. 

13.8.3. Annual Review  

TRPA shall annually select and review a sample of development permits issued within 
each Area Plan area in order to certify that the permits are issued in conformance with 
the Area Plan.  The scope of this review is limited to determining the conformity of the 
sample developments to the Area Plan and shall not include a reconsideration of the 
conformity of the Area Plan to the Regional Plan.  If TRPA determines that certain local 
development permits were issued in apparent conflict with the Area Plan, it shall notify 
the lead agency in writing of all specific discrepancies, including recommendations for 
remedying the discrepancies.  The lead agency shall have thirty days to provide 
comments and suggest corrective actions, if necessary.  After review of the comments, 
if any, from the lead agency, TRPA shall follow one of the procedures below. 

13.8.4. Effect of Annual Review; Annual Report 

A. Certification  
If, based on its review of sample permits, including any responses and remedies 
already implemented by the lead agency, the Governing Board determines that 
development has been permitted in conformance with the Area Plan, then it 
shall certify that the permits are being issued in conformance with the Area 
Plan. 
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B. Certification Conditionally Granted 
In response to TRPA comments in the annual review, the lead agency may 
identify corrective actions that are necessary to ensure that permits are being 
issued in conformance with the  Area Plan.  The lead agency shall have a 
maximum of six months to complete the identified corrective actions and 
provide a written response to TRPA.  If TRPA determines that the lead agency 
has either failed to respond or has failed to respond adequately to the issues 
identified in the annual review, then TRPA shall take action pursuant to 
subparagraph C below. 

C. Revocation of Part or All of MOU 
If the Governing Board determines that development is not being permitted in 
conformance with an Area Plan, the Board shall revoke all or part of the 
implementation authority transferred to the lead agency government in the 
MOU and related ordinances.  After this revocation, TRPA shall assume primary 
permitting responsibility for the activities related to the revoked items in the 
MOU. 

13.8.5. Four-Year Recertification 

As part of each four-year evaluation of the Regional Plan under Goals and Policies DP-
2.1, TRPA shall review the conformance of each Area Plan with the load reduction plan 
for registered catchments, or TRPA default standards when there are no registered 
catchments.  TRPA shall use catchment data and all reports to inform the four-year Area 
Plan recertification. 

13.9. APPEALS  

13.9.1. Purpose  

The intent of the appeal process is to provide a mechanism for projects delegated to 
lead agencies to be brought before the TRPA Governing Board consistent with 
requirements of the Compact, eliminate frivolous appeals, deter appellants “laying in 
wait” by encouraging early and consistent engagement, increase procedural certainty 
and timeliness irrespective of outcomes, and to minimize project-by-project 
negotiation before the Governing Board. 

13.9.2. Appeal Allowed 

Final decisions on projects delegated to a lead agency may be appealed to the TRPA.  
An appeal may only be filed by an “aggrieved person” as defined in Article VI(j)(3) of the 
Compact.  Decisions by the lead agency under independent local, state, or federal law 
are not the subject of this appeal process. 

13.9.3. Basis of Appeal  

The basis for an appeal under this section shall be limited to whether the decision by a 
lead agency is in accordance with an approved Area Plan and its implementing 
ordinances consistent with the Regional Plan and Compact. 

13.9.4. Exhaustion Required 

Appellants who are subject to the exhaustion provision in Compact Article VI (j) (3) shall 
exhaust all administrative remedies provided by the lead agency prior to appealing a 
decision to TRPA. 
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13.9.5. Deadline 

An appellant shall file an appeal application to TRPA within 15 calendar days of the final 
lead agency decision. 

13.9.6. Content of Appeal 

An application for appeal shall contain the following: 

A. A clearly written statement explaining the grounds for appeal;  

B. Documentation to support the appeal claim; and 

C. Additional documentation may be provided by the applicant or lead agency to 
augment the record. 

13.9.7. Fee 

The appellant shall pay a fee of $1,000 to TRPA for each appeal.  A lead agency’s fee for 
its internal appeals of delegated decisions shall not exceed the TRPA fee for appeals. 

13.9.8. Stay of Lead Agency Decision 

Once an appeal application is received by TRPA, the project approved by the lead 
agency shall be stayed pending the final outcome of the appeal. 

13.9.9. Review of Appeal 

A. Staff Recommendation and Hearing 
Within 60 days after receipt of an appeal, TRPA staff shall make a 
recommendation to the Governing Board on the merits of the appeal, including 
whether the appeal is frivolous as defined in subsections 13.9.2 through 13.9.4.  
The Governing Board shall consider the recommendation concerning whether 
the appeal is frivolous in determining whether to proceed to consider the 
merits of an appeal and if it hears the merits it shall consider the 
recommendation concerning the merits.  A hearing on the appeal shall be 
scheduled for the first Governing Board meeting after issuance of the staff 
recommendation. 

B. Governing Board Action 
1. The voting structure for the Governing Board for appeal decisions shall 

be the same as project votes before the Governing Board as defined in 
the Compact. 

2. The Governing Board may take action the first time the appeal is 
presented to the Board or, after hearing the appeal, continue the action 
to the next Governing Board meeting. 

3. If no action is taken by the Governing Board at the initial meeting at 
which the appeal is presented, the Governing Board shall take action at 
the next Governing Board meeting. 

C. Standard of Review 
Appeal review and action by the Governing Board shall be limited to whether 
the decision by a lead agency is in accordance with an approved Area Plan and 
its implementing ordinances consistent with the Regional Plan and Compact. 

13.9.10. Effect of Decision 

Appeals upheld by the Governing Board shall nullify the lead agency decision.  If the 
project applicant desires to continue review of the application by the lead agency, they 
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shall re-apply to the lead agency according to the same procedures required for the 
original application.  The Governing Board may deny the appeal thereby affirming the 
lead agency’s decision.  The Governing Board may also modify a lead agency’s decision 
on a project to make the decision consistent with the Area Plan.  The Governing Board 
shall limit the use of its authority to modify lead agency decision’s in order to minimize 
the filing of appeals to further negotiate permit conditions. 
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Area Plan Finding of Conformance Checklist 

Area Plan Name:  
Lead Agency:  
Submitted to TRPA:  
TRPA File No:  
Lead Agency Area Plan Approval Date:  
APC Hearing Date:  
Governing Board Hearing Date:  
Appeal Deadline:  
MOU Approval Deadline:  
Geographic Area and Description:  
Land Use Classifications Included in Area Plans:  
Alternative Development Specific Standards:  
 
 

Contents of Area Plans Code  Conformance 
General  
An Area Plan shall consist of applicable policies, maps, 
ordinances, and any other related materials identified by 
the lead agency, sufficient to demonstrate that these 
measures, together with TRPA ordinances that remain in 
effect, are consistent with and conform to TRPA’s Goals 
and Policies and all other elements of the Regional Plan. In 
addition to this Section 13.5, additional specific 
requirements for the content of Area Plans are in 
subsection 13.6.5.A. The Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) that is associated with an approved Area Plan is a 
separate, but related, approval and is not part of the Area 
Plan. 

13.5.1 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
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Relationship to Other Sections of the Code 

This section is intended to authorize 
development and design standards in Area 
Plans that are different than otherwise 
required under this Code.  In the event of a 
conflict between the requirements in this 
section and requirements in other parts of the 
Code, the requirements in this section shall 
apply for the purposes of developing Area 
Plans. Except as otherwise specified, Code 
provisions that apply to Plan Area Statements 
(Chapter 11), Community Plans (Chapter 12), 
and Specific and Master Plans (Chapter 14) may 
also be utilized in a Conforming Area Plan. If an 
Area Plan proposes to modify any provision 
that previously applied to Plan Area 
Statements, Community Plans, or Specific and 
Master Plans, the proposed revision shall be 
analyzed in accordance with Code Chapters 3 
and 4. 

13.5.2 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   

 
Development and Community Design Standards for Area Plans 

Area Plans shall have development standards that are consistent with those in Table 13.5.3-1. 
Maximum Building Height Code Conformance 

Area Plans shall have development standards that are consistent with those in Table 13.5.3-1. 
Outside of Centers building height standards consistent 
with Code Section 37.4 

13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Within Town Centers up to 4 stories (56 ft.) maximum 13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 
Notes:   
Within the Regional Center up to 6 stories (95 ft.) 
maximum 

13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Within the High-Density Tourist District up to 197 feet 
maximum 

13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Density Code Conformance 

Single Family Dwelling consistent with Code Section 31.3 13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 
Notes:   
Multiple-Family Dwelling outside of Centers consistent 
with Code Section 31.3 

13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 
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Notes:   
Within Centers Multi-Family Dwelling  
Residential 25 units/acre maximum   
Tourist (other than bed & breakfast) 40 units/acre 
maximum    

13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Land Coverage Code  Conformance 

Land coverage consistent with Section 30.4 of the TRPA 
Code  

13.5.3 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Alternative Comprehensive Coverage Management 
System (see below) 

13.5.3.B.1 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Complete Streets Code  Conformance 

Area Plan conforms to Section 36.5 of the Code of 
Ordinances. 

13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   

Within Centers plan for sidewalks, trails, and other 
pedestrian amenities providing safe and convenient non-
motorized circulation within Centers, as applicable, and 
incorporation the Regional Bike and Pedestrian Plan 

13.5.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Alternative Development Standards and Guidelines Authorized in Area Plans 

Comprehensive Coverage Management Systems Code Conformance 
An Area Plan may propose a comprehensive coverage 
management system as an alternative to the parcel-level 
coverage requirements outlined in Sections 30.4.1 and 
30.4.2, provided that the alternative system shall: 1) 
reduce the total coverage and not increase the cumulative 
base allowable coverage in the area covered by the 
comprehensive coverage management system; 2) reduce 
the total amount of coverage and not increase the 
cumulative base allowable coverage in Land Capability 
Districts 1 and 2; and 3) not increase the amount of 
coverage otherwise allowed within 300 feet of high water 
of Lake Tahoe (excluding those areas landward of 
Highways 28 and 89 in Kings Beach and Tahoe City Town 
Centers within that zone). For purposes of this provision, 
“total” coverage is the greater of existing or allowed 
coverage. 

13.5.3.B.1 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Alternative Parking Strategies Code  Conformance 
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Area Plan includes shared or area-wide parking strategies 
to reduce land coverage and make more efficient use of 
land for parking and pedestrian uses.  Shared parking 
strategies may consider and include the following. 

o Reduction or relaxation of minimum parking 
standards; 

o Creation of maximum parking standards; 
o Shared parking; 
o In-lieu payment to meet parking requirements; 
o On-street parking; 
o Parking along major regional travel routes; 
o Creation of bicycle parking standards; 
o Free or discounted transit; 
o Deeply discounted transit passes for community 

residents; and 
o Paid parking management 

13.5.3.B.2 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:  

Area-wide Water Quality Treatments and Funding 
Mechanisms 

Code  Conformance 

Area Plan includes water quality treatments and funding 
mechanisms in lieu of certain site-specific BMPs, subject 
to the following requirements. 

o Area-wide BMPs shall be shown to achieve equal or 
greater effectiveness and efficiency at achieving water 
quality benefits to certain site-specific BMPs and must 
infiltrate the 20-year, one-hour storm; 

o Plans should be developed in coordination with TRPA 
and applicable state agencies, consistent with 
applicable TMDL requirements; 

o Area-wide BMP project areas shall be identified in 
Area Plans and shall address both installation and 
ongoing maintenance; 

o Strong consideration shall be given to areas connected 
to surface waters; 

o Area-wide BMP plans shall consider area-wide and 
parcel level BMP requirements as an integrated 
system; 

o Consideration shall be given to properties that have 
already installed and maintained parcel-level BMPs, 
and financing components or area-wide BMP plans 
shall reflect prior BMP installation in terms of the 
charges levied against projects that already complied 
with BMP requirements with systems that are in place 
and operational in accordance with applicable BMP 

13.5.3.B.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 
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standards. 
o Area-wide BMP Plans shall require that BMPs be 

installed concurrent with development activities. Prior 
to construction of area-wide treatment facilities, 
development projects shall either install parcel-level 
BMPs or construct area-wide improvements. 

Notes:  
Alternative Transfer Ratios for Development Rights Code  Conformance 

Within a Stream Restoration Plan Area as depicted in Map 
1 in the Regional Plan, an Area Plan may propose to 
establish alternative transfer ratios for development rights 
based on unique conditions in each jurisdiction, as long as 
the alternative transfer ratios are determined to generate 
equal or greater environment gain compared to the TRPA 
transfer ratios set forth in Chapter 51: Transfer of 
Development. 

13.5.3.B.4 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
 

Development Standards and Guidelines Encouraged in 
Area Plans 

Code  Conformance 

Urban Bear Strategy 

In Area Plans, lead agencies are encouraged to develop 
and enforce urban bear strategies to address the use of 
bear-resistant solid waste facilities and related matters. 

13.5.3.C.1 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Urban Forestry 

In Area Plans, lead agencies are encouraged to develop 
and enforce urban forestry strategies that seek to 
reestablish natural forest conditions in a manner that 
does not increase the risk of catastrophic wildfire. 

13.5.3.C.2 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
 

Development on Resort Recreation Parcels Code  Conformance 
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In addition to recreation uses, an Area Plan may allow the 
development and subdivision of tourist, commercial, and 
residential uses on the Resort Recreation District parcels 
depicted on Map 1 of the Regional Plan and subject to 
the following conditions:  

o The parcels must become part of an approved 
Area Plan; 

o Subdivisions shall be limited to “air space 
condominium” divisions with no lot and block 
subdivisions allowed; 

o Development shall be transferred from outside 
the area designated as Resort Recreation; and  

o Transfers shall result in the retirement of existing 
development. 

13.5.3.D 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy Code  Conformance 

To be found in conformance with the Regional Plan, Area 
Plans shall include a strategy to reduce emissions of 
Greenhouse Gases from the operation or construction of 
buildings. The strategy shall include elements in addition 
to those included to satisfy other state requirements or 
requirements of this code. Additional elements included 
in the strategy may include but are not limited to the 
following: 

o A local green building incentive program to reduce 
the energy consumption of new or remodeled 
buildings; 

o A low interest loan or rebate program for 
alternative energy projects or energy efficiency 
retrofits; 

o Modifications to the applicable building code or 
design standards to reduce energy consumption; 
or 

o Capital improvements to reduce energy 
consumption or incorporate alternative energy 
production into public facilities. 

13.5.3.E 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Community Design Standards 
To be found in conformance with the Regional Plan, Area Plans shall require that all projects comply 
with the design standards in this subsection. Area Plans may also include additional or substitute 
requirements not listed below that promote threshold attainment. 

Site Design Code  Conformance 
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Development in All Areas 

All new development shall consider, at minimum, the 
following site design standards: 

o Existing natural features retained and incorporated 
into the site design; 

o Building placement and design that are compatible 
with adjacent properties and designed in 
consideration of solar exposure, climate, noise, 
safety, fire protection, and privacy; 

o Site planning that includes a drainage, infiltration, and 
grading plan meeting water quality standards, and 

o Access, parking, and circulation that are logical, sage, 
and meet the requirements of the transportation 
element.   

13.5.3.F.1.a 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Development in Regional Center or Town Center  

In addition to the standards above, development in Town 
Centers or the Regional Center shall address the following 
design standards: 

o Existing or planned pedestrian and bicycle facilities 
shall connect properties within Centers to transit 
stops and the Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian 
network. 

o Area Plans shall encourage the protection of views of 
Lake Tahoe. 

o Building height and density should be varied with 
some buildings smaller and less dense than others. 

o Site and building designs within Centers shall promote 
pedestrian activity and provide enhanced design 
features along public roadways.  Enhanced design 
features to be considered include increased setbacks, 
stepped heights, increased building articulation, 
and/or higher quality building materials along public 
roadways.   

o Area Plans shall include strategies for protecting 
undisturbed sensitive lands and, where feasible, 
establish park or open space corridors connecting 
undisturbed sensitive areas within Centers to 
undisturbed areas outside of Centers. 

13.5.3.F.1.b 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Building Height 

o Area Plans may allow building heights up to the 

13.5.3.F.2 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 
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maximum limits in Table 13.5.3-1 of the Code of 
Ordinances 

o Building height limits shall be established to ensure 
that buildings do not project above the forest canopy, 
ridge lines, or otherwise detract from the viewshed. 

o Area Plans that allow buildings over two stories in 
height shall, where feasible, include provisions for 
transitional height limits or other buffer areas 
adjacent to areas not allowing buildings over two 
stories in height. 

Notes:  

Building Design 

Standards shall be adopted to ensure attractive and 
compatible development.  The following shall be 
considered: 

o Buffer requirements should be established for noise, 
snow removal, aesthetic, and environmental 
purposes. 

o The scale of structures should be compatible with 
existing and planned land uses in the area. 

o Viewsheds should be considered in all new 
construction.  Emphasis should be placed on lake 
views from major transportation corridors. 

o Area Plans shall include design standards for building 
design and form.  Within Centers, building design and 
form standards shall promote pedestrian activity.   

13.5.3.F.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Landscaping 

The following should be considered with respect to this 
design component of a project: 

o Native vegetation should be utilized whenever 
possible, consistent with Fire Defensible Space 
Requirements. 

o Vegetation should be used to screen parking, alleviate 
long strips of parking space, and accommodate 
stormwater runoff where feasible. 

o Vegetation should be used to give privacy, reduce 
glare and heat, deflect wind, muffle noise, prevent 
erosion, and soften the line of architecture where 
feasible.   

13.5.3.F.4 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 
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Notes:  

Lighting 

Lighting increases the operational efficiency of a site.  In 
determining the lighting for a project, the following 
should be required: 

o Exterior lighting should be minimized to protect dark 
sky views, yet adequate to provide for public safety, 
and should be consistent with the architectural 
design. 

o Exterior lighting should utilize cutoff shields that 
extend below the lighting element to minimize light 
pollution and stray light. 

o Overall levels should be compatible with the 
neighborhood light level.  Emphasis should be placed 
on a few, well-placed, low-intensity lights. 

o Lights should not blink, flash, or change intensity 
except for temporary public safety signs. 

13.5.3.D.5 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   

Signing 

Area Plans may include alternative sign standards.  For 
Area Plans to be found in conformance with the Regional 
Plan, the Area Plan shall demonstrate that the sign 
standards will minimize and mitigate significant scenic 
impacts and move toward attainment or achieve the 
adopted scenic thresholds for the Lake Tahoe region. 

13.5.3.F.6 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:  

Signing 
In the absence of a Conforming Area Plan that addresses 
sign standards, the following policies apply, along with 
implementing ordinances: 
o Off-premise signs should generally be prohibited; 

way-finding and directional signage may be 
considered where scenic impacts are minimized and 
mitigated. 

o Signs should be incorporated into building design; 
o When possible, signs should be consolidated into 

clusters to avoid clutter. 
o Signage should be attached to buildings when 

possible; and  
o Standards for number, size, height, lighting, square 

footage, and similar characteristics for on-premise 

13.5.3.F.6 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 
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signs shall be formulated and shall be consistent with 
the land uses permitted in each district. 

Notes:  
Modification to Centers (Town Center, Regional Center and 
High Density Tourist District Boundary)  
When Area Plans propose modifications to the boundaries of a 
Center, the modification shall comply with the following: 
o Boundaries of Centers shall be drawn to include only 

properties that are developed, unless undeveloped 
parcels proposed for inclusion have either at least 
three sides of their boundary adjacent to developed 
parcels (for four-sided parcels), or 75 percent of their 
boundary adjacent to developed parcels (for non-
four-sided parcels).  For purposes of this requirement, 
a parcel shall be considered developed if it includes 
any of the following: 30 percent or more of allowed 
coverage already existing on site or an approved but 
unbuilt project that proposes to meet this coverage 
standard.    

o Properties included in a Center shall be less than ¼ 
mile from existing Commercial and Public Service 
uses.   

o Properties included in a Center shall encourage and 
facilitate     the use of existing or planned transit stops 
and transit systems.   

13.5.3.G ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:  

 

Conformity Review Procedures For Area Plans 
Initiation of Area Planning Process by Lead Agency  

The development of an Area Plan shall be initiated by a 
designated lead agency. The lead agency may be TRPA or a 
local, state, federal, or tribal government. There may be 
only one lead agency for each Area Plan. 

13.6.1 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐
N/A 

Notes:   
Initial Approval of Area Plan by Lead Agency  

When TRPA is Not the Lead Agency  
If the lead agency is not TRPA, then the Area Plan shall be 
approved by the lead agency prior to TRPA’s review of the 
Area Plan for conformance with the Regional Plan under 

13.6.2 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐
N/A 
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this section. In reviewing and approving an Area Plan, the 
lead agency shall follow its own review procedures for 
plan amendments. At a minimum, Area Plans shall be 
prepared in coordination with local residents, 
stakeholders, public agencies with jurisdictional authority 
within the proposed Area Plan boundaries, and TRPA staff.  
 
When TRPA is the Lead Agency  
If the lead agency is TRPA, the Area Plan shall require 
conformity approval under this section by TRPA only. No 
approval by any other government, such as a local 
government, shall be required. 

Notes:   
Review by Advisory Planning Commission  
The TRPA Advisory Planning Commission shall review the 
proposed Area Plan and make recommendations to the 
TRPA Governing Board. The commission shall obtain and 
consider the recommendations and comments of the local 
government(s) and other responsible public agencies, as 
applicable. jurisdictional authority within the proposed 
Area Plan boundaries, and TRPA staff.  
 

13.6.3 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐

N/A 

Notes:  
Approval of Area Plan by TRPA  
For Area Plans initiated and approved by a lead agency 
other than TRPA, the Area Plan shall be submitted to and 
reviewed by the TRPA Governing Board at a public 
hearing. Public comment shall be limited to issues raised 
by the public before the Advisory Planning Commission 
and issues raised by the Governing Board. The TRPA 
Governing Board shall make a finding that the Area Plan, 
including all zoning and development Codes that are part 
of the Area Plan, is consistent with and furthers the goals 
and policies of the Regional Plan. This finding shall be 
referred to as a finding of conformance and shall be 
subject to the same voting requirements as approval of a 
Regional Plan amendment. 

13.6.4 
 

☐Yes ☐No ☐

N/A 

Notes:  
Findings of Conformance with the Regional Plan  
In making the general finding of conformance, the TRPA Governing Board shall make the 
general findings applicable to all amendments to the Regional Plan and Code set forth in 
Sections 4.5 and 4.6, and also the following specific review standards: 

General Review Standards For All  
Area Plans 

Code  Conformance 

The submitted Area Plan shall: 
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Identify zoning designations, allowed land uses and 
development standards throughout the plan area. 

13.6.5.A.1 ☐Yes ☐No ☐

N/A 

Notes:   
Be consistent with all applicable Regional Plan policies, 
including but not limited to the regional growth 
management system, development allocations and 
coverage requirements. 

13.6.5.A.2 ☐Yes ☐No ☐
N/A 

Notes:   
Either be consistent with the Regional Land Use Map or 
recommend and adopt amendments to the Regional Land 
Use Map as part of an integrated plan to comply with 
Regional Plan policies and provide threshold gain.  

13.6.5.A.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐

N/A 

Notes:   
Recognize and support planned, new, or enhanced 
Environmental Improvement Projects. Area Plans may also 
recommend enhancements to planned, new, or enhanced 
Environmental Improvement Projects as part of an 
integrated plan to comply with Regional Plan Policies and 
provide threshold gain.  

13.6.5.A.4 ☐Yes ☐No ☐

N/A 

Notes:   
Promote environmentally beneficial redevelopment and 
revitalization within town centers, regional centers and 
the High Density Tourist District. 

13.6.5.A.5 ☐Yes ☐No ☐

N/A 

Notes:   
Preserve the character of established residential areas 
outside of town centers, regional centers and the High 
Density Tourist District, while seeking opportunities for 
environmental improvements within residential areas. 

13.6.5.A.6 ☐Yes ☐No ☐
N/A 

Notes:   
Protect and direct development away from Stream 
Environment Zones and other sensitive areas, while 
seeking opportunities for environmental improvements 
within sensitive areas. Development may be allowed in 
disturbed Stream Environment zones within town centers, 
regional centers and the High Density Tourist District only 
if allowed development reduces coverage and enhances 
natural systems within the Stream Environment Zone.  

13.6.5.A.7 ☐Yes ☐No ☐

N/A 
 

Include estimated 
acres of coverage/ 

SEZ restoration 
from transfers and 
EIP projects in the 

table below 
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Notes: *Centers include town centers, regional centers, and high density tourist districts (GIS data:  Special 
Districts). SEZs include 1b capability areas, other sensitive lands include 1a, 1c, 2, and 3 land capability classes, and 
non-sensitive lands include 4-7 land capability classes pursuant the Sinclair-Bailey Land Capability GIS data layer.  
  

 Inside Centers*  Outside Centers* 
 SEZ Other 

sensitive 
lands 

Non-
sensitive 

lands 

SEZ Other 
sensitiv
e lands 

Non-
sensitive 

lands 

A. Max coverage 
changes from 
transfers 

Insert 
estimate of 
coverage 
reduction 
from 
transfers 

Insert estimate 
of coverage 
reduction from 
transfers 

Insert 
estimate of 
max 
coverage 
transfers 
into Center 

Insert 
estimate 
of 
coverage 
reduction 
from 
transfers 

Insert 
estimate 
of 
coverage 
reduction 
from 
transfers 

Insert 
estimate 
of 
coverage 
reduction 
from 
transfers 

B. Coverage/dist
urbed SEZ 
restoration in 
EIP projects 

Insert 
estimate of 
restored 
SEZ 

Insert estimate 
of coverage 
removal  

Insert 
estimate of 
coverage 
removal  

Insert 
estimate 
of 
restored 
SEZ 

Insert 
estimate 
of 
coverage 
removal  

Insert 
estimate 
of 
coverage 
removal  

Identify facilities and implementation measures to 
enhance pedestrian, bicycling and transit opportunities 
along with other opportunities to reduce automobile 
dependency. 

13.6.5.A.8 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
TRPA Utilization of Load Reduction Plans Code  Conformance  

TRPA shall utilize the load reduction plans for all registered 
catchments or TRPA default standards when there are no 
registered catchments, in the conformance review of Area 
Plans. 

13.6.5.B ☐Yes ☒No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Additional Review Standards for Town Centers and the 

Regional Center 
Code  Conformance 

Include building and site design standards that reflect the 
unique character of each area, respond to local design 
issues and consider ridgeline and viewshed protection. 

13.6.5.C.1 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Promote walking, bicycling, transit use and shared parking 
in town centers and regional centers, which at a minimum 
shall include continuous sidewalks or other pedestrian 
paths and bicycle facilities along both sides of all highways 
within town centers and regional centers, and to other 
major activity centers.  

13.6.5.C.2 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 
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Notes:   
Use standards within town centers and regional centers 
addressing the form of development and requiring that 
projects promote pedestrian activity and transit use.  

13.6.5.C.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Ensure adequate capacity for redevelopment and 
transfers of development rights into town centers and 
regional centers.  

13.6.5.C.4 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Identify an integrated community strategy for coverage 
reduction and enhanced stormwater management. 

13.6.5.C.5 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Demonstrate that all development activity within Town 
Centers and the Regional Center will provide for or not 
interfere with Threshold gain, including but not limited to 
measurable improvements in water quality. 

13.6.5.C.6 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Additional Review Standards for the High Density Tourist 

District 
Code  Conformance 

Include building and site design standards that 
substantially enhance the appearance of existing buildings 
in the High Density Tourist District. 

13.6.5.D.1 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Provide pedestrian, bicycle and transit facilities connecting 
the High Density Tourist District with other regional 
attractions. 

13.6.5.D.2 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Demonstrate that all development activity within the High-
Density Tourist District will provide or not interfere with 
Threshold gain, including but not limited to measurable 
improvements in water quality. If necessary to achieve 
Threshold gain, off-site improvements may be additionally 
required. 

13.6.5.D.3 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
Conformity Review for Amendments to Area Plans Code  Conformance 

Following approval of an Area Plan, any subsequent 
amendment to a plan or ordinance contained within the 
approved Area Plan shall be reviewed by the Advisory Planning 
Commission and Governing Board for conformity with the 
requirements of the Regional Plan. Public comment before the 
Governing Board shall be limited to consideration of issues 
raised before the Advisory Planning Commission and issues 
raised by the Governing Board. The Governing Board shall make 
the same findings as required for the conformity finding of the 

13.6.6 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 



 

Updated September 2014 
 

initial Area Plan, as provided in subsection 13.6.5; however, the 
scope of the APC and Governing Board’s review shall be limited 
to determining the conformity of the specific amendment only. 
If the Governing Board finds that the amendment to the Area 
Plan does not conform to the Regional Plan, including after any 
changes made in response to TRPA comments, the amendment 
shall not become part of the approved Area Plan. 

Notes:   

Conformity Review for Amendments Made by TRPA to the 
Regional Plan that Affect an Area Plan 

Code  Conformance 

TRPA shall provide lead agencies with reasonable notice of 
pending amendments that may affect Area Plans. TRPA also 
shall provide lead agencies with notice of Area Plan topics that 
may require amendment following adopted Regional Plan 
amendments pursuant to this section. 

13.6.7.A ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:  

If TRPA approves an amendment to the Regional Plan that 
would also require amendment of an Area Plan to maintain 
conformity, the lead agency shall be given one year to amend 
the Area Plan to demonstrate conformity with the TRPA 
amendment. The Governing Board shall make the same findings 
as required for the conformity finding of the initial Area Plan, as 
provided in subsection 13.6.5; however, the scope of the 
Governing Board’s review shall be limited to determining the 
conformity of only those amendments made by the lead agency 
to conform to the TRPA amendment. If the Governing Board 
finds that the other government fails to demonstrate 
conformity with the TRPA amendment following the one-year 
deadline, then the Board shall identify the policies and/or 
zoning provisions in the Area Plan that are inconsistent and 
assume lead agency authority to amend those policies and 
provisions. 

13.6.7.B ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:  

Effect of Finding of Conformance of Area Plan Code  Conformance 
By finding that an Area Plan conforms with the Regional Plan 
pursuant to the requirements of this chapter and upon 
adoption of an MOU pursuant to Section 13.7, the Area Plan 
shall serve as the standards and procedures for implementation 
of the Regional Plan. The standards and procedures within each 
Area Plan shall be considered and approved individually and 
shall not set precedent for other Area Plans. 

13.6.8 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:  

 

Procedures for Adoption of Memorandum of Code  Conformance  



 

Updated September 2014 
 

Understanding 
Area Plan is consistent with Procedures for Adoption of 
Memorandum of Understanding 

13.7 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   

 

Monitoring, Certification, and Enforcement of Area Plan Code  Conformance  
Area Plan includes Notification, Monitoring, Annual 
Review, and Recertification procedures consistent Code 
Section 13.8 

13.8 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   

 

Appeals Code  Conformance  
Area Plan Appeal Procedure is consistent with Code 
Section 13.9 

13.9 ☐Yes ☐No ☐N/A 

Notes:   
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	B. Specific considerations, such as economic, social, or technical, make infeasible the mitigation measure or project alternatives discussed in the environmental impact statement on the project.
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	F. Except for recreation projects in the EIP for which an environmental assessment or an environmental impact statement is prepared, and that will use additional water supply, additional sewage capacity, or will create additional vehicle miles of trav...


	4.5. Findings Necessary to Amend the Regional Plan, Including the Goals and Policies and Plan Area Statements and Maps
	4.6. Findings Necessary to Amend or Adopt TRPA Ordinances, Rules, or Other TRPA Plans and Programs
	CHAPTER 5: Compliance
	5.1. Purpose
	5.2. Applicability
	5.3. Project Inspections
	5.3.1. Required Inspection
	A. For projects that require grading, TRPA shall conduct a pregrading inspection to determine if the permittee has satisfied pregrading conditions of approval, including installation of temporary erosion control and vegetation protection, and construc...
	B. For all projects, TRPA may conduct inspections as necessary to assure that the permittee has complied with the project approval and provisions of law.
	C. Prior to issuance of a local certificate of occupancy, the scheduled date of project completion, or project completion, whichever is earliest, TRPA shall conduct a final project inspection to ensure that all conditions of project approval shall be ...

	5.3.2. Other Inspections
	5.3.3. Permittee Inspection Requests
	5.3.4. Inspection Records
	5.3.5. Inspection Card

	5.4. Noncompliance
	5.4.1. Correction Notice
	5.4.2. Cease and Desist Orders

	5.5. Permit Suspension and Revocation
	5.6. Penalties
	5.7. (Reserved)
	5.8. (Reserved)
	5.9. Securities
	5.9.1. Types of Securities
	A. Cash;
	B. Assignment of a personal savings account;
	C. Letter of credit;
	D. Hold on a personal savings account or certificate of deposit;
	E. Certificate of deposit; or
	F. Faithful performance bond.

	5.9.2. Calculation of Security
	A. Except as provided in this chapter, a security shall be posted in an amount equal to 110 percent of the cost of the approved BMPs and other erosion control and water quality improvements required as a condition of approval, pursuant to a schedule e...
	B. TRPA may require other project conditions of approval to be secured by the posting of a security in an amount to be determined by TRPA.

	5.9.3. Security Exemptions
	A. Projects in the TRPA Water Quality Capital Improvement Program;
	B. Projects in the TRPA Stream Restoration Program;
	C. Projects in the TRPA Regional Transportation Plan for the Lake Tahoe Basin;
	D. BMP retrofitting of the project area outside the construction site boundary which is to be accomplished following the completion of the project;
	E. Projects which do not require or include BMPs or other erosion control and water quality improvements; or
	F. Performance of the conditions of approval required to be secured is assured through an equivalent alternative mechanism.

	5.9.4. Forfeiture of Security
	A. Non-compliance
	B. Abandonment of Cash Securities
	1. the check or IRS form was returned with no forwarding address,
	2. the person who posted the cash security did not respond to the request to complete and return the IRS form necessary to release the check;
	3. the person who posted the cash security did not cash the check within one year of receipt, or;
	4. The person who posted the cash security refused to claim the security.  Prior to forfeiture abandonment of a cash security, TRPA shall publish a notice of forfeiture, which notice shall name the person who posted the security.  The notice shall be ...

	C. Release of Security


	5.10.  Judicial Relief
	5.11. Correct Information/Names Required
	5.12. Remedial Action Plans
	5.12.1. Purpose
	5.12.2. Applicability
	5.12.3. Environmental Problem Assessment
	A. Consultation

	5.12.4. Contents of Remedial Action Plans
	A. Action Plan Guidance

	5.12.5. Preparation of Voluntary Remedial Action Plan
	5.12.6. Preparation of a Mandatory Action Plan
	5.12.7. Approval of Action Plans
	5.12.8. Failure to Deliver a Mandatory Action Plan
	5.12.9. Compliance with Action Plans
	5.12.10. Other Requirements, Permits, Or Procedures
	5.12.11. Relationship to Chapter 5

	CHAPTER 6: Tracking, Accounting, and Banking
	6.1. Purpose
	6.2. Applicability
	6.3. General Provisions
	6.3.1. Responsibility for Tracking and Accounting System
	6.3.2. Coordination and Cooperation with Land Banking Programs
	6.3.3. Accounting and Crediting Limitations

	6.4. Tracking and Accounting Procedures
	6.4.1. Accounts and Tracking Described
	6.4.2. Establishment of Account Files
	6.4.3. Responsibility and Timing for Filing Tracking Reports
	6.4.4. Verification and Recording of Tracking Reports
	6.4.5. Cross-Referencing Tracking Reports
	6.4.6. Mergers
	6.4.7. Non-Parcel Accounts

	6.5. Basic Data for Account Files
	6.5.1. Account File Number
	6.5.2. Parcel Information
	6.5.3. Geographic Information
	6.5.4. IPES Score
	6.5.5. Parcel Size
	6.5.6. Plan Area Statement Status
	6.5.7. Community Plan Status
	6.5.8. Area Plan
	6.5.9. Master Plan or Specific Plans
	6.5.10. Redevelopment Area
	6.5.11. Existing Use
	6.5.12. TRPA Permits
	6.5.13. BMP Status
	6.5.14. Deed Restrictions
	6.5.15. Other Information

	6.6. Land Coverage Information for Account Files
	6.6.1. Total Existing Coverage
	6.6.2. Allowable Base Coverage
	6.6.3. Record of Coverage Transfers
	A. Receiving Site
	1. Project permit number and sending parcel account file number;
	2. Date of transfer (date transaction is final);
	3. The cost of transfer in dollars per square foot for each coverage type;
	4. The mechanism for transfer (e.g., private transaction; land bank and land bank account number); and
	5. The type of coverage transferred in square feet of each type transferred.

	B. Sending Site
	1. Receiving parcel account number and project permit number;
	2. Date of transfer (date transaction is final);
	3. The cost of transfer in dollars per square foot for each coverage type;
	4. The mechanism for transfer (e.g., private transaction, land bank and land bank account number);
	5. The type of coverage transferred in square feet of each type transferred;
	6. The mechanism for assuring retirement; and
	7. Coverage reduced in exchange for additional height pursuant to Chapter 37: Height.


	6.6.4. Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program
	A. Fees Paid for Coverage Mitigation
	1. The date and amount, in square feet, of coverage credited;
	2. The type of coverage credited;
	3. The cost per square foot of coverage credited; and
	4. The mechanism for coverage mitigation (e.g., land bank, offsite restoration, or retirement of coverage).

	B. Coverage Retired Onsite
	1. The date and amount of coverage retired in square feet;
	2. The type of coverage retired; and
	3. The mechanism for assuring retirement.


	6.6.5. Existing Authorized Coverage
	6.6.6. Existing Excess Coverage
	6.6.7. SEZ Restoration
	A. If the restoration mitigates new disturbance in an SEZ:
	1. The amount (in square feet) of restoration required;
	2. The amount restored; and
	3. The amount, if any, to be credited for future projects.

	B. If the restoration is not mitigation for new SEZ disturbance, the amount (in square feet) of the area restored.


	6.7. Units of Use and Other Information for Account Files
	6.7.1. Residential Use
	A. Number of Existing Units
	B. Number of Transfer Units
	1. Receiving Site
	2. Sending Site

	C. Number of Bonus Incentive Units
	D. Number of Affordable Units
	E. Number of Residential Unit Allocations Assigned
	F. Number of Development Rights

	6.7.2. Commercial Use
	A. Amount of existing CFA in square feet and date of entry.  Where transferred CFA is being held as credit on a parcel and not yet transferred, the amount of the CFA credit shall be included;
	B. Where CFA has been transferred, the following additional information shall be recorded:
	1. Sending parcel account number, land bank account, receiving parcel account number, and project permit number;
	2. Cost of transfer in CFA per square foot, if applicable; and
	3. Retired CFA, date of retirement, and verification;

	C. Amount of CFA allocated, plus project permit number and date permit issued;
	D. For improvements of 500 square feet or less or five percent of total floor area the amount of CFA, project permit number, and date permit issued; and
	E. Identification of the parcel as part of a community plan, as shall be part of a community plan, or as outside of a community plan.

	6.7.3. Tourist Accommodation Use
	A. Number of existing units and date of entry.  Where the transfer unit is being held as credit on a parcel and not yet transferred, the number of units credited shall be included;
	B. When units have been transferred, the following additional information shall be recorded:
	1. Sending parcel account number, land bank account number, receiving parcel account number, and the project permit number;
	2. Cost of the transfer units per unit, if applicable; and
	3. Number of retired transferred units, date of retirement, and verification;

	C. Amount of tourist accommodation units allocated, and the project permit number and date permit issued; and
	D. Identification of the parcel as part of a community plan, as shall be part of a community plan, or as outside of a community plan.

	6.7.4. Public Service Use
	A. The primary existing public service use and, if applicable, the capacity;
	B. Use and dates proposed on the public service plan five-year list; and
	C. For approved uses, the project permit number and date permit issued.

	6.7.5. Recreation Lands
	A. Primary existing use and, if applicable, capacity in Persons At One Time (PAOT);
	B. PAOT allocation proposal on the Recreation Plan Five-year list, including dates, and use;
	C. Where a recreational unit is transferred the following additional information shall be recorded:
	1. Sending parcel account number, receiving parcel account number, and project permit number;
	2. Cost per unit transferred, if applicable;
	3. Retired units and date retired; and
	4. Where transferred PAOT is being held as a credit on a parcel and is not yet transferred, the amount of credit shall be included.

	D. For approved uses, the project permit number and date permit issued and PAOTs allocated.


	6.8. Regional Allocation Accounting
	6.8.1. Residential Allocation Report Contents
	A. For new allocations:
	1. Total number of allocations allowed;
	2. Total number of allocations allocated; and
	3. Total number of units (from allocation) constructed;

	B. For bonus residential allocations:
	1. Total number of allocations allowed;
	2. Total number of allocations allocated; and
	3. Total number of units (from allocation) constructed; and

	C. The total number of affordable units constructed.

	6.8.2. Commercial Allocation Report Contents
	A. Total number of allocations allowed in CFA;
	B. Total number of allocations issued in CFA; and
	C. Total number of CFA constructed.

	6.8.3. Tourist Accommodations Allocation Report Contents
	A. Total number of allocations allowed;
	B. Total number of allocations issued; and
	C. Total number of allocations constructed.

	6.8.4. Recreation Allocation Report Contents
	A. Total number of units allowed in PAOTs;
	B. Total number of allocations issued; and
	C. Total number of allocations used.


	6.9. Land Bank
	6.9.1. Designation of Land Bank
	6.9.2. Fee
	6.9.3. Calculation of Fee
	6.9.4. Tracking Report

	6.10. Cumulative Account
	CHAPTER 7:
	CHAPTER 8:
	CHAPTER 9:
	CHAPTER 10: TRPA Regional Plan Maps
	10.1. Purpose
	10.2. Applicability
	10.3. Establishment of Official TRPA Maps and GIS Data Layers
	10.3.1. Base Maps
	10.3.2. Regional Plan Overlay Maps
	A. Plan Area Overlay
	B. Land Capability Overlay
	C. Historic Resources Overlay
	D. Prime Fish Habitat Overlay
	E. Stream Habitat Quality Overlay
	F. Special Species Overlay
	G. EIP Overlay
	H. Scenic Units Overlay
	I. Transportation Corridors CNEL Overlay

	10.3.3. Other Maps
	A. IPES Maps
	B. Geomorphic Unit Map
	C. Natural Hazard Maps
	D. Pierhead Line Aerial Photographs
	E. Source Water Assessment Maps
	F. Westside and Eastside Forest Type Maps

	10.3.4. Interim Maps
	A. Water Quality Capital Improvements
	B. Transportation Capital Improvements


	10.4. Map Amendment
	10.4.1. Procedure for Map Amendment
	10.4.2. Notice of Map Amendments

	CHAPTER 11: Plan Area Statements and Plan Area Maps
	11.1. Purpose
	11.2. Applicability
	11.3. Establishment of Plan Areas and Plan Area Statements
	11.4. Relationship to Goals and Policies and the Code
	11.5. Relationship to Community Plans
	11.6. Content of Plan Area Statements
	11.6.1. Name and Number
	11.6.2. Plan Area Designation
	A. Land Use Classifications
	1. Wilderness
	2. Backcountry
	3. Conservation
	4. Recreation
	5. Resort Recreation
	6. Residential
	7. Mixed-Use (Formerly Commercial and Public Service Areas)
	8. Tourist

	B. Management Strategies
	1. Maximum Regulation
	2. Development With Mitigation
	3. Redirection of Development


	11.6.3. Special Designations
	A. Preliminary Community Plan Areas
	B. Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) Receiving Areas
	1. Existing Development
	2. Multi-Residential Units

	C. Scenic Restoration Areas
	D. Preferred Affordable Housing Areas
	E. Preferred Industrial Areas
	F. Town Center Overlay
	G. Regional Center Overlay
	H. High Density Tourist District Overlay
	I. Stream Restoration Plan Area

	11.6.4. Description
	11.6.5. Planning Statement
	11.6.6. Planning Considerations
	11.6.7. Special Policies
	11.6.8. Permissible Uses
	A. General List
	B. Special Areas
	C. Nearshore and Foreshore of the Shorezone

	11.6.9. Maximum Densities
	11.6.10. Maximum Community Noise Equivalent Levels
	11.6.11. Additional Developed Outdoor Recreation
	A. Additional recreational capacity shall be measured in people at one time (PAOT).  Each plan area statement shall specify the amount of additional recreational capacity subject to the PAOT allocations permissible within that plan area, pursuant to s...
	B. Additional recreational capacity beyond that amount specified in the plan area statements may be drawn from pools reserved for summer day uses or overnight uses.  Such reserved capacity shall be allocated upon permit approval by TRPA or may be allo...
	C. Allocations shall be consistent with the targets for outdoor recreation set forth in 50.9.  The pools of reserved recreation capacity shall consist of 1,000 overnight PAOT and 6,761 summer day use PAOT.  Other recreation capacity may be specified a...

	11.6.12. Improvement Programs

	11.7. Plan Area Maps
	11.7.1. Plan Area Boundaries
	A. Where plan area boundaries appear to follow the center or right-of-way lines of streets or highways, such lines shall be treated as the plan area boundaries;
	B. Where plan area boundaries appear to be approximately parallel to center or right-of-way lines of streets or highways, such boundaries shall be treated as being parallel to such lines and at distances as indicated on the plan area maps;
	C. Where plan area boundaries appear to follow ownership boundaries, such boundaries shall be the plan area boundaries; and
	D. Where plan area boundaries appear to follow land capability or shorezone tolerance district boundaries, such boundaries, as field-verified, shall be the plan area boundaries.


	11.8. Plan Area Statement and Plan Area Map Amendment
	11.8.1. Plan Amendments
	11.8.2. Amendment by Ordinance
	11.8.3. Amendment by Resolution
	11.8.4. Findings for Plan Area Amendments
	A. General
	B. Expansion of Urban Plan Area Boundary or Addition of Residential, Tourist, Commercial, or Public Service Uses to Non-urban Plan Area
	1. The amendment corrects an error that occurred at the time of adoption, including but not limited to a mapping error, an editing error, or an error based on erroneous information; or
	2. The amendment enables TRPA to make progress toward one or more environmental thresholds without degradation to other thresholds as measured by the Chapter 16: Regional Plan and Environmental Threshold Review,  indicators; or
	3. The amendment is needed to protect public health and safety and there is no reasonable alternative.

	C. Addition of Multiple-Family as Permissible Use
	1. If the amendment proposes to add multiple-family as a permissible use to a plan area or for one or more parcels, except as provided for in subparagraph 3 below, the plan area or affected parcel shall be found suitable for transit-oriented developme...
	2. In order for TRPA to find a proposal is the functional equivalent of one of the factors listed in 11.8.4.C.1 or 11.8.4.C.3.a, the proposal must be found to facilitate TOD in a manner that is equal or superior to that feature.
	3. If the amendment is to add multiple-family dwellings as a permissible use to a plan area or for one or more parcels and would result in deed-restricted affordable housing units, the plan area or affected parcel shall be found suitable for transit-o...



	CHAPTER 12: Community Plans
	12.1. Purpose
	12.2. Applicability
	12.3. Establishment of Community Plans
	12.4. Eligible Areas
	12.4.1. Areas Eligible for Community Plans
	12.4.2. Preliminary and Adopted Community Plan Boundaries
	12.4.3. Adjustment of Preliminary Community Plan Boundaries
	A. Use Considerations
	1. The area within the boundaries:
	2. In areas where existing and proposed development patterns are found to support affordable housing, the community plan shall limit the applicable community plan incentives to uses classified as deed-restricted affordable housing or employee housing ...

	B. Traffic Considerations
	C. Concentration
	D. Size


	12.5. Incentives
	12.6. Relationship
	12.6.1. Goals and Policies
	12.6.2. Plan Area Statements
	12.6.3. Code of Ordinances
	A. Density of use (Chapter 31);
	B. Noise (Chapter 68);
	C. Driveway and parking (Chapter 34);
	D. Outdoor advertising (Chapter 38);
	E. Historic resource protection (Chapter 67); and
	F. Design standards (Chapter 36).


	12.7. Community Plan Process
	12.7.1. Initiation of Process
	A. A local government or TRPA, in recognition of local interest or in accordance with a work program for the development of community plans, may initiate the planning process.  The community plan may be considered in the context of a larger study area...
	B. A planning team shall be formed by the initiating entity.  The team shall represent a wide range of community interests and shall include the executive director of the TRPA or his or her designee, and a representative of the local government within...
	C. The planning team shall be reviewed and approved by the local government and TRPA prior to commencement of the planning process.  With this approval, the local government or TRPA shall assign staff and resources to complete an initial assessment.  ...
	D. The initial assessment shall include a survey of existing conditions, an initial needs and opportunities study, a survey of applicable standards and constraints, and a determination of community goals and objectives.  TRPA shall seek review and com...

	12.7.2. Approval of Preliminary Plan and Work Program
	A. The preliminary plan shall include proposed plan boundaries, estimations of additional commercial floor area and tourist accommodation unit requirements, public recreation objectives, vehicle trip reduction targets, land coverage reduction targets,...
	1. Major retail and services;
	2. Major tourist accommodation, retail, and services;
	3. Industrial, storage, and services;
	4. Local-serving retail, services, and storage;
	5. Local and minor recreation area serving retail and services; or
	6. Minor tourist accommodation.

	B. Section 12.9 provides guidelines for mixes of uses that may be appropriate for the themes listed above.
	C. After consultation with responsible public agencies, a work program shall be included with the preliminary plan and shall indicate time schedules for individual work elements, staffing requirements, and funding sources.
	D. The preliminary plan and work plan shall be presented to the TRPA and local government.
	E. TRPA and local government shall consider the recommendations of the planning team and approve, deny, or modify the preliminary plan and work program.
	F. Based on the preliminary plan, TRPA shall make a preliminary allocation to that community plan for additional commercial floor area from the amount allocated by TRPA to that jurisdiction.

	12.7.3. Community Plan Preparation
	A. Refine the goals for the community plan;
	B. Complete the assessment of environmental opportunities and limitations.  This shall include the establishment of baseline information about the location, amount, and condition of all threshold-related elements applicable to the community plan.  At ...
	1. Stream environment zones;
	2. Fish habitat;
	3. Coverage (hard, soft, and potential);
	4. Scenic resources;
	5. Traffic level of service;
	6. Vehicle miles travelled;
	7. Outdoor recreation facilities;
	8. Tributary and littoral water quality;
	9. Air quality;
	10. Visibility; and
	11. Noise;

	C. Refine the inventory and needs assessment.  This refinement shall include determining the following:
	1. The amount and land capability of vacant land;
	2. The amount, type, and condition of the inventory of commercial floor area, housing, public service facilities (including transportation facilities) and recreational facilities;
	3. The type and amount of commercial, housing, public services, and recreational facilities needed to meet the community goals, with priorities for each; and
	4. A description of environmental improvement projects needed in the area to meet environmental thresholds.

	D. Identify the applicable ordinance standards, constraints, and direction from federal, state, local, and TRPA sources.
	E. Develop a draft plan that addresses the following:
	1. Description;
	2. Planning statement;
	3. Planning considerations;
	4. Special designations;
	5. Plan boundaries;
	6. Land use element with uses and locations addressed in the following categories:
	7. Appropriate findings, in addition to those in Chapter 21: Permissible Uses, that would be required for approving special uses;
	8. Transportation provisions, including traffic circulation routes, pedestrian and bicycle routes, and any transit modes, routes, and stops;
	9. Parking provisions;
	10. Public service provisions, including snow removal and storage;
	11. Housing provisions;
	12. Recreation, open space, and public access provisions;
	13. Special features or policies, including setbacks and height restrictions;
	14. Special standards pursuant to subsection 12.6.3;
	15. Provisions for the allocation of commercial floor area, tourist accommodation, outdoor recreation allocations, and multi-residential units;
	16. Relationship to plan area statements, including those nearby and affected by the community plan;
	17. Monitoring provisions;
	18. Implementation schedule showing how development is to be coordinated with environmental improvement projects, including transportation and water quality improvements.  At least one major community plan environmental improvement project shall be co...
	19. The manner in which the targets and requirements set forth in the preliminary plan shall be achieved (see 12.7.2.A) including location of proposed projects;
	20. Mitigation measures;
	21. Manner in which the goals established in 12.7.3.A shall be achieved; and
	22. Other relevant provisions that may include applicable state or local planning provisions.

	F. Prepare environmental documents with appropriate circulation for public review.
	G. Recommend preferred alternative to TRPA and local government.

	12.7.4. Approval of the Community Plan
	A. TRPA Advisory Planning Commission
	B. Governing Board
	1. The Governing Board shall consider the proposed final plan as a Regional Plan amendment and either approve, deny, or modify the community plan, based on all applicable factors, including consistency with the Goals and Policies, the Code, the attain...
	2. The Governing Board shall establish the initial allocation of additional commercial floor area for the planning period, pursuant to Chapter 50.
	3. The Governing Board shall allocate the appropriate amount of tourist accommodation units for the planning period, pursuant to Chapter 50.
	4. The Governing Board shall allocate the appropriate outdoor recreation units, pursuant to Chapter 50.


	12.7.5. Alternate Process

	12.8. Maintenance and Modification of Community Plans
	12.9. Guidelines for Mixes of Uses for Community Plan Themes
	12.9.1. Major Retail and Services
	A. Residential
	1. Employee housing.
	2. Multi-family dwelling.
	3. Multi-person dwelling.
	4. Nursing and personal care.
	5. Residential care.
	6. Single-family dwelling.

	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Hotels, motels, and other transient dwelling units.
	3. Time sharing (hotel/motel design).
	4. Time sharing (residential design).

	C. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Entertainment
	3. Services
	4. Light Industrial
	5. Wholesale/Storage

	D. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	E. Recreation
	1. Urban Recreation
	2. Developed Outdoor Recreation

	F. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvements


	12.9.2. Major Tourist Accommodation, Retail, and Services
	A. Residential
	1. Employee housing.
	2. Multi-family dwelling.
	3. Multi-person dwelling.
	4. Nursing and personal care.
	5. Residential care.
	6. Single-family dwelling.

	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Time sharing (hotel/motel design).
	3. Time sharing (residential design).
	4. Hotels, motels, and other transient units.

	C. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Entertainment
	3. Services
	4. Light Industrial
	5. Wholesale/Storage

	D. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	E. Recreation
	1. Urban Recreation
	2. Developed Outdoor Recreation

	F. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvements


	12.9.3. Industrial, Storage, and Services
	A. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Services
	3. Light Industrial
	4. Wholesale/Storage

	B. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	C. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvement


	12.9.4. Local-Serving Retail, Services, and Storage
	A. Residential
	1. Employee housing (S).
	2. Nursing and personal care (S).
	3. Multi-family dwelling (S).
	4. Residential care (S).
	5. Multi-person dwelling (S).
	6. Single-family dwelling.

	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Time sharing (hotel/motel design) (S).
	3. Time sharing (residential design) (S).
	4. Hotels, motels, and other transient units (S).

	C. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Services

	D. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	E. Recreation
	1. Urban Recreation
	2. Developed Outdoor Recreation

	F. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvements


	12.9.5. Local and Minor Recreation Area Serving Retail and Services Community Planning Areas
	A. Residential
	1. Employee housing (S).
	2. Nursing and personal care (S).
	3. Multi-family dwelling (S).
	4. Residential care (S).
	5. Multi-person dwelling (S).
	6. Single-family dwelling.

	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Time sharing (hotel/motel design) (S).
	3. Hotels, motels, and other transient units (S).
	4. Time sharing (residential design) (S).

	C. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Entertainment
	3. Services

	D. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	E. Recreation
	1. Urban Recreation
	2. Developed Outdoor Recreation

	F. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvements


	12.9.6. Minor Tourist Accommodation
	A. Residential
	1. Employee housing.
	2. Nursing and personal care.
	3. Multi-family dwelling.
	4. Residential care.
	5. Multi-person dwelling.
	6. Single-family dwelling.

	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Time sharing (hotel/motel design).
	3. Hotels, motels, and other transient units.
	4. Time sharing (residential design).

	C. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Entertainment
	3. Services

	D. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	E. Recreation
	1. Urban Recreation
	2. Developed Outdoor Recreation

	F. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvements



	CHAPTER 13: Area Plans
	13.1. Purpose
	13.1.1. In order to be responsive to the unique circumstances of communities of the region, the Agency finds that there is a mutually beneficial need to provide local, state, federal, and tribal governments with the option to prepare Area Plans, provi...
	13.1.2. This chapter defines the required content of Area Plans and establishes that Area Plans may be approved by TRPA if they contain policies and development ordinances that are consistent with and further the goals and policies of the Regional Pla...
	13.1.3. This chapter also establishes a conformity program that enables the Agency to transfer limited development permitting authority to local governments with Conforming Area Plans.  Furthermore, this conformity process defines which development ac...

	13.2. Applicability
	13.3. Relationship to Existing Regulations
	13.3.1. All plans, policies, and regulations in the Regional Plan and this Code shall remain in effect unless superseded by the provisions of an Area Plan.  The extent and nature of the superseded requirements of the TRPA Code shall be identified in t...
	13.3.2. No Area Plan may limit TRPA’s responsibility to enforce the Compact and to ensure that approved Area Plans are maintained in full compliance with the Regional Plan.
	13.3.3. A Conforming Area Plan shall be considered a component of the Regional Plan.

	13.4. Development of Area Plans
	13.4.1. Development of Area Plan is Optional
	13.4.2. Initial Statements of Intent to Develop an Area Plan

	13.5. Contents of Area Plans
	13.5.1. General
	13.5.2. Relationship to Other Sections of the Code
	13.5.3. Development and Community Design Standards for Area Plans
	A. Minimum Development Standards
	B. Alternative Development Standards and Guidelines Authorized in Area Plans
	1. Alternative Comprehensive Coverage Management Systems
	2. Alternative Parking Strategies
	3. Area-wide Water Quality Treatments and Funding Mechanisms
	4. Alternative Transfer Ratios for Development Rights

	C. Development Standards and Guidelines Encouraged in Area Plans
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	3. The project, program, or study is consistent with the priorities and schedule of the EIP; and
	4. The project, program, or study meets the findings adopted pursuant to Article V(g) of the Compact as set forth in Chapter 4: Required Findings, in regards to consistency with threshold attainment.

	B. Five-Year Priority List
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	4. Reclassify all or part of the parcel to a different land capability district, if the reclassification can be based solely upon percentage of slope;
	5. Determine that the land capability district cannot be verified, in which event a land capability challenge shall be completed pursuant to subsection 30.3.4 prior to the approval of any project on the parcel.

	E. Supersession of Actions Under Subparagraph 30.3.3.D
	F. Procedure After Verification
	1. Give written notification to the owner of the parcel of the action taken;
	2. Include the information set forth in the report prepared pursuant to subparagraph 30.3.3.C and the action pursuant to subparagraph 30.3.3.D in TRPA's data base for purposes of Chapter 6: Tracking, Accounting, and Banking; and
	3. Affix a symbol to the land capability overlays denoting the action pursuant to subparagraph 30.3.3.D as applicable to the pertinent parcel.
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	3. The land no longer exhibit the characteristics of land bearing the same, original land capability classification;
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	5. Further development can be mitigated onsite and/or offsite; and
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	3. Through redefinition of the boundaries of the hydrologically related area to increase the supply of coverage.

	G. Restoration and Retirement of Land Coverage
	1. Transfers
	2. Removal of Land Coverage for Credit

	H. Land Bank

	30.4.4. Relocation of TRPA-Verified Existing Land Coverage
	A. The relocation is to an equal or superior portion of the parcel or project area, as determined by reference to the following factors:
	1. Whether the area of relocation already has been disturbed;
	2. The slope of and natural vegetation on the area of relocation;
	3. The fragility of the soil on the area of relocation;
	4. Whether the area of relocation appropriately fits the scheme of use of the property;
	5. The relocation does not further encroach into a stream environment zone, backshore, or the setbacks established in the Code for the protection of stream environment zones or backshore;
	6. The project otherwise complies with the land coverage mitigation program set forth in Section 30.6.

	B. The area from which the land coverage was removed for relocation is restored in accordance with subsection 30.5.3.
	C. The relocation shall not be to Land Capability Districts 1a, 1b, 1c, 2, or 3, from any higher numbered land capability district.
	D. If the relocation is from one portion of a stream environment zone to another portion, there is a net environmental benefit to the stream environment zone.  “Net environmental benefit to a stream environment zone” is defined as an improvement in th...
	1. Relocation of coverage from a less disturbed area to a more disturbed area or to an area further away from the stream channel or water body, as applicable;
	2. Retirement of land coverage in the affected stream environment zone in the amount of 1.5:1 of the amount of land coverage being relocated within a stream environment zone; or
	3. For projects involving the relocation of more than 1,000 square feet of land coverage within a stream environment zone, a finding, based on a report prepared by a qualified professional, that the relocation will improve the functioning of the strea...


	30.4.5. Conversion of Turf Grass Coverage to Synthetic Turf Coverage for Public Athletic Fields
	A. Eligibility
	1. The turf grass field shall be composed of non-native turf grasses and receive regular fertilization and periodic irrigation.
	2. At least 50 percent of the condition of the turf grass field shall be substantially compacted by repeated pedestrian traffic so as to reduce saturated hydraulic conductivity by 50 percent or more when compared to natural conditions for the same soi...

	B. Construction Standards
	1. The synthetic turf design shall include a subsurface drainage system that discharges to a water quality treatment area.  The subsurface drainage system shall comply with groundwater interception regulations pursuant to subsection 33.3.6 and shall n...
	2. The synthetic turf shall be limited to team playing fields and player staging areas only;
	3. Synthetic turf components and fields shall not contain or utilize materials for construction or maintenance that could leach into the ground water, present a health hazard to people, or adversely affect flora or fauna; and
	4. The synthetic turf shall not receive runoff or overflow from adjacent lands, except under extraordinary circumstances, such as 20 year or greater storm events.

	C. In-Lieu of Excess Coverage Mitigation and Water Quality Mitigation
	1. Restoration of an equal area of highly compacted turf grass to native vegetation so as to achieve a saturated hydraulic conductivity of greater than 50 percent of natural conditions for the same soil type; or
	2. Payment of a fee equal to five percent of the structural cost of the synthetic turf construction as specified in subparagraph 30.6.1.C.3.  Except for the synthetic turf carpet, all other construction costs, including materials and labor, shall be i...

	D. Synthetic Turf Coverage Transfer or Conversion Limitations

	30.4.6. Exemptions and Partial Exemptions from Calculation of Land Coverage
	A. Exemption for Non-Permanent Structures
	1. This exemption shall apply only to parcels with installed and maintained BMPs meeting TRPA requirements and the exempted non-permanent coverage shall also have BMPs installed and maintained to meet TRPA requirements; and
	2. This exemption shall not apply to structures or facilities used for access, parking, or storage of motorized vehicles.

	B. Overhang Allowance
	C. Americans with Disability Act (ADA) Compliance
	1. This exemption shall apply only to ADA facilities that are constructed on or after January 1, 2013 to serve buildings that were constructed before January 1, 2013; and
	2. The ADA facilities shall be constructed with the minimum amount of new coverage necessary to provide required access to buildings;
	3. Where new coverage is required, pervious decking or other pervious surfaces shall be used wherever possible;
	4. Facilities shall be constructed on non-sensitive land wherever possible; and
	5. Parcels shall have a BMP Certificate to qualify for this exemption.

	D. Partial Exemptions from Calculation of Land Coverage
	1. Pervious Coverage
	2. Pervious Decks
	3. Non-Motorized Public Trails

	E. Limit on Aggregate of  Coverage Exemptions and Credits on Parcels or Project Areas
	F. Restriction on Parcels with Illegal or Excess Coverage


	30.5. Prohibition of Additional Land Coverage In Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, 3, and 1b (Stream Environment Zones)
	30.5.1. Exceptions to Prohibition in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, and 3
	A. Individual Parcel Evaluation System (IPES)
	B. Public Outdoor Recreation Facilities
	1. The project is a necessary part of a public agency's long-range plans for public outdoor recreation;
	2. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Regional Plan;
	3. The project by its very nature must be sited in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, or 3, such as a ski run or hiking trail, in accordance with the guidelines regarding public outdoor recreation facilities and activities that create additional lan...
	4. There is no feasible alternative that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, or 3; and
	5. The impacts of the coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated through means including, but not limited to, the following:

	C. Public Service Facilities
	1. The project is necessary for public health, safety, or environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, or 3; and
	3. The impacts of the coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated in the manner prescribed by subparagraph 30.5.1.B.5.

	D. Water Quality Control Facilities
	1. The project, program, or facility is necessary for environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, or 3; and
	3. Impacts are fully mitigated and, if applicable, transferred land coverage requirements pursuant to subparagraph 30.4.3.B.5 are met.

	E. Tyrolian Village

	30.5.2. Exceptions to Prohibition in Land Capability District 1b (Stream Environment Zone)
	A. Stream Crossings
	1. There is no reasonable alternative, including relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the stream environment zone, or that encroachment shall be necessary to reach the building site recommended by IPES; and
	2. The impacts of the land coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated in the manner set forth in subparagraph 30.5.1.B.5, with the exception that the restoration requirement in such subsection shall apply exclusively to stream environment zone lands...

	B. Public Outdoor Recreation
	1. The project is a necessary part of a public agency's long-range plans for public outdoor recreation;
	2. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Regional Plan;
	3. The project by its very nature must be sited in a stream environment zone, such as bridges, stream crossings, ski run crossings, fishing trails, and boat launching facilities, in accordance with the guidelines regarding public outdoor recreation fa...
	4. There is no feasible alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of encroachment in the stream environment zone; and
	5. The impacts of the land coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated in the manner set forth in subparagraph 30.5.1.B.5, with the exception that the restoration requirement in such subsection shall apply exclusively to stream environment zone lands...

	C. Public Service
	1. The project is necessary for public health, safety, or environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including a bridge span or relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the stream environment zone; and
	3. The impacts of the land coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated in the manner set forth in subparagraph 30.5.1.B.5, with the exception that the restoration requirement in such subsection shall apply exclusively to stream environment zone lands...

	D. Water Quality Control Facilities
	1. The project, program, or facility is necessary for environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the stream environment zone; and
	3. Impacts are fully mitigated and, if applicable, transferred land coverage requirements pursuant to subparagraph 30.4.3.B.5 are met.

	E. Vegetation

	30.5.3. Restoration Credit Requirements
	A. The restoration requirements of subparagraphs 30.4.3.B.5 and 30.5.1.B.5, may be accomplished onsite and/or offsite by the applicant or another agency approved by TRPA.  Such restoration requirements shall be in lieu of any land coverage transfer re...
	B. Only land that has been disturbed or consists of hard or soft land coverage shall be eligible for restoration credit.  Restoration shall result in the area functioning in a natural state and shall include provisions for permanent protection from fu...


	30.6. Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program
	30.6.1. Implementation of Program
	A. Excess Coverage Calculation
	B. Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program Options
	1. Reduce Land Coverage Onsite
	2. Reduce Land Coverage Offsite
	3. Land Coverage Mitigation Fee
	4. Parcel Consolidation or Parcel Line Adjustment
	5. Projects Within Community Plans

	C. Determination of Excess Land Coverage Mitigation
	1. Coverage Reduction Mitigation
	2. Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Fee
	3. Land Coverage Mitigation Construction Cost


	30.6.2. Exemptions From the Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program
	A. Parcels With Mitigated Land Coverage
	B. Repair and Reconstruction of Buildings Damaged or Destroyed by Fire or Other Calamity
	C. Work Not Requiring a Permit
	D. TRPA Requirements
	1. Installation of erosion control facilities;
	2. Restoration of disturbed areas;
	3. SEZ restoration;
	4. Underground storage tank removal, replacement, or maintenance;
	5. Hazardous waste spill control or prevention facilities; and
	6. Sewage pump-out facilities for RVs or boats.

	E. Repair of Linear Public Facilities
	F. Minor Utility Projects
	G. Synthetic Turf Coverage

	30.6.3. Onsite Removal and Retirement of Excess Coverage in Centers
	A. Before utilizing this subsection, excess coverage shall be mitigated pursuant to Section 30.6.
	B. Onsite removal and retirement of remaining excess coverage in Centers may earn multi-residential bonus units, tourist accommodation bonus units, and/or commercial floor area, pursuant to the conversion ratios in the following table:


	CHAPTER 31: DENSITY
	31.1. Purpose
	31.2. Applicability
	31.3. Maximum Density
	31.3.1. Maximum Density by Use Type
	A. Residential Uses
	B. Tourist Accommodation Uses
	C. Recreation Uses
	D. Density of Commercial, Public Service, and Resource Management Uses

	31.3.2. Table of Maximum Densities
	31.3.3. Conversion Factors

	31.4. Increases to Maximum Density
	31.4.1. Affordable Housing
	A. Affordable Housing
	1. The project, at the increased density, satisfies a demonstrated need for additional affordable housing; and
	2. The additional density is consistent with the surrounding area.

	B. Affordable Housing within Kings Beach Commercial Community Plan
	1. The project, at the increased density, satisfies a demonstrated need for additional affordable housing;
	2. The additional density is consistent with the surrounding area; and
	3. The project meets the Kings Beach Commercial Community Plan improvement requirements and special policies of the Special Area.


	31.4.2. Timeshare Uses (Residential Design)
	A. The special use findings in subsection 21.2.2 are satisfied;
	B. The project provides transit service for its patrons directly or by contract with a transit provider;
	C. The project provides pedestrian and access amenities within the project area or within adjacent rights-of-way, consistent with the community or redevelopment plan; and
	D. If the project area contains excess land coverage, the land coverage will be reduced to no more than 75 percent of the project area.

	31.4.3. Density in Special Height Districts

	31.5. Calculation of Maximum Density
	31.5.1. Single Uses
	31.5.2. Mixed Uses
	A. Categories of Mixed Use
	B. Maximum Density for Mixed-Use Categories
	1. Category A
	2. Category B
	3. Category C
	4. Category D
	5. Category E
	6. Category F
	7. Category G


	31.5.3. Redevelopment
	31.5.4. Subdivisions

	31.6. Existing Density
	31.6.1. Conforming Density
	31.6.2. Nonconforming Density

	CHAPTER 32: Basic Services
	32.1. Purpose
	32.2. Applicability
	32.3. Paved Roads
	32.3.1. Waiver
	A. The project is subject to a variance for historically significant structures and districts pursuant to Chapter 67: Historic Resource Protection;
	B. The roadway is not designated to be paved by the surface water management plan (Volume I of the 208 Water Quality Plan as amended);
	C. The project is the expansion of a single-family dwelling;
	D. The permittee posts a security with TRPA in an amount equal to 110 percent of the permittee’s fair share of the estimated cost of paving the road serving the parcel.  TRPA shall apply the procedures established in law by the local jurisdiction to d...
	E. A program has been established that provides assurance the road will be paved within five years.


	32.4. Water Service
	32.4.1. Water Rights
	A. There is an adequate water supply within an existing water right recognized under the laws of the state in which the use is to occur; or
	B. Adequate water rights recognized under the laws of the state in which the use is to occur are furnished with the development.

	32.4.2. Water Supply
	A. Fire Flow Requirements
	B. Waiver


	32.5. Waste Water Treatment Service
	32.6. Electrical Service
	CHAPTER 33: Grading and Construction
	33.1. Purpose
	33.1.1. Protects the environment against significant adverse effects from excavation, filling, and clearing, due to such conditions as exposed soils, unstable earthworks, or groundwater interference;
	33.1.2. Provides for special investigations, reports, and plans that are determined to be necessary by TRPA to protect the environment against significant adverse effects from grading projects;
	33.1.3. Sets forth the requirements for grading and construction schedules when grading or construction is to occur pursuant to a TRPA permit; and
	33.1.4. Sets forth requirements for the protection of vegetation during construction.

	33.2. Applicability
	33.2.1. General
	33.2.2. Exceptions

	33.3. Grading Standards
	33.3.1. Seasonal Limitations
	A. Grading Season
	B. Grading Season Exceptions
	C. Prohibition of Grading During Periods of Precipitation
	D. Winterization
	1. For sites that will be inactive between October 15 and May 1:
	2. For sites that will be active between October 15 and May 1, in addition to the above requirements:


	33.3.2. Discharge Prohibitions
	A. Direct Discharge
	B. Indirect Discharge
	C. Discharge Control Devices

	33.3.3. Dust Control
	33.3.4. Disposal of Materials
	A. Temporary stockpiling all or some of the top soil on the site for use on areas to be revegetated;
	B. Disposal of the material at a location approved by TRPA; or
	C. Export of the materials outside the region.

	33.3.5. Cuts and Fills
	A. Cuts
	1. The maximum cut slope shall be determined on the basis of the risk of soil instability or soil erodibility.  Additional information, which may include a subsurface soil and geological report pursuant to Section 33.4, or other available information ...
	2. If the material of the slope is of such composition and character as to be unstable under anticipated conditions, TRPA shall require such measures as are necessary to ensure the stability of the slope.  Such measures may include, but are not limite...
	3. TRPA may impose setbacks as set forth in the TRPA Design Review Guidelines.
	4. Where mechanical stabilization or containment of the slope by other than the use of natural material is employed, conditions of approval may require screening by vegetation.

	B. Fills
	1. The maximum fill slope shall be determined on the basis of the risk of instability or soil erodibility.  Additional information, which may include a subsurface soil and geological report pursuant to Section 33.4, or other available information may ...
	2. No organic material, such as vegetation or rubbish, or any other material not capable of proper compaction or stability, or that has the potential for environmental impact, shall be permitted in fills.
	3. Borrowing for fill is prohibited unless approved by TRPA.  Borrowing of material from rockfalls and slides may be allowed pursuant to memorandums of understanding between TRPA and road maintenance organizations.  Approved borrow sites shall be subj...
	4. TRPA may impose setbacks as set forth in the Design Review Guidelines.


	33.3.6. Excavation Limitations
	A. Groundwater Interception
	1. Excavation is prohibited that interferes with or intercepts the seasonal high water table by:
	2. TRPA may approve exceptions to the prohibition of groundwater interception or interference if TRPA finds that:

	B. Excavations
	1. A soils/hydrologic report prepared by a qualified professional, which proposed content and methodology has been reviewed and approved in advance by TRPA, demonstrates that no interference or interception of groundwater will occur as a result of the...
	2. The excavation is designed such that no damage occurs to mature trees, except where tree removal is allowed pursuant to subsection 33.6.5: Tree Removal, including root systems and hydrologic conditions of the soil.  To ensure the protection of vege...
	3. Excavated material is disposed of pursuant to subsection 33.3.4: Disposal of Materials, and the project area's natural topography is maintained pursuant to subparagraph 36.5.1.A.  If groundwater interception or interference will occur as demonstrat...

	C. Minimum Excavation

	33.3.7. Discovery of Historic Resources

	33.4. Special Information Reports and Plans
	33.4.1. Subsurface Investigations and Reports
	A. List of Locations
	1. Fault zones;
	2. Contact zones between two or more geologic formations;
	3. Zones of trapped water or high water tables;
	4. Areas where bodies of intrusive materials, such as rocks or boulders, are prevalent;
	5. Historic landslide areas or where the topography indicates prehistoric landslides;
	6. Adversely-sloped bedding planes, short-range folding areas, overturned folds, fractures, and other geologic formations of similar importance;
	7. Proposed or existing fill slopes above a cut slope;
	8. Proposed or existing cuts exceeding 20 feet in height, unless in competent rock;
	9. Proposed or existing fills exceeding 20 feet in height;
	10. Areas where groundwater from either the grading or adjoining parcels is likely to reduce substantially the subsurface stability;
	11. Areas showing characteristics of seeped soils or areas of water influence; or
	12. Areas in the vicinity of historic resources (see Chapter 67, as identified by TRPA’s Historic Resource map, or in other locations where antiquities could be located).


	33.4.2. Additional Investigations and Reports
	33.4.3. Slope Stabilization Plan

	33.5. Grading and Construction Schedules
	33.5.1. Grading and Construction Schedules
	A. When installation of temporary erosion control, and vegetation protection and construction site boundary fencing will occur;
	B. When construction will start;
	C. When all disturbed areas will be stabilized;
	D. When initial grading will be completed;
	E. When all construction slash and debris will be removed;
	F. When driveways, parking areas and other surfaces will be paved;
	G. When installation of permanent mechanical erosion control devices will occur;
	H. When installation of permanent drainage improvements will occur;
	I. When vegetation will be planted;
	J. When construction will be completed;
	K. When the site will be winterized; and
	L. Other information deemed necessary by TRPA to assure compliance with the purpose of this section.


	33.6. Vegetation Protection During Construction
	33.6.1. Vegetation
	33.6.2. Equipment
	33.6.3. Debris
	33.6.4. Tree Treatment Plan
	A. Provisions for identification and treatment of diseased or insect infested trees;
	B. Provisions for identification and removal of hazardous trees; and
	C. Provisions for optimum stocking levels of trees including the protection and establishment of younger-aged trees.

	33.6.5. Tree Removal
	33.6.6. Tree Roots
	33.6.7. Prohibition
	33.6.8. Revegetation Plan
	33.6.9. Standards for Soil and Vegetation Protection
	A. The location and type of protective fencing shall be shown on approved plans.
	B. No material or equipment shall enter or be placed in the areas protected by fencing or outside the construction areas without prior approval from TRPA.
	C. Protective fencing for soil and vegetation shall be constructed with metal posts and industry-standard mesh fencing that is least four feet tall, unless an alternative protection method is approved by TRPA.
	D. All protective fencing shall be adequately maintained and provide a functional barrier during construction.

	33.6.10. Standards for Retained Tree Protection
	A. Fencing shall be placed no closer than the dripline of the tree(s) unless an alternative placement is approved prior by TRPA.
	B. The location and type of the protective fencing shall be shown on approved plans.
	C. No material or equipment shall enter or be placed in the areas protected by fencing or outside the construction areas without prior approval from TRPA.
	D. Protective fencing for trees shall be constructed with metal posts and industry-standard mesh fencing that is at least four feet tall, unless an alternative method is approved by TRPA.
	E. All protective fencing shall be adequately maintained and provide a functional barrier during construction.
	F. An alternative method of tree protection may be required if conditions warrant due to location of tree or the importance of the tree for visual screening.  A tree treatment plan may be required per subsection 33.6.4.


	CHAPTER 34: DRIVEWAY AND PARKING STANDARDS
	34.1. Purpose
	34.2. Applicability
	34.2.1. Douglas County Substitutions
	34.2.2. Placer County Substitutions
	34.2.3. City of South Lake Tahoe Substitutions
	34.2.4. Washoe County Substitutions

	34.3. Driveways
	34.3.1. Compliance Program
	34.3.2. General Standards
	A. New Driveways
	B. Shared Driveways
	C. Role of Community Plans
	D. Standards of Caltrans and Nevada Department of Transportation
	E. Slope of Driveways
	F. Best Management Practices

	34.3.3. Numbers of Driveways
	34.3.4. Width of Driveways
	A. Other Residential Uses
	B. Commercial, Tourist Accommodation, Recreation, and Public Service Uses

	34.3.5. Service Drives

	34.4. Parking
	CHAPTER 35: NATURAL HAZARD STANDARDS
	35.1. Purpose
	35.2. Applicability
	35.2.1. General
	A. Construction, reconstruction, or replacement of structures in identified avalanche or mass instability hazard areas;
	B. Additional development in 100-year floodplains;
	C. Maintenance of public utilities, transportation facilities, and other necessary public uses in 100-year floodplains; and
	D. With respect to the fire prevention techniques and measures set forth in Section 35.5, all lands within the Tahoe region.

	35.2.2. Exception

	35.3. Avalanche and Mass Instability
	35.4. Floodplains
	35.4.1. 100-Year Floodplain Defined
	A. The limits of the intermediate Regional Flood where established for creeks by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers;
	B. The limits of 100-year flood where established for creeks by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; and/or
	C. The limits of the 100-year flood Insurance Program, Federal Emergency Management Agency; or
	D. In areas where the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or Federal Emergency Management Agency has not prepared 100-year floodplain maps and where TRPA has reason to believe that a flood hazard may exist, the limits of the 100-year floodplain shall be dete...

	35.4.2. Prohibition of Additional Development, Grading, and Filling of Lands Within the 100-Year Floodplain
	A. Public Outdoor Recreation Facilities
	1. The project is a necessary part of a public agency's long-range plans for public outdoor recreation;
	2. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Regional Plan;
	3. The project by its very nature must be sited in a floodplain and is in accordance with the Guidelines Regarding Public Outdoor Recreation Facilities and Activities Which Create Additional Land Coverage or Permanent Disturbance and Which By Their Ve...
	4. There is no feasible alternative that would reduce the extent of encroachment in a floodplain; and
	5. The impacts on the floodplain are minimized.

	B. Public Service Facilities
	1. The project is necessary for public health, safety, or environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including spans, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in a floodplain; and
	3. The impacts on the floodplain are minimized.

	C. Floodplain Crossings
	1. There is no reasonable alternative that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the floodplain; and
	2. The impacts on the floodplain are minimized.

	D. Water Quality Control Facilities
	1. The project, program, or facility is necessary for environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative that reduces the extent of encroachment in the floodplain; and
	3. Impacts are fully mitigated and, if applicable, transferred land coverage requirements pursuant to 30.4.3.B.5 are met.


	35.4.3. Construction and Maintenance of Public Utilities Transportation Facilities, and Other Necessary Public Uses Located in the 100-Year Floodplain

	35.5. Wildfire
	CHAPTER 36: Design Standards
	36.1. Purpose
	36.2. Applicability
	36.2.1. General
	36.2.2. Substitute Standards
	A. Douglas County Substitutions
	B. Placer County Substitutions
	C. City of South Lake Tahoe Substitutions
	D. Washoe County Substitutions


	36.3. Design Review Guidelines
	36.4. Scenic Quality Improvement Program
	36.5. Site Design Standards
	36.5.1. General Standards
	A. Existing natural features outside of the building site shall be retained and incorporated into the site design to the greatest extent feasible.  Projects shall be designed to avoid disturbance to rock outcrops and stream environment zones and to mi...
	B. Projects shall be designed to use existing disturbed areas rather than undisturbed areas for the siting of all improvements except when:
	1. The disturbed area is precluded from development by setbacks or other such limitations;
	2. The disturbed lands are classified as sensitive lands and alternative sites classified as no sensitive lands exist on the parcel;
	3. The use of the disturbed lands would require more total disturbance than use of undisturbed lands;
	4. Avoidance of other development impacts are of more importance than the preservation of undisturbed areas; and/or
	5. The degree of existing disturbance is minor and the area shall be restored as part of the project.


	36.5.2. Standards for Commercial, Tourist Accommodation, Public Service, and Multi-Residential Projects
	A. Onsite parking areas shall be provided with landscaped perimeters.  Onsite parking areas greater than one-quarter acre in size shall be provided with landscaped islands designed in accordance with TRPA’s Design Review Guidelines;
	B. A pedestrian circulation system shall be incorporated into the site plan to assure that pedestrians can move safely and easily both on the site and between properties and activities within the neighborhood year round;
	C. Adequate access shall be provided for emergency vehicles and for those persons attempting to render emergency services;
	D. Screening of service yards, maintenance yards, warehousing, outdoor storage and trash and refuse collection areas shall be accomplished by the use of walls, fencing, landscape plantings, or some combination thereof.  Screening shall be effective in...
	E. Service yards, maintenance yards, warehousing, and outdoor storage areas shall be located in areas that are not highly visible from major transportation corridors, scenic turnouts, public recreation areas, or the waters of lakes in the region.

	36.5.3. Standards for Snow Storage
	A. Parking areas shall be sloped at least two percent to prevent ponding and icing; and
	B. Commercial, tourist accommodation, public service, recreation and multi-residential projects shall provide, within the project area, snow storage areas of a size adequate to store snow removed from parking, driveway and pedestrian access areas or h...

	36.5.4. Setback Standards
	A. For parcels abutting roadways rated in TRPA's Scenic Resources Inventory, the minimum building setback from the right-of-way of such roadways shall be 20 feet.
	1. Decks (except decks for off street parking), stairs, canopies, building, or roof overhangs shall not intrude into the 20-foot setback established in this subparagraph.
	2. TRPA may approve building setbacks less than 20 feet if the reduced setback is approved by the appropriate local jurisdiction and TRPA finds that the project shall not cause a decrease in the numerical ratings assigned to the roadway unit, includin...

	B. Buildings, other structures, and land coverage shall be set back from SEZs in accordance with Chapter 53: Individual Parcel Evaluation System.
	C. Other setback requirements are set forth in Section 33.3: Grading Standards.

	36.5.5. Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Maintenance Plan

	36.6. Building Design Standards
	36.6.1. General Standards
	A. Screening Elements
	B. Roof Finishes and Colors
	C. Alternative Energy Production
	D. Color of Structures
	1. For all structures visible from the Scenic Threshold Travel Routes and from Public Recreation Area and Bicycle Trails identified in the 1993 Lake Tahoe Basin Scenic Resource Evaluation, subdued colors of earthtone ranges shall be used for the prima...
	2. Colors shall be within a range of natural colors that blend, rather than contrast, with the existing backdrop vegetation and soils color.
	3. For this subparagraph, earthtone colors shall be medium to dark and shall meet the Munsell® Colors set forth in Appendix G, TRPA Approved Earthtone Colors, of the Design Review Guidelines or other color systems that are equivalent to the adopted hu...
	4. TRPA may grant exceptions to this provision pursuant to Section 67.7, for scenic roadway corridors designated as urban, for unique situations such as site characteristics, or as set forth in subparagraph 83.11.1.  Structures in the shoreland that w...


	36.6.2. Building Heights

	36.7. Landscaping Standards
	36.7.1. Plant Species Permitted
	36.7.2. Minimum Plant Sizes and Spacing
	A. Trees shall be a minimum six feet tall or one-inch caliper size or diameter at breast height;
	B. Shrubs shall be a minimum three-gallon pot size, such that upright shrubs shall have a minimum height of 18 inches and minimum spread of 18 inches, and spreading shrubs shall have a minimum spread of 18 to 24 inches; and
	C. Groundcovers shall be a minimum four-inch pot size or one gallon container and shall be a maximum 24 inches on center spacing.

	36.7.3. Accent Vegetation

	36.8. Exterior Lighting Standards
	36.8.1. General Standards
	A. Exterior lights shall not blink, flash, or change intensity.  String lights, building or roofline tube lighting, reflective, or luminescent wall surfaces are prohibited.
	B. Exterior lighting shall not be attached to trees except for the Christmas season.
	C. Parking lot, walkway, and building lights shall be directed downward.
	D. Fixture mounting height shall be appropriate to the purpose.  The height shall not exceed the limitations set forth in Chapter 37.
	E. Outdoor lighting shall be used for purposes of illumination only, and shall not be designed for, or used as, an advertising display.  Illumination for aesthetic or dramatic purposes of any building or surrounding landscape utilizing exterior light ...
	F. The commercial operation of searchlights for advertising or any other purpose is prohibited.
	G. Seasonal lighting displays and lighting for special events that conflict with other provisions of this section may be permitted on a temporary basis pursuant to Chapter 22: Temporary Uses, Structures, and Activities.


	36.9. Water Conservation Standards
	36.10. Standards for Combustion Appliances
	36.11. Outdoor Advertising
	36.12. Soil and Vegetation Protection During Construction
	A. When it is demonstrated that equipment will need to access an area;
	B. When other site characteristics require a larger area, such as rock outcrops and topography;
	C. When a landscaping or utility plan clearly demonstrates the need for soil disturbance beyond the 12-foot boundary; or
	D. Storage of construction materials in areas of existing disturbed lands.

	CHAPTER 37: HEIGHT
	37.1. Purpose
	37.2. Applicability
	37.3. Definitions
	37.3.1. Height
	37.3.2. Natural Ground Elevation
	37.3.3. Percent Cross Slope Retained Across Building Site

	37.4. Height Standards for Buildings
	37.4.1. Maximum Heights for Buildings
	37.4.2. Maximum Height for Buildings on Slopes
	A. For purposes of measuring height, the building may be divided into up to three distinct, attached segments (e.g., steps or terraces);
	B. Each segment of the building shall comply with the base maximum height permitted by Table 37.4.1-1, except that the ground floor segment (the building segment closest to the street providing primary access to the building) shall not exceed 28 feet ...
	C. The total maximum height of the building as measured from the lowest point of the structure to the highest point on the structure shall not exceed 150% of the average maximum height of each of the building segments.

	37.4.3. Exceptions
	A. Chimneys and Other Rooftop Appurtenances
	B. Flagpoles
	1. The flagpole shall be of a dark color and shall not have a shiny reflective finish.
	2. The flagpole shall be used for non-commercial displays only; and
	3. For purposes of this subsection, structures housing gaming referenced in Article VI (e) of the Compact shall be deemed to comply with site development provisions related to height.



	37.5. Additional Height for Certain Buildings
	37.5.1. Approval of Building Heights Greater Than 26 Feet
	A. Additional Height for Roof Pitch of Up to 5:12
	B. Additional Height for Roof Pitch Greater Than 5:12

	37.5.2. Additional Building Height for Public Service, Tourist Accommodation, and Certain Recreation Buildings
	A. Additional Building Height With Required Findings
	1. For tourist accommodation buildings: findings 1, 2, and 3;
	2. For public service buildings: findings 1, 2, 3, and 4; and
	3. For certain recreation uses, including  downhill ski facilities, cross country skiing facilities, or recreation uses whose primary recreation use is participant sports facilities, recreation centers, or sport assembly: findings 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7.

	B. Additional Building Height for Reduced Land Coverage
	C. Additional Building Height for Public Service and Certain Recreation Buildings That Are Not Visible From Lake Tahoe and That Are Not Located Within or Are Not Visible From Designated Scenic Highway Corridors
	D. Additional Building Height for Certain Recreation Buildings Within Adopted Ski Area Master Plans
	1. The maximum height in Table 37.4.1-1 may be increased by up to 14 feet, but not to exceed a total building height of 56 feet, provided that the project proponent demonstrates that expected snow depths in the area of the building site make the addit...
	2. An additional ten feet, not to exceed a total building height of 56 feet, may be earned if the project proponent demonstrates additional height is needed to maintain roof pitch in excess of 4:12.

	E. Additional Building Height for Public Service Buildings
	1. The maximum height in Table 37.4.1-1 may be increased by up to 14 feet, but not to exceed a total building height of 56 feet, provided that the project proponent demonstrates that the additional height is necessary for the proper function of the bu...
	2. Additional height beyond that set forth in 1 above may be earned up to a maximum total building height of 56 feet, provided that the new structure incorporates community design features such as pitched roofs, articulated facades, articulated roof p...

	F. Additional Building Height for Essential Public Safety Buildings

	37.5.3. Additional Building Height for Tourist Accommodation Buildings Within Community Plan Areas
	A. Additional Building Height for View Corridor
	B. Additional Building Height for Increased Setback
	C. Additional Building Height for Public Access

	37.5.4. Additional Building Height for Special Height Districts
	A. Specification of Special Height Districts
	B. Findings for Establishing Maximum Allowable Building Heights Within Special Height Districts
	1. In order to establish maximum allowable building heights within special height districts, TRPA shall make finding 12 of Section 37.7.
	2. Prior to approving additional building height for a project within a special height district TRPA shall make findings 1, 3, 5, 6, and 9 of Section 37.7.

	C. Limitations on Building Height Within the South Lake Tahoe Redevelopment Demonstration Plan Special Height District
	1. Projects approved as part of the South Tahoe Redevelopment Demonstration Project No. 1 shall be subject to Chapter 13: Redevelopment Plans (prior to December 12, 2012, amendments) and shall not be eligible for additional building height under the p...
	2. Maximum building heights for buildings that are eligible to gain the additional height are established in Figure 1.1 of the South Lake Tahoe Redevelopment Demonstration Plan Redevelopment Plan Area Development Standards.  Additional height for buil...
	3. The additional building height shall be limited to buildings in which the primary use is tourist accommodation, transit stations and terminals, or vehicle storage and parking.  These buildings may also contain primary commercial uses provided that ...

	D. Qualification for Additional Building Height
	1. Additional Building Height with Required Findings
	2. Additional Building Height for Reduced Land Coverage
	3. Additional Building Height for View Enhancement
	4. Additional Building Height for Increased Setback
	5. Additional Building Height for Landscaped Public Pedestrian Area
	6. Additional Building Height for Public Access to Lake Tahoe
	7. Additional Building Height for Tree Preservation

	E. Security for Improvements
	1. Project Approval
	2. Project Funding
	3. Project Completion


	37.5.5. Additional Building Height for Affordable Housing Projects
	37.5.6. Building Height for Redevelopment Projects Within the City of South Lake Tahoe
	37.5.7. Additional Height for Special Projects within the North Stateline Community Plan
	A. General Requirements
	1. TRPA may designate additional height for special projects that are located within the TRPA approved North Stateline Community Plan, and are designated through Resolution 2008-11 to be Special Projects pursuant to subparagraph 50.6.4.D as specified ...
	2. The maximum height shall be75 feet or three-fourths of the maximum height of the tallest trees within the project area, whichever is lower.  TRPA shall determine the height of the tallest trees within the project area based on a tree survey provide...
	3. The area proposed for additional height shall be located on the mountain side of State Route 28 within the North Stateline Community Plan boundary.  Additional height available under this Code subsection shall not be available on lake side of SR 28.
	4. Additional height may be specified within the North Stateline Community Plan subject to finding 15 in subsection 37.7.15.

	A. Security for Improvements
	1. Project Approval
	2. Project Funding
	3. Project Completion


	37.5.8. Additional Height for Tourist Accommodation Buildings Containing 50 or More Units within Special Area 1 of Plan Area Statement 070A (Edgewood)
	A. General Requirements
	1. The maximum height is 60 feet or three-fourths of the maximum height of the tallest trees within the immediate proximity of the proposed project, whichever is lower.  Determination of the tallest tree within the project area shall be based on a tre...
	2. The area proposed for additional height shall not be located within the shoreland as defined by Chapter 90.
	3. The project shall not cause a decrease in numerical ratings assigned to scenic travel routes or identified scenic resources pursuant to Section 66.1.
	4. Additional height may be permitted for architectural roof features that incorporate community design features such as gable roofs, hip roofs, pitched roofs, articulated roof planes and dormers as follows:


	37.5.9. Additional Height for Special Projects within a Ski Area Master Plan
	A. General
	B. Maximum Height
	C. Findings for Additional Height
	1. Any existing buildings within the project area that have non-conforming height prior to the adoption of this ordinance shall be demolished; except when found to be historically significant and then the provisions of Chapter 67 shall prevail.
	2. Existing verified land coverage otherwise permissible within the Ski Area Master Plan pursuant to the Regional Plan shall be reduced by a minimum of 10 percent and permanently retired per TRPA guidelines.
	3. In order to implement pedestrian/transit oriented development (PTOD), the project shall, at a minimum:
	4. The maximum permissible height for structures located at the top of the mid-mountain gondola is 58 feet.
	5. The project shall result in an increase in the scenic threshold travel route rating for Roadway Unit 11, Homewood.
	6. The project shall retain and treat up to the 50-year one-hour storm utilizing on-site and offsite systems incorporating best available technologies.
	7. The project shall implement TRPA designated EIP Projects within the vicinity of the Ski Area Master Plan.  The designated EIP projects shall include project number 86 (EIP Project Code 9710-Scenic Road Unit #11 Homewood Improvement), project number...
	8. The project shall implement a program that provides for a range of alternative means of transportation to include, but not be limited to, a dial-a-ride service, a shuttle service, a bicycle bank, and water taxi.
	9. Prior to approving additional height, TRPA shall make Findings 1, 3, 6, 8 and 9 of Section 37.7.  Note that Finding 6 is proposed for amendment to include a “Ski Area Master Plan.”

	D. Security for Improvements
	1. Project Approval
	2. Project Funding
	3. Project Completion



	37.6. Height Standards for Structures Other Than Buildings
	37.6.1. Maximum Structure Height
	37.6.2. Additional Height for Certain Structures

	37.7. Findings for Additional Building Height
	37.7.1. Finding 1
	37.7.2. Finding 2
	37.7.3. Finding 3
	37.7.4. Finding 4
	37.7.5. Finding 5
	A. The horizontal distance from which the building is viewed;
	B. The extent of screening; and
	C. Proposed exterior colors and building materials.

	37.7.6. Finding 6
	37.7.7. Finding 7
	37.7.8. Finding 8
	37.7.9. Finding 9
	37.7.10. Finding 10
	37.7.11. Finding 11 (Specification of Special Height Districts in Adopted Redevelopment Plans)
	A. The area is within 2,300 feet of the center point of three or more buildings exceeding the height of 150 feet;
	B. The special height district provides a transition of height from the high-rise area to the surrounding area of lower permissible heights;
	C. The projects within the special height district utilize transit/pedestrian-oriented development principles including, but not limited to, major transit facilities, sidewalks, limited parking, mixed uses, high densities, use of alleys, and pedestria...
	D. The special height district is consistent with Policy 1.B, Goal 2, Community Design Sub element, Land Use Element, of the TRPA Goals and Policies Plan and the TRPA Scenic Quality Improvement Program.

	37.7.12. Finding 12 (Establishing Maximum Allowable Building Heights Within Special Height Districts)
	A. The maximum building height within a special height district is limited to 73 feet, or three-fourths of the maximum height of the tallest trees within the special height district, whichever is lower.  TRPA shall determine the height of the tallest ...

	37.7.13. Finding 13 (Additional Height for View Enhancement)
	A. The view enhancement is provided in the same threshold roadway travel route as the project in which the building using the additional height is located;
	B. For views of the natural landscape and views of major visual features, no building or structure greater than five feet in height is closer than 100 feet from the viewpoint to the resource;
	C. For view enhancements of views of Lake Tahoe, no building or structure exists between the viewpoint and Lake Tahoe;
	D. For the purposes of creating a view enhancement, TRPA shall find, in addition to the findings in subparagraphs A, B, and C above, that the created view is available for a continuous distance of at least 200 feet as seen from the threshold roadway t...
	E. For the purposes of enhancing an existing view, TRPA shall find in addition to the findings in subparagraphs A, B, and C above, that the enhanced view is provided in the same general location as the existing view, is of the same resource as the exi...

	37.7.14. Finding 14 (Additional Building Height for Affordable Housing Projects)
	A. The project shall meet findings 1, 3, 6, 8, and 9 in Section 37.7;
	B. The additional height is required because of the increase in density permitted by subsection 31.4.1;
	C. The project meets the Kings Beach Commercial Community Plan improvement requirements and special policies of the Special Area; and
	D. The project meets the security requirements of subparagraph 37.5.4.E.

	37.7.15. Finding 15 (Additional Height for Special Projects within North Stateline Community Plan)
	A. Any existing buildings within the project area that have non-conforming height prior to the adoption of this ordinance shall be demolished, except when found to be historically significant and then the provisions of Chapter 67 shall prevail.
	B. Land coverage otherwise permissible within the project area pursuant to the Regional Plan shall be reduced by a minimum of ten percent.
	C. In order to implement pedestrian/transit oriented development (PTOD), the project shall, at a minimum:
	1. Satisfy the factors outlined in subparagraph 11.8.4.C.1;
	2. Include and integrate major transit facilities, sidewalks, bike lanes and associated facilities;
	3. Provide circulation connections and linkages between private open spaces, public spaces and recreational opportunities (for example, streetscapes, alleys, easements, parks) and commercial, residential, tourist uses both on and off-site;
	4. Provide alternative parking strategies (which may include shared parking, parking structures, or underground parking);
	5. Be a mixed use development;
	6. Orient building facades to the street; and
	7. Implement landscaping and hardscaping that enhance the scenic quality of the area and whenever possible, improve the scenic ratings per the adopted Scenic Quality Implementation Program and Technical Appendices (SQIP).  This shall include improveme...

	D. New structures along State Route 28 shall be set back from the travel route edge of pavement a minimum of 40 feet and stair-stepped upslope, providing a transition of height across the site (See Figure 37.7.15-A).  Additional height for new structu...
	1. The maximum permissible height for structures with a minimum set back of 40 feet from the State Route 28 edge of pavement shall be 58 feet.
	2. The maximum permissible height for structures with a minimum set back of 60 feet from the State Route 28 edge of pavement shall be 67 feet.
	3. The maximum permissible height for structures with a minimum set back of 180 feet from the State Route 28 edge of pavement shall be 75 feet.

	E. The project shall result in an increase in the scenic threshold travel route rating for Roadway Unit 20D, North Stateline Core.
	F. The project shall retain and treat the 50-year one-hour storm utilizing on-site and offsite systems incorporating best available technologies.
	G. The project shall implement TRPA designated EIP Projects within the NSCP.
	H. The project shall achieve a reduction in vehicle miles traveled.
	I. Prior to approving additional height, TRPA shall make Findings 1, 3, 6, 8, and 9 of Section 37.7.

	37.7.16. Finding 16 (Three- or Four-Story Buildings in Town Centers and Three- to Six-Story Buildings in the Regional Center)
	A. The project shall meet findings 1, 3, 5, and 9 in Section 37.7.

	37.7.17. Finding 17 (Redevelopment in High Density Tourist District within Existing Visual Prominence)
	A. The height and visual mass of any redeveloped existing high-rise structures projecting above the forest canopy shall not increase the visual prominence over baseline conditions as viewed and evaluated from key scenic viewpoints, including, but not ...
	B. When considering visual prominence, the following factors will be considered: building mass, contrast, location, articulation, color, materials and architectural style; and the quality of landscape features and views that are blocked or revealed.


	37.8. Modification or Reconstruction of Existing Buildings and Structures
	37.9. Additions to Existing Buildings
	37.9.1. Additions At or Above Low Point
	37.9.2. Additions Below the Low Point
	37.9.3. Findings
	A. Findings 1, 2, and 8 in Section 37.7;
	B. The addition is not visible from a TRPA-designated scenic threshold travel route, the waters of Lake Tahoe, a public recreation area, or a bicycle trail contained in the 1993 Lake Tahoe Basin Scenic Resource Evaluation;
	C. The existing use is a permissible use in the plan area statement or community plan;
	D. The existing building was legally existing prior to May 26, 1996; and
	E. The addition is no more than one story.


	CHAPTER 38: Signs
	38.1. Purpose
	38.2. Applicability
	38.2.1. General Applicability
	38.2.2. Conditions of Approval
	38.2.3. Substitution of Standards
	A. Local Government Standards
	B. Community Plan Standards
	1. TRPA, upon finding the community plan standards are equal or superior to the TRPA sign standards as they may affect the attainment and maintenance of TRPA's scenic resource thresholds, may adopt the community plan sign standards for use during TRPA...
	2. TRPA, upon finding the community plan scenic quality improvement program, which may include substitute sign standards, is equal or superior to the TRPA scenic quality improvement program for the same plan area as they may affect the attainment and ...

	C. Finding Required for Substitute Standards
	1. A scenic quality analysis using appropriate methods of visual simulation  that indicates the substitute standards do not result in adverse impacts on applicable scenic resources and community design thresholds; and
	2. The substitute ordinance, in combination with the applicable elements of TRPA's Scenic Quality Improvement Plan and adopted community plans, redevelopment plans, or other TRPA-approved master plans, results in a threshold travel route rating for ap...

	D. TRPA-Approved Substitutions
	1. Douglas County
	2. Placer County
	3. City of South Lake Tahoe
	4. Washoe County
	5. Recreation Sign Guidelines
	6. El Dorado County



	38.3. Sign Package Review
	38.4. General Sign Standards
	38.4.1. Measurement of Sign Area
	A. The area of signs installed in sign cans shall include the outside dimensions of the can itself;
	B. Internally illuminated awnings containing signage shall include as sign area the 2-dimensional plane of any portion of the awning which is internally illuminated; and
	C. Any two-sided sign where the sides are no more than 36 inches apart, or the interior angle between the two sides of faces is 45 degrees or less, and which are visually identical shall only count one of the two sides as sign area.  See figures below.

	38.4.2. Opaque Background for Internally Illuminated Signs
	38.4.3. Off-Premise Signs
	38.4.4. Sign Illumination
	38.4.5. Diffuse Lighting
	38.4.6. Roof Signs
	38.4.7. Prohibited Devices
	38.4.8. Signs Imitating Official Traffic Signs
	38.4.9. Signs Obscuring Vision
	38.4.10. Signs on Natural Features and Other Structures
	38.4.11. Rotating Signs
	38.4.12. Signs Attached to Motor Vehicles
	38.4.13. Portable Signs
	38.4.14. State of Repair
	38.4.15. Removal of Sign Message
	38.4.16. Noncommercial Copy
	38.4.17. Highway Signs
	38.4.18. Increases in Maximum Allowed Sign Area
	38.4.19. Window Signs

	38.5. Signs in Conservation Plan Areas
	38.5.1. Signs on National Forest Lands
	38.5.2. Signs on California or Nevada State Park Lands
	38.5.3. Signs on Private Lands

	38.6. Signs in Recreation Plan Areas
	38.6.1. Signs at Recreation Areas
	A. Recreation Areas and Facilities Operated by the U.S. Forest Service, or California or Nevada State Parks
	B. Recreation Facilities Operated By Permittees on National Forest Lands, or California or Nevada State Park Lands
	1. Recreation Area Identification Signs
	2. Recreation Facility Identification Signs
	3. Directory Signs

	C. Signs at Other Publicly-Owned or Privately-Owned Recreation Areas

	38.6.2. Pedestrian-Oriented Signs
	38.6.3. Directional Signs
	38.6.4. Signs for Other Uses
	A. 38.6.2: Pedestrian-Oriented Signs;
	B. 38.6.3: Directional Signs; and
	C. 38.7.3: Signs for Non-Residential Uses.


	38.7. Signs in Residential Plan Areas
	38.7.1. Subdivision Entrance Signs
	38.7.2. Signs for Multi-Residential Uses
	38.7.3. Signs for Non-Residential Uses
	A. Building Signs
	1. Each primary use may be allowed one square foot of sign area for each one lineal foot of building frontage up to a maximum of 30 square feet of sign area per building frontage.  The maximum height of building signs shall be 15 feet above grade, wit...
	2. In instances where the primary use has no building frontage, but does have a frontage without a public entrance on what is defined as a street, TRPA may allow building signage to be erected upon that alternate frontage.  The sign area shall be calc...
	3. Up to 50 percent of the maximum allowable sign area for building signs may be used in a projecting sign.  See Figure 38.7.3-A.

	B. Freestanding Signs
	1. Freestanding Sign Area
	2. Freestanding Sign Height
	3. Freestanding Sign Location
	4. Additional Height for Freestanding Signs

	C. Pedestrian-Oriented Signs

	38.7.4. Directional Signs

	38.8. Signs in Commercial and Public Service Plan Areas
	38.8.1. Building Signs
	A. Each primary use may be allowed one square foot of building sign area for each one lineal foot of building frontage, up to a maximum of 40 square feet of sign area per building frontage.  Maximum height of building signs shall be 15 feet above grad...
	B. In instances where the primary use has no building frontage, but does have a frontage without a public entrance on what is defined as a street, TRPA may allow building signage to be erected upon that alternate frontage.  The sign area shall be calc...
	C. Up to 50 percent of the maximum allowable sign area for building signs may be used in a projecting sign.  See Figure 38.8.1-A.

	38.8.2. Freestanding Signs
	A. Single Freestanding Sign
	1. The street frontage of the project area is greater than 100 feet in length;
	2. The sign identifies a building with multiple tenants or a project area with multiple buildings;
	3. The use does not contain a structure in its normal operation on which to place a building sign;
	4. The building is set back at least 50 feet from the edge of the right-of-way; or
	5. The freestanding sign is set back beyond the building facade closest to the roadway.

	B. Multiple Freestanding Signs Allowed
	1. The street frontage of the project area is greater than 300 feet in length;
	2. The project area has more than one major entry point;
	3. The freestanding signs face different streets or are at least 1,000 feet apart; and
	4. The distance between the freestanding signs is at least 100 feet.

	C. Freestanding Sign Area
	D. Freestanding Sign Height
	E. Freestanding Sign Location
	F. Additional Height for Freestanding Signs

	38.8.3. Pedestrian-Oriented Signs
	38.8.4. Directional Signs

	38.9. Signs in Tourist  Accommodation Plan Areas
	38.9.1. Building Signs
	A. Each primary use may be allowed one square foot of sign area for each one lineal foot of building frontage, up to a maximum of 40 square feet of sign area per building frontage.  The maximum height of building signs shall be 15 feet above grade, wi...
	B. In instances where the primary use has no building frontage, but does have a frontage without a public entrance on what is defined as a street, TRPA may allow building signage to be erected upon that alternate frontage.  The sign area shall be calc...
	C. Up to 50 percent of the maximum allowable sign area for building signs may be used in a projecting sign.  See Figure 38.8.1-A.

	38.9.2. Freestanding Signs
	38.9.3. Pedestrian-Oriented Signs
	38.9.4. Directional Signs

	38.10. Fuel Price Signs
	38.10.1. Motor Vehicles
	38.10.2. Marina Fuel Price Signs

	38.11. Temporary Signs
	38.11.1. Temporary Signs for Temporary Activities
	A. Area and Height Limit
	B. Time Limit Generally

	38.11.2. Temporary Signs for Temporary Uses

	38.12. Existing Signs
	38.12.1. Conforming Sign
	38.12.2. Nonconforming Sign
	38.12.3. Conformance or Removal of Nonconforming Signs
	A. Circumstances Requiring Removal
	1. Where the cost of bringing the sign into conformance is less than one hundred dollars or where the sign is valued at less than one hundred dollars, such sign shall be brought into conformance or removed within one year after the effective date of t...
	2. If a nonconforming sign is destroyed or damaged to an extent in excess of 50 percent of the sign value;
	3. If the sign is relocated;
	4. If the sign is altered structurally, or if the sign face is altered, except for changeable copy signs and maintenance;
	5. If the business or use for which the nonconforming sign(s) was installed is expanded or modified, and if the value of the expansion or modification exceeds 50 percent of the value of the existing improvements.  All improvements to a single business...
	6. By the expiration date for any permit for a use authorized by TRPA that requires Governing Board approval as set forth in Chapter 2: Applicability of the Code of Ordinances, results in an increase of more than 100 additional daily vehicle trips, or...

	B. Immediate Compliance Required
	C. Nonconforming Signs Visible from Scenic Threshold Roadway or Shoreline Travel Route
	D. Exceptions to Conformance Requirements
	1. The exception is consistent with the purpose and intent of the sign ordinance;
	2. There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the property involved or to the intended use of the property that are not contemplated or provided for by this ordinance;
	3. The approval of the exception shall not be materially detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare;
	4. Alternative signage concepts that comply with the provision to which the exception is requested have been evaluated, and undue hardship would result if the strict adherence to the provision is required;
	5. A scenic quality analysis demonstrates that the exception, if approved, shall be consistent with the threshold attainment findings listed in the Scenic Resources Management Package Final Environmental Impact Statement, 1989;
	6. The exception that is approved shall not increase the number, area, and height of the existing sign or signs for which the exception is requested; and
	7. The exception is the minimum departure from the standards.

	E. Determination of Sign Value

	38.12.4. Maintenance and Repair of Nonconforming Signs

	CHAPTER 39: Subdivision
	39.1. Permissible Subdivisions
	39.1.1. Purpose
	39.1.2. Applicability
	39.1.3. Limitations on New Subdivisions
	A. Conveyance to Public Entity
	1. Acquisition Program Conveyances
	2. General Conveyances

	B. Cemetery Lots
	C. Litigation
	D. Modifications to Existing Parcels and Subdivisions
	E. Conversions of Pre-1987 Structures
	F. Resubdivision
	G. Subdivision of Post-1987 Projects


	39.2. Subdivision Standards
	39.2.1. Purpose
	39.2.2. Applicability
	39.2.3. Subdivision of Existing Structures
	A. Permissible Use
	1. Election of conversion of use pursuant to Section 50.10 shall be made in conjunction with or prior to an application to subdivide an existing structure.  If the election is made after a TRPA approval for subdivision, then the election shall void th...

	B. Moderate-Income Housing
	1. To determine whether a unit is moderate-income housing, the applicant shall submit a rental/sale history for each unit for the previous five years.  TRPA shall review the history and determine whether the unit has, on the whole, been available as m...
	2. Restriction of subdivided units to moderate-income housing shall include recordation of deed restrictions or other covenants running with the land that limit the rental rates and sale price to those that are affordable to households or tenants that...

	C. Land Coverage
	1. Prior to approving a subdivision of an existing structure, TRPA shall require submittal of a site plan showing all existing land coverage.
	2. Conversions of existing structures shall be subject to the excess coverage mitigation requirements in Section 30.6 to the extent the subdivision includes or is approved in conjunction with building modifications.

	D. Density
	1. Conversions of existing structures that exceed the density standards in Chapter 31 by no more than ten percent may be permitted provided TRPA finds that the resultant excess density is not inconsistent with the surrounding uses and the goals of the...
	2. For purposes of this section, the density standard for single-family residential units shall be the multi-family density standard in the applicable plan area statement.
	3. If multi-family is not a permitted use, then the density standard for single-family residential units in a subdivision or planned unit development shall be the density shown on the subdivision map provided the map depicts a specific density.  If th...

	E. Parking
	F. BMPs
	G. Basic Services
	H. Signage
	I. Design Review Guidelines
	1. Snow Storage (subsection 36.5.3);
	2. Landscaping (Section 36.7); and
	3. Lighting (Section 36.8).

	J. Air Quality Mitigation Fees
	K. Common Areas
	L. Shorezone Structures
	M. Substitution of Local Housing Plans
	N. General Standards
	1. In conjunction with the subdivision of an existing structure, TRPA may also approve the reconstruction or relocation of the structure within the same project area as otherwise permitted in the Code.
	2. This section shall not be construed to permit the transfer of an existing structure to create a lot and block subdivision, planned unit development, or similar division of land.
	3. A final map or similar document for an approved subdivision shall contain a signature block for TRPA to document regional approval.
	4. TRPA shall require compliance with applicable pre-existing permit conditions and subdivision approvals through the recordation of deed restrictions or other covenants running with the land, as deemed necessary.


	39.2.4. Resubdivisions
	39.2.5. Subdivision of Post-1987 Projects
	A. Existing Urban Areas
	B. Permissible Use
	C. Multi-Residential Bonus Units and Allocations
	D. Moderate-Income Housing
	E. Land Coverage
	F. Affordable Housing
	G. Density
	H. Basic Services
	I. Parking
	J. Signage
	K. Air Quality Mitigation Fees
	L. Secondary Residences
	M. Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions
	N. Shorezone Structures
	O. General Standards
	1. This section shall not be construed to permit the transfer or modification of an approved multi-residential project to a lot and block subdivision or similar division of land.
	2. A final map, or similar document, for an approved subdivision shall contain a signature block for TRPA to document regional approval.
	3. TRPA shall only approve subdivisions of post-1987 projects after approval of the underlying project.  The subdivision approval shall expire if the underlying project approval expires or the project is not completed.  TRPA shall require compliance w...

	P. Modifications to Subdivisions


	CHAPTER 40:
	CHAPTER 41:
	CHAPTER 42:
	CHAPTER 43:
	CHAPTER 44:
	CHAPTER 45:
	CHAPTER 46:
	CHAPTER 47:
	CHAPTER 48:
	CHAPTER 49:
	CHAPTER 50: Allocation of Development
	50.1. Purpose
	50.2. Applicability
	A. An allocation is obtained in accordance with this chapter;
	B. The parcel is eligible to use an allocation; and
	C. The project is approved by TRPA.

	50.3. Development Rights
	50.3.1. Assignment of Development Rights
	A. Parcels which are located in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7, are within a community plan area, or within Centers in a Conforming Area Plan, and are eligible for tourist accommodation or commercial uses, shall not have a development right. ...
	B. Parcels that contained one or more of the primary uses listed in the Section 21.4 under Residential, Tourist Accommodation, Commercial, or Public Service, on the effective date of the Regional Plan, shall not have a development right, except as oth...
	C. Parcels that contained one or more of the primary uses listed in Section 21.4 under Recreation, on the effective date of the Regional Plan, shall not have a development right, except that parcels with only dispersed outdoor recreation as a primary ...
	D. Parcels that contain one or more of the following uses in Section 21.4 under Resource Management, on the effective date of the Regional Plan, shall not have a development right:
	1. Tree farms;
	2. Farm/ranch accessory structure;
	3. Grazing;
	4. Range pasture, management;
	5. Range improvement; or
	6. Open space.

	E. Littoral parcels that contain one or more of the primary uses listed in Section 81.3, on the effective date of the Regional Plan, shall not have a development right, except that parcel with the primary use of dispersed water-oriented outdoor recrea...
	F. Parcels which are burdened by an easement or other restriction incompatible with a residential use;
	G. Parcels which were created as a result of an eminent domain or similar government action or are otherwise remnants of a prior transaction, and which do not contain sufficient area to construct a single-family residence; and
	H. Parcels which were created for the purpose of public service uses or easements, including, but not limited to, public utilities and public recreation.

	50.3.2. Transfer of Development Rights
	50.3.3. Construction of Residential Unit
	50.3.4. Parcels Containing a Residential Unit Destroyed by Calamity

	50.4. Allocation of Commodities and Development Rights Accounting
	50.4.1. Total Allocations of Commodities and Accounting of Development Rights
	50.4.2. 2013 Additional Allocations
	50.4.3.  LOS and VMT  Monitoring

	50.5. Allocation of Additional Residential Units
	50.5.1. Requirement of Residential Allocation
	A. Applicable Residential Uses
	B. Definition of "Additional Residential Unit”
	1. The reconstruction or replacement, on the same parcel, of a residential unit legally existing on or approved before January 1, 1986;
	2. The reconstruction or replacement, on the same parcel, of a residential unit that was allocated and approved pursuant to this Code;
	3. Legally established additions and accessory uses to an existing residential structure that do not create additional residential dwelling units;
	4. The relocation of an existing residential unit legally established on January 1, 1986, other than a mobile home dwelling, through a transfer approved by TRPA;
	5. The relocation of a legally established mobile home dwelling with existing water, sewer, and electrical services to a mobile home development or to a multi-family dwelling of five units or more, pursuant to a transfer approved by TRPA;
	6. An existing, legally established mobile home pad with water, sewer, electrical services, and vehicular parking, whether or not a mobile home is located on the pad; or
	7. One or more new residential units permitted by TRPA prior to February 24, 2010, provided that;

	C. Maximum Number of Residential Units and Distribution of Allocations Among Jurisdictions
	1. Annual Release
	2. Additional Bonus Multi-Residential Units
	3. Reassignment of Allocations
	4. Water and Sewage Capacity Limitations

	D. Unused Allocation Pool
	1. TRPA may assign allocations from the unused allocation pool to parcels throughout the region provided the recipient retires a sensitive parcel within the region.
	2. TRPA may assign up to, but not exceeding, 200 allocations from the unused allocation pool to parcels throughout the region provided the local jurisdiction maintains a Certified Local Government Moderate Income Housing Program as described in subsec...
	3. TRPA may assign allocations from the unused allocation pool for Residential Development Right Transfers to Centers as described in subparagraph 51.3.3.C when a transfer earns a bonus unit or portion thereof.
	4. For 2013, TRPA shall assign 75 percent of the allocations in the unused allocation pool to local jurisdictions based on the percent distribution in Table 50.5.1-1.
	5. For 2014, TRPA shall assign a portion of allocations from the unused allocation pool to local jurisdictions in conjunction with assignments made through the Performance Review System.  The number of allocations assigned from the unused allocation p...


	50.5.2. Distribution and Administration of Residential Allocations
	A. Reserved Allocations
	1. TRPA shall reserve ten percent of each jurisdiction's annual allocations for distribution to parcels below the Individual Parcel Evaluation System (IPES) line.  The reserved allocations shall be distributed by a method of random selection by TRPA. ...
	2. Allocations distributed by TRPA under this subsection may either be transferred or returned to TRPA for reissuance to the jurisdiction of origin.  Unclaimed reserved allocations after June 1 of the year awarded shall be given to the appropriate jur...
	3. Upon transfer of a reserved allocation, a complete application for an additional residential unit shall be filed no later than December 31 of the year in which it was distributed.  Failure to submit a complete application for a transfer by June 1 o...

	B. Distribution of the Unused Allocation Pool
	1. Owners of eligible parcels may apply to TRPA on a first-come, first-served basis for available allocations in the allocation pool.
	2. Owners of parcels located within jurisdictions that maintain a Certified Local Government Moderate Income Housing Program as described in subsection 52.3.6, may apply to TRPA on a first-come, first-served basis for any available allocations in the ...
	3. Annual allocations, sensitive lot retirements, and moderate-income housing allocations shall be made available on a first-come, first-served basis.

	C. Distribution Requirements
	1. Each county and the city shall notify TRPA, in writing, of its election to not distribute allocations for a given year or years.  Notification shall be received by TRPA no later than December 31 of the preceding year.  The Governing Board may waive...
	2. TRPA shall deliver allocations to the counties and city no later than January 15 of the year for which the allocations are reserved, or within 15 days of the effective date of an ordinance providing for award and distribution of residential allocat...
	3. Delivery of allocations shall be accomplished by providing each county and city with the number of allocation certificates that corresponds to the original allocations available to the jurisdiction in that year.  The counties and city shall determi...
	4. TRPA shall number each allocation as shown in the following table:
	5. The counties and city shall notify each owner of a parcel receiving an allocation.
	6. In the event an allocation is returned or forfeited for any reason, the county or city shall notify TRPA by returning the original allocation certificate and requesting a reissued allocation for assignment to another parcel.  If the original alloca...

	D. Administration
	1. Upon receipt of the allocation certificate from the county, TRPA, or city, the owner of the parcel may file an application with TRPA to either construct a residential unit or transfer the allocation.  Failure to either file a complete application o...
	2. Except as set forth in subsection 50.5.3: Multi-Residential Allocations, and subparagraph 4 below, complete applications for construction of additional residential units shall be filed with TRPA no later than December 31 of the year in which the al...
	3. Transfer of allocations shall be completed no later than December 31 of the year in which the allocation was distributed.  Transfers of allocations shall be deemed complete when the applicant has received a TRPA notice of eligibility for the transf...
	4. Upon transfer of an allocation, a complete application for an additional residential unit shall be filed no later than June 1 of the year after the issuance of the allocation.  Failure to file a complete application by June 1 shall result in the fo...

	E. Performance Review System
	1. Allocation Performance Table
	2. Permit Monitoring and Compliance
	3. Environmental Improvement Program (EIP) Implementation
	4. BMP Retrofit Implementation
	5. Transit Level of Service
	6. Allocations not distributed under the Performance Review System shall be assigned to TRPA’s unused allocation pool.

	F. Monitoring Requirement

	50.5.3. Multi-Residential Allocations
	A. Reservation Pool
	B. Allocations for Multi-Residential Projects


	50.6. Allocation of Additional Commercial Floor Area
	50.6.1. Requirement of Allocation
	A. Applicable Commercial Uses
	1. The accessory use meets all criteria specified by Chapter 21 for an accessory use; and
	2. The accessory use is designed to serve the noncommercial primary use, as determined by reference to the following criteria:

	B. "Additional" Commercial Floor Area
	1. Additional commercial floor area includes, but is not limited to, the following:
	2. Additional commercial floor area excludes the following:

	C. Allocations to Sensitive Lands
	1. The allocation is matched by a transfer from an equal or more sensitive land capability district at a ratio of one square foot of commercial floor area allocation to two square feet of transferred commercial floor area; or,
	2. The parcel receiving the allocation is in an area covered by an adopted community plan where one or more SEZ restoration projects have been completed and the local jurisdiction has submitted an EIP project list pursuant to the residential allocatio...


	50.6.2. Commercial Floor Area Allocated or Transferred to Project in Designated Preferred Industrial Area
	50.6.3. Maximum Amount and Distribution of Allocations for Additional Commercial Floor Area for Years 1987 to 1996 and Beyond
	A. Within Community Plans
	1. Administration
	2. Before Adoption of a Proposed Community Plan
	3. After Adoption of a Community Plan

	B. Outside Community Plans
	1. Administration
	2. Limitations

	C. Allocation Time Limit Extension

	50.6.4. Maximum Amount and Distribution of Allocations for Additional Commercial Floor Area for Years 1997 and Beyond
	A. Within Adopted Community Plans
	1. TRPA shall apportion 10,000 square feet of commercial floor area to Washoe County, Douglas County, Placer County, El Dorado County, and the City of South Lake Tahoe.  Allocations not assigned by December 31, 1998, shall be reassigned to the Special...
	2. By January 1, 1999, TRPA shall apportion 50,000 square feet of commercial floor area allocation to Washoe County, Douglas County, Placer County, El Dorado County, and the City of South Lake Tahoe.  The allocation assignment shall be based on a rank...
	3. TRPA shall apportion 50,000 square feet of commercial floor area to Washoe County, Douglas County, Placer County, El Dorado County, and the City of South Lake Tahoe.  The allocation assignment shall be based on a ranking comparison of the jurisdict...

	B. Within Preliminary Community Plans
	1. Projects having an aggregate commercial floor area not exceeding 36,000 square feet and located within the boundaries of preliminary community plans may be approved by TRPA.  The 36,000 square feet allocation shall be apportioned to the local juris...
	2. A local jurisdiction may transfer its above allocated commercial floor area to another jurisdiction pursuant to a memorandum of understanding between the participating jurisdictions and approved by TRPA.  Within the limits set forth in this paragra...

	C. Outside Community Plans
	D. Special Projects
	1. Goals
	2. Eligibility
	3. Evaluation Criteria
	4. Public Assistance
	5. Maximum Amount
	6. Time Limit
	7. Applications
	8. Notifications
	9. Advisory Planning Commission (APC) Recommendation

	E. Commercial Floor Area for 2013

	50.6.5. Administration of Allocations for Additional Commercial Floor Area
	A. Allocations shall not be issued except in connection with project approvals.  The date of issuance of the allocation shall be the date the project is approved by TRPA.  The allocation shall be set forth in the approval for the project.
	B. An allocation for additional commercial floor area shall not be transferred to or otherwise used for a project other than that for which it was approved.  If the allocation is not used prior to the expiration of the permit for the project, it shall...
	C. TRPA shall monitor the issuance, use, and expiration of allocations to assure compliance with this chapter, and shall make periodic reports to the public through the Governing Board on the status of the allocation of commercial floor area.


	50.7. Allocation of Additional Tourist Accommodation Units
	50.7.1. Requirement of Allocation
	A. Applicable Tourist Accommodation Uses
	B. Definition of "Additional" Tourist Accommodation Units
	1. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of a tourist accommodation unit legally existing or approved on January 1, 1987;
	2. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of a tourist accommodation unit that was legally allocated and approved pursuant to this Code;
	3. Modifications to legally existing tourist accommodation structures and their accessory uses;
	4. The relocation of a legally existing tourist accommodation unit through a transfer approved by TRPA pursuant to Chapter 51; or
	5. The conversion of legally existing multi-family dwellings of six units or more, allocated and approved pursuant to this Code, to timesharing (residential design) units, provided the conversion is provided for in the relevant plan area statement or ...

	C. Maximum Number and Distribution of Allocations for Additional Tourist Accommodation Units
	1. A maximum of 400 additional tourist accommodation units may be approved for construction.
	2. Distribution of units within the community plan or Ski Area Master Plan shall be pursuant to the provisions of the adopted community plan or Ski Area Master Plan and the following criteria:


	50.7.2. Administration of Allocations for Additional Tourist Accommodation Units
	A. Allocations shall not be issued except in connection with project approvals.  The date of issuance of the allocation is the date the project is approved by TRPA.  The allocation shall be set forth in the approval for the project.
	B. An allocation for additional tourist accommodation units shall not be transferred to or otherwise used for a project other than that for which it pertains.  If the allocation is not used prior to the expiration of the permit for the project, it sha...
	C. TRPA shall monitor the issuance, use, and expiration of allocations to assure compliance with this chapter, and shall make periodic reports to the public through the Governing Board on the status of the allocation of tourist accommodation units.


	50.8. Regulation of Additional Public Service Facilities
	50.8.1. Required Findings for Approval of Additional Public Service Facilities
	A. There is a need for the project;
	B. The project complies with the Goals and Policies, applicable plan area statements, and Code;
	C. The project is consistent with the TRPA Environmental Improvement Program;
	D. The project meets the findings adopted pursuant to Article V(g) of the Compact as set forth in Chapter 4: Required Findings, as they are applicable to the project's service capacity;
	E. If the proposed project is to be located within the boundaries of a community plan area, then, to the extent possible consistent with public health and safety, the project is compatible with the applicable community plan; and
	F. Where a public service project is proposed for construction in a community plan area before the community plan has been adopted by TRPA, the sponsoring entity shall demonstrate that the need for such a construction schedule outweighs the need for t...

	50.8.2. Definition of "Additional" Public Service Facilities
	A. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of legally existing public service facilities;
	B. Modifications to legally existing public service facilities and their accessory uses that do not create additional service capacity;
	C. Public or quasi-public utility service connections;
	D. Replacement or reinforcement of pipelines or transmission lines that result in no significant increase in service capacity; and
	E. Telephone lines, local distribution facilities, and similar facilities.

	50.8.3. Provisions Regarding Commercial Floor Area Allocation for Public Service Projects
	A. A deed restriction describing the use restrictions is recorded and TRPA and the local government of jurisdiction are included as parties to the deed restriction;
	B. The lease contains adequate assurances that the public service use will remain for a minimum of seven years;
	C. Local government has committed to enforcement of any change of use through permits and business licenses; and
	D. All lien holders on the property have been notified of the deed restrictions.

	50.8.4. Transfer or Relocation Onsite of Commercial Floor Area Related to a Public Service Use
	A. The owner of sending project area shall comply with subparagraphs A through D of subsection 50.8.3 above;
	B. The public service use displacing the commercial use is one of the following: Local Public Health and Safety Facilities, Regional Public Health and Safety Facilities, Collection Stations, Cultural Facilities, Day Care Centers/Pre-Schools, Governmen...
	C. The commercial floor area displaced is transferred to a site in a designated community plan area;
	D. In order for a receiving project area to qualify for transferred commercial floor area, the receiving project area shall meet the criteria applicable to allocations under the applicable adopted community plan allocation system.  If the community pl...
	E. TRPA determines that, when combined with all other public service-commercial transfers since January 1, 1998, the additional public service floor area associated with the transfer is within the 60,000 square feet of additional public service floor ...


	50.9. Regulation of Additional Recreation Facilities
	50.9.1. Required Findings for Approval of Additional Recreation Facilities
	A. There is a need for the project;
	B. The project complies with the Goals and Policies, the applicable plan area statements, and Code;
	C. The project is consistent with the following TRPA maximum allowances for outdoor recreation:
	1. 6,114 people at one time ("PAOT") in overnight facilities;
	2. 6,761 PAOT in summer day-use facilities;
	3. 12,400 PAOT in winter day-use facilities; and
	4. Plus the allocations set forth in the plan area statements, or the pools of reserved PAOT capacity;

	D. The project meets the findings adopted pursuant to Article V(g) of the Compact as set forth in Chapter 3, as they are applicable to the project's recreational service capacity; and
	E. If the project requires PAOT allocations, it is consistent with the TRPA Environmental Improvement Program.

	50.9.2. Definition of "Additional Recreation”
	A. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of recreation facilities legally existing on or approved before January 1, 1987;
	B. Modifications to legally existing recreation and their accessory uses that do not create additional service capacity;
	C. Relocation of legally existing recreation facilities through a transfer approved by TRPA pursuant to Chapter 51; or
	D. Dispersed recreation.

	50.9.3. Allocation of Additional Recreation PAOTs
	A. Applicable Recreation Uses
	1. Summer Day Use
	2. Winter Day Use
	3. Overnight Use

	B. Definition of Additional PAOTs
	1. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of recreation facilities legally existing on, or approved before, January 1, 1987;
	2. Modifications to legally existing recreation and their accessory uses that do not create additional service capacity;
	3. Relocation of legally existing recreation facilities through a transfer approved by TRPA pursuant to Chapter 51; and
	4. Dispersed recreation.

	C. Maximum Amount and Distribution of PAOT Allocations
	1. General
	2. Summer Day Use
	3. Winter Day Use
	4. Overnight Use

	D. Other Recreational Facilities


	50.10. Election of Conversion of Use
	50.10.1. General Conversion Standards
	A. The proposed conversion shall be evaluated for adverse impacts using the Initial Environmental Checklist (IEC) and the addenda developed by TRPA for conversions and shall not be permitted if adverse impacts cannot be mitigated;
	B. Residential and tourist accommodation units shall be converted on a ratio of one unit for one unit;
	C. Residential and tourist accommodation units shall be converted to commercial floor area at a ratio of one square foot of existing floor area to one square foot of commercial floor area, using the subsection 50.6.2 criteria for measurement of floor ...
	D. A maximum of 200 residential units and 200 tourist accommodation units may be converted within a calendar year for the region.

	50.10.2. Conversions to Multi-family Units
	A. Each TAU can be used for a maximum of 1,250 sq. ft. of residential floor area;
	B. The conversion must happen on the same parcel; and
	C. TRPA shall monitor the impacts to thresholds of pilot program.

	50.10.3. Transfer From Sensitive Lands
	50.10.4. Removal of a Nonconforming Use
	50.10.5. Uses Modified to Meet Development Standards for New Projects
	50.10.6. Uses Linked to an EIP Project
	50.10.7. Uses to Provide Deed-Restricted Affordable Housing Projects

	50.11. Other Permits
	CHAPTER 51: Transfer of Development
	51.1. Purpose
	51.2. Applicability
	51.3. Transfer of Residential Development Right
	51.3.1. Vacant Parcel
	51.3.2. Parcel Restriction
	51.3.3. Receiving Area
	A. Parcels Eligible to Receive One or More Development Rights
	B. Parcels Eligible to Receive One Development Right
	1. One development right may be transferred to a parcel for the purpose of constructing a secondary residence, provided the building site for the secondary residence is in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7; or
	2. One development right may be transferred to a parcel that was not assigned a development right provided the parcel has a building site in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7, or, if applicable, is above the initial IPES line of 726.

	C. Transfer of Development Rights to Centers; Bonus Unit Incentive
	1. Receiving parcels in Centers are eligible to receive development rights based on the land capability district of the sending parcel and the distance of the sending parcel from Centers, and from primary transit routes.
	2. Transfers of development that result in transfer ratios greater than 1:1 pursuant to this section shall be eligible to receive bonus units in the amount provided below and be allowed only if the applicant provides TRPA with binding assurance that t...
	3. Notwithstanding limitations in Chapters 50 and 52, bonus units received pursuant to this section shall not require an allocation to construct a residential unit.
	4. TRPA may assign a residential allocation from TRPA’s unused allocation pool to match the transferred residential development right when a transfer earns a bonus unit or portion thereof.
	5. Transfer ratios shall be determined by considering two factors and multiplying the two resulting ratios, pursuant to the table below.


	51.3.4. Density
	51.3.5. Local Approval

	51.4. Transfer of Residential Allocations
	51.4.1. Parcel Classification
	51.4.2. Building Site
	51.4.3. IPES Limitation
	51.4.4. Permissible Use
	51.4.5. One Transfer
	51.4.6. Local Approval
	51.4.7. Parcel Restriction

	51.5. Transfer of Existing Development
	51.5.1. Eligibility
	A. Units of Use
	B. Land Coverage

	51.5.2. Requirements
	A. The transfer shall be limited to the units of use existing on the parcel from which the development is to be removed.
	B. The use transferred shall be a permissible use on the receiving parcel as set forth in the plan area statement or adopted community plan.
	C. The receiving parcel shall comply with the site development provisions established by this Code and the plan area statement for the receiving parcel.
	D. The findings required for a special use in Chapter 21: Permissible Uses, shall have been made if the use transferred is a special use in the receiving area.
	E. The approval of affected local governments shall be obtained.
	F. The parcel from which the existing development is transferred shall be restricted pursuant to Section 51.6, no later than the time of commencement of construction of the related project.
	G. All facilities, including building and structures, shall be appropriate for removal considering conformance with TRPA plans and the Code, such as the provisions for historical structures and affordable housing.
	H. The proposed transfer shall be evaluated for adverse impacts using the IEC and the addenda developed by TRPA for transfer and shall not be permitted if adverse impacts cannot be mitigated.
	I. The receiving parcel shall have a building site that is determined to be in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7; or, if applicable, in the top rank under IPES unless:
	1. There is a 25 percent or greater reduction in existing land coverage and restoration on the receiving parcel and there is no increase in vehicle trips, parking, cubic volume of the structures, or adverse impacts; or
	2. The transfer of units from a commercial, tourist, or residential use to a site inside a designated community plan area is from sensitive lands to an equal or less sensitive land capability district, and a reduction of land coverage and restoration ...
	3. The transfer of commercial floor area from no sensitive lands to a site inside a designated community plan area results in a reduction of land coverage and restoration on the receiving site or like sensitive lands in the watershed at a ratio of one...

	J. Existing residential development shall not be transferred to any parcel that is below the initial level defining the top rank under IPES (726) unless the number of vacant parcels in the top rank at the time of the proposed transfer is less than one...
	K. Transfers of tourist accommodation units (TAUs) shall comply with the conditions below.
	1. Transferred TAUs may be used to entitle, on a one-to-one basis, for the unit sizes described in subparagraph 2.  below, provided the proposed project (receiving site) will be a professionally managed tourist accommodation facility containing three ...
	2. Provided the conditions in subparagraph 1.  above are met, 80 percent of the tourist accommodation units on the receiving site may be up to 1,200 square feet, with kitchens, and no more than 20 percent of the project’s floor area may contain units ...
	3. When transferred TAUs are utilized for smaller tourist accommodation facilities that are not operated as destination resorts, the facility shall be professionally managed, units  shall not be rented for a period longer than 29 days, and TAUs may no...
	4. This transfer policy applies to hotels or timeshares and fractional units within a professionally managed tourist accommodation.


	51.5.3. Transfer of Existing Development to Centers; Bonus Unit Incentive
	A. Receiving parcels in Centers are eligible to receive transfers of existing development based on the land capability district of the sending parcel and the distance of the sending parcel from the Center and from primary transit routes.
	B. Transfers of existing development that result in transfer ratios greater than 1:1 pursuant to this section shall be eligible to receive bonus units in the amount provided below and be allowed only if the applicant provides TRPA with binding assuran...
	C. Notwithstanding limitations in Chapters 50 and 52, bonus units received pursuant to this section shall not require an allocation to construct a residential unit.
	D. Transfer ratios shall be determined by considering two factors and multiplying the two resulting ratios, pursuant to the table below.

	51.5.4. Limitations
	A. Units of use transferred shall have been legally established; and
	B. Transfers of units of use shall not be permitted for development that has become derelict.

	51.5.5. Verification of Existing Residential Units of Use for Transfer or Banking
	A. At a minimum, an existing residential unit of use shall contain cooking facilities, bathing and toilet facilities, and living and sleeping areas; and
	B. Residential units of use to be transferred or banked shall have been legally established as verified by County Assessor, local jurisdiction, and utility records:
	1. The existing residential unit shall have been assessed as such by the County Assessor's office as of October 15, 1986, except for residential units approved under Chapter 50:  Allocation of Development.
	2. Permits and planning department records shall confirm that the unit is a permitted use and structure.
	3. To be verified as a legally established unit of use, all utility service connections (e.g., water, sewer, gas, and electrical service) shall have been legal as of October 15, 1986, except for residential units approved under Chapter 50.



	51.6. Restriction of Parcels
	51.6.1. Land Coverage
	51.6.2. Residential Allocation Transfer
	A. For parcels in private ownership, deed restrictions or other covenants running with the land that permanently restrict the parcel from residential development shall be recorded by the owner.
	B. For parcels in public ownership, the public agency shall provide TRPA with binding assurance that the parcel has been permanently restricted from residential development.

	51.6.3. Existing Development Transfer
	51.6.4. Payment of Bonds and Freedom From Nuisance
	51.6.5. Transfer of All Existing Development From Sensitive Lands
	51.6.6. Transfer of Some Existing Development From Sensitive Lands
	51.6.7. Transfer of Existing Development From Non-Sensitive Lands
	A. A transfer back to the parcel is approved by TRPA pursuant to this chapter; or
	B. An allocation is obtained pursuant to Chapter 50.

	51.6.8. Development Rights Transfers From Sensitive Lands
	A. For parcels in private ownership, or that have deed restrictions or other covenants running with the land, the permanent removal of development rights from the parcel shall be recorded by the owner.
	B. For parcels in public ownership, the public agency shall provide TRPA with binding assurance that the development rights have been permanently removed.

	51.6.9. Development Rights Transfers From Non-Sensitive Lands
	51.6.10. Consolidation
	51.6.11. Relation to Chapter 6
	51.6.12. Sequential Transfers

	CHAPTER 52: Bonus Unit Incentive Program
	52.1. Purpose
	52.2. Applicability
	A. The assignment of multi-residential and tourist accommodation bonus units shall comply with the provisions set forth in this chapter.  Such assignments shall occur only in conjunction with a project approved by TRPA.
	B. In addition to the bonus units authorized by this chapter, bonus units also may result from the following additional Code provisions:
	1. Section 30.6.3: Onsite Removal and Retirement of Excess Coverage in Town Centers, Regional Centers, or the High-Density Tourist District;
	2. Section 51.3.3.C: Transfer of Development Rights to Centers; and
	3. Section 51.5.3: Transfer of Existing Development to Centers.


	52.3. Multi-Residential Incentive Program
	52.3.1. Assignment of Bonus Units
	52.3.2. Criteria
	A. The proposed density, including any multi-residential bonus units, shall not exceed the maximum density limits set forth in the plan area statement, applicable community or redevelopment plan, or this Code;
	B. Multi-residential uses shall be designated in the plan area or community plan as an allowed use, or a special use for which the findings required in Section 21.2 have been made; and
	C. Except for affordable housing units as defined in Chapter 90: Definitions, an allocation shall be required pursuant to Chapter 50: Allocation of Development, in order to use multi-residential bonus units.

	52.3.3. Determination of the Number of Multi-Residential Bonus Units
	A. Determination of Project Score
	B. Mitigation Measures
	C. Adjustments to Score
	1. Projects within a Community Plan
	2. Projects Providing Affordable Employee Housing
	3. Post-1987 Projects Proposing Subdivision of Units

	D. Option to Reserve Residential Bonus Units

	52.3.4. Affordable and Moderate-Income Housing
	A. Housing development projects proposing to use multi-residential bonus units shall not be subject to Table 52.3.3-1 if the following criteria are met:
	1. The housing provided meets the criteria for affordable or government-assisted housing set forth in Policies 1, 3, and 4 of Goal 1 of the Housing Sub element.  Residential bonus units for such projects shall be assigned on the basis of project need;...
	2. The housing provided meets the definition of “moderate-income housing” as defined in Chapter 90, and the local jurisdiction where the project is located maintains a TRPA-certified local government moderate-income housing program as determined by su...

	B. Bonus units for such projects are assigned on the basis of project need.

	52.3.5. Residential Bonus Unit Substitution
	A. The project area shall be brought up to TRPA development standards applicable for modifications on a project area containing existing development and shall meet scenic quality standards if the project is visible from a roadway travel route, shoreli...
	B. The local jurisdiction shall inspect and certify that each unit remaining in the project area meets its health and safety requirements for residences;
	C. A deed restriction shall be recorded with TRPA and the local jurisdiction ensuring that the units remaining in the project area meet TRPA’s affordable or moderate-income housing definition and shall be so maintained; and
	D. Any existing units of use not used in the project area are only transferable to multi-residential facilities.

	52.3.6. TRPA-Certified Local Government Moderate-Income Housing Program
	A. TRPA Certification
	1. Housing needs and issues of the jurisdiction pursuant to state standards within an adopted Housing Element; and
	2. Standards that guide the development of moderate-income housing using the principles of transit-oriented development, including:

	B. Permanent Limitations on Approved Use, Rental Rates, and Income Limits
	C. Annual Reporting


	52.4. Tourist Accommodation Bonus Unit Program
	52.4.1. Assignment of Bonus Units
	52.4.2. Criteria
	A. The proposed density, including any tourist accommodation bonus units, shall not exceed the maximum density limits set forth in the adopted community or redevelopment plan or Ski Area Master Plan;
	B. Tourist accommodation units shall be designated in the plan area or community plan as an allowed use, or a special use for which the findings required in Section 21.2 have been made;
	C. The project shall be located on a parcel designated in an adopted community or redevelopment plan or Ski Area Master Plan as being eligible to receive tourist accommodation bonus units and the project shall not exceed the density set forth in the c...
	D. All tourist accommodation bonus units shall be allocated in accordance with Chapter 50: Allocation of Development.

	52.4.3. Determination of the Number of Bonus Units
	A. Determination of Project Score
	B. Mitigation Measures
	C. Conversion of Points to Bonus Units
	1. The points earned pursuant to Table 52.4.3-1 may be converted to tourist accommodation bonus units only in conjunction with the transfer of existing tourist accommodation units in accordance with Chapter 51: Transfer of Development, and this section.
	2. Points earned shall be converted to bonus units as follows:
	3. Points earned but not matched by transfers shall not be converted to tourist accommodation bonus units.
	4. Tourist accommodation bonus units shall be awarded at the time of project approval, including the portion of the project that includes the transfer of units.

	D. Option to Reserve Tourist Accommodation Bonus Units


	52.5. Determination of Project Cost
	CHAPTER 53: INDIVIDUAL Parcel Evaluation System
	53.1. Purpose
	53.2. Applicability
	53.2.1. IPES Review and Approval of Single-Family Dwellings Required
	53.2.2. IPES Manuals

	53.3. Parcel Evaluation Generally
	53.3.1. Purpose of Parcel Evaluation
	53.3.2. Evaluation Teams
	53.3.3. Eligibility for IPES Evaluation
	A. Vacant Parcels
	B. Parcels That Are Not Vacant
	C. Special Situations
	1. Parcels Owned by a Public or Quasi-Public Entity
	2. Dedicated Open Space
	3. No Physical Access
	4. Insufficient Area to Construct a Single-Family Dwelling
	5. Local Zoning Restrictions


	53.3.4. Notification of Property Owners
	A. When eligible parcels evaluated have been assigned a score, the owner of each such parcel shall be notified by mail in accordance with TRPA's Rules of Procedures of the parcel's assigned score, the procedures for requesting a reevaluation in accord...
	B. Once TRPA has taken action on requests for reevaluation in accordance with subsection 53.6.3 and the formula for determining allowable base land coverage in accordance with Section 53.8, the owners of parcels evaluated under IPES shall be notified ...
	C. TRPA shall notify each parcel owner of the score resulting from the procedure established in subparagraph 53.6.4.A once TRPA has completed its review of the appeal application.  This notification shall include the parcel's total score, percentage o...


	53.4. Area to be Evaluated Under IPES
	53.4.1. Parcels of One-Third Acre or Less
	A. Area to be Evaluated
	B. Slope Length and Gradient Readings
	1. Segment readings shall be taken perpendicular to the natural contours and through the middle of the most likely building site as determined by the evaluation team in accordance with subsection 53.4.3;
	2. Enough segments shall be recorded for each parcel so that the sum of all segment lengths is at least 120 feet.  In cases where segment lengths totaling 120 feet cannot be obtained within a parcel's boundaries, segment readings shall be taken on adj...
	3. Segment readings shall begin 60 feet above the middle of the most likely building site or at the top of the cut slope or toe of the fill slope adjacent to the public right-of-way or other access road.

	C. Parcels Containing a SEZ
	D. Parcels Less than 10,000 Square Feet or with Less than 10,000 Square Feet Outside a SEZ
	1. The score received by parcels that contain less than 5,000 square feet outside a SEZ shall be multiplied by the factors established in subparagraphs C and D, above.
	2. The procedure set forth in Section 53.9 shall be used by the field evaluation teams to establish the area of a parcel outside a SEZ.


	53.4.2. Parcels Greater than One-Third Acre
	A. Area to be Evaluated
	B. Slope Length and Gradient Readings
	C. Parcels Containing a SEZ

	53.4.3. Most Likely Building Site
	A. Considerations for Most Likely Building Site
	B. Alternative Building Site


	53.5. Ranking of Parcels
	53.5.1. Lowering Numerical Level Defining Top-Ranked Parcels
	A. Required Findings
	1. All parcels included in the top rank are otherwise eligible for development under the applicable state water quality management plan for the Lake Tahoe Basin (208 plans) and other legal limitations;
	2. The monitoring program for that jurisdiction is in place pursuant to Chapter 16: Regional Plan and Environmental Threshold Review and the TRPA monitoring plan.
	3. Demonstrable progress is being made on capital improvement programs for water quality within that jurisdiction;
	4. The level of compliance with conditions of project approvals within any jurisdiction is satisfactory; and
	5. For any jurisdiction, the number of parcels having scores below the level defining the top ranked parcels, divided by the number of parcels in that jurisdiction that were identified as sensitive by TRPA on January 1, 1986, does not exceed the follo...


	53.5.2. Limitation On Issuance of Allocations To Parcels Below Level Defining Top Ranked Parcels
	53.5.3. Eligibility To Compete for Allocation
	A. Transfer the allocation in accordance with Chapter 51: Transfer of Development;
	B. Relinquish the allocation; or
	C. Transfer other development rights in accordance with Chapter 51.


	53.6. Changes In IPES Score
	53.6.1. Installation of Water Quality Improvement in Vicinity of Parcel
	53.6.2. Changes In Condition of Watershed
	53.6.3. Reevaluation Procedure
	53.6.4. Appeal Procedure
	A. Upon receipt of an appeal, the parcel shall be reevaluated by an evaluation team other than the one that performed the original evaluation.  A second notification, pursuant to TRPA's Rules of Procedure and in accordance with subparagraph 53.3.4.C, ...
	B. Appeals to the Governing Board shall be processed in accordance with TRPA's Rules of Procedure.  The Governing Board may change the score for a parcel only if it finds that the IPES criteria were not applied correctly and then the score shall be ch...

	53.6.5. Alternative Appeal Procedure
	53.6.6. Reversal of Denial of Entry

	53.7. Evaluation Criteria
	53.7.1. Relative Erosion Hazard
	53.7.2. Runoff Potential
	A. Poor
	B. Fair
	C. Good

	53.7.3. Degree of Difficulty to Access Building Site
	A. Upsloping Parcels without Existing Access
	1. General
	2. Adjustment for Gradient Above Cut Slope

	B. Downsloping Parcels without Existing Access
	1. General
	2. Adjustment for Gradient Below Fill Slope

	C. Parcels with Existing Driveways
	1. Extent of Grading Required on Access
	2. Excavation for Parking Area or Garage

	D. Parcels Requiring Access Through a Stream Environment Zone
	1. Location of Disturbance


	53.7.4. Stream Environment Zone
	A. Type of Disturbance in Stream Environment Zone
	1. None
	2. Utility Connections

	B. Location of Disturbance
	1. Inside Secondary Riparian Vegetation or Setback
	2. Inside Primary Riparian Vegetation But Not in Stream Channel
	3. In Stream Channel


	53.7.5. Condition of Watershed
	A. Geomorphic, precipitation, and stream flow characteristics;
	B. Nutrients and sediments in stream flow, expressed in production per unit area of drainage basin (e.g., pounds of nitrate nitrogen per square mile of drainage basin); and
	C. Existing land coverage compared to allowable land coverage.

	53.7.6. Ability to Revegetate
	A. Vegetative Groups
	B. Climatic Conditions
	1. Aspect and Gradient
	2. Elevation


	53.7.7. Need for Water Quality Improvements in Vicinity of Parcel
	A. Preparation of Map
	B. Assigning Scores to Parcels

	53.7.8. Proximity to Lake Tahoe
	A. Preparation of Map
	1. Area A (0 points)
	2. Area B (10 points)
	3. Area C (20 points)
	4. Area D (30 points)
	5. Area E (40 points)
	6. Area F (50 points)

	B. Assigning Scores to Parcels

	53.7.9. Additional Mitigation
	A. Required Findings
	1. The water quality improvements proposed under the provisions of this subsection are consistent with TRPA's 208 Plan;
	2. The increase in the IPES score for the applicant's parcel is in compliance with subparagraph B below; and
	3. The proposed water quality improvements would not otherwise be required of the owner to comply with the standards set forth in Section 60.4: Best Management Practice Requirements.

	B. Limitations on Amount of Increase in Score

	53.7.10. Man-Modified Areas

	53.8. Allowable Base Land Coverage
	53.8.1. Procedure for Establishing Allowable Base Land Coverage
	A. Identification of Bailey Capability Classifications
	B. Determination of Central Tendency Scores
	C. Plotting of Central Tendency Scores
	D. Development of Formula by TRPA
	E. Establishment of Allowable Base Land Coverage

	53.8.2. Application of Allowable Base Land Coverage Percentages
	A. Parcels of One-Third Acre or Less in Size
	B. Parcels Greater than One-Third Acre


	53.9. Procedure for Establishing SEZ Boundaries and Setbacks
	53.9.1. SEZ Identification
	A. Key Indicators
	1. Evidence of surface water flow, including perennial, ephemeral, and intermittent streams, but not including rills or man-made channels;
	2. Primary riparian vegetation;
	3. Near surface groundwater;
	4. Lakes or ponds;
	5. Beach (Be) soil; or
	6. One of the following alluvial soils:

	B. Secondary Indicators
	1. Designated flood plain;
	2. Groundwater between 20 - 40 inches;
	3. Secondary riparian vegetation; or
	4. One of the following alluvial soils:


	53.9.2. SEZ Boundaries
	53.9.3. SEZ Setbacks
	A. Confined Perennial Stream
	1. Good Slope Condition
	2. Average Slope Condition
	3. Poor Slope Condition

	B. Unconfined Perennial Stream
	C. Confined Ephemeral or Intermittent Stream
	1. Good Slope Condition
	2. Average Slope Condition
	3. Poor Slope Condition

	D. Unconfined Ephemeral Or Intermittent Stream
	E. Channel Absent
	F. Lakes and Ponds

	53.9.4. SEZ Documentation

	53.10. Technical Standards and Methodologies
	53.10.1. Relative Erosion Hazard Formulae
	53.10.2.  Runoff Potential
	53.10.3. Degree of Difficulty To Access Building Site
	53.10.4. Extent of Disturbance in SEZ
	53.10.5. Condition of Watershed
	53.10.6. Ability to Revegetate
	A. Description of Vegetative Groups
	1. Group A: Choice of plants is not limited.  Soils have no major limitation.  Soils are more than 40 inches deep.  Texture of the surface layer is stony sandy loam.  Drainage is good, permeability is moderate in the subsoil, and the available water c...
	2. Group B: Choice of plants is limited by droughtiness and low fertility.  Soils are mostly more than 40 inches deep over weathered rock, but some are only 20 inches deep.  Texture of the surface layer ranges from loamy coarse sand to gravelly loam a...
	3. Group C: Choice of plants is limited by wetness.  Soils are more than 30 inches deep.  Texture of the surface layer ranges from and through silt loam and in places is very gravelly.  Natural drainage is poor to somewhat poor and the available water...
	4. Group G: Choice of plants is limited by depth.  Soils are as shallow as 20 inches over bedrock or a hardpan.  Texture of the surface layer ranges from coarse sandy loam to very stony sandy loam.  Drainage is moderately good to good.  Permeability i...
	5. Group J: Choice of plants depends on on-site investigation.  The group includes all soils and land types in capability classes VII and VIII and steep and very steep soils.  For soils listed in this group the evaluation team shall determine which of...


	53.10.7. Need for Water Quality Improvements in Vicinity of Parcel
	53.10.8. Area to be Evaluated
	53.10.9. Setbacks from SEZs
	53.10.10. List Assigning Point Values to Off-Site Water Quality Improvements in IPES Pursuant to Subsection 53.7.9
	A. Options to Increase IPES Score
	1. Pay a non-refundable and non-transferable fee of $672 per point to be deposited into the water quality mitigation fee fund, in which case TRPA will unconditionally award the points to the subject parcel; or
	2. Implement a water quality improvement project consistent with TRPA’s 208 plan and of equal or superior value to the fee calculated in 1, above.  Per-unit costs in this appendix shall be calculated using Table 53.11.10-1 and shall be used to estimat...

	B. Requirements for Option 1
	C. Requirements for Option 2
	1. Submit detailed plans of the proposed water quality improvement project for TRPA review and approval, including a cost breakdown of the project utilizing the per-unit costs contained herein;
	2. Obtain all necessary authorizations for the required encroachment on the public right-of-way; and
	3. Make appropriate arrangements for long-term maintenance of the project after its completion.



	CHAPTER 54:
	CHAPTER 55:
	CHAPTER 56:
	CHAPTER 57:
	CHAPTER 58:
	CHAPTER 59:
	CHAPTER 60: Water Quality
	60.1. Water Quality Control
	60.1.1. Purpose
	60.1.2. Applicability
	60.1.3. Discharge Limits
	A. Surface Runoff
	1. If the constituent levels of water entering a site from upstream areas are of a superior or equal quality to the above, those waters shall meet the quality level listed in Table 60.1.3-1 prior to discharge from the site.
	2. If the constituent levels of waters entering a site do not meet the quality levels in Table 60.1.3-1, there shall be no increase in the concentrations of these constituents in water discharged from the site, based on a 24-hour average.

	B. Discharges to Ground Waters
	C. Prohibition of Wastewater Discharge
	1. Holding Tanks and Other No-Discharge Systems
	2. Accidental Releases of Sewage
	3. Sewage Exfiltration
	4. Recycled Wastewater Use for Fire Protection

	D. Prohibition of Toxic or Hazardous Waste Discharge
	E. Prohibition of Certain Watercraft
	1. Any two-stroke engine powered watercraft whose fuel is directly injected into the cylinder shall be exempt from the prohibition;
	2. Injected in to the crankcase prior to entering the cylinder and the fuel injection engine was purchased before January 27, 1999, shall be prohibited commencing October 1, 2001;
	3. Any watercraft powered by a two-stroke engine whose engine is certified as meeting the U.S. EPA 2006 standard or the CARB 2001 standard shall be exempt from the prohibition;
	4. Sailboats utilizing two-stroke engines as auxiliary power shall be prohibited commencing October 1, 2001;
	5. Any watercraft powered by a two-stroke engine rated at ten horsepower or less shall be prohibited commencing October 1, 1999; or
	6. Any watercraft powered by an engine that has been certified as meeting EPA’s 2001-2005 emission standard shall be prohibited commencing October 1, 2001.


	60.1.4. Snow Disposal
	A. Requirements for Individual Parcels
	B. Requirements for Dirt Roads

	60.1.5. Deicers and Abrasive Control
	A. Storage Areas
	B. Reporting
	C. Restrictions

	60.1.6. Spill Control
	A. Cooperative Sewage Spill Plans
	B. Sewage Spill Plan Criteria

	60.1.7. Pesticide Use
	A. Pesticide Use Discouraged
	B. Criteria for Pesticide Use
	1. Only chemicals registered with the Environmental Protection Agency and the state agency of appropriate jurisdiction shall be used and only for their registered application;
	2. Alternatives to chemical application shall be employed where practical; and
	3. No detectable concentration of any pesticide shall be allowed to enter any stream environment zone, surface water, or ground water unless TRPA finds that application of the pesticide is necessary to attain or maintain the environmental threshold st...


	60.1.8. Fertilizer Management
	A. Fertilizer Management Approaches Generally
	1. The appropriate type of fertilizer to avoid release of excess nutrients;
	2. Fertilizer management programs proposing the use of phosphorus shall demonstrate the need for the particular site conditions and vegetation to be maintained or established, and shall consider the use of slow release and phosphorus-free fertilizer;
	3. The rate and means of application to avoid excessive application or application to non-target areas or native vegetation;
	4. The timing and frequency of application to minimize the use of fertilizer, avoid early and late season fertilizer use when vegetation growth is not active;
	5. Appropriate watering schedules and efficient irrigation systems to avoid excessive leaching and runoff of nutrients;
	6. Preferred plant materials for the intended use and site conditions with an emphasis on native and adapted species to minimize the need of fertilizer;
	7. Landscape design that minimizes the use and impacts of fertilizer application;
	8. Critical areas such as backshore areas and SEZ setbacks in close proximity to Lake Tahoe and other bodies of water, or water quality treatment basins where the use of fertilizer shall be avoided;
	9. Design and maintenance of drainage control systems including holding ponds where necessary;
	10. Surface and groundwater monitoring programs to determine compliance with existing nitrogen and phosphorus discharge standards; any required monitoring will be at owners expense, where annual reporting is required in critical areas and as determine...
	11. Public outreach, either in the form of public and private programs, fliers for utility district and other organization distribution, and workshops, or affiliate membership outreach on fertilizer management shall be included in fertilizer managemen...
	12. For large users (defined under subparagraph 60.1.8.C below) and large turf projects, a soil testing program may be appropriate to assess the required concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus in the soil for vegetation use, adjusting for Tahoe Bas...

	B. Fertilizer Management Programs
	C. Existing Uses
	1. At TRPA Request and Large Users
	2. Monitoring Report

	D. Requirements for Fertilizer Sales
	E. Snow Hardeners


	60.2. Water Quality Mitigation
	60.2.1. Purpose
	60.2.2. Applicability
	A. General Applicability
	B. Exemptions
	1. Transfer
	2. 208 EIP Projects
	3. Limited Exception for Additional or Transferred Development Within Adopted Community Plans


	60.2.3. Required Offsets
	A. Mitigation Projects
	B. Water Quality Mitigation Fund

	60.2.4. Fee Required
	60.2.5. Use and Distribution of Mitigation Funds
	60.2.6. Stream Environment Zone Restoration Program
	60.2.7. Water Quality Revolving Fund

	60.3. Source Water Protection
	60.3.1. Purpose
	60.3.2. Applicability
	60.3.3. Source Water Protection Standards
	A. Source Water Defined
	B. Possible Contaminating Activity Defined
	C. Source Water Protection Zone Defined
	1. Protection Zone

	D. Review of Proposed Possible Contaminating Activities Located in Source Water Protection Zones
	1. The project complies with the requirements to install BMPs as set forth in subsection 60.4.3;
	2. TRPA has solicited comments from the operator/owner of the source water, and the department of environmental health with jurisdiction over the source water, and all such comments received were considered by TRPA prior to action being taken on the p...
	3. A spill control plan is submitted to TRPA for review and approval.  The plan shall contain the following elements:
	4. Submittal of a spill control plan may be waived provided a state or local agency with jurisdiction over the subject source water provides a written statement to TRPA that a plan containing the above elements remains on file with that agency, or TRP...

	E. Requirements of Existing Uses Located in Source Water Protection Zones

	60.3.4. Source Water Assessment
	60.3.5. Possible Contaminating Activities
	A. Residential
	1. Domestic animal raising

	B. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Services
	3. Light Industrial
	4. Wholesale/Storage

	C. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	D. Recreation
	1. Beach recreation
	2. Boat launching facilities
	3. Developed campgrounds
	4. Golf courses
	5. Marinas
	6. Recreational vehicle parks
	7. Rural sports

	E. Resource Management
	1. Timber Management
	2. Range
	3. Watershed Improvements

	F. Shorezone
	1. Construction equipment storage
	2. Seaplane operations
	3. Tour Boat operations
	4. Water-oriented outdoor recreation concessions



	60.4. Best Management Practice Requirements
	60.4.1. Purpose
	60.4.2. Applicability
	60.4.3. Project Compliance Program
	A. Temporary BMPs
	B. Permanent BMPs
	1. Conditions of project approval shall set forth a schedule for installation of permanent BMPs on the project area.  In no case shall permanent BMP installation be scheduled later than the date set for the completion of the project (see Chapter 2: Ap...
	2. Retrofitting of the project area outside the construction site boundary with permanent BMPs shall also be made a condition of project approval.  If the project area involves more than one parcel, the entire project area will be treated as one parce...
	3. The below categories of projects, if not carried out in conjunction with another type of project, may be exempt from the requirements of subparagraph 60.4.3.B.2.


	60.4.4. BMP Retrofit Program
	A. Priority System
	1. Priority Group 1
	2. Priority Group 2
	3. Priority Group 3

	B. Parcels and Unpaved Roadways without Appropriate BMPs
	C. Disclosure Requirements
	D. Discharge Permits
	1. Commercial Uses
	2. Recreation Uses
	3. Public Service Uses


	60.4.5. Priority for Installation of Retrofitting Measures
	A. Pave legally established roads, driveways, and parking areas;
	B. Install drainage conveyances;
	C. Install walkways and stabilize cut and fill slopes;
	D. Vegetate denuded areas; and
	E. Treat surface runoff from land coverage.

	60.4.6. Standard BMP Requirements
	A. Runoff Water
	1. Infiltration Requirements
	2. Excess Runoff

	B. Cut and Fill Slopes
	C. Denuded Areas
	D. Drainage Conveyances
	E. Roads, Driveways, and Parking Areas
	F. Protection of BMPs
	G. Consistency with Defensible Space Requirements

	60.4.7. Additional Requirements
	60.4.8. Special Circumstances
	A. Where special circumstances occur, alternative BMPs may be approved to meet water quality standards.  Special circumstances may include, but not be limited to, streets, highways, bike trails, existence of high ground water table, unusual upstream o...
	B. Infiltrating runoff volumes generated by the 20 year, 1-hour storm may not be possible in some locations due to shallow depth to seasonal groundwater levels, unfavorable soil conditions, or other site constraints such as existing infrastructure or ...

	60.4.9. Maintenance of BMPs

	CHAPTER 61: Vegetation and Forest Health
	61.1. Tree Removal
	61.1.1. Purpose
	61.1.2. Applicability
	A. 2: Applicability of the Code of Ordinances;
	B. 30: Land Coverage;
	C. 33: Grading and Construction;
	D. 36: Design Standards;
	E. 53: Individual Parcel Evaluation System;
	F. 60: Water Quality;
	G. 61: Vegetation and Forest Health;
	H. 62: Wildlife Resources;
	I. 63: Fish Resources;
	J. 64: Livestock Grazing;
	K. 80: Review of Projects in the Shorezone and Lakezone;
	L. 84: Development Standards Lakeward of High Water; and
	M. 90: Definitions.

	61.1.3. Delegation of Project Review and Permit Determination
	61.1.4. Old Growth Enhancement and Protection
	A. Standards for Conservation and Recreation Lands or SEZs
	1. Unreasonably Contribute to Fire Hazard
	2. Unacceptable Risk to Structures or Areas of High Use
	3. Diseased or Infested Trees
	4. Adverse Impacts to Stream or River
	5. Ecosystem Management Goals
	6. Ski Areas Master Plans
	7. EIP Projects
	8. Extreme Fuel Loading
	9. Large Public Utilities Projects
	10. Emergency Fire Suppression
	11. Private Landowners

	B. Standards for Non-SEZ Urban Lands
	C. Alternative Private Landowner Process
	1. Alternative Forest Management Plan
	2. Limited Forest Plan
	3. TRPA shall review proposed cutting of trees larger than 30 inches dbh in the westside forest types and larger than 24 inches dbh in eastside or larger forest types on a tree-by-tree basis consistent with the forest plan.


	61.1.5. General Tree Removal Standards
	A. Additional Code Standards
	1. If vegetative screening is required by an existing permit for any property, the vegetative screening shall not be removed without prior approval from TRPA except for defensible space purposes pursuant to   subparagraph 61.3.6.D.
	2. If tree and/or vegetation removal to occur on any property where existing permit conditions require retention of vegetation, including tree and/or vegetation removal for defensible space purposes pursuant to subparagraph 61.3.6.D, alternative sceni...

	B. Findings
	C. Harvest or Tree Removal Plan

	61.1.6. Minimum Standards for Tree Removal
	A. Management Objectives
	1. Restoration and expansion of stream environment zones and riparian vegetation;
	2. Improvement of the structural diversity of all forests, including the protection and establishment of younger-aged trees;
	3. Enhancement of native wildlife species and/or native wildlife habitat diversity;
	4. Enhancement and protection of tree species of limited occurrence, such as aspen, black cottonwood, ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, incense-cedar, sugar pine, western white pine, mountain hemlock, whitebark pine, and western juniper;
	5. Protection of sensitive lands;
	6. Minimization of construction of new roads;
	7. Revegetation of existing temporary roads;
	8. Avoidance of disturbance of stream environment zones, unless such project is to remove trees within SEZ in accordance with subparagraph 61.1.6.C;
	9. Utilization of existing openings or disturbed areas as landings;
	10. Provisions for revegetation;
	11. The promotion of late seral or old growth characteristics;
	12. Early successional stage vegetation management; and
	13. Fuels management for fire hazard reduction.

	B. Cutting Practices
	1. Sufficient trees shall be reserved and left uncut and undamaged to meet the minimum acceptable stocking standards of the appropriate state or federal forestry agency, except in cases of early successional stage management;
	2. Group selections shall be limited to use for achieving management objectives as approved by TRPA.  Group selections shall be limited in size to less than five acres (See subparagraph 61.1.6);
	3. All live trees to be cut shall be marked on bole and stump with paint by, or under the supervision of, a qualified forester prior to TRPA approval.  Trees to be removed or protected may be designated by other means in situations involving clear cut...
	4. Damage to unmarked trees and residual vegetation shall be avoided;
	5. All trees shall be felled in line with the skidding direction wherever possible;
	6. All trees shall be limbed on all sides where feasible and topped prior to skidding except where whole tree skidding is less disruptive to the forest resources;
	7. Stumps shall be kept to a height of six inches or less on the side adjacent to the highest ground, except where safety or imbedded metal make this impractical;
	8. If stump removal will result in greater than three cubic yards of soil disturbance, a grading permit shall be obtained from TRPA prior to removal of stumps;
	9. Green stumps shall be treated to prevent the spread of root disease as specified by a qualified forester; and
	10. Insect-infested wood and wood susceptible to insect infestation shall be treated or disposed of as specified by a qualified forester.

	C. Tree Cutting Within Stream Environment Zones
	1. Vehicle Restrictions
	2. Soil Conditions
	3. Trees and Debris Kept from Streams
	4. Stream Crossings
	5. Special Conditions

	D. Logging Roads, Skid Trails, and Landings
	1. The requirements and standards for design, grade, tree felling in right-of-way, slash cleanup, width, and maintenance, by road type as determined by TRPA, shall be as shown in Tables 61.1.5-1 and 61.1.5-2.
	2. Skid trails shall be located so as to protect residual stands through utilization of natural openings and topographic characteristics.  The number of skid trails shall be kept to the minimum necessary and their width shall be 15 feet or less.  Dire...
	3. Best Management Practices shall be installed on all skid trails, landings, and roads, no later than 15 days following completion of operations within a particular treatment unit, or at the time of seasonal shutdown, whichever is sooner.
	4. Water breaks shall be spaced as provided below.

	E. Removal Methods
	F. Skidding and Ground Based Vehicle Systems
	1. Skidding over snow is preferred to ground skidding.  The depth of the snow shall be sufficient to prevent disturbance of the soil beneath the snow as determined by site-specific field observations.  Skidding operations shall cease when soil becomes...
	2. Ground skidding shall be limited to Land Capability Districts 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
	3. Logs shall only be skidded endwise.
	4. No logging arches, other than integral arch equipment, shall be permitted.
	5. Ground-based vehicle systems for removing trees without skidding, such as harvester and forwarder combinations, may be approved by TRPA for use in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, and 7.  The use of “innovative technology” vehicles and/or “innova...

	G. Slash Disposal
	1. Lop and scatter, pile and burn or broadcast burn (consistent with Sections 61.2 and 65.1), chip, or haul away.  All burns shall be located at least 50 feet from any stream channel, unless it can be demonstrated, using best available science, that s...
	2. Cull logs and other material shall be disposed of as required by the permit.

	H. Restocking
	I. Erosion Control
	1. The following Temporary BMPs are required to be installed prior to the commencement of any forest management or equipment operations:
	2. Excavated material shall be stored upslope from the excavated areas to the extent possible.  No material shall be stored in any SEZ, wet area, or stream buffer zone.
	3. Soil shall not be tracked off the project site.  Equipment operations shall cease when a violation of this condition exists.  The site shall be cleaned and the road right-of-way swept clean when necessary.
	4. No equipment or vehicle repairs, other than necessary maintenance of harvest equipment, shall be permitted in the project area unless authorized by TRPA.  The discharge of petroleum products, construction waste and litter (including sawdust), or ea...

	J. Historic Resource Protection
	1. Operations shall incorporate measures to protect historic resources in accordance with Chapter 67: Historic Resource Protection.  All historic resources located within the project area shall be flagged and avoided.  Flagging shall be removed at the...
	2. If there is a discovery of a historic resource during vegetation management activities, all work shall cease in the vicinity of the discovery until significance is determined.  Work may resume upon approval of a resource protection plan.

	K. Wildlife, Habitat, and Sensitive Plants
	1. Operations shall incorporate appropriate measures to avoid impacts to wildlife during critical wildlife nesting and denning periods in accordance with Chapter 62: Wildlife Resources.
	2. Snags shall be retained in accordance with subsection 62.3.4.
	3. Discovery of a TRPA-designated sensitive species or species of interest, or the location of a nest or den of one of those species, shall be immediately reported to TRPA.  Any nests, dens, or plant locations shall be protected in accordance with TRP...


	61.1.7. Reasons for Tree Removal
	A. Hazardous Tree Removal
	B. Emergency Tree Removal
	C. Dead, Dying, or Diseased Tree Removal
	D. Fire Hazard Tree Removal
	E. Tree Removal for Early Successional Stage Vegetation Management
	F. Tree Removal for Enhancement of Forest Health and Diversity
	1. A management plan that demonstrates the need for the project and the means of accomplishing the objectives listed below shall be prepared by a qualified forester.
	2. The site proposed for tree removal for forest diversity shall be within a contiguous area of at least three acres in which a single tree species of similar age class dominates.  There is no minimum acreage when removing trees for forest health or f...

	G. Tree Removal for Solar Access
	1. TRPA may approve the removal of healthy trees provided TRPA finds that the trees unreasonably impede the operation of a solar energy system and that the solar energy system is properly located so as to minimize the need for tree removal.
	2. The number of healthy trees that may be removed for the system's operation shall be the minimum necessary.
	3. The only trees that shall be considered for removal for an active or passive solar energy system are those that lie generally south of the proposed solar collector and are in the sun's path between an 18∞ vertical angle measured from the base of th...

	H. Tree Removal for Ski Areas and Rights-Of-Way
	1. For expansion of ski areas, including but not limited to, the widening of runs and the addition or replacement of lifts, only the minimum number of trees necessary for the operation of the ski area shall be removed.
	2. The removal of trees within utility and public right-of-ways may be allowed if TRPA finds that the removal is for public health and safety.  When a tree-related emergency exists, the utility or public agency may remove the trees and advise TRPA of ...

	I. Tree Removal for Development
	J. Tree Removal During Emergency Fire Suppression Activities
	K. Tree Removal to Enhance Scenic View Points from Public Roadways

	61.1.8. Substantial Tree Removal
	A. Private Parcels
	1. Harvest plan shall be written by a qualified forester;
	2. Harvest plan shall be submitted to the appropriate state and federal agencies and TRPA with an initial environmental checklist or environmental assessment;
	3. Preparation of environmental impact statement if necessary;
	4. Pre-approval field review;
	5. Approval of project by TRPA;
	6. Pre-harvest field review; and
	7. Post-harvest review.

	B. Public Parcels
	1. The review process for public parcels administered by the U.S. Forest Service shall include the following:
	2. For other public parcels the process shall be the same as for private parcels in 1 above.


	61.1.9. Commercial Tree Removal
	A. General Standard
	B. Cutting and Cultivation of Christmas Trees


	61.2. Prescribed Burning
	61.2.1. Purpose
	61.2.2. Applicability
	61.2.3. Prescribed Burning
	A. Prescribed Burning Allowed
	B. Limitations
	1. Seral stage management;
	2. Fuels management;
	3. Wildlife habitat management;
	4. Silviculture; or
	5. Pest control.


	61.2.4. Performance Standards
	A. Location of Prescribed Burning
	1. Nonstructural wildlife habitat management;
	2. Range improvement;
	3. Fuels management; or
	4. Prescribed fire management.

	B. Extent of Prescribed Burning
	C. Timing of Prescribed Burning
	D. Responsible Persons
	E. Standards of Other Government Agencies

	61.2.5. Compliance Program
	A. Consistency with Primary Use
	B. Burn Prescription
	1. Detailed statement of the purpose of the prescribed burn;
	2. Description, including a map at an appropriate scale of the location and a real extent of the prescribed burn.  Such description shall allow TRPA to determine whether the proposed burn complies with subparagraphs 61.2.4.A and 61.2.4.B;
	3. Description of the timing of the prescribed burn, and meteorological information that demonstrates that the timing of the prescribed burn will normally allow complete dispersion of the smoke from the burn during each day of the burn;
	4. A list of the applicable standards of TRPA and other government agencies with jurisdiction over the burn, and a discussion of how the proposed prescription complies with those standards;
	5. A detailed description of the proposed burning operation, including a description of all safety procedures that will be used to prevent wildfire;
	6. A certification by a qualified expert experienced in the use of fire for vegetation management that the burn prescription complies with this section; and that the expert shall oversee the conduct of the burn to ensure that the prescription is follo...
	7. Other information that TRPA may require.



	61.3. Vegetation Protection and Management
	61.3.1. Purpose
	61.3.2. Applicability
	61.3.3. Protection of Stream Environment Zones
	A. General Requirement
	B. Exceptions
	1. Manipulation or management of SEZ vegetation may be permitted in accordance with the Code for purposes of SEZ vegetation health or wildlife or fish habitat improvements, and after approval of a vegetation management plan pursuant to subparagraph 61...
	2. Maintenance of landscaping that was installed prior to the creation of TRPA, or installed for the purpose of scenic quality pursuant to Chapter 36: Design Standards, or pursuant to a TRPA permit, or under a TRPA exemption prior to August 1, 1997, p...
	3. Removal of vegetation may be permitted pursuant to subparagraphs 2.3.2.E, or 2.3.7.A.8, Section 33.6, Chapter 64: Livestock Grazing, or under defensible-space guidelines approved by TRPA.


	61.3.4. Remedial Vegetation Management
	61.3.5. Preparation of Remedial Vegetation Management Plans
	A. Plan Content
	1. Purpose of the management plan, including a list of objectives;
	2. Description of existing vegetation, including the abundance, distribution, and age class of tree species;
	3. Remedial measures necessary to achieve the stated objectives, including details of harvest and revegetation plans (see Section 61.4); and
	4. An implementation schedule, including a monitoring program to report progress on monitoring of vegetation.

	B. Plan Approval

	61.3.6. Sensitive and Uncommon Plant Protection and Fire Hazard Reduction
	A. Purpose
	B. Applicability
	C. Sensitive Plants and Uncommon Plant Communities
	1. Sensitive Plants
	2. Uncommon Plant Communities

	D. Vegetation Management to Prevent the Spread of Wildfire


	61.4. Revegetation
	61.4.1. Purpose
	61.4.2. Applicability
	61.4.3. Approved Species
	A. Site Conditions
	B. Small Scale Programs
	C. Large Disturbed Areas
	D. Fertilizer

	61.4.4. Soil Stabilization
	A. Oversteepened cut slopes;
	B. Quarry sites;
	C. Abandoned landfills;
	D. Reclamation of already developed sites; or
	E. Abandoned roads.

	61.4.5. Revegetation Plans
	A. Contents of Plan
	1. A description of the site, including the soil type, if applicable, the stream environment zone or backshore type, and existing vegetation;
	2. A list of appropriate plant species to be used at the site and a plan showing where they will be planted;
	3. The number and size of shrubs and trees to be used, if any;
	4. A description of the extent and methods of irrigation, if any;
	5. Specifications for site preparation and installation of plant materials;
	6. Specifications and schedule for onsite care, including amount and method of application of fertilizers pursuant to the Handbook of Best Management Practices, if necessary;
	7. Specifications for long term plant care and protection, including the amount and method of application of fertilizers, if necessary; and
	8. A description of mulches or tackifiers to be used.

	B. Plant Materials
	C. Soil Materials
	D. Security Release


	CHAPTER 62: Wildlife Resources
	62.1. Purpose
	62.2. Applicability
	62.3. Protection of Wildlife Habitat
	62.3.1. Stream Environment Zones
	62.3.2. Movement and Migration Corridors
	A. Stream environment zones adjoining creeks and major drainages link islands of habitat and shall be managed, in part, for use by wildlife as movement corridors.  Structures, such as bridges, proposed within these movement corridors shall be designed...
	B. Projects and activities in the vicinity of deer migration areas shall be required to mitigate or avoid significant adverse impacts.  The location of deer migration areas shall be verified by the appropriate state wildlife or fish and game agencies.

	62.3.3. Critical Habitat
	A. No project or activity shall cause, or threaten to cause, the loss of any habitat component considered critical to the survival of a particular wildlife species.
	B. No project or activity shall threaten, damage, or destroy nesting habitat of raptors and waterfowl or fawning habitat of deer.
	C. Wetlands shall be preserved and managed for their ecological significance, including their value as nursery habitat to fish, nesting and resting sites for waterfowl, and as a source of stream recharge, except as permitted pursuant to Chapter 30.
	D. Projects or activities within wetlands may include the creation of artificial nesting sites for waterfowl.

	62.3.4. Snags and Coarse Woody Debris
	A. Retention of Snags
	1. At a minimum, retain four of the largest hard snags per acre in westside forest types, six of the largest hard snags per acre in subalpine forest types, and three of the largest hard snags per acre in eastside forest types that are 15” dbh and grea...
	2. Retain all soft snags in decay class 6 through 9 that are 24” dbh and greater in all forest types.
	3. Snags shall be retained randomly across the landscape such that a naturally occurring distribution is mimicked.
	4. Exceptions to retention standards may be approved by TRPA as long as a scientifically-valid rationale for the exception is provided:

	B. Tree Harvest Plans
	C. Retention of Course Woody Debris
	1. Within westside and subalpine forest types, beginning with the largest downed logs identified within the range of suitable retention size classes in Table 62.3.4-1, sequentially retain pieces of coarse woody debris in decay class 1 through 3, until...
	2. Within eastside forests types, retain at least three of the largest downed logs per acre within the treatment area.
	3. Exceptions to retention standards may be approved by TRPA as long as a scientifically-valid rationale for the exception is provided:



	62.4. Special Interest, Threatened, Endangered, and Rare Species
	62.4.1. Disturbance Zones
	A. The disturbance zone for goshawks is the 500 acres of best suitable habitat surrounding a population site, which shall include a 0.25-mile radius around each nest site.
	B. The disturbance zone for osprey and peregrines is 0.25 mile radius around each nest site.
	C. The disturbance zones for wintering bald eagles are as shown on the TRPA maps.
	D. The disturbance zone for nesting bald eagles is 0.5 mile radius around each nest.
	E. The disturbance zone for golden eagles is 0.25 mile radius around each nest site.

	62.4.2. Adverse Impacts
	62.4.3. Environmental Documents
	62.4.4. Special Conditions
	62.4.5. Developed Parcels

	CHAPTER 63: Fish Resources
	63.1. Purpose
	63.2. Applicability
	63.3. Fish Habitat Protection
	63.3.1. Lake Habitat
	A. Projects and activities in the shorezone of lakes may be prohibited, limited, or otherwise regulated in prime habitat areas, or in areas or at times found by TRPA to be vulnerable or critical to the needs of fish.
	B. Special conditions of project approval, such as restoration of physically altered substrate, construction limited to designated periods, or shoreline protective measures, may be required for development in the shorezone to mitigate or avoid signifi...
	C. Habitat restoration projects may be permitted in the nearshore or foreshore.
	D. Certain activities, such as construction, swimming, or boating, may be restricted temporarily in areas where spawning activity is occurring.
	E. The physical alteration of the substrate in areas of prime fish habitat is prohibited unless approved by TRPA.
	F. Projects and activities affecting lake fish habitat shall be referred to state and federal fisheries agencies for review and comment.

	63.3.2. Stream Habitat
	A. Artificial modifications to stream channels, or other projects, activities, or uses in stream environment zones that may physically alter the natural characteristics of the stream shall not be permitted unless TRPA finds that such actions avoid sig...
	B. All stream crossings shall be constructed so as to allow unrestricted upstream and downstream movement of fishes.
	C. Existing structures within stream environment zones that are barriers to fish migration may be removed or modified to permit fish passage (See Section 5.12 Remedial Action Plans, and Chapter 16: Regional Plan and Environmental Threshold Review).
	D. Development adjacent to tributaries shall be required to fully mitigate significant adverse impacts to the fishery.
	E. Proposals for stream habitat improvement shall include, at a minimum, the following information:
	1. Purpose of the project;
	2. Species to be benefited;
	3. Time and methods of construction or other work;
	4. The use, source, placement, and quantity of all materials; and
	5. A vegetation plan for fish cover, shading, and bank protection as needed.

	F. Wildlife habitat improvement projects or activities, or other projects or activities requiring the diversion of stream water, shall mitigate significant adverse impacts to the tributary by:
	1. Maintaining adequate instream flows adjacent and downstream from the project area;
	2. Preventing the introduction or reentry of nutrients or sediment-enriched water to the tributary;
	3. Providing for unobstructed migration or fishes through the main stream channel;
	4. Protecting or restoring fish habitat;
	5. Protecting or restoring riparian vegetation; and
	6. Protecting or restoring other relevant instream values such as recreation, aesthetics, and wildlife habitat.

	G. Fish and wildlife stream habitat projects or activities shall be developed in coordination with the appropriate fish and wildlife agencies.
	H. Whenever possible, existing points of water diversion from streams shall be transferred to Lake Tahoe when the diversions significantly and adversely impact instream beneficial uses.
	I. An instream beneficial use assessment, such as the type established by Title 23, Section 670.6 of the California Administrative Code, shall be required for all projects and activities involving the diversion of water from a stream where instream fl...


	63.4. Aquatic Invasive Species
	63.4.1. Prohibition
	A. The transport or introduction of aquatic invasive species into the Lake Tahoe region.
	B. The launching of any watercraft or landing of any seaplane contaminated with aquatic invasive species into the waters of the Tahoe region.
	C. The provision of inaccurate or false information to the TRPA or persons designated to conduct inspections pursuant to subsection 63.4.2.
	D. The alteration or modification of any inspection seal or other device used by TRPA or its designee to indicate that a watercraft or seaplane last entered the waters of the Lake Tahoe region.

	63.4.2. Watercraft Inspections and Decontamination
	A. All motorized watercraft shall be inspected by TRPA or its designee prior to launching into the waters of the Lake Tahoe region to detect the presence, and prevent the introduction of, aquatic invasive species.  Non-motorized watercraft and seaplan...
	B. All watercraft and seaplanes inspected pursuant to subparagraph 63.4.2.A shall be subject to decontamination if determined necessary by the TRPA or its designee.
	C. All Watercraft and seaplanes subject to decontamination pursuant to subparagraph B25.1.1.B shall be permitted to enter the waters of the Lake Tahoe region only if:  (a) the decontamination is performed and completed by an individual trained and cer...
	D. Inspections and decontaminations performed pursuant to Section 63.4 shall be subject to a fee related to the costs of performing such services and other Watercraft inspection program costs.  The TRPA Governing Board shall review and approve the fee...
	E. An owner and/or operator of a boat ramp (excluding Marine Railway Systems) or other boat launch facility shall close any ramp or facility if the provisions of subparagraphs 63.4.2.A-C are not met in order to prevent the launching of motorized water...
	F. Any watercraft or seaplane entering the waters of the Lake Tahoe region in violation of Chapter 63: Fish Resources shall be removed from those waters immediately.
	G. Any individual who launches watercraft in violation of Section 63.4 may be held responsible for the costs expended by the TRPA or its designee for response and mitigation of impacts.


	CHAPTER 64: Livestock Grazing
	64.1. Purpose
	64.2. Applicability
	64.3. Livestock Grazing Standards
	64.3.1. Seasonal Limits
	64.3.2. Grazing in Areas Adjacent to Stream Channels
	64.3.3. Grazing of Woody Vegetation
	64.3.4. Seasons of Rest
	64.3.5. Firm Soil
	64.3.6. Grazing Level
	64.3.7. Sensitive Plant Species
	64.3.8. Migration Routes
	64.3.9. Water Quality Standards
	64.3.10. BMPs
	64.3.11. Streambank Management

	64.4. Grazing Management Plans
	64.4.1. Minimum Requirements
	A. Management goals;
	B. The location and acreage of the range;
	C. Present condition of the range, particularly regarding vegetation, soil erosion and compaction, and water quality;
	D. The average minimum residual plant height to be maintained by the end of the grazing season, including technical justification;
	E. A list of any sensitive plants found on the pasture and a plan for their protection;
	F. The type and number of animals to be grazed;
	G. The carrying capacity of the proposed range;
	H. Establishment of a trend study at three to five years intervals to provide for adjustment of use as appropriate;
	I. Description and location of containment facilities, if any;
	J. Description of existing and proposed range improvements;
	K. Identification of the length of grazing season;
	L. Description of fisheries and wildlife resources;
	M. Certification by the range professional (see definition in Chapter 90) that the plan complies with the provisions of this Code; and
	N. Photo plots should be established to document annual growing conditions changes that may occur with the vegetative community.  The photo plots should be permanently located and repeatable.

	64.4.2. Confirmation of Plan or Permit

	64.5. Annual Report
	64.5.1. Report Contents
	A. Results of the trend study that shall include vegetation condition information, including, species composition, plant distribution, plant vigor, reproduction, and frequency, and soil condition status such as bare soil and evidence of erosion;
	B. Season of use;
	C. Number of animals grazed;
	D. Minimum average residual plant height actually maintained, including technical justification, at end of season; and
	E. Assessment of the impacts from last season to determine if impacts have long term effects.

	64.5.2. Existing Livestock Confinement Facilities

	CHAPTER 65: Air Quality/Transportation
	65.1. Air Quality Control
	65.1.1. Purpose
	65.1.2. Applicability
	65.1.3. Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program
	65.1.4. Combustion Appliances
	A. Gas Heaters
	1. Emission Standards
	2. List of Approved Heaters
	3. Exemptions

	B. Wood Heaters
	1. Emission Standards
	2. Limitations
	3. Wood Heater Retrofit Program

	C. Other Combustion Appliances

	65.1.5. Open Burning
	A. Performance Standards
	B. Specific Standards
	1. Prescribed Burning
	2. Disposal
	3. Hazard Reduction and Pest Control
	4. Wood Wastes
	5. Practice Burns


	65.1.6. New Stationary Source Review
	A. Environmental Assessment
	B. Significant Environmental Impacts
	1. Any new stationary source of air pollution that produces emissions for the peak 24-hour period beyond any of the limits in Table 65.1.6-2 shall be considered to have a significant adverse environmental impact.
	2. Determination that a new stationary source has a significant adverse environmental impact may also be based on the environmental assessment prepared pursuant to subparagraph 65.1.6.A.  New stationary sources that have a significant adverse environm...

	C. Offsets Permitted
	D. Best Available Control Technology (BACT)
	E. Exemptions
	1. Emergency power generators;
	2. Temporary uses and activities approved under Chapter 22: Temporary Uses, Structures, and Activities, unless they would have a significant adverse impact as determined by an environmental assessment; and

	F. Biofuel Facilities

	65.1.7. Modified Stationary Source Review
	A. Environmental Assessment
	B. Significant Environmental Impacts
	C. Modifications Allowed
	D. Offsets Permitted
	E. Best Available Retrofit Control Technology
	F. Exemptions
	1. Emergency power generators; and
	2. Temporary uses and activities approved under Chapter 22 unless they would have a significant adverse impact as determined by an environmental assessment.


	65.1.8. Idling Restrictions
	A. Duration
	1. Activities specifically permitted, after environmental impact analysis, to idle longer than these limitations;
	2. Emergency vehicles, snow plows, or combustion engines required in the case of emergencies or repairs;
	3. Vehicles in transit on public rights of way;
	4. Activities in Nevada exempt from the idling restrictions pursuant to Nevada Administrative Code section 445B.576, as amended; and
	5. Activities in California exempt from the idling restrictions pursuant to the California Code of Regulations, title 13, division 3,  chapter 9 article 4.8, section 2449(d)(2)(A) or chapter 10, article 1, section 2485(d), as amended.

	B. Drive-Up Windows
	C. Compliance Program


	65.2. Traffic and Air Quality Mitigation Program
	65.2.1. Purpose
	65.2.2. Applicability
	65.2.3. Definitions
	A. Approved Center
	B. Change in Operation
	1. Expansion of gross floor area; or
	2. Change in the type of generator on the trip table, normally indicated by a substantial change in products or services provided.

	C. Insignificant Increase
	D. Maintenance Area
	1. Within the County of Douglas
	2. Within the City of South Lake Tahoe
	3. Within the County of El Dorado

	E. Minor Increase
	F. Previous Use
	G. Significant Increase
	H. Trip Table
	I. Vehicle Trip

	65.2.4. Standards for Additional or Transferred Development
	A. Applicant Responsibility
	B. Traffic Analysis
	1. Trip generation rates of the proposed project;
	2. Impacts of the proposed project on the level of service at any impact intersections;
	3. Impacts of the proposed project on regional vehicle miles travelled (VMT);
	4. Impacts of the proposed project on regional and subregional air quality;
	5. Ingress and egress characteristics of the proposed project, and their impacts on traffic flow adjacent to the project area;
	6. Measures necessary to mitigate all traffic and air quality impacts to a level consistent with the environmental thresholds, the Goals and Policies, the Regional Transportation Plan, and the 1992 Air Quality Plan; and
	7. Additional information that TRPA may require.

	C. Required Offsets
	1. Regional and Cumulative Impact Fees
	2. Regional and Cumulative Mitigation Measures
	3. Localized Mitigation Measures

	D. Fee Schedule
	E. Limited Exception for Additional or Transferred Development within Adopted Community Plans

	65.2.5. Standards for Changes in Operation
	A. Applicant Responsibility
	B. Traffic Analysis
	C. Required Offsets
	1. Regional and Cumulative Impact Fees
	2. Regional and Cumulative Mitigation Measures
	3. Localized Mitigation Measures

	D. Fee Schedule
	E. Limited Exception for Approved Centers
	1. Changes in operation where the previous or proposed use occupies more than 5,000 square feet of gross floor area;
	2. Changes in operation where the previous or proposed use is identified for case-by-case review on the trip table;
	3. Changes in operation where the vehicle trip generation rate of the proposed use is identified on the trip table as being greater than 300 vehicle trips per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area; or
	4. Changes in operation in an area with a monitored worsening in level of service of nearby streets or intersections.


	65.2.6. Use and Distribution of Mitigation Funds
	A. TRPA shall deposit air quality mitigation funds in a trust account.  Interest accruing to the trust account shall remain in the account until used on air quality mitigation projects.  TRPA shall keep track of the amount of funds collected for each ...
	B. As an alternative to distributing air quality mitigation funds to the jurisdiction of origin, a portion of the air quality mitigation funds may be distributed across jurisdictional boundaries to support projects of regional priority that are specif...

	65.2.7. Revision of Fee Schedules
	65.2.8. Mitigation Credit
	A. Mitigation Fee Credit
	1. The prior project approval was granted within the same project area as the project approval for which a credit is sought;
	2. The applicant provides sufficient evidence of the payment of an air quality mitigation fee; and
	3. An air quality mitigation fee is required as part of the project approval for which a credit is sought.

	B. Regional and Cumulative Mitigation Credit Programs


	65.3. Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
	65.3.1. Purpose
	65.3.2. Applicability
	A. All applicants for commercial, tourist, mixed-use, multi-family, public service, and recreation projects, including the construction, alteration, or improvement of roadways, on lands designated with bicycle and pedestrian network trail segments in ...
	1. When there is new development of at least five residential or tourist units, or at least 10,000 square feet commercial floor area; or
	2. When alterations to existing development are 35 percent or greater of the value of the total improvements on the site and the improvements are not exempt or qualified exempt in accordance with Section 2.3.

	B. Instead of granting an easement, the land may be donated to a public agency for public use, or the bicycle or pedestrian  facility may be constructed and maintained by a public agency for public use when the standards of Section 65.3.3 are met.

	65.3.3. Standards
	A. Applicable Agency or Local Government Standards
	B. Trail Alignment Location
	1. Where feasible, alignment of bicycle or pedestrian trails that are shown adjacent to public rights-of-way on Map 5 of the Regional Plan (Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities) shall be located in the public right-of-way, subject to approval from the ap...
	2. Where it is not feasible to locate facilities in a public right-of-way, easement location should minimize impacts on private parcels to the extent feasible.

	C. Adjustment to Code Requirements
	D. Reasonable Relationship to Anticipated Impacts
	E. Relationship to Other Code Requirements
	1. Air Quality Mitigation
	2. Sidewalks


	65.3.4. Prior to Issuance of Final Inspection
	65.3.5. Use of Trail
	65.3.6. Trespass

	65.4. Rental Car Mitigation Program
	65.4.1. Purpose
	65.4.2. Applicability
	65.4.3. Definitions
	A. Rental Transaction

	65.4.4. Mitigation Fee
	65.4.5. Collection
	65.4.6. Use of Mitigation Fees

	65.5. Employer-Based Trip Reduction Program
	65.5.1. Purpose
	A. Local Government Standards
	B. Definitions
	1. Alternative Commute Mode
	2. Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR)
	3. Carpool
	4. Common Work Location
	5. Commuter
	6. Commuter Matching Service
	7. Employer
	8. Employer Transportation Coordinator (ETC)
	9. Employer Transportation Plan
	10. Peak Period Commuter
	11. Project Controller
	12. Property Transportation Coordinator (PTC)
	13. Ridesharer
	14. Shift of Employment
	15. Single Occupant Vehicle (SOV)
	16. Transportation Control Measures (TCMs)
	17. Transportation Control Measure (TCM) Coordinator
	18. Transportation Management Association (TMA)
	19. Trip Reduction Credit
	20. Vanpool


	65.5.2. Program Requirements
	A. All Employers (Level 1)
	1. Posting, in a conspicuous place, informational material to encourage ridesharing, such as:
	2. Distributing rideshare applications to interested employees when a regional service is available.

	B. All Employers and Employers within Common Work Locations with 100 or More Employees at a Single Project Area (Level 2)
	1. Employee Transportation Coordinator (ETC)
	2. Employer Transportation Plan
	3. Trip Reduction Credit for Transportation Control Measures
	4. Seasonal Employment Distinguished


	65.5.3. Transportation Control Measures (TCM) Menu
	A. Required Transportation Control Measures (TCMs)
	1. Designation of an Employee Transportation Coordinator (ETC)
	2. Posting of Ridesharing Information
	3. Posting Alternative Transportation Mode Information
	4. Bicycle Parking Facilities
	5. Preferential Carpool/Vanpool Parking

	B. Optional Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) Trip Reduction Credit
	1. ETC Education Program (3 credits per seminar)
	2. In-House Carpool Matching Service (3 credits)
	3. Additional Preferential Carpool/Vanpool Parking (1-3 credits)
	4. ETC Membership in Transportation Management Association (TMA) (15 credits)
	5. Guaranteed Ride Home Program (2 credits)
	6. Clean Air Fuel Vehicles (1-5 credits)
	7. Shuttle Bus/Buspool Program (5 credits)
	8. Carpool Program (4 credits)
	9. Vanpool Program (5 credit)
	10. Transit Pass Subsidy (5 credits)
	11. Paid Parking (3-9 credits)
	12. Transit Shelter (3 credit)
	13. Secure Bicycle Parking Facilities (2 credits)
	14. Showers (2 credits)
	15. Lockers (2 credits)
	16. Flexible Work Location Outside of Employer’s Established Work Location (2 credits)
	17. Flexible Work Hours Outside of Employer’s Established Work Schedule (1 credit)
	18. Compressed Work Weeks (3 credits)
	19. On-Site Services (1-5 credits)
	20. Transit System Support (1-15 credits)
	21. Other (credits to be determined by TRPA)


	65.5.4. Plan Review
	65.5.5. Annual Reporting Requirements
	65.5.6. Implementation Schedule
	65.5.7. Compliance Monitoring

	CHAPTER 66: Scenic Quality
	66.1. Scenic Quality Standards
	66.1.1. Purpose
	66.1.2. Applicability
	66.1.3. Roadway and Shoreline Unit Scenic Quality
	66.1.4. Roadway and Shoreline Unit Travel Routes
	66.1.5. Public Recreation Areas and Bicycle Trails

	66.2. Establishment of Scenic Highway Corridors
	66.2.1. Purpose
	66.2.2. Designation of Scenic Highway Corridors
	A. Urban Scenic Corridors
	B. Transition Scenic Corridors
	C. Natural Scenic Corridors

	66.2.3. Scenic Viewpoint Corridor Plan Prepared
	66.2.4. Scenic Highway Corridor Design Standards
	A. Utilities
	1. Electrical Lines
	2. Communication Lines

	B. Highway Fixtures
	1. Guardrails and other highway fixtures, including but not limited to retaining walls, safety barriers, traffic signals and controllers, light standards, and other structures shall be limited to the minimum length, height, and bulk necessary to adequ...
	2. Earth tone colors of dark shades and flat finish shall be used on all highway fixtures.  New and replacement guardrails shall not have a shiny reflective finish.
	3. Retaining walls and other erosion control devices or structures shall be constructed of natural materials whenever possible and shall to the maximum extent possible be designed and sited as to not detract from the scenic quality of the corridor.  S...
	4. Adopted community plans may establish equal or superior standards for highway fixtures.

	C. Siting of Development


	66.3. Scenic Quality Review in the Shoreland
	66.3.1. Applicability
	66.3.2. Review Process
	A. Scenic Assessment
	1. Description of existing scenic conditions in the project area including, but not limited to, structure color and height, existing visible mass from the Lake, types and areas of materials of existing structures, and identification of needed scenic B...
	2. Identification of existing vegetation types and their location, size, and height; and
	3. Photographic inventory of the project area from 300 feet and one quarter mile offshore, with at least one photo from center and perpendicular to the project area, and photos of onsite existing conditions.


	66.3.3. Levels of Scenic Mitigation
	A. Level 1
	B. Level 2
	C. Level 3
	1. It is physically impossible to attain a score of 21 through application of scenic BMPs; or
	2. The cost of the scenic BMPs required to increase the baseline contrast score to 21 exceeds ten percent of the cost of the project; and
	3. If the project is not required to bring the project area into conformance as a result of subparagraphs 1 and 2 above, the applicant shall attain the highest possible score.

	D. Level 4
	1. Description
	2. Mitigation

	E. Level 5
	1. Option 1: Basic Review
	2. Option 2: Visual Magnitude System

	F. Level 6

	66.3.4. General Standards of Review
	A. Prohibition on Segmenting
	B. Calculation of Cost and Value
	C. Fire Protection

	66.3.5. Independent Review
	A. Third Party Expert Review
	1. Third Party Expert
	2. Third Party Expert Report
	3. Use of Third Party Report

	B. Scenic Panel Review
	1. Selection of Scenic Review Panel
	2. Use of Other Evaluation Methods
	3. Use of Panel Report


	66.3.6. Marina Master Plans
	66.3.7. Additional Visual Magnitude
	A. Public Outdoor Recreation
	1. The project is a necessary part of a long range plan for public outdoor recreation;
	2. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Regional Plan;
	3. There is no reasonable alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of visual magnitude; and
	4. The additional square footage is mitigated pursuant to subsection 66.3.8 below; or
	5. If existing structures in the project area are in excess of that permitted by Option 2 in Levels 4 and Levels 5, the additional square footage permissible is a result of a reduction in the visual magnitude consistent with the following requirements...

	B. Public Service Facilities
	1. The project is necessary for public health, safety or environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of visual magnitude; and
	3. The additional square footage is mitigated pursuant to subsection 66.3.8 below; or
	4. If existing structures in the project area are in excess of that permitted by Option 2 in Levels 4 and Levels 5, the additional square footage permissible is a result of a reduction in the visual magnitude consistent with the following requirements...

	C. Tourist Accommodation and Commercial Projects in Commercial and Public Service Plan Areas and Tourist Accommodation Plan Areas
	1. The additional square footage is necessary as the use customarily requires increased square footage of lakefront façade than that set forth in Levels 4 and 5;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of visual magnitude; and
	3. The additional square footage is mitigated pursuant to subsection 66.3.8 below; or
	4. If existing structures in the project area are in excess of that permitted by Option 2 in Levels 4 and Levels 5, the additional square footage permissible is a result of a reduction in the visual magnitude consistent with the following requirements...

	D. Residential Uses Other Than Single-Family Dwelling
	1. The additional square footage is necessary as the use customarily requires increased square footage of lakefront façade than that set forth in Levels 4 and 5;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of visual magnitude; and
	3. The additional square footage is mitigated pursuant to subsection 66.3.8 below; or
	4. If existing structures in the project area are in excess of that permitted by Option 2 in Levels 4 and Levels 5, the additional square footage permissible is a result of a reduction in the visual magnitude consistent with the following requirements...


	66.3.8. Transfer of Scenic Mitigation Credits (Interim System)
	A. The mitigation source is the adjacent shorezone project area or other shoreland parcels within the same scenic unit.
	B. Project mitigation requirements shall utilize the Visual Magnitude System outlined in Appendix H, Visual Assessment Tool, of the Design Review Guidelines to calculate the square footage mitigation requirement or mitigation may be determined by the ...
	C. Mitigation in attainment areas shall be on a one-to-one basis and on a one-to-one and a half basis in non-attainment areas.
	D. All structures in the shoreland, both on the receiving and sending project areas, shall have implemented scenic BMPs (21 contrast score rating) to be eligible for transfer of mitigation credits.
	E. TRPA shall require restoration securities, deed restrictions, and inspections as appropriate to assure implementation and documentation of scenic mitigation credit.
	F. This interim system may be utilized:
	1. To mitigate additional square footage associated with shorezone structures; or
	2. To gain additional square footage when permissible (e.g. for commercial, public service, multi-residential, etc.)

	G. Contributions to TRPA-approved non-profit organizations that have qualifying scenic mitigation projects may be accepted for mitigation credit provided the mitigation credit can be quantified and tracked.

	66.3.9. Performance Review

	CHAPTER 67: Historic Resource Protection
	67.1. Purpose
	67.2. Applicability
	67.3. Resource Protection
	67.3.1. Discovery of Historic or Cultural Artifacts During Construction
	67.3.2. Ground Disturbing Activities
	67.3.3. Resource Protection Plan
	67.3.4. Protection During Construction

	67.4. Discovery of Eligible Resources
	67.5. Designated Historic Resources
	67.5.1. Nominations for Designations
	67.5.2. Review and Approval
	67.5.3. Withdrawal of Designation

	67.6. Criteria for Eligibility as a Historic Resource
	67.6.1. Resources Associated with Historically Significant Events and Sites
	A. Association with an important community function in the past;
	B. Association with a memorable happening in the past; or
	C. Contain outstanding qualities reminiscent of an early stage of development in the region.

	67.6.2. Resources Associated with Significant Persons
	A. Buildings or structures associated with a locally, regionally, or nationally known person;
	B. Notable examples, or best surviving works, of a pioneer architect, designer, or master builder; or
	C. Structures associated with the life or work of significant persons.

	67.6.3. Resources Embodying Distinctive Characteristics
	67.6.4. State and Federal Guidelines
	67.6.5. Prehistoric Sites

	67.7. Projects Relating to Historic Resources
	67.7.1. Additions
	67.7.2. Repairs, Maintenance, and Reconstruction
	67.7.3. Demolition
	A. The action will not be detrimental to the historic significance of the resource;
	B. The action is pursuant to a recovery plan approved by the applicable state historic preservation officer; or
	C. It is the only feasible alternative to protect the health and safety of the public.

	67.7.4. Construction, Reconstruction, Repair, and Maintenance Standards

	67.8. Exceptions for Historical Structures and Districts
	67.8.1. Findings
	A. The site, structure, or district is designated as a historic resource; and
	B. The reconstruction, modification, or repair is in the public interest.

	67.8.2. Conditions
	A. Modifications shall not increase nonconforming land coverage, exceed the height of the existing structure, or result in an expanded use subject to an allocation under the terms of the Goals and Policies, or Code, unless an allocation has been obtai...
	B. Modifications to a structure shall conform to the standards in subsection 67.7.4; and
	C. Modifications that will endanger or significantly affect the historical, cultural, or architectural significance shall not be made.

	67.8.3. Exceptions
	A. Chapter 34: Driveway and Parking Standards;
	B. Section 32.2, Paved Roads;
	C. Section 36.5, Site Design Standards;
	D. Section 36.6, Building Design Standards;
	E. Section 36.9, Water Conservation Standards;
	F. Section 36.10, Standards For Combustion Appliances; or
	G. Chapters 80 through 86, inclusive, Shorezone.


	CHAPTER 68: Noise Limitations
	68.1. Purpose
	68.2. Applicability
	68.3. Single Noise Events
	68.3.1. Maximum Allowable Noise Levels (dBA)
	A. Aircraft
	1. Transport Category Aircraft (more than 65 seats or weighing more than 60,000 pounds)
	2. Commuter Aircraft (65 seats or less or weighing 60,000 pounds or less) and General Aviation:
	3. All Other Aircraft Operations - Daytime
	4. All Aircraft Operations - Nighttime (8:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.)

	B. Helicopter
	C. Watercraft
	1. Certification by the manufacturer or by TRPA approved field test agent that the watercraft passes the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) test J34 or SAE-J34, Pass by Test, 82.0 dBA to be measured at 50 feet with the engine at 3,000 RPM;
	2. Field test measurements that the watercraft passes the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) test J1970 or SAE-J1970, Shoreline Test, 75 dBA; and
	3. Field test measurements that the watercraft passes the Society of Automotive Engineers test J2005, Stationary Test, 88 dBA if watercraft manufactured on or after January 1, 1993 and 90 dBA if watercraft manufactured before January 1, 1993.

	D. Motor Vehicles
	E. Motorcycles
	F. Off-Road Vehicles
	G. Over-Snow Vehicles


	68.4. Community Noise Levels
	68.5. Measurement of Noise Levels
	68.5.1. Meter Setting
	68.5.2. Meter Calibration
	68.5.3. Location of Microphone
	A. Transportation and Single Noise Events
	B. Residential, Commercial, Tourist Accommodation, Recreation, Wilderness, Wildlife Habitat Areas, and Response to Noise Complaints

	68.5.4. Measurement Intervals
	68.5.5. Lake Tahoe Airport

	68.6. Monitoring
	68.7. Performance Standards
	68.7.1. Airport
	68.7.2. Heliports and Seaplane Bases
	68.7.3. Helipads
	68.7.4. Highways and Transportation Corridors
	68.7.5. Marinas
	68.7.6. Off-Road Vehicles and Over-Snow Vehicles
	68.7.7. Loudspeakers

	68.8. Compliance
	68.8.1. Project Review
	68.8.2. Complaint System
	68.8.3. Highways and Transportation Corridors

	68.9. Exemptions to Noise Limitations
	CHAPTER 69:
	CHAPTER 70:
	CHAPTER 71:
	CHAPTER 72:
	CHAPTER 73:
	CHAPTER 74:
	CHAPTER 75:
	CHAPTER 76:
	CHAPTER 77:
	CHAPTER 78:
	CHAPTER 79:
	CHAPTER 80: Review of Projects in the Shorezone and Lakezone
	80.1. Purpose
	80.2. Applicability
	80.3. Definitions
	80.3.1. Backshore Stability
	80.3.2. Littoral Processes

	80.4. Required Findings
	80.4.1. Significant Harm
	A. Littoral processes;
	B. Fish spawning;
	C. Backshore stability; or
	D. On-shore wildlife habitat, including wildfowl nesting areas;

	80.4.2. Accessory Facilities
	80.4.3. Compatibility
	80.4.4. Use
	80.4.5. Hazardous Materials
	80.4.6. Construction
	80.4.7. Navigation and Safety
	80.4.8. Other Agency Comments

	CHAPTER 81: Permissible Uses and Structures in the Shorezone and Lakezone
	81.1. Purpose
	81.2. Applicability
	81.2.1. Allowed Uses
	81.2.2. Special Uses
	A. The project, to which the use pertains, is of such a nature, scale, density, intensity, and type to be an appropriate use for the parcel on which, and surrounding area in which, it will be located.
	B. The project, to which the use pertains, will not be injurious or disturbing to the health, safety, enjoyment of property, or general welfare of persons or property in the neighborhood, or in the region.
	C. The applicant has taken reasonable steps to protect the land, water, and air resources of both the applicant's property and that of surrounding property owners.
	D. The project, to which the use pertains, will not change the character of the neighborhood, detrimentally affect or alter the purpose of the applicable plan area statement, community, redevelopment, specific, or master plan as the case may be.

	81.2.3. Nonconforming Uses
	81.2.4. Prohibited Uses

	81.3. Permissible Uses
	81.3.1. Permissible Uses in the Lakezone
	A. Safety and navigational facilities (A).
	B. Salvage operations (S).
	C. Seaplane operations (S).
	D. Tour boat operations (S).
	E. Waterborne transit (A).
	F. Water intake lines (A).

	81.3.2. Permissible Uses in the Shorezone
	A. Beach recreation.
	B. Boat launching facilities.
	C. Construction equipment storage.
	D. Marinas.
	E. Safety and navigational facilities.
	F. Salvage operations.
	G. Seaplane operations.
	H. Tour boat operation.
	I. Waterborne transit.
	J. Water-oriented outdoor recreation concessions.

	81.3.3. Permissible Uses in the Shorezone and Lakezone
	A. Shoreline protective structures and other erosion control and environmentally oriented projects and facilities in accordance with subsection 85.5.3.
	B. Public service facilities in accordance with subsection 85.5.2.
	C. Public outdoor recreation facilities in accordance with subsection 85.5.1.
	D. Access to the foreshore in accordance with subsection 85.5.4.


	81.4. Accessory Structures
	A. Boat ramps.
	B. Breakwaters or jetties.
	C. Buoys.
	D. Fences.
	E. Floating docks and platforms.
	F. Piers.
	G. Shoreline protective structures.
	H. Water intake lines.

	81.5. Use Definitions
	81.5.1. Beach Recreation
	81.5.2. Boat Launching Facilities
	81.5.3. Commercial Boating
	81.5.4. Construction Equipment Operation
	81.5.5. Construction Equipment Storage
	81.5.6. Marinas
	81.5.7. Recreational Boating
	81.5.8. Safety and Navigation Facilities
	81.5.9. Salvage Operations
	81.5.10. Seaplane Operations
	81.5.11. Tour Boat Operation
	81.5.12. Waterborne Transit
	81.5.13. Water-Intake Lines
	81.5.14. Water-Oriented Outdoor Recreation Concessions

	81.6. Existing Uses
	81.6.1. Right to Continue Existing Uses
	A. Nonconforming Uses
	B. Uses Subject to a Specific Program Requiring Discontinuance or Modification of the Uses

	81.6.2. Changes, Expansions, or Intensifications of Existing Uses
	A. Allowed Uses
	B. Special Uses
	C. Nonconforming Uses


	CHAPTER 82: Existing Structures
	82.1. Purpose
	82.2. Applicability
	82.3. Definitions
	82.3.1. Expansion
	82.3.2. Major Structural Repair
	82.3.3. Minor Structural Repair
	82.3.4. Unserviceable

	82.4. Existing Structures in the Nearshore or Foreshore
	82.4.1. Maintenance and Repair of Structures
	A. Owners of structures in the nearshore or foreshore are responsible for maintaining them in a proper condition and in accordance with the provisions of this Code.
	B. Repairs to existing structures shall be performed in compliance with the provisions of this Code.

	82.4.2. Projects
	82.4.3. Emergency Projects
	82.4.4. Major Structural Repair and Expansion
	A. Structures that Comply with all Development Standards
	1. The structure, including any expansion, remains in compliance with applicable development standards;
	2. The repair and any expansion conforms to the design standards in Section 83.11;
	3. The project complies with the requirements to install BMPs as set forth in subsection 60.4.3.

	B. Structures that Comply with Certain Development Standards
	1. The repair does not increase the extent to which the structure does not comply with the development standards;
	2. The expansion decreases the extent to which the structure does not comply with the development standards and/or improves the ability to attain or maintain the environmental thresholds;
	3. The project complies with the requirements to install BMPs as set forth in Section 60.4;
	4. The project complies with the design standards in Section 83.11; and
	5. The structure has not been unserviceable for more than five years.

	C. Structures that Do Not Comply with Certain Development Standards
	1. Preparation of Environmental Assessment
	2. Repairs Less Than 50 Percent of The Replacement Value
	3. Repairs More Than 50 Percent of the Replacement Value of the Structure
	4. Expansion


	82.4.5. Modification or Removal of Structures
	A. Removal or Modification Due to Navigation Problem or Shoreline Impacts
	B. Removal of Structures Based on Fish Habitat and Spawning Study

	82.4.6. Compliance with Best Management Practices (BMPs)
	82.4.7. Relocation or Removal of Mooring Buoys
	82.4.8. Mooring Buoys Identification Tag

	82.5. Existing Structures in the Backshore
	CHAPTER 83: SHOREZONE TOLERANCE DISTRICTS AND DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
	83.1. Purpose
	83.2. Applicability
	83.3. Establishment and Effect
	83.4. Precise Boundaries
	83.5. Shorezone Tolerance District Challenge
	83.5.1. Team of Experts
	83.5.2. Shorezone Tolerance District Report
	A. A description of the parcel.
	B. Detailed information concerning topography; soil capabilities and limitations; compositional and geometric properties; surface and ground water conditions; geomorphology; vegetation characteristics and related environmental factors pertinent to the...
	C. An analysis identifying limitations on use and disturbance in the shorezone due to: compositional and geometric properties; surface and subsurface hydrologic conditions; erosion hazard; littoral processes and lake bottom material composition; biolo...
	D. Identification by a qualified expert of the shorezone tolerance district generally exhibiting the characteristics of the section of shorezone analyzed in the report.
	E. Additional information required by TRPA to properly assess the merits of the application.

	83.5.3. Review of and Action on the Report
	83.5.4. Notification Procedure
	83.5.5. Procedure After Action on Shorezone Tolerance District Challenge
	A. Give written notification to the owners of all parcels affected by the action taken;
	B. Include the information set forth in the report prepared pursuant to subsection 83.5.2 and the action pursuant to subsection 83.5.3 in TRPA's data base for purposes of Chapter 5;
	C. Recognize the action pursuant to subsection 83.5.3 as superseding the TRPA Shorezone Tolerance District Overlays with respect to the pertinent parcel; and
	D. Affix a symbol to the shorezone tolerance district overlays denoting the action pursuant to subsection 83.5.3 as applicable to all parcels affected by the action.

	83.5.6. Amendment of Shorezone Tolerance District Overlay Maps
	A. Minimum Land Area
	B. Line Adjustments
	C. New Shorezone Tolerance Districts


	83.6. Man-Modified Challenge
	83.6.1. Team of Experts
	83.6.2. Man-Modified Report
	83.6.3. Criteria
	A. Further development will not exacerbate the problems caused by development in shorezones that the original tolerance rating was meant to avoid;
	B. The area no longer exhibits the characteristics of the original shorezone tolerance rating;
	C. Restoration of the area is infeasible because of factors such as the cost thereof, a more positive cost-benefit ratio would be achieved by offsite restoration, onsite restoration would cause environmental harm, restoration onsite would interfere wi...
	D. The impacts from further development will be mitigated offsite;
	E. Mitigation to offset the losses caused by modification of the area and pertinent shorezone tolerance district, shall be as follows:
	1. Onsite and offsite mitigation;
	2. Pursuant to a maintenance program, including a schedule of maintenance proposed by the owner and approved by TRPA; and
	3. Collection of a security, if deemed necessary by TRPA, to guarantee mitigation; and

	F. The area in question was modified to the extent being recognized prior to February 10, 1972.

	83.6.4. Review and Action
	83.6.5. Notification Procedure
	83.6.6. Procedure After Action on Man-Modified Challenge
	83.6.7. Amendment of Shorezone Tolerance District Overlay Maps

	83.7. Shorezone Tolerance District 1
	83.7.1. Nature of District
	83.7.2. Development Standards
	A. Access to the shoreline shall be restricted to planned footpaths which minimize the impact to the backshore.
	B. Vegetation shall not be manipulated or otherwise disturbed except when permitted under Chapter 85.
	C. No drainage or modification of backshore wetlands shall be permitted.
	D. New development in the backshore of a Shorezone Tolerance District 1 shall be regulated in accordance with the regulations in this Code for stream environment zones.
	E. Replacement of existing land coverage in the backshore of a Shorezone Tolerance District 1 shall be in accordance with the regulations for replacing existing land coverage in stream environment zones.


	83.8. Shorezone Tolerance Districts 2 and 3
	83.8.1. Nature of The Districts
	A. Tolerance District 2
	B. Tolerance District 3

	83.8.2. Development Standards
	A. Permitted development or continued use may be conditioned upon installation and maintenance of vegetation to stabilize backshore areas and protect eroding areas from further destruction.
	B. Projects shall not be permitted in the backshore unless TRPA finds that such project is unlikely to accelerate or initiate backshore erosion.
	C. Access to the shoreline shall be restricted to stabilized access ways which minimize the impact to the backshore.


	83.9. Shorezone Tolerance Districts 4 and 5
	83.9.1. Nature of Districts
	A. Tolerance District 4
	B. Tolerance District 5

	83.9.2. Development Standards
	A. Permitted development or continued use maybe conditioned upon installation and maintenance of vegetation to stabilized backshore areas and protect existing cliffs from accelerated erosion.
	B. Projects shall not be permitted in the backshore unless TRPA finds that such project is unlikely to require the cliff area to be mechanically stabilized or that the project will not accelerate cliff crumbling, beach loss or erosion.
	C. Access to the shoreline shall be restricted to stabilized access ways which minimize the impact to the backshore.
	D. Access to buoys shall be designed to cause the least possible environmental harm to the foreshore and backshore.
	E. Access to piers, floating platforms and boat ramps shall be designed to cause the least possible alteration to the natural backshore.


	83.10. Shorezone Tolerance Districts 6, 7,and 8
	83.10.1. Nature of Districts
	A. Tolerance District 6
	B. Tolerance District 7
	C. Tolerance District 8

	83.10.2. Development Standards
	A. Vehicular access to the shoreline shall not be permitted except where TRPA finds that such access will not cause environmental harm.
	B. Boat launching facilities and marinas shall be located where the nearshore shelf is of sufficient width to enable construction and use without potential for significant shelf erosion.


	83.11. Design Standards Within the Shorezone
	83.11.1. Color
	83.11.2. Roofs
	83.11.3. Fences

	CHAPTER 84: Development Standards Lakeward of High Water
	84.1. Purpose
	84.2. Applicability
	84.3. Review of Support Facilities
	84.4. Fish Habitat and Spawning Study
	84.4.1. Schedule for Completion of Study
	A. Funding shall be secured by December 31, 1987.
	B. The final report shall be completed by October 31, 1989.

	84.4.2. Reconsideration of Location Standards

	84.5. Piers
	84.5.1. Location Standards
	A. A maximum of one pier may be permitted per littoral parcel existing on July 1, 1987.
	B. The placement of piers shall be prohibited within 200 feet of the stream inlets of the following creeks and rivers:
	1. Third Creek;
	2. Incline Creek;
	3. Wood Creek;
	4. Slaughterhouse Creek;
	5. Upper Truckee River;
	6. Taylor Creek;
	7. Tallac Creek;
	8. Cascade Creek;
	9. Eagle Creek;
	10. Lake Tahoe Tributary at Mouth of Paradise Flat;
	11. Lonely Gulch Creek;
	12. Meeks Creek;
	13. General Creek;
	14. McKinney Creek;
	15. Quail Creek;
	16. Madden Creek;
	17. Blackwood Creek;
	18. Ward Creek;
	19. Truckee River;
	20. Dollar Creek;
	21. Watson Creek;
	22. Griff Creek;
	23. Baldy Creek; and
	24. Snow Creek.

	C. The placement of piers shall be prohibited in areas identified as "Feeding And/or Escape Cover Habitat," "Spawning Habitat," or "Areas Targeted For Habitat Restoration" on TRPA's Prime Fish Habitat map, adopted on April 26, 1984 or as amended, exce...
	D. Piers shall not extend beyond lake bottom elevation 6,219.0 feet, Lake Tahoe Datum, or beyond the pierhead line, whichever is more limiting.  The pierhead line is established as depicted on the TRPA Shorezone Tolerance/Pierhead Line Maps.
	E. The setback for existing piers shall be five feet and for new piers it shall be 20 feet.  Piers shall be placed within the setback lines established by TRPA.  TRPA shall establish the setback lines by measuring the applicable distance inward from e...
	F. The standards set forth in subparagraphs A, D, and E, above, may be waived for piers recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.

	84.5.2. Design and Construction Standards
	A. The width of piers shall be a maximum of ten feet, which shall include all appurtenant structures except for a single low-level boat lift and a single catwalk.  A catwalk below the level of the main deck, and not exceeding three feet in width by 45...
	B. Pier decks shall not extend above elevation 6,232.0 feet, Lake Tahoe Datum.  Boat lifts, pilings, and handrails and other similar safety devices, shall not extend more than four feet above the pier deck.  Pier decks may extend up to elevation 6,234...
	C. To permit free circulation of water, piers shall be floating, or shall be built on an open piling foundation, but in no case shall a pier be supported on a foundation that is less than 90 percent open.
	D. Superstructures shall not be permitted on any lake or lagoon in the region unless the structure is assured to be removed upon discontinuation of the use or the need for the structure; and it is either:
	1. For the purpose of conducting research identified in the Environmental Impact Program or conducting ongoing monitoring of environmental conditions identified in TRPA’s monitoring program; the nature of the research or environmental monitoring requi...
	2. Required by a public agency for public health and safety purposes (such as a radio transmitter or a light beacon); by its very nature the superstructure requires an over the water location and is the minimum size necessary; and no watercraft will b...

	E. Fueling facilities shall not be permitted on piers located adjacent to littoral parcels on which the primary use is residential.
	F. The standards set forth in subparagraph A, above, may be waived for piers recognized by TRPA as multiple uses pursuant to Section 84.9.


	84.6. Boat Ramps
	84.6.1. Location Standards
	A. A maximum of one boat ramp may be permitted per littoral parcel.
	B. The placement of boat ramps shall be subject to the prohibitions set forth in subparagraphs 84.5.1.B and C.
	C. Boat ramps shall be placed only within the area prescribed in subparagraph 84.5.1.E.
	D. Boat ramps shall not extend lakeward beyond an elevation of 6,219.0 feet, Lake Tahoe Datum, but not to exceed 75 feet in length as measured from high water line except for marine railways, which may be permitted additional length.
	E. The standards set forth in subparagraphs A and C, above, may be waived for boat ramps recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.

	84.6.2. Design and Construction Standards
	A. Boat ramps shall not exceed ten feet in width.
	B. Boat ramps shall be constructed from prefabricated materials.  Metal grates or rails are the preferred construction material.  Pre-cast concrete shall be permitted only when metal grates are infeasible.
	C. The standard set forth in subparagraph A, above, may be waived for boat ramps recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.


	84.7. Mooring Buoys
	84.7.1. Location Standards
	A. A maximum of two mooring buoys may be permitted per littoral parcel.
	B. The placement of mooring buoys shall be subject to the prohibitions set forth in subparagraphs 84.5.1.B and C.
	C. Mooring buoys shall not be located any further lakeward than necessary to provide for safe mooring, but not to exceed 350 feet lakeward of the high water line.
	D. Mooring buoys shall be placed within the setback lines established by TRPA.  TRPA shall establish the setback lines by measuring 20 feet inward from each property line along the highwater line.  From this point, a setback line shall be projected la...
	E. Mooring buoys shall display a TRPA Buoy Identification Tag at all times.
	F. The standards set forth in subparagraphs A and C may be waived for mooring buoys recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.

	84.7.2. Design and Construction Standards

	84.8. Floating Docks and Platforms
	84.8.1. Location Standards
	A. A maximum of one floating dock or platform may be permitted per littoral parcel.
	B. The placement of floating docks or platforms shall be subject to the prohibitions set forth in subparagraphs 84.5.1.B and C.
	C. Floating docks and platforms shall not extend beyond lake bottom elevation 6,219.0 feet, Lake Tahoe Datum, or beyond the pierhead line, whichever is more limiting.
	D. Floating docks and platforms shall be placed only within the area prescribed in subparagraph 84.5.1.E.
	E. The standards set forth in subparagraphs A and D, above, may be waived for floating docks and platforms recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.

	84.8.2. Design and Construction Standards
	A. Floating docks and platforms shall not exceed an area of 100 square feet or a dimension along any side of 15 feet.
	B. Floating docks and platforms shall not project more than three feet above the surface of a lake or other body of water.
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	1.4.5. Code of Ordinances

	1.5. 208 Plan
	1.6. Interpretation and Severability
	1.7. Administrative Fees
	1.8. Code Amendments
	1.8.1. Ordinance No. 2013-02, adopted 6/26/13
	A. Chapter 2: Subparagraph 2.3.2.E, Subparagraph 2.3.7.A.4, Subparagraph 2.3.7.B.4
	B. Chapter 5: Subparagraph 5.3.1.C
	C. Chapter 13: Section 13.5.2, Subparagraph 13.5.3.C.3, Subparagraph 13.5.3.D
	D. Chapter 21: Table 21.4.A
	E. Chapter 30: Subparagraph 30.4.3.B.2, Subsection 30.4.6
	F. Chapter 31: Subsection 31.5.3
	G. Chapter 37: Subsection 37.4.2, Subparagraph 37.5.4.C.1, Subsection 37.5.6
	H. Chapter 50: Subparagraph 50.7.1.C.1.a, Subsection 50.10.1
	I. Chapter 53: Section 53.10
	J. Chapter 63: Subparagraph 63.4.2.C
	K. Chapter 65: Subparagraph 65.1.8.C
	L. Chapter 90: Section 90.2

	1.8.2. Ordinance No. 2013-03, adopted 6/26/13
	A. Chapter 50: Subsections 50.4.1, 50.5.1, 50.5.2
	B. Chapter 51: Subsections 51.3.3, 51.5.3
	1.8.3 Ordinance No. 2013-05, adopted 9/25/13
	A. Chapter 36: Subsection 36.2.2
	1.8.4 Ordinance No. 2013-06, adopted 9/25/13
	A. Chapter 2:  Table 2.5-1,
	1.8.5 Ordinance No. 2013-07, adopted 9/25/13
	A. Chapter 2:  Table 2.6-1
	1.8.6 Ordinance No. 2013-08, adopted 11/20/13
	A. Chapter 13: Table 13.5.3-1
	B. Chapter 36: Subsection 36.2.2
	C. Chapter 38: Subparagraph 38.2.3.D
	1.8.7 Ordinance No. 2013-09, adopted 11/20/13
	A. Chapter 13: Subparagraph 13.5.3.E
	B. Chapter 36: Subsection 36.6.1
	C. Chapter 37:  Subsection 37.6.2
	D. Chapter 65: Subsection 65.1.8
	E. Chapter 68: Subsection 68.4, Subsection 68.8.3


	CHAPTER 2: Applicability of the Code of Ordinances
	2.1. General Provisions
	2.1.1. Purpose
	2.1.2. Applicability
	2.1.3. Organization of this Chapter
	A. Section 2.2 implements the Compact provisions relating to projects and permits.  An activity that is not exempt or granted a qualified exemption from this Code pursuant to Section 2.3 is a project subject to TRPA review and approval pursuant to Sec...
	B. Section 2.3 identifies activities that will not have a substantial effect on the land, air, water, space, or any other natural resources in the Tahoe region and therefore are exempt or are eligible for a qualified exemption from TRPA review and app...


	2.2. Project Review
	2.2.1. Project Review
	2.2.2. Projects and Matters to be Approved by the Governing Board or Hearings Officer
	A. General Projects or Matters
	1. Governing Board Review
	2. Hearings Officer Review

	B. Residential Projects
	1. Governing Board Review
	2. Hearings Officer

	C. Commercial Projects
	1. Governing Board Review
	2. Hearings Officer

	D. Public Service Projects
	1. Governing Board Review

	E. Recreation Projects
	1. Governing Board Review
	2. Hearings Officer

	F. Shorezone Projects
	1. Governing Board Review
	2. Hearings Officer

	G. Delegation to Executive Director
	1. Governing Board Action
	2. Unusual Circumstances
	3. Appeals


	2.2.3. Special Provisions
	A. Emergency Projects
	B. Structures that Do Not Comply with Site Development Provisions
	1. The structure is not subject to a specific program of removal or modification pursuant to the site development provisions or other implementing programs of TRPA, or that the structure shall comply with the requirements of the applicable programs;
	2. The repair, remodeling, reconstruction, modification, or expansion does not increase the extent to which the structure does not comply with the site development provisions;
	3. In the shorezone, all modifications or expansions to structures comply with the requirements of this Code; and
	4. Any expansion complies with all applicable site development provisions.

	C. Buildings Damaged or Destroyed by Fire or Other Similar Calamity
	1. Application
	2. Findings


	2.2.4. Expiration of TRPA Approvals
	A. Operation of Law
	B. Commencement of Construction
	C. Diligent Pursuit
	1. Diligent pursuit shall be defined by the condition of approval relating to completion of the project.  Project approvals shall state the time for completion of the project.
	2. For projects approved without a condition of approval relating to completion of the project, diligent pursuit shall be defined as reasonable onsite progress toward completion of the project each building season beginning with the building season in...

	D. Single-Family Homes
	1. The project was diligently pursued, as defined in subparagraph 2.2.4.C, during each building season (May 1 - October 15) since commencement of construction; or
	2. Events beyond the control of the permittee, which may include engineering problems, labor disputes, natural disasters, or weather problems, have prevented diligent pursuit of the project.

	E. Other Projects
	1. The project was diligently pursued, as defined in subparagraph 2.2.4.C, during each building season (May 1 - October 15) since commencement of construction; or
	2. Events beyond the control of the permittee, which may include engineering problems, labor disputes, natural disasters, or weather problems, have prevented diligent pursuit of the project.

	F. Completion of Project

	2.2.5. TRPA Contractor Certification Program

	2.3. Exempt Activities
	2.3.1. Purpose
	2.3.2. General Activities
	A. Interior Remodeling
	B. Ordinary Maintenance and Repair
	C. Repair of Fences
	D. Excavation, Filling, or Backfilling
	E. Removal of Dead Trees
	1. Removal of dead trees less than or equal to 30 inches dbh in westside forest types and snags less than or equal to 24 inches dbh in eastside forest types; or
	2. Removal of dead trees of any size provided the tree is not on a lakeshore property, is not within a SEZ or Conservation and Recreation Land, and poses a hazard to life and property.

	F. Seasonal Lighting
	G. Demolition
	H. Landscaping and Gardening
	I. Home Occupation
	J. New Residential Fences
	K. Parcel Consolidations
	L. Replacement of Combustion Heaters and Woodstoves
	M. Removal of Live Trees

	2.3.3. Shorezone Activities
	A. Ordinary maintenance and repair, which is the replacement of, or modification to parts of a structure that do not affect the weight bearing or strength capacity of the structure, including replacement and repair of windows, doors, and electrical an...
	B. The replacement and repair of mooring buoys, excluding replacement of their anchoring devices.
	C. Parcel consolidations in accordance with subparagraph 2.3.2.K.

	2.3.4. Sign Activities
	A. Changing of Advertising Copy
	B. Sign Maintenance or Cleaning
	C. Advertisement of Credit
	D. Identification Sign
	E. Temporary Sign
	F. Construction Site Identification Sign
	G. Building Name and Erection Date Signs
	H. Danger and/or Safety Signs
	I. Residential Property Identification Signs
	J. Signs Not Visible
	K. Interior Signs
	1. Any sign that is located within a building and that is clearly intended to be visible primarily to people located within the building;
	2. Signs located within structures, including window signs intended to be seen from outside of the building when such signs are limited to five percent of the area of each window.  See also subsection 38.4.19.

	L. Small Access, Identification, and Stop Signs
	M. Signs Approved Under Intergovernmental MOUs
	N. Signs Approved Under Local Government Substitute Standards
	O. Replacement of Street and Directional Signs

	2.3.5. Mail Delivery Activities
	A. Mail delivery receptacles that are designed and installed in accordance with design standards that are part of a TRPA-approved area wide mail delivery program.
	B. Mail delivery receptacles and support structures that comply with the following standards:
	1. A maximum of one mail box shall be allowed for each parcel or project area provided that:
	2. One set of cluster boxes shall be allowed provided that the number of boxes is equal to the number of parcels or project areas being served and the set meets the design and scenic standards listed in subparagraph 1 above.


	2.3.6. Temporary Activities
	A. A temporary activity that:
	1. Does not cause parking on unpaved areas;
	2. Does not create or relocate land coverage or disturbance;
	3. Does not require closure of a traffic lane or intersection of a state or federal high way for more than one hour, or the closure of U.S. 50 at any point between the South Wye and Kingsbury Grade for any period of time;
	4. Does not create noise in excess of the limits in Chapter 68: Noise Limitations;
	5. Does not exceed fourteen consecutive days in duration and will not occur more than four times in a calendar year; and
	6. If the temporary activity, other than the parking, is located on unpaved areas, the temporary activity does not occur on an unpaved area that has been used for temporary projects more than four times in the past calendar year;

	B. Temporary activities in TRPA-approved special event areas in accordance with the TRPA approval; and
	C. Temporary activities that are reviewed and approved by a local government, the Forest Service, or a state agency pursuant to a memorandum of understanding with TRPA consistent with Chapter 22: Temporary Uses, Structures, and Activities.

	2.3.7. Qualified Exempt Activities
	A. General Activities
	1. Structural Repair
	2. Structural Modifications
	3. Structural Remodeling or Additions
	4. Non-Permanent Structures
	5. Replacement of Existing Mobile Home
	6. Excavation, Filling, or Backfilling
	7. Demolition of Structures, Improvements, or Facilities 50 Years or Greater
	8. Changes in Operation
	9. Seasonal Outdoor Retail Sales Use
	10. Timber Harvesting
	11. Replacement of Existing Roof with Metal Roof

	B. Shorezone Activities
	1. Minor structural repair as defined in subsection 82.3.3 and painting, staining, reroofing, residing and the installation or replacement of deck coverings, provided such activities conform to the design standards set forth in Section 83.11 and do no...
	2. Repair of fences, provided the fence complies with the applicable development standards in subsection 84.12.2 and the design standards in subsections 83.11.1 and 83.11.3.
	3. The replacement and repair of the anchoring device for a mooring buoy provided TRPA has issued a permit for such mooring buoy pursuant to subsection 82.4.7.
	4. Demolition of structures, improvements, or facilities in accordance with subparagraph 2.3.7.A.7.
	5. Construction, reconstruction, repair, and modification of piers, floating docks and platforms and shoreline protective structures in lagoons pursuant to memorandums of understanding as provided for in Section 84.11.
	6. Changes in operation resulting in the generation of less than 100 additional vehicle trips are exempt provided the resulting use is an allowed use and the applicant pays an air quality fee in accordance with the Rules of Procedure.

	C. Sign Activities
	1. Subdivision Identification Signs
	2. Replacement of Approved Sign Faces


	2.3.8. Loss of Exemption

	2.4. Previously Approved Projects, Uses, and Activities
	2.4.1. Purpose
	2.4.2. Applicability
	2.4.3. Prior Conditions of Approval
	A. Article VI(p) of the Compact governing the expiration of project approvals;
	B. The allocation limits and other applicable provisions of Chapter 50; and
	C. Code provisions concerning the installation of BMPs, woodstoves and heaters.


	2.5. Activities Delegated to Local Governments for Review Under Memoranda of Understanding
	2.6. Exempt Activities Under Memoranda of Understanding with Public and Quasi-Public Entities
	CHAPTER 3: Environmental Documentation
	3.1. Purpose
	3.2. Applicability
	3.2.1. Environmental Impact Statement Required
	3.2.2. Activities and Projects Exempt from Preparation of Environmental Impact Statement
	A. Projects Exempt From Preparation of Environmental Impact Statement
	1. Construction of single-family houses and additions and accessory structures thereto, in compliance with the provisions of the Code;
	2. Changes in use consisting of minor increases in vehicle trips (See Chapter 65: Air Quality/Transportation); and
	3. Transfers of development rights and residential allocations (does not include construction of new units).

	B. Significant Effect


	3.3. Determination of Need to Prepare Environmental Impact Statement
	3.3.1. Initial Environmental Checklist
	A. The applicant shall describe and evaluate the significance of all impacts receiving "yes" answers.
	B. The applicant shall describe and evaluate the significance of all impacts receiving "no with mitigation" answers and shall describe, in detail, the mitigation measures proposed to mitigate these impacts to a less than a significant level.

	3.3.2. Findings for Initial Environmental Checklist
	A. The proposed project could not have a significant effect on the environment and a finding of no significant effect shall be prepared in accordance with Rules of Procedure Section 6.6;
	B. The proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment but, due to the listed mitigation measures that have been added to the project, the project could have no significant effect on the environment and a mitigated finding of no si...
	C. The proposed project may have a significant effect on the environment and an environmental impact statement shall be prepared in accordance with this chapter and the Rules of Procedure, Article 6.


	3.4. Environmental Assessments
	3.4.1. Environmental Assessment Contents
	A. A brief discussion of the need for the project;
	B. Alternatives to the proposed project;
	C. A discussion of the environmental impacts of the proposed project and the alternatives; and
	D. A list of agencies and persons consulted.

	3.4.2. Findings for Environmental Assessment
	3.4.3. Availability of Environmental Assessments

	3.5. Finding of No Significant Effect
	3.6. Mitigated Finding of No Significant Effect
	3.7. Environmental Impact Statement
	3.7.1. Preparation of EIS
	A. Utilize a systematic interdisciplinary approach that integrates natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and decision making that may have an impact on man's environment;
	B. Study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action for any project that involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources;
	C. Consult with and obtain the comments of any federal, state, or local agency that has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved.  Copies of such statement and the comments and views of the appropriate...
	D. Consult the public during the environmental impact statement process and solicit views during a public comment period of not less than 60 days.

	3.7.2. Contents of EIS
	A. Description of the project;
	B. The significant environmental impacts of the proposed project;
	C. Any significant adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided should the project be implemented;
	D. Alternatives to the proposed project;
	E. Mitigation measures that must be implemented to assure meeting standards of the region;
	F. The relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity;
	G. Any significant irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources that would be involved in the proposed project should it be implemented; and
	H. The growth-inducing impact of the proposed project.

	3.7.3. Inclusion of Other Data and Information
	3.7.4. Findings for Environmental Impact Statement
	A. Changes or alterations have been required in or incorporated into such project that avoid or reduce the significant adverse environmental effects to a less than significant level; or
	B. Specific considerations, such as economic, social, or technical, make infeasible the mitigation measure or project alternatives discussed in the environmental impact statement on the project.


	CHAPTER 4: Required Findings
	4.1. Purpose
	4.2. Applicability
	4.3. Procedure for Findings
	4.3.1. Written Findings
	4.3.2. Statement

	4.4. Threshold-Related Findings
	4.4.1. Findings Necessary to Approve Any Project
	A. The project is consistent with and will not adversely affect implementation of the Regional Plan, including all applicable Goals and Policies, plan area statements and maps, the Code, and other TRPA plans and programs;
	B. The project will not cause the environmental threshold carrying capacities to be exceeded; and
	C. Wherever federal, state, or local air and water quality standards apply for the region, the strictest standards shall be attained, maintained, or exceeded pursuant to Article V(d) of the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact.

	4.4.2. Making Specific Findings
	A. Identify the nature, extent, and timing or rate of effects of the project, using applicable measurement standards consistent with the available information, on all applicable:
	1. Compliance measures (Section 16.6);
	2. Indicators (Section 16.4);
	3. Additional factors (subsection 16.4.5); and
	4. Supplemental compliance measures (subsection 16.3.8).

	B. Quantify any contribution of the project to any of the cumulative accounts for the items listed in subsection 16.8.2 and record that contribution in the current cumulative account;
	C. Confirm that any resource capacity utilized by the project is within the amount of the remaining capacity available, as that remaining capacity has been identified in any environmental documentation applicable to the project, including the environm...
	D. Confirm that the project will not prevent attainment of any adopted target date (subsection 16.5.1) or interim target (subsection 16.5.2);
	E. For project-specific mitigation measures relied upon to confirm the matters in subparagraphs 4.4.1.B and C, TRPA shall identify an adequate means, including setting a baseline status, by which the mitigation measure's effectiveness shall be evaluat...
	F. Except for recreation projects in the EIP for which an environmental assessment or an environmental impact statement is prepared, and that will use additional water supply, additional sewage capacity, or will create additional vehicle miles of trav...


	4.5. Findings Necessary to Amend the Regional Plan, Including the Goals and Policies and Plan Area Statements and Maps
	4.6. Findings Necessary to Amend or Adopt TRPA Ordinances, Rules, or Other TRPA Plans and Programs
	CHAPTER 5: Compliance
	5.1. Purpose
	5.2. Applicability
	5.3. Project Inspections
	5.3.1. Required Inspection
	A. For projects that require grading, TRPA shall conduct a pregrading inspection to determine if the permittee has satisfied pregrading conditions of approval, including installation of temporary erosion control and vegetation protection, and construc...
	B. For all projects, TRPA may conduct inspections as necessary to assure that the permittee has complied with the project approval and provisions of law.
	C. Prior to issuance of a local certificate of occupancy, the scheduled date of project completion, or project completion, whichever is earliest, TRPA shall conduct a final project inspection to ensure that all conditions of project approval shall be ...

	5.3.2. Other Inspections
	5.3.3. Permittee Inspection Requests
	5.3.4. Inspection Records
	5.3.5. Inspection Card

	5.4. Noncompliance
	5.4.1. Correction Notice
	5.4.2. Cease and Desist Orders

	5.5. Permit Suspension and Revocation
	5.6. Penalties
	5.7. (Reserved)
	5.8. (Reserved)
	5.9. Securities
	5.9.1. Types of Securities
	A. Cash;
	B. Assignment of a personal savings account;
	C. Letter of credit;
	D. Hold on a personal savings account or certificate of deposit;
	E. Certificate of deposit; or
	F. Faithful performance bond.

	5.9.2. Calculation of Security
	A. Except as provided in this chapter, a security shall be posted in an amount equal to 110 percent of the cost of the approved BMPs and other erosion control and water quality improvements required as a condition of approval, pursuant to a schedule e...
	B. TRPA may require other project conditions of approval to be secured by the posting of a security in an amount to be determined by TRPA.

	5.9.3. Security Exemptions
	A. Projects in the TRPA Water Quality Capital Improvement Program;
	B. Projects in the TRPA Stream Restoration Program;
	C. Projects in the TRPA Regional Transportation Plan for the Lake Tahoe Basin;
	D. BMP retrofitting of the project area outside the construction site boundary which is to be accomplished following the completion of the project;
	E. Projects which do not require or include BMPs or other erosion control and water quality improvements; or
	F. Performance of the conditions of approval required to be secured is assured through an equivalent alternative mechanism.

	5.9.4. Forfeiture of Security
	A. Non-compliance
	B. Abandonment of Cash Securities
	1. the check or IRS form was returned with no forwarding address,
	2. the person who posted the cash security did not respond to the request to complete and return the IRS form necessary to release the check;
	3. the person who posted the cash security did not cash the check within one year of receipt, or;
	4. The person who posted the cash security refused to claim the security.  Prior to forfeiture abandonment of a cash security, TRPA shall publish a notice of forfeiture, which notice shall name the person who posted the security.  The notice shall be ...

	C. Release of Security


	5.10.  Judicial Relief
	5.11. Correct Information/Names Required
	5.12. Remedial Action Plans
	5.12.1. Purpose
	5.12.2. Applicability
	5.12.3. Environmental Problem Assessment
	A. Consultation

	5.12.4. Contents of Remedial Action Plans
	A. Action Plan Guidance

	5.12.5. Preparation of Voluntary Remedial Action Plan
	5.12.6. Preparation of a Mandatory Action Plan
	5.12.7. Approval of Action Plans
	5.12.8. Failure to Deliver a Mandatory Action Plan
	5.12.9. Compliance with Action Plans
	5.12.10. Other Requirements, Permits, Or Procedures
	5.12.11. Relationship to Chapter 5

	CHAPTER 6: Tracking, Accounting, and Banking
	6.1. Purpose
	6.2. Applicability
	6.3. General Provisions
	6.3.1. Responsibility for Tracking and Accounting System
	6.3.2. Coordination and Cooperation with Land Banking Programs
	6.3.3. Accounting and Crediting Limitations

	6.4. Tracking and Accounting Procedures
	6.4.1. Accounts and Tracking Described
	6.4.2. Establishment of Account Files
	6.4.3. Responsibility and Timing for Filing Tracking Reports
	6.4.4. Verification and Recording of Tracking Reports
	6.4.5. Cross-Referencing Tracking Reports
	6.4.6. Mergers
	6.4.7. Non-Parcel Accounts

	6.5. Basic Data for Account Files
	6.5.1. Account File Number
	6.5.2. Parcel Information
	6.5.3. Geographic Information
	6.5.4. IPES Score
	6.5.5. Parcel Size
	6.5.6. Plan Area Statement Status
	6.5.7. Community Plan Status
	6.5.8. Area Plan
	6.5.9. Master Plan or Specific Plans
	6.5.10. Redevelopment Area
	6.5.11. Existing Use
	6.5.12. TRPA Permits
	6.5.13. BMP Status
	6.5.14. Deed Restrictions
	6.5.15. Other Information

	6.6. Land Coverage Information for Account Files
	6.6.1. Total Existing Coverage
	6.6.2. Allowable Base Coverage
	6.6.3. Record of Coverage Transfers
	A. Receiving Site
	1. Project permit number and sending parcel account file number;
	2. Date of transfer (date transaction is final);
	3. The cost of transfer in dollars per square foot for each coverage type;
	4. The mechanism for transfer (e.g., private transaction; land bank and land bank account number); and
	5. The type of coverage transferred in square feet of each type transferred.

	B. Sending Site
	1. Receiving parcel account number and project permit number;
	2. Date of transfer (date transaction is final);
	3. The cost of transfer in dollars per square foot for each coverage type;
	4. The mechanism for transfer (e.g., private transaction, land bank and land bank account number);
	5. The type of coverage transferred in square feet of each type transferred;
	6. The mechanism for assuring retirement; and
	7. Coverage reduced in exchange for additional height pursuant to Chapter 37: Height.


	6.6.4. Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program
	A. Fees Paid for Coverage Mitigation
	1. The date and amount, in square feet, of coverage credited;
	2. The type of coverage credited;
	3. The cost per square foot of coverage credited; and
	4. The mechanism for coverage mitigation (e.g., land bank, offsite restoration, or retirement of coverage).

	B. Coverage Retired Onsite
	1. The date and amount of coverage retired in square feet;
	2. The type of coverage retired; and
	3. The mechanism for assuring retirement.


	6.6.5. Existing Authorized Coverage
	6.6.6. Existing Excess Coverage
	6.6.7. SEZ Restoration
	A. If the restoration mitigates new disturbance in an SEZ:
	1. The amount (in square feet) of restoration required;
	2. The amount restored; and
	3. The amount, if any, to be credited for future projects.

	B. If the restoration is not mitigation for new SEZ disturbance, the amount (in square feet) of the area restored.


	6.7. Units of Use and Other Information for Account Files
	6.7.1. Residential Use
	A. Number of Existing Units
	B. Number of Transfer Units
	1. Receiving Site
	2. Sending Site

	C. Number of Bonus Incentive Units
	D. Number of Affordable Units
	E. Number of Residential Unit Allocations Assigned
	F. Number of Development Rights

	6.7.2. Commercial Use
	A. Amount of existing CFA in square feet and date of entry.  Where transferred CFA is being held as credit on a parcel and not yet transferred, the amount of the CFA credit shall be included;
	B. Where CFA has been transferred, the following additional information shall be recorded:
	1. Sending parcel account number, land bank account, receiving parcel account number, and project permit number;
	2. Cost of transfer in CFA per square foot, if applicable; and
	3. Retired CFA, date of retirement, and verification;

	C. Amount of CFA allocated, plus project permit number and date permit issued;
	D. For improvements of 500 square feet or less or five percent of total floor area the amount of CFA, project permit number, and date permit issued; and
	E. Identification of the parcel as part of a community plan, as shall be part of a community plan, or as outside of a community plan.

	6.7.3. Tourist Accommodation Use
	A. Number of existing units and date of entry.  Where the transfer unit is being held as credit on a parcel and not yet transferred, the number of units credited shall be included;
	B. When units have been transferred, the following additional information shall be recorded:
	1. Sending parcel account number, land bank account number, receiving parcel account number, and the project permit number;
	2. Cost of the transfer units per unit, if applicable; and
	3. Number of retired transferred units, date of retirement, and verification;

	C. Amount of tourist accommodation units allocated, and the project permit number and date permit issued; and
	D. Identification of the parcel as part of a community plan, as shall be part of a community plan, or as outside of a community plan.

	6.7.4. Public Service Use
	A. The primary existing public service use and, if applicable, the capacity;
	B. Use and dates proposed on the public service plan five-year list; and
	C. For approved uses, the project permit number and date permit issued.

	6.7.5. Recreation Lands
	A. Primary existing use and, if applicable, capacity in Persons At One Time (PAOT);
	B. PAOT allocation proposal on the Recreation Plan Five-year list, including dates, and use;
	C. Where a recreational unit is transferred the following additional information shall be recorded:
	1. Sending parcel account number, receiving parcel account number, and project permit number;
	2. Cost per unit transferred, if applicable;
	3. Retired units and date retired; and
	4. Where transferred PAOT is being held as a credit on a parcel and is not yet transferred, the amount of credit shall be included.

	D. For approved uses, the project permit number and date permit issued and PAOTs allocated.


	6.8. Regional Allocation Accounting
	6.8.1. Residential Allocation Report Contents
	A. For new allocations:
	1. Total number of allocations allowed;
	2. Total number of allocations allocated; and
	3. Total number of units (from allocation) constructed;

	B. For bonus residential allocations:
	1. Total number of allocations allowed;
	2. Total number of allocations allocated; and
	3. Total number of units (from allocation) constructed; and

	C. The total number of affordable units constructed.

	6.8.2. Commercial Allocation Report Contents
	A. Total number of allocations allowed in CFA;
	B. Total number of allocations issued in CFA; and
	C. Total number of CFA constructed.

	6.8.3. Tourist Accommodations Allocation Report Contents
	A. Total number of allocations allowed;
	B. Total number of allocations issued; and
	C. Total number of allocations constructed.

	6.8.4. Recreation Allocation Report Contents
	A. Total number of units allowed in PAOTs;
	B. Total number of allocations issued; and
	C. Total number of allocations used.


	6.9. Land Bank
	6.9.1. Designation of Land Bank
	6.9.2. Fee
	6.9.3. Calculation of Fee
	6.9.4. Tracking Report

	6.10. Cumulative Account
	CHAPTER 7:
	CHAPTER 8:
	CHAPTER 9:
	CHAPTER 10: TRPA Regional Plan Maps
	10.1. Purpose
	10.2. Applicability
	10.3. Establishment of Official TRPA Maps and GIS Data Layers
	10.3.1. Base Maps
	10.3.2. Regional Plan Overlay Maps
	A. Plan Area Overlay
	B. Land Capability Overlay
	C. Historic Resources Overlay
	D. Prime Fish Habitat Overlay
	E. Stream Habitat Quality Overlay
	F. Special Species Overlay
	G. EIP Overlay
	H. Scenic Units Overlay
	I. Transportation Corridors CNEL Overlay

	10.3.3. Other Maps
	A. IPES Maps
	B. Geomorphic Unit Map
	C. Natural Hazard Maps
	D. Pierhead Line Aerial Photographs
	E. Source Water Assessment Maps
	F. Westside and Eastside Forest Type Maps

	10.3.4. Interim Maps
	A. Water Quality Capital Improvements
	B. Transportation Capital Improvements


	10.4. Map Amendment
	10.4.1. Procedure for Map Amendment
	10.4.2. Notice of Map Amendments

	CHAPTER 11: Plan Area Statements and Plan Area Maps
	11.1. Purpose
	11.2. Applicability
	11.3. Establishment of Plan Areas and Plan Area Statements
	11.4. Relationship to Goals and Policies and the Code
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	A. Additional recreational capacity shall be measured in people at one time (PAOT).  Each plan area statement shall specify the amount of additional recreational capacity subject to the PAOT allocations permissible within that plan area, pursuant to s...
	B. Additional recreational capacity beyond that amount specified in the plan area statements may be drawn from pools reserved for summer day uses or overnight uses.  Such reserved capacity shall be allocated upon permit approval by TRPA or may be allo...
	C. Allocations shall be consistent with the targets for outdoor recreation set forth in 50.9.  The pools of reserved recreation capacity shall consist of 1,000 overnight PAOT and 6,761 summer day use PAOT.  Other recreation capacity may be specified a...

	11.6.12. Improvement Programs

	11.7. Plan Area Maps
	11.7.1. Plan Area Boundaries
	A. Where plan area boundaries appear to follow the center or right-of-way lines of streets or highways, such lines shall be treated as the plan area boundaries;
	B. Where plan area boundaries appear to be approximately parallel to center or right-of-way lines of streets or highways, such boundaries shall be treated as being parallel to such lines and at distances as indicated on the plan area maps;
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	2. The amendment enables TRPA to make progress toward one or more environmental thresholds without degradation to other thresholds as measured by the Chapter 16: Regional Plan and Environmental Threshold Review,  indicators; or
	3. The amendment is needed to protect public health and safety and there is no reasonable alternative.

	C. Addition of Multiple-Family as Permissible Use
	1. If the amendment proposes to add multiple-family as a permissible use to a plan area or for one or more parcels, except as provided for in subparagraph 3 below, the plan area or affected parcel shall be found suitable for transit-oriented developme...
	2. In order for TRPA to find a proposal is the functional equivalent of one of the factors listed in 11.8.4.C.1 or 11.8.4.C.3.a, the proposal must be found to facilitate TOD in a manner that is equal or superior to that feature.
	3. If the amendment is to add multiple-family dwellings as a permissible use to a plan area or for one or more parcels and would result in deed-restricted affordable housing units, the plan area or affected parcel shall be found suitable for transit-o...
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	A. Use Considerations
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	12.6.1. Goals and Policies
	12.6.2. Plan Area Statements
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	D. Outdoor advertising (Chapter 38);
	E. Historic resource protection (Chapter 67); and
	F. Design standards (Chapter 36).


	12.7. Community Plan Process
	12.7.1. Initiation of Process
	A. A local government or TRPA, in recognition of local interest or in accordance with a work program for the development of community plans, may initiate the planning process.  The community plan may be considered in the context of a larger study area...
	B. A planning team shall be formed by the initiating entity.  The team shall represent a wide range of community interests and shall include the executive director of the TRPA or his or her designee, and a representative of the local government within...
	C. The planning team shall be reviewed and approved by the local government and TRPA prior to commencement of the planning process.  With this approval, the local government or TRPA shall assign staff and resources to complete an initial assessment.  ...
	D. The initial assessment shall include a survey of existing conditions, an initial needs and opportunities study, a survey of applicable standards and constraints, and a determination of community goals and objectives.  TRPA shall seek review and com...

	12.7.2. Approval of Preliminary Plan and Work Program
	A. The preliminary plan shall include proposed plan boundaries, estimations of additional commercial floor area and tourist accommodation unit requirements, public recreation objectives, vehicle trip reduction targets, land coverage reduction targets,...
	1. Major retail and services;
	2. Major tourist accommodation, retail, and services;
	3. Industrial, storage, and services;
	4. Local-serving retail, services, and storage;
	5. Local and minor recreation area serving retail and services; or
	6. Minor tourist accommodation.

	B. Section 12.9 provides guidelines for mixes of uses that may be appropriate for the themes listed above.
	C. After consultation with responsible public agencies, a work program shall be included with the preliminary plan and shall indicate time schedules for individual work elements, staffing requirements, and funding sources.
	D. The preliminary plan and work plan shall be presented to the TRPA and local government.
	E. TRPA and local government shall consider the recommendations of the planning team and approve, deny, or modify the preliminary plan and work program.
	F. Based on the preliminary plan, TRPA shall make a preliminary allocation to that community plan for additional commercial floor area from the amount allocated by TRPA to that jurisdiction.

	12.7.3. Community Plan Preparation
	A. Refine the goals for the community plan;
	B. Complete the assessment of environmental opportunities and limitations.  This shall include the establishment of baseline information about the location, amount, and condition of all threshold-related elements applicable to the community plan.  At ...
	1. Stream environment zones;
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	4. Scenic resources;
	5. Traffic level of service;
	6. Vehicle miles travelled;
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	8. Tributary and littoral water quality;
	9. Air quality;
	10. Visibility; and
	11. Noise;

	C. Refine the inventory and needs assessment.  This refinement shall include determining the following:
	1. The amount and land capability of vacant land;
	2. The amount, type, and condition of the inventory of commercial floor area, housing, public service facilities (including transportation facilities) and recreational facilities;
	3. The type and amount of commercial, housing, public services, and recreational facilities needed to meet the community goals, with priorities for each; and
	4. A description of environmental improvement projects needed in the area to meet environmental thresholds.

	D. Identify the applicable ordinance standards, constraints, and direction from federal, state, local, and TRPA sources.
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	1. Description;
	2. Planning statement;
	3. Planning considerations;
	4. Special designations;
	5. Plan boundaries;
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	8. Transportation provisions, including traffic circulation routes, pedestrian and bicycle routes, and any transit modes, routes, and stops;
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	10. Public service provisions, including snow removal and storage;
	11. Housing provisions;
	12. Recreation, open space, and public access provisions;
	13. Special features or policies, including setbacks and height restrictions;
	14. Special standards pursuant to subsection 12.6.3;
	15. Provisions for the allocation of commercial floor area, tourist accommodation, outdoor recreation allocations, and multi-residential units;
	16. Relationship to plan area statements, including those nearby and affected by the community plan;
	17. Monitoring provisions;
	18. Implementation schedule showing how development is to be coordinated with environmental improvement projects, including transportation and water quality improvements.  At least one major community plan environmental improvement project shall be co...
	19. The manner in which the targets and requirements set forth in the preliminary plan shall be achieved (see 12.7.2.A) including location of proposed projects;
	20. Mitigation measures;
	21. Manner in which the goals established in 12.7.3.A shall be achieved; and
	22. Other relevant provisions that may include applicable state or local planning provisions.

	F. Prepare environmental documents with appropriate circulation for public review.
	G. Recommend preferred alternative to TRPA and local government.

	12.7.4. Approval of the Community Plan
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	B. Governing Board
	1. The Governing Board shall consider the proposed final plan as a Regional Plan amendment and either approve, deny, or modify the community plan, based on all applicable factors, including consistency with the Goals and Policies, the Code, the attain...
	2. The Governing Board shall establish the initial allocation of additional commercial floor area for the planning period, pursuant to Chapter 50.
	3. The Governing Board shall allocate the appropriate amount of tourist accommodation units for the planning period, pursuant to Chapter 50.
	4. The Governing Board shall allocate the appropriate outdoor recreation units, pursuant to Chapter 50.
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	A. Residential
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	3. Multi-person dwelling.
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	5. Residential care.
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	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Time sharing (hotel/motel design).
	3. Time sharing (residential design).
	4. Hotels, motels, and other transient units.

	C. Commercial
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	D. Public Service
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	1. Watershed Improvements
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	1. Retail
	2. Services
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	4. Wholesale/Storage

	B. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	C. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvement


	12.9.4. Local-Serving Retail, Services, and Storage
	A. Residential
	1. Employee housing (S).
	2. Nursing and personal care (S).
	3. Multi-family dwelling (S).
	4. Residential care (S).
	5. Multi-person dwelling (S).
	6. Single-family dwelling.

	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Time sharing (hotel/motel design) (S).
	3. Time sharing (residential design) (S).
	4. Hotels, motels, and other transient units (S).

	C. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Services

	D. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	E. Recreation
	1. Urban Recreation
	2. Developed Outdoor Recreation

	F. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvements


	12.9.5. Local and Minor Recreation Area Serving Retail and Services Community Planning Areas
	A. Residential
	1. Employee housing (S).
	2. Nursing and personal care (S).
	3. Multi-family dwelling (S).
	4. Residential care (S).
	5. Multi-person dwelling (S).
	6. Single-family dwelling.

	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Time sharing (hotel/motel design) (S).
	3. Hotels, motels, and other transient units (S).
	4. Time sharing (residential design) (S).

	C. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Entertainment
	3. Services

	D. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	E. Recreation
	1. Urban Recreation
	2. Developed Outdoor Recreation

	F. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvements


	12.9.6. Minor Tourist Accommodation
	A. Residential
	1. Employee housing.
	2. Nursing and personal care.
	3. Multi-family dwelling.
	4. Residential care.
	5. Multi-person dwelling.
	6. Single-family dwelling.

	B. Tourist Accommodation
	1. Bed and breakfast facilities.
	2. Time sharing (hotel/motel design).
	3. Hotels, motels, and other transient units.
	4. Time sharing (residential design).

	C. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Entertainment
	3. Services

	D. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	E. Recreation
	1. Urban Recreation
	2. Developed Outdoor Recreation

	F. Resource Management
	1. Watershed Improvements



	CHAPTER 13: Area Plans
	13.1. Purpose
	13.1.1. In order to be responsive to the unique circumstances of communities of the region, the Agency finds that there is a mutually beneficial need to provide local, state, federal, and tribal governments with the option to prepare Area Plans, provi...
	13.1.2. This chapter defines the required content of Area Plans and establishes that Area Plans may be approved by TRPA if they contain policies and development ordinances that are consistent with and further the goals and policies of the Regional Pla...
	13.1.3. This chapter also establishes a conformity program that enables the Agency to transfer limited development permitting authority to local governments with Conforming Area Plans.  Furthermore, this conformity process defines which development ac...

	13.2. Applicability
	13.3. Relationship to Existing Regulations
	13.3.1. All plans, policies, and regulations in the Regional Plan and this Code shall remain in effect unless superseded by the provisions of an Area Plan.  The extent and nature of the superseded requirements of the TRPA Code shall be identified in t...
	13.3.2. No Area Plan may limit TRPA’s responsibility to enforce the Compact and to ensure that approved Area Plans are maintained in full compliance with the Regional Plan.
	13.3.3. A Conforming Area Plan shall be considered a component of the Regional Plan.

	13.4. Development of Area Plans
	13.4.1. Development of Area Plan is Optional
	13.4.2. Initial Statements of Intent to Develop an Area Plan

	13.5. Contents of Area Plans
	13.5.1. General
	13.5.2. Relationship to Other Sections of the Code
	13.5.3. Development and Community Design Standards for Area Plans
	A. Minimum Development Standards
	B. Alternative Development Standards and Guidelines Authorized in Area Plans
	1. Alternative Comprehensive Coverage Management Systems
	2. Alternative Parking Strategies
	3. Area-wide Water Quality Treatments and Funding Mechanisms
	4. Alternative Transfer Ratios for Development Rights

	C. Development Standards and Guidelines Encouraged in Area Plans
	1. Urban Bear Strategy
	2. Urban Forestry

	D. Development on Resort Recreation Parcels
	1. The parcels must become part of an approved Area Plan;
	2. Subdivisions shall be limited to “air space condominium” divisions with no lot and block subdivisions allowed;
	3. Development shall be transferred from outside the area designated as Resort Recreation; and
	4. Transfers shall result in the retirement of existing development.

	E. Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy
	F. Community Design Standards
	1. Site Design
	2. Building Height
	3. Building Design
	4. Landscaping
	5. Lighting
	6. Signing

	G. Modification to Centers (Town Center, Regional Center and High Density Tourist District Boundary)
	1. Boundaries of Centers shall be drawn to include only properties that are developed, unless undeveloped parcels proposed for inclusion have either at least three sides of their boundary adjacent to developed parcels (for four-sided parcels), or 75 p...
	2. Properties included in a Center shall be less than 1/4 mile from existing Commercial and Public Service uses.
	3. Properties included in a Center shall encourage and facilitate the use of existing or planned transit stops and transit systems.



	13.6. Conformity Review Procedures for Area Plans
	13.6.1. Initiation of Area Planning Process by Lead Agency
	13.6.2. Initial Approval of Area Plan by Lead Agency
	A. When TRPA is Not the Lead Agency
	B. When TRPA is the Lead Agency

	13.6.3. Review by Advisory Planning Commission
	13.6.4. Approval of Area Plan by TRPA
	13.6.5. Findings of Conformance with the Regional Plan
	A. General Review Standards for All Area Plans
	1. Identify all zoning designations, allowed land uses, and development standards throughout the plan area;
	2. Be consistent with all applicable Regional Plan Policies, including but not limited to the regional growth management system, development allocations and coverage requirements;
	3. Demonstrate how the Area Plan is consistent with the Conceptual Regional Land Use Map, including any amendments to the Conceptual Regional Land Use Map that are proposed to be part of the Area Plan in order to more effectively implement the Regiona...
	4. Recognize and support planned, new, or enhanced Environmental Improvement Projects.  Area Plans may also recommend enhancements to planned, new, or enhanced Environmental Improvement Projects as part of an integrated plan to comply with Regional Pl...
	5. Promote environmentally beneficial redevelopment and revitalization within Centers;
	6. Preserve the character of established residential areas outside of Centers, while seeking opportunities for environmental improvements within residential areas;
	7. Protect and direct development away from Stream Environment Zones and other sensitive areas, while seeking opportunities for environmental improvements within sensitive areas.  Development may be allowed in Disturbed Stream Environment zones within...
	8. Identify facilities and implementation measures to enhance pedestrian, bicycling and transit opportunities along with other opportunities to reduce automobile dependency.

	B. TRPA Utilization of Load Reduction Plans
	C. Additional Review Standards for Area Plans with Town Centers or Regional Center
	1. Include building and site design standards that reflect the unique character of each area, respond to local design issues, and consider ridgeline and viewshed protection;
	2. Promote walking, bicycling, transit use, and shared parking in Town Centers and the Regional Center, which at a minimum shall include continuous sidewalks or other pedestrian paths and bicycle facilities along both sides of all highways within Town...
	3. Use standards within Town Centers or the Regional Center addressing the form of development and requiring that projects promote pedestrian activity and transit use;
	4. Ensure adequate capacity for redevelopment and transfers of development rights into Town Centers and the Regional Center;
	5. Identify an integrated community strategy for coverage reduction and enhanced stormwater management; and
	6. Demonstrate that all development activity within Town Centers and the Regional Center will provide for or not interfere with Threshold gain, including but not limited to measurable improvements in water quality.

	D. Additional Review Standards for Area Plans within the High-Density Tourist District
	1. Include building and site design standards that substantially enhance the appearance of existing buildings in the High-Density Tourist District;
	2. Provide pedestrian, bicycle and transit facilities connecting the High-Density Tourist District with other regional attractions; and
	3. Demonstrate that all development activity within the High-Density Tourist District will provide or not interfere with Threshold gain, including but not limited to measurable improvements in water quality.  If necessary to achieve Threshold gain, of...


	13.6.6. Conformity Review for Amendments to Area Plans
	13.6.7. Conformity Review for Amendments Made by TRPA to the Regional Plan that Affect an Area Plan
	A. TRPA shall provide lead agencies with reasonable notice of pending amendments that may affect Area Plans.  TRPA also shall provide lead agencies with notice of Area Plan topics that may require amendment following adopted Regional Plan amendments p...
	B. If TRPA approves an amendment to the Regional Plan that would also require amendment of an Area Plan to maintain conformity, the lead agency shall be given one year to amend the Area Plan to demonstrate conformity with the TRPA amendment.  The Gove...

	13.6.8. Effect of Finding of Conformance of Area Plan

	13.7. Procedures for Adoption of Memorandum of Understanding
	13.7.1. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Required
	13.7.2. Contents of MOU
	A. A comprehensive statement of the type and size of all activities within the Area Plan that are delegated or exempt from TRPA review and approval;
	B. A clear statement defining the projects over which TRPA will retain development review responsibility;
	C. An agreement to make all findings required by the Compact, Regional Plan, Area Plan and Code for project approval and inclusion of special conditions not inconsistent with the Area Plan;
	D. Identification of the types of proposed activities for which TRPA will receive notification pursuant to subsection 13.8.1;
	E. Identification of the type and extent of procedures the lead agency government will use to notify TRPA of proposed local development activities and include TRPA in development review proceedings;
	F. A description of how the Area Plan will be modified to reflect amendments by TRPA to the Regional Plan, as well as assurances to enforce and maintain conformance with the Regional Plan amendments prior to amendment of the Area Plan;
	G. Statement of how the MOU for the Area Plan will relate to any existing MOUs that the lead agency government has with TRPA; and
	H. If necessary, additional clarification of any requirements of this chapter, provided that all such clarifications are consistent with the intent and substance of this chapter and the Regional Plan.

	13.7.3. Activities Requiring TRPA Approval
	A. Projects and matters that meet one of the following criteria and that are also identified in subsection 2.2.2 as requiring approval by the Governing Board or Hearings Officer shall not be delegated by TRPA under this chapter:
	1. All development within the High-Density Tourist District;
	2. All development within the Shorezone of Lake Tahoe;
	3. All development within the Conservation District;
	4. All development within the Resort Recreation designation and
	5. All development meeting the criteria in the following table:

	B. The limits on delegation in Table 13.7.3-1 may be increased or decreased by the TRPA Governing Board.  The levels of delegation may be increased or decreased based on the lead agency’s ongoing monitoring, reporting, and performance review, whether ...

	13.7.4. Concurrent Review of Area Plan and MOU
	13.7.5. Deadline for MOU Approval and Suspension

	13.8. Monitoring, Certification, and Enforcement of Area Plan
	13.8.1. Notification to TRPA of Proposed Activities Requiring Public Notification in Area Plans
	13.8.2. Monitoring
	13.8.3. Annual Review
	13.8.4. Effect of Annual Review; Annual Report
	A. Certification
	B. Certification Conditionally Granted
	C. Revocation of Part or All of MOU

	13.8.5. Four-Year Recertification

	13.9. Appeals
	13.9.1. Purpose
	13.9.2. Appeal Allowed
	13.9.3. Basis of Appeal
	13.9.4. Exhaustion Required
	13.9.5. Deadline
	13.9.6. Content of Appeal
	A. A clearly written statement explaining the grounds for appeal;
	B. Documentation to support the appeal claim; and
	C. Additional documentation may be provided by the applicant or lead agency to augment the record.

	13.9.7. Fee
	13.9.8. Stay of Lead Agency Decision
	13.9.9. Review of Appeal
	A. Staff Recommendation and Hearing
	B. Governing Board Action
	1. The voting structure for the Governing Board for appeal decisions shall be the same as project votes before the Governing Board as defined in the Compact.
	2. The Governing Board may take action the first time the appeal is presented to the Board or, after hearing the appeal, continue the action to the next Governing Board meeting.
	3. If no action is taken by the Governing Board at the initial meeting at which the appeal is presented, the Governing Board shall take action at the next Governing Board meeting.

	C. Standard of Review

	13.9.10. Effect of Decision

	CHAPTER 14: Specific and Master Plans
	14.1. Purpose
	14.2. Applicability
	14.2.1. General
	14.2.2. Special Uses
	A. Airports
	B. Ski Areas
	C. Marinas
	D. Existing Commercial Facilities
	E. Cutting Trees on Private Lands


	14.3. Establishment of Specific Plans or Master Plans
	14.4. Eligible and Required Areas
	14.5. Time Limits
	14.6. Relationship to Plan Area Statements and Community Plans
	14.6.1. Plan Area Statement Limitations
	14.6.2. Community Plan Limitations

	14.7. Relationship to Goals and Policies and the Code
	14.8. Specific and Master Plan Process
	14.8.1. Initiation of Process
	A. TRPA, other agencies of jurisdiction, or the owner of the lands subject to the plan (hereinafter referred to as the “proponent”) may initiate the process.
	B. A steering committee shall be formed representing community interests and shall include a designee of the Executive Director, a representative of the local government in whose jurisdiction the specific or master plan area is located, and a represen...

	14.8.2. Approval of Work Program
	14.8.3. Specific or Master Plan Preparation
	A. Prepare a complete assessment of environmental opportunities and limitations;
	B. Refine inventory and needs assessment;
	C. Identify applicable plan and ordinance standards and policies and development guidelines;
	D. Develop draft alternative plans, including a preferred alternative;
	E. Prepare draft environmental documents;
	F. Submit draft master plan and draft environmental documents to TRPA for circulation and public and agency review; and
	G. Prepare recommended final plan and final environmental documents for TRPA and local government consideration.

	14.8.4. Approval of a Specific or Master Plan
	14.8.5. Alternative Process
	A. Minor Plans or Minor Modifications of Existing Plans
	B. Alternate Process


	14.9. Content of Specific and Master Plans
	14.9.1. Physical Plan
	14.9.2. Operational Plan
	14.9.3. Mitigation Program
	14.9.4. Monitoring Program

	14.10. Findings for Approval
	14.10.1. General Findings
	A. The plan is consistent with the Goals and Policies;
	B. The plan is consistent with the Code;
	C. The plan is consistent with the adopted plan area statement or community plan applicable to the area;
	D. The plan does not propose development of residential units, tourist accommodation units, commercial floor area, recreational PAOTs, or other limitations in excess of the limits set forth in the Regional Plan for the plan area; and
	E. The plan is consistent with the attainment and maintenance of environmental threshold carrying capacities.

	14.10.2. Exception

	CHAPTER 15: Environmental Improvement Program
	15.1. Purpose
	15.2. Applicability
	15.3. Definition of Environmental Improvement Program (EIP)
	15.4. Development and Administration of the EIP
	15.4.1. Preparation of the Priority EIP Project List
	A. Eligibility for Inclusion on the EIP List
	1. The project, program, or study is needed for the attainment or maintenance of environmental thresholds;
	2. The project, program, or study complies with the Goals and Policies, the applicable plan area statement, and the Code;
	3. The project, program, or study is consistent with the priorities and schedule of the EIP; and
	4. The project, program, or study meets the findings adopted pursuant to Article V(g) of the Compact as set forth in Chapter 4: Required Findings, in regards to consistency with threshold attainment.

	B. Five-Year Priority List
	C. Amendment of the EIP or Priority Lists
	1. The findings in subparagraph 15.4.1.A are met for additions and for substitutes; and
	2. For replacements, the project, program, or study is of equal or superior value to the one it is replacing.


	15.4.2. Finance Plan

	15.5. EIP Relationship to Other Plan Provisions
	15.5.1. Mitigation Fees
	15.5.2. Residential Allocations
	15.5.3. Commercial Special Project Allocations
	15.5.4. Relationship to State Transportation Department Responsibilities
	15.5.5. Relationship to 208 Plan Capital Improvement Program and the Regional Transportation Plan/Air Quality Plan

	15.6. Linked Project Status
	15.6.1. Designation Parameters
	A. Criteria
	1. The development project is linked to accomplishment of one or more EIP projects, but is not an EIP project itself;
	2. Participation in creating environmental improvements goes beyond that otherwise required on site for the non-EIP project;
	3. There is more than one stakeholder required to accomplish the EIP improvements;
	4. Accomplishment of the EIP project(s) may require an agreement between TRPA and implementation partners;
	5. A combination of public and private funds may be required to accomplish the affected EIP projects; and
	6. Status designation is justified as the best approach to EIP Implementation.


	15.6.2. Acceptance of Pre-Development Agreement
	15.6.3. Findings for Linked Project Status Designation
	A. The applicant has acknowledged in writing that there is no guarantee a non-EIP project will be approved as a result of linked project status, and has agreed to follow all TRPA rules and regulations if the application is approved by the TRPA Governi...
	B. The project confers public benefit or use, and results in threshold improvement beyond that which would be required to mitigate the threshold impacts of the non-EIP project;
	C. The applicant has submitted appropriate fees related to review and identified mitigation, consistent with current fee schedules for a completed project, and agrees to pay all added necessary fees for the negotiated project;
	D. At a minimum, the project shall contribute to the construction of at least one EIP project or portion thereof larger than that required on the subject parcel; and
	E. The project will need a combination of private and public funding support, and demonstrates the necessity of a partnership approach in order to accomplish an EIP project with substantial threshold improvement.

	15.6.4. Findings for Linked Industrial Project Status
	A. The project qualifies for linked project status pursuant to subsection 15.6.1;
	B. The noncontiguous parcel to be developed is in a community plan designated as a “Preferred Industrial Area”;
	C. The noncontiguous parcels are within the same hydrologic area;
	D. The parcel on which the EIP project occurs is classified as sensitive and will be restored pursuant to the conditions of the approved EIP project; and
	E. The land coverage for the noncontiguous parcel within the community plan does not exceed the maximum coverage limits of 70 percent, pursuant to Section 30.4.
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	16.1. Purpose
	16.2. Applicability
	16.3. Definitions
	16.3.1. Additional Factors
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	16.3.4. Interim Target
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	16.3.6. Measurement Standard
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	A. TRPA Identification of Indicators
	B. Sub-Regional Indicators

	16.4.2. List of Indicators
	16.4.3. Identification of Current Status
	A. List the current status, expressed using the appropriate measurement standard, of each indicator for which TRPA has reliable data; and
	B. List those indicators for which TRPA lacks reliable data sufficient to identify current status, and a program, including an implementation timetable, to provide sufficient reliable data to allow TRPA to report, on a continuing basis, the status of ...

	16.4.4. Reliance on Indicators
	16.4.5. Additional Factors
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	16.8.1. Project Review
	16.8.2. Cumulative Account
	A. Units of Use
	B. Resource Utilization
	C. Threshold Attainment and Maintenance


	16.9. Reports
	16.9.1. Periodic Progress Reports
	A. A report on the amount and rate of actual progress toward threshold and standard attainment contributed by each compliance measure listed pursuant to Section 16.6, and toward the interim targets established pursuant to Section 16.5, using the appli...
	B. A report on the current cumulative impacts on each threshold of projects approved by TRPA from the effective date of the Regional Plan and from the date of the previous periodic report, including but not limited to the information maintained by TRP...
	C. A report on the status of each of the additional factors identified pursuant to subsection 16.4.5;
	D. A report on the extent to which the region, or applicable sub-region, is making progress toward achieving each threshold and standard, the current status of any applicable indicators identified pursuant to subsection 16.4.1, the relationship of tha...
	E. Recommendations, as necessary, based on the information provided in subparagraphs A through E, inclusive, for implementation of any supplemental compliance measures identified pursuant to Section 16.7 or otherwise, or modification or elimination of...

	16.9.2. Annual Reports
	16.9.3. Other Reports

	16.10. Local, State, and Federal Air and Water Quality Standards
	16.11. Monitoring Program
	CHAPTER 17:
	CHAPTER 18:
	CHAPTER 19:
	CHAPTER 20: RESERVED
	CHAPTER 21: Permissible Uses
	21.1. Purpose
	21.2. Applicability
	21.2.1. Allowed Uses
	21.2.2. Special Uses
	A. The project to which the use pertains is of such a nature, scale, density, intensity, and type to be an appropriate use for the parcel on which and surrounding area in which it will be located;
	B. The project to which the use pertains will not be injurious or disturbing to the health, safety, enjoyment of property, or general welfare of persons or property in the neighborhood, or general welfare of the region, and the applicant has taken rea...
	C. The project to which the use pertains will not change the character of the neighborhood, or detrimentally affect or alter the purpose of the applicable planning area statement, community plan, and specific or master plan, as the case may be.

	21.2.3. Nonconforming Uses
	21.2.4. Prohibited Uses
	21.2.5. Gaming Uses

	21.3. Accessory Uses
	21.3.1. Examples of Accessory Use
	A. Residential
	B. Tourist Accommodation
	C. Commercial
	D. Public Service
	E. Recreation

	21.3.2. Secondary Residence
	A. Residential Secondary Unit Parcel Size
	1. The parcel on which the residence is located is greater in size than one acre; or
	2. The parcel on which the secondary residence would be located is within a jurisdiction certified by TRPA to possess an adequate local government housing program and the secondary unit is restricted to affordable housing.

	B. TRPA-Certified Local Government Housing Program
	1. A local government-adopted housing element that addresses the housing needs and issues of the jurisdiction pursuant to state standards;
	2. Special ordinance standards for development of secondary residences, including but not limited to:
	3. An adequately funded and staffed compliance and monitoring program.  This program shall through deed restriction limit the project area to the approved use and restrict both rental rates and occupants’ household income to affordable housing limits....


	21.3.3. Local Utility Lines
	21.3.4. Outside Display and Storage
	A. Accessory Outside Storage
	B. Accessory Outside Display

	21.3.5. Determination of Accessory Use
	21.3.6. Living Area Associated with Residential Accessory Structures
	A. Any item listed under “cooking facilities” as defined in Chapter 90: Definitions, or areas for the insertion of these items;
	B. Both a bathing facility and a wet bar (either a bathing facility or a wet bar may be permitted);
	C. More than one toilet or more than one bathing facility; or
	D. Living area greater than 50 percent of the living area of the primary residence, or greater than 640 square feet, whichever area is less.

	21.3.7. Threshold-Related Research Facilities
	A. The facilities shall be primarily used to implement social, political, and scientific research relating to the Lake Tahoe Environmental Thresholds or the Lake Tahoe ecosystem;
	B. Structures and related improvements designated as “Threshold-Related Research Facilities” shall provide adequate security, such as a bond, lease requirement, deed restriction, or other appropriate mechanism, to assure their removal or conversion co...
	C. “Threshold-Related Research Facilities” shall be located in community plan areas unless TRPA finds that there is a demonstrated need to locate them outside a community plan area, the use is designated a special use by the applicable plan area state...
	D. Subject to the provisions for development rights and allocation of residential development, overnight multi-person facilities for up to 25 persons and caretaker facilities may be deemed accessory to this use.

	21.3.8. Accessory Biofuel Facilities

	21.4. List of Primary Uses
	21.5. Existing Uses
	21.5.1. Right to Continue Existing Uses
	A. Nonconforming Uses
	B. Uses Subject to a Specific Program Requiring Discontinuance or Modification of the Uses
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	A. Allowed Uses
	B. Special Uses
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	CHAPTER 22: Temporary Uses, Structures, and Activities
	22.1. Purpose
	22.2. Applicability
	22.3. General Standards
	22.4. Temporary Uses
	22.5. Temporary Structures
	22.5.1. Review Standards
	22.5.2. Temporary Classrooms
	22.5.3. Temporary Structures Associated with Construction

	22.6. Temporary Activities within Community Plans or Special Event Areas
	22.6.1. Community Plan Area
	22.6.2. Interim Community Plan Standards
	22.6.3. Special Event Areas
	A. Temporary activities may occur in the special event area without further TRPA review consistent with the project approval for the special event area.
	B. A community plan shall consider designation of a special event area within the community plan boundaries.  A special event area project may be approved by TRPA in conjunction with adoption of a community plan.


	22.7. Standards for Temporary Activities
	22.7.1. Land Coverage
	A. The temporary coverage or disturbance shall be the minimum necessary for the activity;
	B. The activity shall not include grading or vegetation removal that requires a TRPA permit;
	C. No coverage or disturbance, except as exempted from TRPA review in Chapter 2: Applicability of the Code of Ordinances, shall be permitted in land capability districts 1a, 1b(SEZ), 1c, 2, 3, or the backshore unless the land to be covered or disturbe...
	D. Temporary coverage shall be removed, disturbed areas associated with the activity shall be revegetated, and other required mitigation measures shall be implemented upon completion of the activity.

	22.7.2. Parking
	22.7.3. BMPs
	22.7.4. Outdoor Advertising
	22.7.5. Noise
	A. The activity is not injurious or disturbing to the health, safety and general welfare of persons or property in the neighborhood, and the general welfare of the region, and the applicant will take reasonable steps to protect against such injury; and
	B. The activity is in a plan area designated commercial, public service, or tourist; is limited to no more than ten hours duration, and is between the hours of 8:00 am to 10:00 pm; or the activity is a race or exhibition, is limited to no more than si...

	22.7.6. Traffic Mitigation
	22.7.7. Existing Temporary Activities

	22.8. Seasonal Projects Distinguished
	22.9. Existing Seasonal and Short-Term Projects
	CHAPTER 23: Structures Housing Gaming
	CHAPTER 24:
	CHAPTER 25:
	CHAPTER 26:
	CHAPTER 27:
	CHAPTER 28:
	CHAPTER 29:
	CHAPTER 30: Land Coverage
	30.1. Purpose
	30.2. Applicability
	30.2.1. General
	30.2.2. Individual Parcel Evaluation System

	30.3. Land Capability System
	30.3.1. Implementation of Land Capability System
	30.3.2. Establishment of Land Capability Districts
	30.3.3. Land Capability Verification
	A. Classifications Subject to Field Verification
	B. Procedure for Site Visit
	C. Report
	D. Results of Field Verification
	1. Verify that the parcel is accurately classified pursuant to subsection 30.3.2;
	2. Make a minor boundary line adjustment of land capability districts within the parcel;
	3. Determine the boundary of a stream environment zone within the parcel, whether previously mapped or not;
	4. Reclassify all or part of the parcel to a different land capability district, if the reclassification can be based solely upon percentage of slope;
	5. Determine that the land capability district cannot be verified, in which event a land capability challenge shall be completed pursuant to subsection 30.3.4 prior to the approval of any project on the parcel.

	E. Supersession of Actions Under Subparagraph 30.3.3.D
	F. Procedure After Verification
	1. Give written notification to the owner of the parcel of the action taken;
	2. Include the information set forth in the report prepared pursuant to subparagraph 30.3.3.C and the action pursuant to subparagraph 30.3.3.D in TRPA's data base for purposes of Chapter 6: Tracking, Accounting, and Banking; and
	3. Affix a symbol to the land capability overlays denoting the action pursuant to subparagraph 30.3.3.D as applicable to the pertinent parcel.

	G. Special Procedure for TRPA-Designated Land Banks

	30.3.4. Land Capability Challenge
	A. Team of Experts
	B. Land Capability Report
	1. A description of the parcel;
	2. Identification of the soil series, geomorphic unit, slopes, and any SEZ found on the parcel;
	3. A soil profile description of the site, based on one or more test pits, auger holes, or cut banks;
	4. A contour map prepared by a registered surveyor or engineer on sites with complex topography, if necessary to determine land capability; and
	5. A recommendation and map of the proper land capabilities for the parcel.

	C. Review and Approval of Report
	D. Procedure for Notification of Appeal
	E. Procedure After Action on Land Capability Challenge
	F. Special Procedure for TRPA-Designated Land Banks

	30.3.5. Amendment of Land Capability Overlays by Amendment of the Regional Plan
	A. Minimum Area of Land
	B. Team of Experts
	C. Land Capability Report
	D. Amendment
	E. Other Matters Considered Plan Amendments
	1. Line Adjustments
	2. Creation of New Land Capability Districts or Geomorphic Units

	F. Procedure After Amendment

	30.3.6. Amendment of Land Capability Overlays for Man-Modified Areas
	A. Team of Experts
	B. Man-Modified Report
	1. A statement of geomorphic characteristics;
	2. An analysis of surface and subsurface hydrology;
	3. A statement of physical and chemical soil characteristics;
	4. An analysis of erosion hazard;
	5. An analysis of vegetation;
	6. A statement identifying the land capability characteristics resulting from the modification and an opinion by the team identifying the land capability district generally exhibiting those characteristics; and
	7. Additional information reasonably required by TRPA to properly assess the merits of the application.

	C. Action on Amendment
	1. The land was modified prior to February 10, 1972;
	2. Further development will not exacerbate the problems resulting from the modification of the land and will not adversely impact sensitive lands adjacent to or nearby the man-modified area;
	3. The land no longer exhibit the characteristics of land bearing the same, original land capability classification;
	4. Restoration of the land is infeasible because of factors such as the cost of restoration, a more positive cost-benefit ratio would be achieved by offsite restoration, onsite restoration would cause environmental harm, restoration onsite would inter...
	5. Further development can be mitigated onsite and/or offsite; and
	6. Mitigation to offset the losses caused by modification of the land and pertinent land capability district, shall be as follows:

	D. Effect of Approval
	E. Conditions Upon Amendment
	F. Procedure After Amendment


	30.4. Land Coverage Limitations
	30.4.1. Base Allowable Land Coverage
	A. Base Allowable Land Coverage Coefficients
	B. General Rule and Exceptions
	1. Parcels in TRPA-Approved Subdivisions in Conformance with the Bailey Coefficients
	2. Parcels in Existing Planned Unit Developments (PUDs) Not in Conformance with the Bailey Coefficients
	3. Relationship to IPES

	C. Method of Calculating Base Allowable Land Coverage
	1. Calculation of Base Allowable Land Coverage Under IPES
	2. Determination of the Project Area
	3. Application of Percentage Coverage Figures to the Project Area


	30.4.2. Transferred Land Coverage Requirements
	A. General Standards Applicable in All Locations
	1. Residential Facilities (One to Four Units)
	2. Linear Public Facilities and Public Health and Safety Facilities
	3. Highways, Streets,  and Roads
	4. Facilities for Public Safety and Access of the Disabled
	5. Water Quality Control Facilities

	B. Location-Specific Standards
	1. Facilities Within Centers
	2. Commercial Facilities Within Community Plans
	3. Tourist Accommodation Facilities, Multi-Residential Facilities (Five or More Units), Public Service Facilities, and Recreation Facilities Within Community Plans
	4. Public Service Facilities Outside Community Plans and Centers

	C. Transfer of Nonconforming Land Coverage
	1. The receiving site shall be developed in accordance with all applicable TRPA ordinances.  If necessary to comply with applicable ordinances, land coverage shall be reduced; and
	2. The receiving site shall be either the same size or larger than the prior site, or, if the new project area is smaller than the prior site, the amount of nonconforming coverage to be transferred shall be reduced on a proportionate basis and the bal...


	30.4.3. Method of Transferring Land Coverage
	A. Land Coverage Transfer Ratios
	1. General
	2. Uses Within Approved Community Plans or Centers

	B. Types of Land Coverage Eligible for Transfer
	1. Hard Land Coverage
	2. Soft Land Coverage
	3. Base Land Coverage
	4. Land Coverage for Single-Family House
	5. Land Coverage for Water Quality Control Facilities

	C. Sending Parcels Classified as Sensitive Lands
	D. Sending Parcels Classified as Non-Sensitive Lands
	E. Hydrologically Related Area Transfer Limitation
	F. Inadequate Supply of Land Coverage
	1. Existing soft coverage as described in the definition of "land coverage."
	2. Unused base coverage, referred to in the Goals and Policies as "potential coverage."
	3. Through redefinition of the boundaries of the hydrologically related area to increase the supply of coverage.

	G. Restoration and Retirement of Land Coverage
	1. Transfers
	2. Removal of Land Coverage for Credit

	H. Land Bank

	30.4.4. Relocation of TRPA-Verified Existing Land Coverage
	A. The relocation is to an equal or superior portion of the parcel or project area, as determined by reference to the following factors:
	1. Whether the area of relocation already has been disturbed;
	2. The slope of and natural vegetation on the area of relocation;
	3. The fragility of the soil on the area of relocation;
	4. Whether the area of relocation appropriately fits the scheme of use of the property;
	5. The relocation does not further encroach into a stream environment zone, backshore, or the setbacks established in the Code for the protection of stream environment zones or backshore;
	6. The project otherwise complies with the land coverage mitigation program set forth in Section 30.6.

	B. The area from which the land coverage was removed for relocation is restored in accordance with subsection 30.5.3.
	C. The relocation shall not be to Land Capability Districts 1a, 1b, 1c, 2, or 3, from any higher numbered land capability district.
	D. If the relocation is from one portion of a stream environment zone to another portion, there is a net environmental benefit to the stream environment zone.  “Net environmental benefit to a stream environment zone” is defined as an improvement in th...
	1. Relocation of coverage from a less disturbed area to a more disturbed area or to an area further away from the stream channel or water body, as applicable;
	2. Retirement of land coverage in the affected stream environment zone in the amount of 1.5:1 of the amount of land coverage being relocated within a stream environment zone; or
	3. For projects involving the relocation of more than 1,000 square feet of land coverage within a stream environment zone, a finding, based on a report prepared by a qualified professional, that the relocation will improve the functioning of the strea...


	30.4.5. Conversion of Turf Grass Coverage to Synthetic Turf Coverage for Public Athletic Fields
	A. Eligibility
	1. The turf grass field shall be composed of non-native turf grasses and receive regular fertilization and periodic irrigation.
	2. At least 50 percent of the condition of the turf grass field shall be substantially compacted by repeated pedestrian traffic so as to reduce saturated hydraulic conductivity by 50 percent or more when compared to natural conditions for the same soi...

	B. Construction Standards
	1. The synthetic turf design shall include a subsurface drainage system that discharges to a water quality treatment area.  The subsurface drainage system shall comply with groundwater interception regulations pursuant to subsection 33.3.6 and shall n...
	2. The synthetic turf shall be limited to team playing fields and player staging areas only;
	3. Synthetic turf components and fields shall not contain or utilize materials for construction or maintenance that could leach into the ground water, present a health hazard to people, or adversely affect flora or fauna; and
	4. The synthetic turf shall not receive runoff or overflow from adjacent lands, except under extraordinary circumstances, such as 20 year or greater storm events.

	C. In-Lieu of Excess Coverage Mitigation and Water Quality Mitigation
	1. Restoration of an equal area of highly compacted turf grass to native vegetation so as to achieve a saturated hydraulic conductivity of greater than 50 percent of natural conditions for the same soil type; or
	2. Payment of a fee equal to five percent of the structural cost of the synthetic turf construction as specified in subparagraph 30.6.1.C.3.  Except for the synthetic turf carpet, all other construction costs, including materials and labor, shall be i...

	D. Synthetic Turf Coverage Transfer or Conversion Limitations

	30.4.6. Exemptions and Partial Exemptions from Calculation of Land Coverage
	A. Exemption for Non-Permanent Structures
	1. This exemption shall apply only to parcels with installed and maintained BMPs meeting TRPA requirements and the exempted non-permanent coverage shall also have BMPs installed and maintained to meet TRPA requirements; and
	2. This exemption shall not apply to structures or facilities used for access, parking, or storage of motorized vehicles.

	B. Overhang Allowance
	C. Americans with Disability Act (ADA) Compliance
	1. This exemption shall apply only to ADA facilities that are constructed on or after January 1, 2013 to serve buildings that were constructed before January 1, 2013; and
	2. The ADA facilities shall be constructed with the minimum amount of new coverage necessary to provide required access to buildings;
	3. Where new coverage is required, pervious decking or other pervious surfaces shall be used wherever possible;
	4. Facilities shall be constructed on non-sensitive land wherever possible; and
	5. Parcels shall have a BMP Certificate to qualify for this exemption.

	D. Partial Exemptions from Calculation of Land Coverage
	1. Pervious Coverage
	2. Pervious Decks
	3. Non-Motorized Public Trails

	E. Limit on Aggregate of  Coverage Exemptions and Credits on Parcels or Project Areas
	F. Restriction on Parcels with Illegal or Excess Coverage


	30.5. Prohibition of Additional Land Coverage In Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, 3, and 1b (Stream Environment Zones)
	30.5.1. Exceptions to Prohibition in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, and 3
	A. Individual Parcel Evaluation System (IPES)
	B. Public Outdoor Recreation Facilities
	1. The project is a necessary part of a public agency's long-range plans for public outdoor recreation;
	2. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Regional Plan;
	3. The project by its very nature must be sited in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, or 3, such as a ski run or hiking trail, in accordance with the guidelines regarding public outdoor recreation facilities and activities that create additional lan...
	4. There is no feasible alternative that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, or 3; and
	5. The impacts of the coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated through means including, but not limited to, the following:

	C. Public Service Facilities
	1. The project is necessary for public health, safety, or environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, or 3; and
	3. The impacts of the coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated in the manner prescribed by subparagraph 30.5.1.B.5.

	D. Water Quality Control Facilities
	1. The project, program, or facility is necessary for environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in Land Capability Districts 1a, 1c, 2, or 3; and
	3. Impacts are fully mitigated and, if applicable, transferred land coverage requirements pursuant to subparagraph 30.4.3.B.5 are met.

	E. Tyrolian Village

	30.5.2. Exceptions to Prohibition in Land Capability District 1b (Stream Environment Zone)
	A. Stream Crossings
	1. There is no reasonable alternative, including relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the stream environment zone, or that encroachment shall be necessary to reach the building site recommended by IPES; and
	2. The impacts of the land coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated in the manner set forth in subparagraph 30.5.1.B.5, with the exception that the restoration requirement in such subsection shall apply exclusively to stream environment zone lands...

	B. Public Outdoor Recreation
	1. The project is a necessary part of a public agency's long-range plans for public outdoor recreation;
	2. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Regional Plan;
	3. The project by its very nature must be sited in a stream environment zone, such as bridges, stream crossings, ski run crossings, fishing trails, and boat launching facilities, in accordance with the guidelines regarding public outdoor recreation fa...
	4. There is no feasible alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of encroachment in the stream environment zone; and
	5. The impacts of the land coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated in the manner set forth in subparagraph 30.5.1.B.5, with the exception that the restoration requirement in such subsection shall apply exclusively to stream environment zone lands...

	C. Public Service
	1. The project is necessary for public health, safety, or environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including a bridge span or relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the stream environment zone; and
	3. The impacts of the land coverage and disturbance are fully mitigated in the manner set forth in subparagraph 30.5.1.B.5, with the exception that the restoration requirement in such subsection shall apply exclusively to stream environment zone lands...

	D. Water Quality Control Facilities
	1. The project, program, or facility is necessary for environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including relocation, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the stream environment zone; and
	3. Impacts are fully mitigated and, if applicable, transferred land coverage requirements pursuant to subparagraph 30.4.3.B.5 are met.

	E. Vegetation

	30.5.3. Restoration Credit Requirements
	A. The restoration requirements of subparagraphs 30.4.3.B.5 and 30.5.1.B.5, may be accomplished onsite and/or offsite by the applicant or another agency approved by TRPA.  Such restoration requirements shall be in lieu of any land coverage transfer re...
	B. Only land that has been disturbed or consists of hard or soft land coverage shall be eligible for restoration credit.  Restoration shall result in the area functioning in a natural state and shall include provisions for permanent protection from fu...


	30.6. Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program
	30.6.1. Implementation of Program
	A. Excess Coverage Calculation
	B. Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program Options
	1. Reduce Land Coverage Onsite
	2. Reduce Land Coverage Offsite
	3. Land Coverage Mitigation Fee
	4. Parcel Consolidation or Parcel Line Adjustment
	5. Projects Within Community Plans

	C. Determination of Excess Land Coverage Mitigation
	1. Coverage Reduction Mitigation
	2. Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Fee
	3. Land Coverage Mitigation Construction Cost


	30.6.2. Exemptions From the Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program
	A. Parcels With Mitigated Land Coverage
	B. Repair and Reconstruction of Buildings Damaged or Destroyed by Fire or Other Calamity
	C. Work Not Requiring a Permit
	D. TRPA Requirements
	1. Installation of erosion control facilities;
	2. Restoration of disturbed areas;
	3. SEZ restoration;
	4. Underground storage tank removal, replacement, or maintenance;
	5. Hazardous waste spill control or prevention facilities; and
	6. Sewage pump-out facilities for RVs or boats.

	E. Repair of Linear Public Facilities
	F. Minor Utility Projects
	G. Synthetic Turf Coverage

	30.6.3. Onsite Removal and Retirement of Excess Coverage in Centers
	A. Before utilizing this subsection, excess coverage shall be mitigated pursuant to Section 30.6.
	B. Onsite removal and retirement of remaining excess coverage in Centers may earn multi-residential bonus units, tourist accommodation bonus units, and/or commercial floor area, pursuant to the conversion ratios in the following table:


	CHAPTER 31: DENSITY
	31.1. Purpose
	31.2. Applicability
	31.3. Maximum Density
	31.3.1. Maximum Density by Use Type
	A. Residential Uses
	B. Tourist Accommodation Uses
	C. Recreation Uses
	D. Density of Commercial, Public Service, and Resource Management Uses

	31.3.2. Table of Maximum Densities
	31.3.3. Conversion Factors

	31.4. Increases to Maximum Density
	31.4.1. Affordable Housing
	A. Affordable Housing
	1. The project, at the increased density, satisfies a demonstrated need for additional affordable housing; and
	2. The additional density is consistent with the surrounding area.

	B. Affordable Housing within Kings Beach Commercial Community Plan
	1. The project, at the increased density, satisfies a demonstrated need for additional affordable housing;
	2. The additional density is consistent with the surrounding area; and
	3. The project meets the Kings Beach Commercial Community Plan improvement requirements and special policies of the Special Area.


	31.4.2. Timeshare Uses (Residential Design)
	A. The special use findings in subsection 21.2.2 are satisfied;
	B. The project provides transit service for its patrons directly or by contract with a transit provider;
	C. The project provides pedestrian and access amenities within the project area or within adjacent rights-of-way, consistent with the community or redevelopment plan; and
	D. If the project area contains excess land coverage, the land coverage will be reduced to no more than 75 percent of the project area.

	31.4.3. Density in Special Height Districts

	31.5. Calculation of Maximum Density
	31.5.1. Single Uses
	31.5.2. Mixed Uses
	A. Categories of Mixed Use
	B. Maximum Density for Mixed-Use Categories
	1. Category A
	2. Category B
	3. Category C
	4. Category D
	5. Category E
	6. Category F
	7. Category G


	31.5.3. Redevelopment
	31.5.4. Subdivisions

	31.6. Existing Density
	31.6.1. Conforming Density
	31.6.2. Nonconforming Density

	CHAPTER 32: Basic Services
	32.1. Purpose
	32.2. Applicability
	32.3. Paved Roads
	32.3.1. Waiver
	A. The project is subject to a variance for historically significant structures and districts pursuant to Chapter 67: Historic Resource Protection;
	B. The roadway is not designated to be paved by the surface water management plan (Volume I of the 208 Water Quality Plan as amended);
	C. The project is the expansion of a single-family dwelling;
	D. The permittee posts a security with TRPA in an amount equal to 110 percent of the permittee’s fair share of the estimated cost of paving the road serving the parcel.  TRPA shall apply the procedures established in law by the local jurisdiction to d...
	E. A program has been established that provides assurance the road will be paved within five years.


	32.4. Water Service
	32.4.1. Water Rights
	A. There is an adequate water supply within an existing water right recognized under the laws of the state in which the use is to occur; or
	B. Adequate water rights recognized under the laws of the state in which the use is to occur are furnished with the development.

	32.4.2. Water Supply
	A. Fire Flow Requirements
	B. Waiver


	32.5. Waste Water Treatment Service
	32.6. Electrical Service
	CHAPTER 33: Grading and Construction
	33.1. Purpose
	33.1.1. Protects the environment against significant adverse effects from excavation, filling, and clearing, due to such conditions as exposed soils, unstable earthworks, or groundwater interference;
	33.1.2. Provides for special investigations, reports, and plans that are determined to be necessary by TRPA to protect the environment against significant adverse effects from grading projects;
	33.1.3. Sets forth the requirements for grading and construction schedules when grading or construction is to occur pursuant to a TRPA permit; and
	33.1.4. Sets forth requirements for the protection of vegetation during construction.

	33.2. Applicability
	33.2.1. General
	33.2.2. Exceptions

	33.3. Grading Standards
	33.3.1. Seasonal Limitations
	A. Grading Season
	B. Grading Season Exceptions
	C. Prohibition of Grading During Periods of Precipitation
	D. Winterization
	1. For sites that will be inactive between October 15 and May 1:
	2. For sites that will be active between October 15 and May 1, in addition to the above requirements:


	33.3.2. Discharge Prohibitions
	A. Direct Discharge
	B. Indirect Discharge
	C. Discharge Control Devices

	33.3.3. Dust Control
	33.3.4. Disposal of Materials
	A. Temporary stockpiling all or some of the top soil on the site for use on areas to be revegetated;
	B. Disposal of the material at a location approved by TRPA; or
	C. Export of the materials outside the region.

	33.3.5. Cuts and Fills
	A. Cuts
	1. The maximum cut slope shall be determined on the basis of the risk of soil instability or soil erodibility.  Additional information, which may include a subsurface soil and geological report pursuant to Section 33.4, or other available information ...
	2. If the material of the slope is of such composition and character as to be unstable under anticipated conditions, TRPA shall require such measures as are necessary to ensure the stability of the slope.  Such measures may include, but are not limite...
	3. TRPA may impose setbacks as set forth in the TRPA Design Review Guidelines.
	4. Where mechanical stabilization or containment of the slope by other than the use of natural material is employed, conditions of approval may require screening by vegetation.

	B. Fills
	1. The maximum fill slope shall be determined on the basis of the risk of instability or soil erodibility.  Additional information, which may include a subsurface soil and geological report pursuant to Section 33.4, or other available information may ...
	2. No organic material, such as vegetation or rubbish, or any other material not capable of proper compaction or stability, or that has the potential for environmental impact, shall be permitted in fills.
	3. Borrowing for fill is prohibited unless approved by TRPA.  Borrowing of material from rockfalls and slides may be allowed pursuant to memorandums of understanding between TRPA and road maintenance organizations.  Approved borrow sites shall be subj...
	4. TRPA may impose setbacks as set forth in the Design Review Guidelines.


	33.3.6. Excavation Limitations
	A. Groundwater Interception
	1. Excavation is prohibited that interferes with or intercepts the seasonal high water table by:
	2. TRPA may approve exceptions to the prohibition of groundwater interception or interference if TRPA finds that:

	B. Excavations
	1. A soils/hydrologic report prepared by a qualified professional, which proposed content and methodology has been reviewed and approved in advance by TRPA, demonstrates that no interference or interception of groundwater will occur as a result of the...
	2. The excavation is designed such that no damage occurs to mature trees, except where tree removal is allowed pursuant to subsection 33.6.5: Tree Removal, including root systems and hydrologic conditions of the soil.  To ensure the protection of vege...
	3. Excavated material is disposed of pursuant to subsection 33.3.4: Disposal of Materials, and the project area's natural topography is maintained pursuant to subparagraph 36.5.1.A.  If groundwater interception or interference will occur as demonstrat...

	C. Minimum Excavation

	33.3.7. Discovery of Historic Resources

	33.4. Special Information Reports and Plans
	33.4.1. Subsurface Investigations and Reports
	A. List of Locations
	1. Fault zones;
	2. Contact zones between two or more geologic formations;
	3. Zones of trapped water or high water tables;
	4. Areas where bodies of intrusive materials, such as rocks or boulders, are prevalent;
	5. Historic landslide areas or where the topography indicates prehistoric landslides;
	6. Adversely-sloped bedding planes, short-range folding areas, overturned folds, fractures, and other geologic formations of similar importance;
	7. Proposed or existing fill slopes above a cut slope;
	8. Proposed or existing cuts exceeding 20 feet in height, unless in competent rock;
	9. Proposed or existing fills exceeding 20 feet in height;
	10. Areas where groundwater from either the grading or adjoining parcels is likely to reduce substantially the subsurface stability;
	11. Areas showing characteristics of seeped soils or areas of water influence; or
	12. Areas in the vicinity of historic resources (see Chapter 67, as identified by TRPA’s Historic Resource map, or in other locations where antiquities could be located).


	33.4.2. Additional Investigations and Reports
	33.4.3. Slope Stabilization Plan

	33.5. Grading and Construction Schedules
	33.5.1. Grading and Construction Schedules
	A. When installation of temporary erosion control, and vegetation protection and construction site boundary fencing will occur;
	B. When construction will start;
	C. When all disturbed areas will be stabilized;
	D. When initial grading will be completed;
	E. When all construction slash and debris will be removed;
	F. When driveways, parking areas and other surfaces will be paved;
	G. When installation of permanent mechanical erosion control devices will occur;
	H. When installation of permanent drainage improvements will occur;
	I. When vegetation will be planted;
	J. When construction will be completed;
	K. When the site will be winterized; and
	L. Other information deemed necessary by TRPA to assure compliance with the purpose of this section.


	33.6. Vegetation Protection During Construction
	33.6.1. Vegetation
	33.6.2. Equipment
	33.6.3. Debris
	33.6.4. Tree Treatment Plan
	A. Provisions for identification and treatment of diseased or insect infested trees;
	B. Provisions for identification and removal of hazardous trees; and
	C. Provisions for optimum stocking levels of trees including the protection and establishment of younger-aged trees.

	33.6.5. Tree Removal
	33.6.6. Tree Roots
	33.6.7. Prohibition
	33.6.8. Revegetation Plan
	33.6.9. Standards for Soil and Vegetation Protection
	A. The location and type of protective fencing shall be shown on approved plans.
	B. No material or equipment shall enter or be placed in the areas protected by fencing or outside the construction areas without prior approval from TRPA.
	C. Protective fencing for soil and vegetation shall be constructed with metal posts and industry-standard mesh fencing that is least four feet tall, unless an alternative protection method is approved by TRPA.
	D. All protective fencing shall be adequately maintained and provide a functional barrier during construction.

	33.6.10. Standards for Retained Tree Protection
	A. Fencing shall be placed no closer than the dripline of the tree(s) unless an alternative placement is approved prior by TRPA.
	B. The location and type of the protective fencing shall be shown on approved plans.
	C. No material or equipment shall enter or be placed in the areas protected by fencing or outside the construction areas without prior approval from TRPA.
	D. Protective fencing for trees shall be constructed with metal posts and industry-standard mesh fencing that is at least four feet tall, unless an alternative method is approved by TRPA.
	E. All protective fencing shall be adequately maintained and provide a functional barrier during construction.
	F. An alternative method of tree protection may be required if conditions warrant due to location of tree or the importance of the tree for visual screening.  A tree treatment plan may be required per subsection 33.6.4.


	CHAPTER 34: DRIVEWAY AND PARKING STANDARDS
	34.1. Purpose
	34.2. Applicability
	34.2.1. Douglas County Substitutions
	34.2.2. Placer County Substitutions
	34.2.3. City of South Lake Tahoe Substitutions
	34.2.4. Washoe County Substitutions

	34.3. Driveways
	34.3.1. Compliance Program
	34.3.2. General Standards
	A. New Driveways
	B. Shared Driveways
	C. Role of Community Plans
	D. Standards of Caltrans and Nevada Department of Transportation
	E. Slope of Driveways
	F. Best Management Practices

	34.3.3. Numbers of Driveways
	34.3.4. Width of Driveways
	A. Other Residential Uses
	B. Commercial, Tourist Accommodation, Recreation, and Public Service Uses

	34.3.5. Service Drives

	34.4. Parking
	CHAPTER 35: NATURAL HAZARD STANDARDS
	35.1. Purpose
	35.2. Applicability
	35.2.1. General
	A. Construction, reconstruction, or replacement of structures in identified avalanche or mass instability hazard areas;
	B. Additional development in 100-year floodplains;
	C. Maintenance of public utilities, transportation facilities, and other necessary public uses in 100-year floodplains; and
	D. With respect to the fire prevention techniques and measures set forth in Section 35.5, all lands within the Tahoe region.

	35.2.2. Exception

	35.3. Avalanche and Mass Instability
	35.4. Floodplains
	35.4.1. 100-Year Floodplain Defined
	A. The limits of the intermediate Regional Flood where established for creeks by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers;
	B. The limits of 100-year flood where established for creeks by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; and/or
	C. The limits of the 100-year flood Insurance Program, Federal Emergency Management Agency; or
	D. In areas where the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or Federal Emergency Management Agency has not prepared 100-year floodplain maps and where TRPA has reason to believe that a flood hazard may exist, the limits of the 100-year floodplain shall be dete...

	35.4.2. Prohibition of Additional Development, Grading, and Filling of Lands Within the 100-Year Floodplain
	A. Public Outdoor Recreation Facilities
	1. The project is a necessary part of a public agency's long-range plans for public outdoor recreation;
	2. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Regional Plan;
	3. The project by its very nature must be sited in a floodplain and is in accordance with the Guidelines Regarding Public Outdoor Recreation Facilities and Activities Which Create Additional Land Coverage or Permanent Disturbance and Which By Their Ve...
	4. There is no feasible alternative that would reduce the extent of encroachment in a floodplain; and
	5. The impacts on the floodplain are minimized.

	B. Public Service Facilities
	1. The project is necessary for public health, safety, or environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative, including spans, that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in a floodplain; and
	3. The impacts on the floodplain are minimized.

	C. Floodplain Crossings
	1. There is no reasonable alternative that avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the floodplain; and
	2. The impacts on the floodplain are minimized.

	D. Water Quality Control Facilities
	1. The project, program, or facility is necessary for environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative that reduces the extent of encroachment in the floodplain; and
	3. Impacts are fully mitigated and, if applicable, transferred land coverage requirements pursuant to 30.4.3.B.5 are met.


	35.4.3. Construction and Maintenance of Public Utilities Transportation Facilities, and Other Necessary Public Uses Located in the 100-Year Floodplain

	35.5. Wildfire
	CHAPTER 36: Design Standards
	36.1. Purpose
	36.2. Applicability
	36.2.1. General
	36.2.2. Substitute Standards
	A. Douglas County Substitutions
	B. Placer County Substitutions
	C. City of South Lake Tahoe Substitutions
	D. Washoe County Substitutions


	36.3. Design Review Guidelines
	36.4. Scenic Quality Improvement Program
	36.5. Site Design Standards
	36.5.1. General Standards
	A. Existing natural features outside of the building site shall be retained and incorporated into the site design to the greatest extent feasible.  Projects shall be designed to avoid disturbance to rock outcrops and stream environment zones and to mi...
	B. Projects shall be designed to use existing disturbed areas rather than undisturbed areas for the siting of all improvements except when:
	1. The disturbed area is precluded from development by setbacks or other such limitations;
	2. The disturbed lands are classified as sensitive lands and alternative sites classified as no sensitive lands exist on the parcel;
	3. The use of the disturbed lands would require more total disturbance than use of undisturbed lands;
	4. Avoidance of other development impacts are of more importance than the preservation of undisturbed areas; and/or
	5. The degree of existing disturbance is minor and the area shall be restored as part of the project.


	36.5.2. Standards for Commercial, Tourist Accommodation, Public Service, and Multi-Residential Projects
	A. Onsite parking areas shall be provided with landscaped perimeters.  Onsite parking areas greater than one-quarter acre in size shall be provided with landscaped islands designed in accordance with TRPA’s Design Review Guidelines;
	B. A pedestrian circulation system shall be incorporated into the site plan to assure that pedestrians can move safely and easily both on the site and between properties and activities within the neighborhood year round;
	C. Adequate access shall be provided for emergency vehicles and for those persons attempting to render emergency services;
	D. Screening of service yards, maintenance yards, warehousing, outdoor storage and trash and refuse collection areas shall be accomplished by the use of walls, fencing, landscape plantings, or some combination thereof.  Screening shall be effective in...
	E. Service yards, maintenance yards, warehousing, and outdoor storage areas shall be located in areas that are not highly visible from major transportation corridors, scenic turnouts, public recreation areas, or the waters of lakes in the region.

	36.5.3. Standards for Snow Storage
	A. Parking areas shall be sloped at least two percent to prevent ponding and icing; and
	B. Commercial, tourist accommodation, public service, recreation and multi-residential projects shall provide, within the project area, snow storage areas of a size adequate to store snow removed from parking, driveway and pedestrian access areas or h...

	36.5.4. Setback Standards
	A. For parcels abutting roadways rated in TRPA's Scenic Resources Inventory, the minimum building setback from the right-of-way of such roadways shall be 20 feet.
	1. Decks (except decks for off street parking), stairs, canopies, building, or roof overhangs shall not intrude into the 20-foot setback established in this subparagraph.
	2. TRPA may approve building setbacks less than 20 feet if the reduced setback is approved by the appropriate local jurisdiction and TRPA finds that the project shall not cause a decrease in the numerical ratings assigned to the roadway unit, includin...

	B. Buildings, other structures, and land coverage shall be set back from SEZs in accordance with Chapter 53: Individual Parcel Evaluation System.
	C. Other setback requirements are set forth in Section 33.3: Grading Standards.

	36.5.5. Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Maintenance Plan

	36.6. Building Design Standards
	36.6.1. General Standards
	A. Screening Elements
	B. Roof Finishes and Colors
	C. Alternative Energy Production
	D. Color of Structures
	1. For all structures visible from the Scenic Threshold Travel Routes and from Public Recreation Area and Bicycle Trails identified in the 1993 Lake Tahoe Basin Scenic Resource Evaluation, subdued colors of earthtone ranges shall be used for the prima...
	2. Colors shall be within a range of natural colors that blend, rather than contrast, with the existing backdrop vegetation and soils color.
	3. For this subparagraph, earthtone colors shall be medium to dark and shall meet the Munsell® Colors set forth in Appendix G, TRPA Approved Earthtone Colors, of the Design Review Guidelines or other color systems that are equivalent to the adopted hu...
	4. TRPA may grant exceptions to this provision pursuant to Section 67.7, for scenic roadway corridors designated as urban, for unique situations such as site characteristics, or as set forth in subparagraph 83.11.1.  Structures in the shoreland that w...


	36.6.2. Building Heights

	36.7. Landscaping Standards
	36.7.1. Plant Species Permitted
	36.7.2. Minimum Plant Sizes and Spacing
	A. Trees shall be a minimum six feet tall or one-inch caliper size or diameter at breast height;
	B. Shrubs shall be a minimum three-gallon pot size, such that upright shrubs shall have a minimum height of 18 inches and minimum spread of 18 inches, and spreading shrubs shall have a minimum spread of 18 to 24 inches; and
	C. Groundcovers shall be a minimum four-inch pot size or one gallon container and shall be a maximum 24 inches on center spacing.

	36.7.3. Accent Vegetation

	36.8. Exterior Lighting Standards
	36.8.1. General Standards
	A. Exterior lights shall not blink, flash, or change intensity.  String lights, building or roofline tube lighting, reflective, or luminescent wall surfaces are prohibited.
	B. Exterior lighting shall not be attached to trees except for the Christmas season.
	C. Parking lot, walkway, and building lights shall be directed downward.
	D. Fixture mounting height shall be appropriate to the purpose.  The height shall not exceed the limitations set forth in Chapter 37.
	E. Outdoor lighting shall be used for purposes of illumination only, and shall not be designed for, or used as, an advertising display.  Illumination for aesthetic or dramatic purposes of any building or surrounding landscape utilizing exterior light ...
	F. The commercial operation of searchlights for advertising or any other purpose is prohibited.
	G. Seasonal lighting displays and lighting for special events that conflict with other provisions of this section may be permitted on a temporary basis pursuant to Chapter 22: Temporary Uses, Structures, and Activities.


	36.9. Water Conservation Standards
	36.10. Standards for Combustion Appliances
	36.11. Outdoor Advertising
	36.12. Soil and Vegetation Protection During Construction
	A. When it is demonstrated that equipment will need to access an area;
	B. When other site characteristics require a larger area, such as rock outcrops and topography;
	C. When a landscaping or utility plan clearly demonstrates the need for soil disturbance beyond the 12-foot boundary; or
	D. Storage of construction materials in areas of existing disturbed lands.

	CHAPTER 37: HEIGHT
	37.1. Purpose
	37.2. Applicability
	37.3. Definitions
	37.3.1. Height
	37.3.2. Natural Ground Elevation
	37.3.3. Percent Cross Slope Retained Across Building Site

	37.4. Height Standards for Buildings
	37.4.1. Maximum Heights for Buildings
	37.4.2. Maximum Height for Buildings on Slopes
	A. For purposes of measuring height, the building may be divided into up to three distinct, attached segments (e.g., steps or terraces);
	B. Each segment of the building shall comply with the base maximum height permitted by Table 37.4.1-1, except that the ground floor segment (the building segment closest to the street providing primary access to the building) shall not exceed 28 feet ...
	C. The total maximum height of the building as measured from the lowest point of the structure to the highest point on the structure shall not exceed 150% of the average maximum height of each of the building segments.

	37.4.3. Exceptions
	A. Chimneys and Other Rooftop Appurtenances
	B. Flagpoles
	1. The flagpole shall be of a dark color and shall not have a shiny reflective finish.
	2. The flagpole shall be used for non-commercial displays only; and
	3. For purposes of this subsection, structures housing gaming referenced in Article VI (e) of the Compact shall be deemed to comply with site development provisions related to height.



	37.5. Additional Height for Certain Buildings
	37.5.1. Approval of Building Heights Greater Than 26 Feet
	A. Additional Height for Roof Pitch of Up to 5:12
	B. Additional Height for Roof Pitch Greater Than 5:12

	37.5.2. Additional Building Height for Public Service, Tourist Accommodation, and Certain Recreation Buildings
	A. Additional Building Height With Required Findings
	1. For tourist accommodation buildings: findings 1, 2, and 3;
	2. For public service buildings: findings 1, 2, 3, and 4; and
	3. For certain recreation uses, including  downhill ski facilities, cross country skiing facilities, or recreation uses whose primary recreation use is participant sports facilities, recreation centers, or sport assembly: findings 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7.

	B. Additional Building Height for Reduced Land Coverage
	C. Additional Building Height for Public Service and Certain Recreation Buildings That Are Not Visible From Lake Tahoe and That Are Not Located Within or Are Not Visible From Designated Scenic Highway Corridors
	D. Additional Building Height for Certain Recreation Buildings Within Adopted Ski Area Master Plans
	1. The maximum height in Table 37.4.1-1 may be increased by up to 14 feet, but not to exceed a total building height of 56 feet, provided that the project proponent demonstrates that expected snow depths in the area of the building site make the addit...
	2. An additional ten feet, not to exceed a total building height of 56 feet, may be earned if the project proponent demonstrates additional height is needed to maintain roof pitch in excess of 4:12.

	E. Additional Building Height for Public Service Buildings
	1. The maximum height in Table 37.4.1-1 may be increased by up to 14 feet, but not to exceed a total building height of 56 feet, provided that the project proponent demonstrates that the additional height is necessary for the proper function of the bu...
	2. Additional height beyond that set forth in 1 above may be earned up to a maximum total building height of 56 feet, provided that the new structure incorporates community design features such as pitched roofs, articulated facades, articulated roof p...

	F. Additional Building Height for Essential Public Safety Buildings

	37.5.3. Additional Building Height for Tourist Accommodation Buildings Within Community Plan Areas
	A. Additional Building Height for View Corridor
	B. Additional Building Height for Increased Setback
	C. Additional Building Height for Public Access

	37.5.4. Additional Building Height for Special Height Districts
	A. Specification of Special Height Districts
	B. Findings for Establishing Maximum Allowable Building Heights Within Special Height Districts
	1. In order to establish maximum allowable building heights within special height districts, TRPA shall make finding 12 of Section 37.7.
	2. Prior to approving additional building height for a project within a special height district TRPA shall make findings 1, 3, 5, 6, and 9 of Section 37.7.

	C. Limitations on Building Height Within the South Lake Tahoe Redevelopment Demonstration Plan Special Height District
	1. Projects approved as part of the South Tahoe Redevelopment Demonstration Project No. 1 shall be subject to Chapter 13: Redevelopment Plans (prior to December 12, 2012, amendments) and shall not be eligible for additional building height under the p...
	2. Maximum building heights for buildings that are eligible to gain the additional height are established in Figure 1.1 of the South Lake Tahoe Redevelopment Demonstration Plan Redevelopment Plan Area Development Standards.  Additional height for buil...
	3. The additional building height shall be limited to buildings in which the primary use is tourist accommodation, transit stations and terminals, or vehicle storage and parking.  These buildings may also contain primary commercial uses provided that ...

	D. Qualification for Additional Building Height
	1. Additional Building Height with Required Findings
	2. Additional Building Height for Reduced Land Coverage
	3. Additional Building Height for View Enhancement
	4. Additional Building Height for Increased Setback
	5. Additional Building Height for Landscaped Public Pedestrian Area
	6. Additional Building Height for Public Access to Lake Tahoe
	7. Additional Building Height for Tree Preservation

	E. Security for Improvements
	1. Project Approval
	2. Project Funding
	3. Project Completion


	37.5.5. Additional Building Height for Affordable Housing Projects
	37.5.6. Building Height for Redevelopment Projects Within the City of South Lake Tahoe
	37.5.7. Additional Height for Special Projects within the North Stateline Community Plan
	A. General Requirements
	1. TRPA may designate additional height for special projects that are located within the TRPA approved North Stateline Community Plan, and are designated through Resolution 2008-11 to be Special Projects pursuant to subparagraph 50.6.4.D as specified ...
	2. The maximum height shall be75 feet or three-fourths of the maximum height of the tallest trees within the project area, whichever is lower.  TRPA shall determine the height of the tallest trees within the project area based on a tree survey provide...
	3. The area proposed for additional height shall be located on the mountain side of State Route 28 within the North Stateline Community Plan boundary.  Additional height available under this Code subsection shall not be available on lake side of SR 28.
	4. Additional height may be specified within the North Stateline Community Plan subject to finding 15 in subsection 37.7.15.

	A. Security for Improvements
	1. Project Approval
	2. Project Funding
	3. Project Completion


	37.5.8. Additional Height for Tourist Accommodation Buildings Containing 50 or More Units within Special Area 1 of Plan Area Statement 070A (Edgewood)
	A. General Requirements
	1. The maximum height is 60 feet or three-fourths of the maximum height of the tallest trees within the immediate proximity of the proposed project, whichever is lower.  Determination of the tallest tree within the project area shall be based on a tre...
	2. The area proposed for additional height shall not be located within the shoreland as defined by Chapter 90.
	3. The project shall not cause a decrease in numerical ratings assigned to scenic travel routes or identified scenic resources pursuant to Section 66.1.
	4. Additional height may be permitted for architectural roof features that incorporate community design features such as gable roofs, hip roofs, pitched roofs, articulated roof planes and dormers as follows:


	37.5.9. Additional Height for Special Projects within a Ski Area Master Plan
	A. General
	B. Maximum Height
	C. Findings for Additional Height
	1. Any existing buildings within the project area that have non-conforming height prior to the adoption of this ordinance shall be demolished; except when found to be historically significant and then the provisions of Chapter 67 shall prevail.
	2. Existing verified land coverage otherwise permissible within the Ski Area Master Plan pursuant to the Regional Plan shall be reduced by a minimum of 10 percent and permanently retired per TRPA guidelines.
	3. In order to implement pedestrian/transit oriented development (PTOD), the project shall, at a minimum:
	4. The maximum permissible height for structures located at the top of the mid-mountain gondola is 58 feet.
	5. The project shall result in an increase in the scenic threshold travel route rating for Roadway Unit 11, Homewood.
	6. The project shall retain and treat up to the 50-year one-hour storm utilizing on-site and offsite systems incorporating best available technologies.
	7. The project shall implement TRPA designated EIP Projects within the vicinity of the Ski Area Master Plan.  The designated EIP projects shall include project number 86 (EIP Project Code 9710-Scenic Road Unit #11 Homewood Improvement), project number...
	8. The project shall implement a program that provides for a range of alternative means of transportation to include, but not be limited to, a dial-a-ride service, a shuttle service, a bicycle bank, and water taxi.
	9. Prior to approving additional height, TRPA shall make Findings 1, 3, 6, 8 and 9 of Section 37.7.  Note that Finding 6 is proposed for amendment to include a “Ski Area Master Plan.”

	D. Security for Improvements
	1. Project Approval
	2. Project Funding
	3. Project Completion



	37.6. Height Standards for Structures Other Than Buildings
	37.6.1. Maximum Structure Height
	37.6.2. Additional Height for Certain Structures

	37.7. Findings for Additional Building Height
	37.7.1. Finding 1
	37.7.2. Finding 2
	37.7.3. Finding 3
	37.7.4. Finding 4
	37.7.5. Finding 5
	A. The horizontal distance from which the building is viewed;
	B. The extent of screening; and
	C. Proposed exterior colors and building materials.

	37.7.6. Finding 6
	37.7.7. Finding 7
	37.7.8. Finding 8
	37.7.9. Finding 9
	37.7.10. Finding 10
	37.7.11. Finding 11 (Specification of Special Height Districts in Adopted Redevelopment Plans)
	A. The area is within 2,300 feet of the center point of three or more buildings exceeding the height of 150 feet;
	B. The special height district provides a transition of height from the high-rise area to the surrounding area of lower permissible heights;
	C. The projects within the special height district utilize transit/pedestrian-oriented development principles including, but not limited to, major transit facilities, sidewalks, limited parking, mixed uses, high densities, use of alleys, and pedestria...
	D. The special height district is consistent with Policy 1.B, Goal 2, Community Design Sub element, Land Use Element, of the TRPA Goals and Policies Plan and the TRPA Scenic Quality Improvement Program.

	37.7.12. Finding 12 (Establishing Maximum Allowable Building Heights Within Special Height Districts)
	A. The maximum building height within a special height district is limited to 73 feet, or three-fourths of the maximum height of the tallest trees within the special height district, whichever is lower.  TRPA shall determine the height of the tallest ...

	37.7.13. Finding 13 (Additional Height for View Enhancement)
	A. The view enhancement is provided in the same threshold roadway travel route as the project in which the building using the additional height is located;
	B. For views of the natural landscape and views of major visual features, no building or structure greater than five feet in height is closer than 100 feet from the viewpoint to the resource;
	C. For view enhancements of views of Lake Tahoe, no building or structure exists between the viewpoint and Lake Tahoe;
	D. For the purposes of creating a view enhancement, TRPA shall find, in addition to the findings in subparagraphs A, B, and C above, that the created view is available for a continuous distance of at least 200 feet as seen from the threshold roadway t...
	E. For the purposes of enhancing an existing view, TRPA shall find in addition to the findings in subparagraphs A, B, and C above, that the enhanced view is provided in the same general location as the existing view, is of the same resource as the exi...

	37.7.14. Finding 14 (Additional Building Height for Affordable Housing Projects)
	A. The project shall meet findings 1, 3, 6, 8, and 9 in Section 37.7;
	B. The additional height is required because of the increase in density permitted by subsection 31.4.1;
	C. The project meets the Kings Beach Commercial Community Plan improvement requirements and special policies of the Special Area; and
	D. The project meets the security requirements of subparagraph 37.5.4.E.

	37.7.15. Finding 15 (Additional Height for Special Projects within North Stateline Community Plan)
	A. Any existing buildings within the project area that have non-conforming height prior to the adoption of this ordinance shall be demolished, except when found to be historically significant and then the provisions of Chapter 67 shall prevail.
	B. Land coverage otherwise permissible within the project area pursuant to the Regional Plan shall be reduced by a minimum of ten percent.
	C. In order to implement pedestrian/transit oriented development (PTOD), the project shall, at a minimum:
	1. Satisfy the factors outlined in subparagraph 11.8.4.C.1;
	2. Include and integrate major transit facilities, sidewalks, bike lanes and associated facilities;
	3. Provide circulation connections and linkages between private open spaces, public spaces and recreational opportunities (for example, streetscapes, alleys, easements, parks) and commercial, residential, tourist uses both on and off-site;
	4. Provide alternative parking strategies (which may include shared parking, parking structures, or underground parking);
	5. Be a mixed use development;
	6. Orient building facades to the street; and
	7. Implement landscaping and hardscaping that enhance the scenic quality of the area and whenever possible, improve the scenic ratings per the adopted Scenic Quality Implementation Program and Technical Appendices (SQIP).  This shall include improveme...

	D. New structures along State Route 28 shall be set back from the travel route edge of pavement a minimum of 40 feet and stair-stepped upslope, providing a transition of height across the site (See Figure 37.7.15-A).  Additional height for new structu...
	1. The maximum permissible height for structures with a minimum set back of 40 feet from the State Route 28 edge of pavement shall be 58 feet.
	2. The maximum permissible height for structures with a minimum set back of 60 feet from the State Route 28 edge of pavement shall be 67 feet.
	3. The maximum permissible height for structures with a minimum set back of 180 feet from the State Route 28 edge of pavement shall be 75 feet.

	E. The project shall result in an increase in the scenic threshold travel route rating for Roadway Unit 20D, North Stateline Core.
	F. The project shall retain and treat the 50-year one-hour storm utilizing on-site and offsite systems incorporating best available technologies.
	G. The project shall implement TRPA designated EIP Projects within the NSCP.
	H. The project shall achieve a reduction in vehicle miles traveled.
	I. Prior to approving additional height, TRPA shall make Findings 1, 3, 6, 8, and 9 of Section 37.7.

	37.7.16. Finding 16 (Three- or Four-Story Buildings in Town Centers and Three- to Six-Story Buildings in the Regional Center)
	A. The project shall meet findings 1, 3, 5, and 9 in Section 37.7.

	37.7.17. Finding 17 (Redevelopment in High Density Tourist District within Existing Visual Prominence)
	A. The height and visual mass of any redeveloped existing high-rise structures projecting above the forest canopy shall not increase the visual prominence over baseline conditions as viewed and evaluated from key scenic viewpoints, including, but not ...
	B. When considering visual prominence, the following factors will be considered: building mass, contrast, location, articulation, color, materials and architectural style; and the quality of landscape features and views that are blocked or revealed.


	37.8. Modification or Reconstruction of Existing Buildings and Structures
	37.9. Additions to Existing Buildings
	37.9.1. Additions At or Above Low Point
	37.9.2. Additions Below the Low Point
	37.9.3. Findings
	A. Findings 1, 2, and 8 in Section 37.7;
	B. The addition is not visible from a TRPA-designated scenic threshold travel route, the waters of Lake Tahoe, a public recreation area, or a bicycle trail contained in the 1993 Lake Tahoe Basin Scenic Resource Evaluation;
	C. The existing use is a permissible use in the plan area statement or community plan;
	D. The existing building was legally existing prior to May 26, 1996; and
	E. The addition is no more than one story.


	CHAPTER 38: Signs
	38.1. Purpose
	38.2. Applicability
	38.2.1. General Applicability
	38.2.2. Conditions of Approval
	38.2.3. Substitution of Standards
	A. Local Government Standards
	B. Community Plan Standards
	1. TRPA, upon finding the community plan standards are equal or superior to the TRPA sign standards as they may affect the attainment and maintenance of TRPA's scenic resource thresholds, may adopt the community plan sign standards for use during TRPA...
	2. TRPA, upon finding the community plan scenic quality improvement program, which may include substitute sign standards, is equal or superior to the TRPA scenic quality improvement program for the same plan area as they may affect the attainment and ...

	C. Finding Required for Substitute Standards
	1. A scenic quality analysis using appropriate methods of visual simulation  that indicates the substitute standards do not result in adverse impacts on applicable scenic resources and community design thresholds; and
	2. The substitute ordinance, in combination with the applicable elements of TRPA's Scenic Quality Improvement Plan and adopted community plans, redevelopment plans, or other TRPA-approved master plans, results in a threshold travel route rating for ap...

	D. TRPA-Approved Substitutions
	1. Douglas County
	2. Placer County
	3. City of South Lake Tahoe
	4. Washoe County
	5. Recreation Sign Guidelines
	6. El Dorado County



	38.3. Sign Package Review
	38.4. General Sign Standards
	38.4.1. Measurement of Sign Area
	A. The area of signs installed in sign cans shall include the outside dimensions of the can itself;
	B. Internally illuminated awnings containing signage shall include as sign area the 2-dimensional plane of any portion of the awning which is internally illuminated; and
	C. Any two-sided sign where the sides are no more than 36 inches apart, or the interior angle between the two sides of faces is 45 degrees or less, and which are visually identical shall only count one of the two sides as sign area.  See figures below.

	38.4.2. Opaque Background for Internally Illuminated Signs
	38.4.3. Off-Premise Signs
	38.4.4. Sign Illumination
	38.4.5. Diffuse Lighting
	38.4.6. Roof Signs
	38.4.7. Prohibited Devices
	38.4.8. Signs Imitating Official Traffic Signs
	38.4.9. Signs Obscuring Vision
	38.4.10. Signs on Natural Features and Other Structures
	38.4.11. Rotating Signs
	38.4.12. Signs Attached to Motor Vehicles
	38.4.13. Portable Signs
	38.4.14. State of Repair
	38.4.15. Removal of Sign Message
	38.4.16. Noncommercial Copy
	38.4.17. Highway Signs
	38.4.18. Increases in Maximum Allowed Sign Area
	38.4.19. Window Signs

	38.5. Signs in Conservation Plan Areas
	38.5.1. Signs on National Forest Lands
	38.5.2. Signs on California or Nevada State Park Lands
	38.5.3. Signs on Private Lands

	38.6. Signs in Recreation Plan Areas
	38.6.1. Signs at Recreation Areas
	A. Recreation Areas and Facilities Operated by the U.S. Forest Service, or California or Nevada State Parks
	B. Recreation Facilities Operated By Permittees on National Forest Lands, or California or Nevada State Park Lands
	1. Recreation Area Identification Signs
	2. Recreation Facility Identification Signs
	3. Directory Signs

	C. Signs at Other Publicly-Owned or Privately-Owned Recreation Areas

	38.6.2. Pedestrian-Oriented Signs
	38.6.3. Directional Signs
	38.6.4. Signs for Other Uses
	A. 38.6.2: Pedestrian-Oriented Signs;
	B. 38.6.3: Directional Signs; and
	C. 38.7.3: Signs for Non-Residential Uses.


	38.7. Signs in Residential Plan Areas
	38.7.1. Subdivision Entrance Signs
	38.7.2. Signs for Multi-Residential Uses
	38.7.3. Signs for Non-Residential Uses
	A. Building Signs
	1. Each primary use may be allowed one square foot of sign area for each one lineal foot of building frontage up to a maximum of 30 square feet of sign area per building frontage.  The maximum height of building signs shall be 15 feet above grade, wit...
	2. In instances where the primary use has no building frontage, but does have a frontage without a public entrance on what is defined as a street, TRPA may allow building signage to be erected upon that alternate frontage.  The sign area shall be calc...
	3. Up to 50 percent of the maximum allowable sign area for building signs may be used in a projecting sign.  See Figure 38.7.3-A.

	B. Freestanding Signs
	1. Freestanding Sign Area
	2. Freestanding Sign Height
	3. Freestanding Sign Location
	4. Additional Height for Freestanding Signs

	C. Pedestrian-Oriented Signs

	38.7.4. Directional Signs

	38.8. Signs in Commercial and Public Service Plan Areas
	38.8.1. Building Signs
	A. Each primary use may be allowed one square foot of building sign area for each one lineal foot of building frontage, up to a maximum of 40 square feet of sign area per building frontage.  Maximum height of building signs shall be 15 feet above grad...
	B. In instances where the primary use has no building frontage, but does have a frontage without a public entrance on what is defined as a street, TRPA may allow building signage to be erected upon that alternate frontage.  The sign area shall be calc...
	C. Up to 50 percent of the maximum allowable sign area for building signs may be used in a projecting sign.  See Figure 38.8.1-A.

	38.8.2. Freestanding Signs
	A. Single Freestanding Sign
	1. The street frontage of the project area is greater than 100 feet in length;
	2. The sign identifies a building with multiple tenants or a project area with multiple buildings;
	3. The use does not contain a structure in its normal operation on which to place a building sign;
	4. The building is set back at least 50 feet from the edge of the right-of-way; or
	5. The freestanding sign is set back beyond the building facade closest to the roadway.

	B. Multiple Freestanding Signs Allowed
	1. The street frontage of the project area is greater than 300 feet in length;
	2. The project area has more than one major entry point;
	3. The freestanding signs face different streets or are at least 1,000 feet apart; and
	4. The distance between the freestanding signs is at least 100 feet.

	C. Freestanding Sign Area
	D. Freestanding Sign Height
	E. Freestanding Sign Location
	F. Additional Height for Freestanding Signs

	38.8.3. Pedestrian-Oriented Signs
	38.8.4. Directional Signs

	38.9. Signs in Tourist  Accommodation Plan Areas
	38.9.1. Building Signs
	A. Each primary use may be allowed one square foot of sign area for each one lineal foot of building frontage, up to a maximum of 40 square feet of sign area per building frontage.  The maximum height of building signs shall be 15 feet above grade, wi...
	B. In instances where the primary use has no building frontage, but does have a frontage without a public entrance on what is defined as a street, TRPA may allow building signage to be erected upon that alternate frontage.  The sign area shall be calc...
	C. Up to 50 percent of the maximum allowable sign area for building signs may be used in a projecting sign.  See Figure 38.8.1-A.

	38.9.2. Freestanding Signs
	38.9.3. Pedestrian-Oriented Signs
	38.9.4. Directional Signs

	38.10. Fuel Price Signs
	38.10.1. Motor Vehicles
	38.10.2. Marina Fuel Price Signs

	38.11. Temporary Signs
	38.11.1. Temporary Signs for Temporary Activities
	A. Area and Height Limit
	B. Time Limit Generally

	38.11.2. Temporary Signs for Temporary Uses

	38.12. Existing Signs
	38.12.1. Conforming Sign
	38.12.2. Nonconforming Sign
	38.12.3. Conformance or Removal of Nonconforming Signs
	A. Circumstances Requiring Removal
	1. Where the cost of bringing the sign into conformance is less than one hundred dollars or where the sign is valued at less than one hundred dollars, such sign shall be brought into conformance or removed within one year after the effective date of t...
	2. If a nonconforming sign is destroyed or damaged to an extent in excess of 50 percent of the sign value;
	3. If the sign is relocated;
	4. If the sign is altered structurally, or if the sign face is altered, except for changeable copy signs and maintenance;
	5. If the business or use for which the nonconforming sign(s) was installed is expanded or modified, and if the value of the expansion or modification exceeds 50 percent of the value of the existing improvements.  All improvements to a single business...
	6. By the expiration date for any permit for a use authorized by TRPA that requires Governing Board approval as set forth in Chapter 2: Applicability of the Code of Ordinances, results in an increase of more than 100 additional daily vehicle trips, or...

	B. Immediate Compliance Required
	C. Nonconforming Signs Visible from Scenic Threshold Roadway or Shoreline Travel Route
	D. Exceptions to Conformance Requirements
	1. The exception is consistent with the purpose and intent of the sign ordinance;
	2. There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the property involved or to the intended use of the property that are not contemplated or provided for by this ordinance;
	3. The approval of the exception shall not be materially detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare;
	4. Alternative signage concepts that comply with the provision to which the exception is requested have been evaluated, and undue hardship would result if the strict adherence to the provision is required;
	5. A scenic quality analysis demonstrates that the exception, if approved, shall be consistent with the threshold attainment findings listed in the Scenic Resources Management Package Final Environmental Impact Statement, 1989;
	6. The exception that is approved shall not increase the number, area, and height of the existing sign or signs for which the exception is requested; and
	7. The exception is the minimum departure from the standards.

	E. Determination of Sign Value

	38.12.4. Maintenance and Repair of Nonconforming Signs

	CHAPTER 39: Subdivision
	39.1. Permissible Subdivisions
	39.1.1. Purpose
	39.1.2. Applicability
	39.1.3. Limitations on New Subdivisions
	A. Conveyance to Public Entity
	1. Acquisition Program Conveyances
	2. General Conveyances

	B. Cemetery Lots
	C. Litigation
	D. Modifications to Existing Parcels and Subdivisions
	E. Conversions of Pre-1987 Structures
	F. Resubdivision
	G. Subdivision of Post-1987 Projects


	39.2. Subdivision Standards
	39.2.1. Purpose
	39.2.2. Applicability
	39.2.3. Subdivision of Existing Structures
	A. Permissible Use
	1. Election of conversion of use pursuant to Section 50.10 shall be made in conjunction with or prior to an application to subdivide an existing structure.  If the election is made after a TRPA approval for subdivision, then the election shall void th...

	B. Moderate-Income Housing
	1. To determine whether a unit is moderate-income housing, the applicant shall submit a rental/sale history for each unit for the previous five years.  TRPA shall review the history and determine whether the unit has, on the whole, been available as m...
	2. Restriction of subdivided units to moderate-income housing shall include recordation of deed restrictions or other covenants running with the land that limit the rental rates and sale price to those that are affordable to households or tenants that...

	C. Land Coverage
	1. Prior to approving a subdivision of an existing structure, TRPA shall require submittal of a site plan showing all existing land coverage.
	2. Conversions of existing structures shall be subject to the excess coverage mitigation requirements in Section 30.6 to the extent the subdivision includes or is approved in conjunction with building modifications.

	D. Density
	1. Conversions of existing structures that exceed the density standards in Chapter 31 by no more than ten percent may be permitted provided TRPA finds that the resultant excess density is not inconsistent with the surrounding uses and the goals of the...
	2. For purposes of this section, the density standard for single-family residential units shall be the multi-family density standard in the applicable plan area statement.
	3. If multi-family is not a permitted use, then the density standard for single-family residential units in a subdivision or planned unit development shall be the density shown on the subdivision map provided the map depicts a specific density.  If th...

	E. Parking
	F. BMPs
	G. Basic Services
	H. Signage
	I. Design Review Guidelines
	1. Snow Storage (subsection 36.5.3);
	2. Landscaping (Section 36.7); and
	3. Lighting (Section 36.8).

	J. Air Quality Mitigation Fees
	K. Common Areas
	L. Shorezone Structures
	M. Substitution of Local Housing Plans
	N. General Standards
	1. In conjunction with the subdivision of an existing structure, TRPA may also approve the reconstruction or relocation of the structure within the same project area as otherwise permitted in the Code.
	2. This section shall not be construed to permit the transfer of an existing structure to create a lot and block subdivision, planned unit development, or similar division of land.
	3. A final map or similar document for an approved subdivision shall contain a signature block for TRPA to document regional approval.
	4. TRPA shall require compliance with applicable pre-existing permit conditions and subdivision approvals through the recordation of deed restrictions or other covenants running with the land, as deemed necessary.


	39.2.4. Resubdivisions
	39.2.5. Subdivision of Post-1987 Projects
	A. Existing Urban Areas
	B. Permissible Use
	C. Multi-Residential Bonus Units and Allocations
	D. Moderate-Income Housing
	E. Land Coverage
	F. Affordable Housing
	G. Density
	H. Basic Services
	I. Parking
	J. Signage
	K. Air Quality Mitigation Fees
	L. Secondary Residences
	M. Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions
	N. Shorezone Structures
	O. General Standards
	1. This section shall not be construed to permit the transfer or modification of an approved multi-residential project to a lot and block subdivision or similar division of land.
	2. A final map, or similar document, for an approved subdivision shall contain a signature block for TRPA to document regional approval.
	3. TRPA shall only approve subdivisions of post-1987 projects after approval of the underlying project.  The subdivision approval shall expire if the underlying project approval expires or the project is not completed.  TRPA shall require compliance w...

	P. Modifications to Subdivisions


	CHAPTER 40:
	CHAPTER 41:
	CHAPTER 42:
	CHAPTER 43:
	CHAPTER 44:
	CHAPTER 45:
	CHAPTER 46:
	CHAPTER 47:
	CHAPTER 48:
	CHAPTER 49:
	CHAPTER 50: Allocation of Development
	50.1. Purpose
	50.2. Applicability
	A. An allocation is obtained in accordance with this chapter;
	B. The parcel is eligible to use an allocation; and
	C. The project is approved by TRPA.

	50.3. Development Rights
	50.3.1. Assignment of Development Rights
	A. Parcels which are located in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7, are within a community plan area, or within Centers in a Conforming Area Plan, and are eligible for tourist accommodation or commercial uses, shall not have a development right. ...
	B. Parcels that contained one or more of the primary uses listed in the Section 21.4 under Residential, Tourist Accommodation, Commercial, or Public Service, on the effective date of the Regional Plan, shall not have a development right, except as oth...
	C. Parcels that contained one or more of the primary uses listed in Section 21.4 under Recreation, on the effective date of the Regional Plan, shall not have a development right, except that parcels with only dispersed outdoor recreation as a primary ...
	D. Parcels that contain one or more of the following uses in Section 21.4 under Resource Management, on the effective date of the Regional Plan, shall not have a development right:
	1. Tree farms;
	2. Farm/ranch accessory structure;
	3. Grazing;
	4. Range pasture, management;
	5. Range improvement; or
	6. Open space.

	E. Littoral parcels that contain one or more of the primary uses listed in Section 81.3, on the effective date of the Regional Plan, shall not have a development right, except that parcel with the primary use of dispersed water-oriented outdoor recrea...
	F. Parcels which are burdened by an easement or other restriction incompatible with a residential use;
	G. Parcels which were created as a result of an eminent domain or similar government action or are otherwise remnants of a prior transaction, and which do not contain sufficient area to construct a single-family residence; and
	H. Parcels which were created for the purpose of public service uses or easements, including, but not limited to, public utilities and public recreation.

	50.3.2. Transfer of Development Rights
	50.3.3. Construction of Residential Unit
	50.3.4. Parcels Containing a Residential Unit Destroyed by Calamity

	50.4. Allocation of Commodities and Development Rights Accounting
	50.4.1. Total Allocations of Commodities and Accounting of Development Rights
	50.4.2. 2013 Additional Allocations
	50.4.3.  LOS and VMT  Monitoring

	50.5. Allocation of Additional Residential Units
	50.5.1. Requirement of Residential Allocation
	A. Applicable Residential Uses
	B. Definition of "Additional Residential Unit”
	1. The reconstruction or replacement, on the same parcel, of a residential unit legally existing on or approved before January 1, 1986;
	2. The reconstruction or replacement, on the same parcel, of a residential unit that was allocated and approved pursuant to this Code;
	3. Legally established additions and accessory uses to an existing residential structure that do not create additional residential dwelling units;
	4. The relocation of an existing residential unit legally established on January 1, 1986, other than a mobile home dwelling, through a transfer approved by TRPA;
	5. The relocation of a legally established mobile home dwelling with existing water, sewer, and electrical services to a mobile home development or to a multi-family dwelling of five units or more, pursuant to a transfer approved by TRPA;
	6. An existing, legally established mobile home pad with water, sewer, electrical services, and vehicular parking, whether or not a mobile home is located on the pad; or
	7. One or more new residential units permitted by TRPA prior to February 24, 2010, provided that;

	C. Maximum Number of Residential Units and Distribution of Allocations Among Jurisdictions
	1. Annual Release
	2. Additional Bonus Multi-Residential Units
	3. Reassignment of Allocations
	4. Water and Sewage Capacity Limitations

	D. Unused Allocation Pool
	1. TRPA may assign allocations from the unused allocation pool to parcels throughout the region provided the recipient retires a sensitive parcel within the region.
	2. TRPA may assign up to, but not exceeding, 200 allocations from the unused allocation pool to parcels throughout the region provided the local jurisdiction maintains a Certified Local Government Moderate Income Housing Program as described in subsec...
	3. TRPA may assign allocations from the unused allocation pool for Residential Development Right Transfers to Centers as described in subparagraph 51.3.3.C when a transfer earns a bonus unit or portion thereof.
	4. For 2013, TRPA shall assign 75 percent of the allocations in the unused allocation pool to local jurisdictions based on the percent distribution in Table 50.5.1-1.
	5. For 2014, TRPA shall assign a portion of allocations from the unused allocation pool to local jurisdictions in conjunction with assignments made through the Performance Review System.  The number of allocations assigned from the unused allocation p...


	50.5.2. Distribution and Administration of Residential Allocations
	A. Reserved Allocations
	1. TRPA shall reserve ten percent of each jurisdiction's annual allocations for distribution to parcels below the Individual Parcel Evaluation System (IPES) line.  The reserved allocations shall be distributed by a method of random selection by TRPA. ...
	2. Allocations distributed by TRPA under this subsection may either be transferred or returned to TRPA for reissuance to the jurisdiction of origin.  Unclaimed reserved allocations after June 1 of the year awarded shall be given to the appropriate jur...
	3. Upon transfer of a reserved allocation, a complete application for an additional residential unit shall be filed no later than December 31 of the year in which it was distributed.  Failure to submit a complete application for a transfer by June 1 o...

	B. Distribution of the Unused Allocation Pool
	1. Owners of eligible parcels may apply to TRPA on a first-come, first-served basis for available allocations in the allocation pool.
	2. Owners of parcels located within jurisdictions that maintain a Certified Local Government Moderate Income Housing Program as described in subsection 52.3.6, may apply to TRPA on a first-come, first-served basis for any available allocations in the ...
	3. Annual allocations, sensitive lot retirements, and moderate-income housing allocations shall be made available on a first-come, first-served basis.

	C. Distribution Requirements
	1. Each county and the city shall notify TRPA, in writing, of its election to not distribute allocations for a given year or years.  Notification shall be received by TRPA no later than December 31 of the preceding year.  The Governing Board may waive...
	2. TRPA shall deliver allocations to the counties and city no later than January 15 of the year for which the allocations are reserved, or within 15 days of the effective date of an ordinance providing for award and distribution of residential allocat...
	3. Delivery of allocations shall be accomplished by providing each county and city with the number of allocation certificates that corresponds to the original allocations available to the jurisdiction in that year.  The counties and city shall determi...
	4. TRPA shall number each allocation as shown in the following table:
	5. The counties and city shall notify each owner of a parcel receiving an allocation.
	6. In the event an allocation is returned or forfeited for any reason, the county or city shall notify TRPA by returning the original allocation certificate and requesting a reissued allocation for assignment to another parcel.  If the original alloca...

	D. Administration
	1. Upon receipt of the allocation certificate from the county, TRPA, or city, the owner of the parcel may file an application with TRPA to either construct a residential unit or transfer the allocation.  Failure to either file a complete application o...
	2. Except as set forth in subsection 50.5.3: Multi-Residential Allocations, and subparagraph 4 below, complete applications for construction of additional residential units shall be filed with TRPA no later than December 31 of the year in which the al...
	3. Transfer of allocations shall be completed no later than December 31 of the year in which the allocation was distributed.  Transfers of allocations shall be deemed complete when the applicant has received a TRPA notice of eligibility for the transf...
	4. Upon transfer of an allocation, a complete application for an additional residential unit shall be filed no later than June 1 of the year after the issuance of the allocation.  Failure to file a complete application by June 1 shall result in the fo...

	E. Performance Review System
	1. Allocation Performance Table
	2. Permit Monitoring and Compliance
	3. Environmental Improvement Program (EIP) Implementation
	4. BMP Retrofit Implementation
	5. Transit Level of Service
	6. Allocations not distributed under the Performance Review System shall be assigned to TRPA’s unused allocation pool.

	F. Monitoring Requirement

	50.5.3. Multi-Residential Allocations
	A. Reservation Pool
	B. Allocations for Multi-Residential Projects


	50.6. Allocation of Additional Commercial Floor Area
	50.6.1. Requirement of Allocation
	A. Applicable Commercial Uses
	1. The accessory use meets all criteria specified by Chapter 21 for an accessory use; and
	2. The accessory use is designed to serve the noncommercial primary use, as determined by reference to the following criteria:

	B. "Additional" Commercial Floor Area
	1. Additional commercial floor area includes, but is not limited to, the following:
	2. Additional commercial floor area excludes the following:

	C. Allocations to Sensitive Lands
	1. The allocation is matched by a transfer from an equal or more sensitive land capability district at a ratio of one square foot of commercial floor area allocation to two square feet of transferred commercial floor area; or,
	2. The parcel receiving the allocation is in an area covered by an adopted community plan where one or more SEZ restoration projects have been completed and the local jurisdiction has submitted an EIP project list pursuant to the residential allocatio...


	50.6.2. Commercial Floor Area Allocated or Transferred to Project in Designated Preferred Industrial Area
	50.6.3. Maximum Amount and Distribution of Allocations for Additional Commercial Floor Area for Years 1987 to 1996 and Beyond
	A. Within Community Plans
	1. Administration
	2. Before Adoption of a Proposed Community Plan
	3. After Adoption of a Community Plan

	B. Outside Community Plans
	1. Administration
	2. Limitations

	C. Allocation Time Limit Extension

	50.6.4. Maximum Amount and Distribution of Allocations for Additional Commercial Floor Area for Years 1997 and Beyond
	A. Within Adopted Community Plans
	1. TRPA shall apportion 10,000 square feet of commercial floor area to Washoe County, Douglas County, Placer County, El Dorado County, and the City of South Lake Tahoe.  Allocations not assigned by December 31, 1998, shall be reassigned to the Special...
	2. By January 1, 1999, TRPA shall apportion 50,000 square feet of commercial floor area allocation to Washoe County, Douglas County, Placer County, El Dorado County, and the City of South Lake Tahoe.  The allocation assignment shall be based on a rank...
	3. TRPA shall apportion 50,000 square feet of commercial floor area to Washoe County, Douglas County, Placer County, El Dorado County, and the City of South Lake Tahoe.  The allocation assignment shall be based on a ranking comparison of the jurisdict...

	B. Within Preliminary Community Plans
	1. Projects having an aggregate commercial floor area not exceeding 36,000 square feet and located within the boundaries of preliminary community plans may be approved by TRPA.  The 36,000 square feet allocation shall be apportioned to the local juris...
	2. A local jurisdiction may transfer its above allocated commercial floor area to another jurisdiction pursuant to a memorandum of understanding between the participating jurisdictions and approved by TRPA.  Within the limits set forth in this paragra...

	C. Outside Community Plans
	D. Special Projects
	1. Goals
	2. Eligibility
	3. Evaluation Criteria
	4. Public Assistance
	5. Maximum Amount
	6. Time Limit
	7. Applications
	8. Notifications
	9. Advisory Planning Commission (APC) Recommendation

	E. Commercial Floor Area for 2013

	50.6.5. Administration of Allocations for Additional Commercial Floor Area
	A. Allocations shall not be issued except in connection with project approvals.  The date of issuance of the allocation shall be the date the project is approved by TRPA.  The allocation shall be set forth in the approval for the project.
	B. An allocation for additional commercial floor area shall not be transferred to or otherwise used for a project other than that for which it was approved.  If the allocation is not used prior to the expiration of the permit for the project, it shall...
	C. TRPA shall monitor the issuance, use, and expiration of allocations to assure compliance with this chapter, and shall make periodic reports to the public through the Governing Board on the status of the allocation of commercial floor area.


	50.7. Allocation of Additional Tourist Accommodation Units
	50.7.1. Requirement of Allocation
	A. Applicable Tourist Accommodation Uses
	B. Definition of "Additional" Tourist Accommodation Units
	1. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of a tourist accommodation unit legally existing or approved on January 1, 1987;
	2. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of a tourist accommodation unit that was legally allocated and approved pursuant to this Code;
	3. Modifications to legally existing tourist accommodation structures and their accessory uses;
	4. The relocation of a legally existing tourist accommodation unit through a transfer approved by TRPA pursuant to Chapter 51; or
	5. The conversion of legally existing multi-family dwellings of six units or more, allocated and approved pursuant to this Code, to timesharing (residential design) units, provided the conversion is provided for in the relevant plan area statement or ...

	C. Maximum Number and Distribution of Allocations for Additional Tourist Accommodation Units
	1. A maximum of 400 additional tourist accommodation units may be approved for construction.
	2. Distribution of units within the community plan or Ski Area Master Plan shall be pursuant to the provisions of the adopted community plan or Ski Area Master Plan and the following criteria:


	50.7.2. Administration of Allocations for Additional Tourist Accommodation Units
	A. Allocations shall not be issued except in connection with project approvals.  The date of issuance of the allocation is the date the project is approved by TRPA.  The allocation shall be set forth in the approval for the project.
	B. An allocation for additional tourist accommodation units shall not be transferred to or otherwise used for a project other than that for which it pertains.  If the allocation is not used prior to the expiration of the permit for the project, it sha...
	C. TRPA shall monitor the issuance, use, and expiration of allocations to assure compliance with this chapter, and shall make periodic reports to the public through the Governing Board on the status of the allocation of tourist accommodation units.


	50.8. Regulation of Additional Public Service Facilities
	50.8.1. Required Findings for Approval of Additional Public Service Facilities
	A. There is a need for the project;
	B. The project complies with the Goals and Policies, applicable plan area statements, and Code;
	C. The project is consistent with the TRPA Environmental Improvement Program;
	D. The project meets the findings adopted pursuant to Article V(g) of the Compact as set forth in Chapter 4: Required Findings, as they are applicable to the project's service capacity;
	E. If the proposed project is to be located within the boundaries of a community plan area, then, to the extent possible consistent with public health and safety, the project is compatible with the applicable community plan; and
	F. Where a public service project is proposed for construction in a community plan area before the community plan has been adopted by TRPA, the sponsoring entity shall demonstrate that the need for such a construction schedule outweighs the need for t...

	50.8.2. Definition of "Additional" Public Service Facilities
	A. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of legally existing public service facilities;
	B. Modifications to legally existing public service facilities and their accessory uses that do not create additional service capacity;
	C. Public or quasi-public utility service connections;
	D. Replacement or reinforcement of pipelines or transmission lines that result in no significant increase in service capacity; and
	E. Telephone lines, local distribution facilities, and similar facilities.

	50.8.3. Provisions Regarding Commercial Floor Area Allocation for Public Service Projects
	A. A deed restriction describing the use restrictions is recorded and TRPA and the local government of jurisdiction are included as parties to the deed restriction;
	B. The lease contains adequate assurances that the public service use will remain for a minimum of seven years;
	C. Local government has committed to enforcement of any change of use through permits and business licenses; and
	D. All lien holders on the property have been notified of the deed restrictions.

	50.8.4. Transfer or Relocation Onsite of Commercial Floor Area Related to a Public Service Use
	A. The owner of sending project area shall comply with subparagraphs A through D of subsection 50.8.3 above;
	B. The public service use displacing the commercial use is one of the following: Local Public Health and Safety Facilities, Regional Public Health and Safety Facilities, Collection Stations, Cultural Facilities, Day Care Centers/Pre-Schools, Governmen...
	C. The commercial floor area displaced is transferred to a site in a designated community plan area;
	D. In order for a receiving project area to qualify for transferred commercial floor area, the receiving project area shall meet the criteria applicable to allocations under the applicable adopted community plan allocation system.  If the community pl...
	E. TRPA determines that, when combined with all other public service-commercial transfers since January 1, 1998, the additional public service floor area associated with the transfer is within the 60,000 square feet of additional public service floor ...


	50.9. Regulation of Additional Recreation Facilities
	50.9.1. Required Findings for Approval of Additional Recreation Facilities
	A. There is a need for the project;
	B. The project complies with the Goals and Policies, the applicable plan area statements, and Code;
	C. The project is consistent with the following TRPA maximum allowances for outdoor recreation:
	1. 6,114 people at one time ("PAOT") in overnight facilities;
	2. 6,761 PAOT in summer day-use facilities;
	3. 12,400 PAOT in winter day-use facilities; and
	4. Plus the allocations set forth in the plan area statements, or the pools of reserved PAOT capacity;

	D. The project meets the findings adopted pursuant to Article V(g) of the Compact as set forth in Chapter 3, as they are applicable to the project's recreational service capacity; and
	E. If the project requires PAOT allocations, it is consistent with the TRPA Environmental Improvement Program.

	50.9.2. Definition of "Additional Recreation”
	A. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of recreation facilities legally existing on or approved before January 1, 1987;
	B. Modifications to legally existing recreation and their accessory uses that do not create additional service capacity;
	C. Relocation of legally existing recreation facilities through a transfer approved by TRPA pursuant to Chapter 51; or
	D. Dispersed recreation.

	50.9.3. Allocation of Additional Recreation PAOTs
	A. Applicable Recreation Uses
	1. Summer Day Use
	2. Winter Day Use
	3. Overnight Use

	B. Definition of Additional PAOTs
	1. The reconstruction or replacement on the same parcel of recreation facilities legally existing on, or approved before, January 1, 1987;
	2. Modifications to legally existing recreation and their accessory uses that do not create additional service capacity;
	3. Relocation of legally existing recreation facilities through a transfer approved by TRPA pursuant to Chapter 51; and
	4. Dispersed recreation.

	C. Maximum Amount and Distribution of PAOT Allocations
	1. General
	2. Summer Day Use
	3. Winter Day Use
	4. Overnight Use

	D. Other Recreational Facilities


	50.10. Election of Conversion of Use
	50.10.1. General Conversion Standards
	A. The proposed conversion shall be evaluated for adverse impacts using the Initial Environmental Checklist (IEC) and the addenda developed by TRPA for conversions and shall not be permitted if adverse impacts cannot be mitigated;
	B. Residential and tourist accommodation units shall be converted on a ratio of one unit for one unit;
	C. Residential and tourist accommodation units shall be converted to commercial floor area at a ratio of one square foot of existing floor area to one square foot of commercial floor area, using the subsection 50.6.2 criteria for measurement of floor ...
	D. A maximum of 200 residential units and 200 tourist accommodation units may be converted within a calendar year for the region.

	50.10.2. Conversions to Multi-family Units
	A. Each TAU can be used for a maximum of 1,250 sq. ft. of residential floor area;
	B. The conversion must happen on the same parcel; and
	C. TRPA shall monitor the impacts to thresholds of pilot program.

	50.10.3. Transfer From Sensitive Lands
	50.10.4. Removal of a Nonconforming Use
	50.10.5. Uses Modified to Meet Development Standards for New Projects
	50.10.6. Uses Linked to an EIP Project
	50.10.7. Uses to Provide Deed-Restricted Affordable Housing Projects

	50.11. Other Permits
	CHAPTER 51: Transfer of Development
	51.1. Purpose
	51.2. Applicability
	51.3. Transfer of Residential Development Right
	51.3.1. Vacant Parcel
	51.3.2. Parcel Restriction
	51.3.3. Receiving Area
	A. Parcels Eligible to Receive One or More Development Rights
	B. Parcels Eligible to Receive One Development Right
	1. One development right may be transferred to a parcel for the purpose of constructing a secondary residence, provided the building site for the secondary residence is in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7; or
	2. One development right may be transferred to a parcel that was not assigned a development right provided the parcel has a building site in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7, or, if applicable, is above the initial IPES line of 726.

	C. Transfer of Development Rights to Centers; Bonus Unit Incentive
	1. Receiving parcels in Centers are eligible to receive development rights based on the land capability district of the sending parcel and the distance of the sending parcel from Centers, and from primary transit routes.
	2. Transfers of development that result in transfer ratios greater than 1:1 pursuant to this section shall be eligible to receive bonus units in the amount provided below and be allowed only if the applicant provides TRPA with binding assurance that t...
	3. Notwithstanding limitations in Chapters 50 and 52, bonus units received pursuant to this section shall not require an allocation to construct a residential unit.
	4. TRPA may assign a residential allocation from TRPA’s unused allocation pool to match the transferred residential development right when a transfer earns a bonus unit or portion thereof.
	5. Transfer ratios shall be determined by considering two factors and multiplying the two resulting ratios, pursuant to the table below.


	51.3.4. Density
	51.3.5. Local Approval

	51.4. Transfer of Residential Allocations
	51.4.1. Parcel Classification
	51.4.2. Building Site
	51.4.3. IPES Limitation
	51.4.4. Permissible Use
	51.4.5. One Transfer
	51.4.6. Local Approval
	51.4.7. Parcel Restriction

	51.5. Transfer of Existing Development
	51.5.1. Eligibility
	A. Units of Use
	B. Land Coverage

	51.5.2. Requirements
	A. The transfer shall be limited to the units of use existing on the parcel from which the development is to be removed.
	B. The use transferred shall be a permissible use on the receiving parcel as set forth in the plan area statement or adopted community plan.
	C. The receiving parcel shall comply with the site development provisions established by this Code and the plan area statement for the receiving parcel.
	D. The findings required for a special use in Chapter 21: Permissible Uses, shall have been made if the use transferred is a special use in the receiving area.
	E. The approval of affected local governments shall be obtained.
	F. The parcel from which the existing development is transferred shall be restricted pursuant to Section 51.6, no later than the time of commencement of construction of the related project.
	G. All facilities, including building and structures, shall be appropriate for removal considering conformance with TRPA plans and the Code, such as the provisions for historical structures and affordable housing.
	H. The proposed transfer shall be evaluated for adverse impacts using the IEC and the addenda developed by TRPA for transfer and shall not be permitted if adverse impacts cannot be mitigated.
	I. The receiving parcel shall have a building site that is determined to be in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, or 7; or, if applicable, in the top rank under IPES unless:
	1. There is a 25 percent or greater reduction in existing land coverage and restoration on the receiving parcel and there is no increase in vehicle trips, parking, cubic volume of the structures, or adverse impacts; or
	2. The transfer of units from a commercial, tourist, or residential use to a site inside a designated community plan area is from sensitive lands to an equal or less sensitive land capability district, and a reduction of land coverage and restoration ...
	3. The transfer of commercial floor area from no sensitive lands to a site inside a designated community plan area results in a reduction of land coverage and restoration on the receiving site or like sensitive lands in the watershed at a ratio of one...

	J. Existing residential development shall not be transferred to any parcel that is below the initial level defining the top rank under IPES (726) unless the number of vacant parcels in the top rank at the time of the proposed transfer is less than one...
	K. Transfers of tourist accommodation units (TAUs) shall comply with the conditions below.
	1. Transferred TAUs may be used to entitle, on a one-to-one basis, for the unit sizes described in subparagraph 2.  below, provided the proposed project (receiving site) will be a professionally managed tourist accommodation facility containing three ...
	2. Provided the conditions in subparagraph 1.  above are met, 80 percent of the tourist accommodation units on the receiving site may be up to 1,200 square feet, with kitchens, and no more than 20 percent of the project’s floor area may contain units ...
	3. When transferred TAUs are utilized for smaller tourist accommodation facilities that are not operated as destination resorts, the facility shall be professionally managed, units  shall not be rented for a period longer than 29 days, and TAUs may no...
	4. This transfer policy applies to hotels or timeshares and fractional units within a professionally managed tourist accommodation.


	51.5.3. Transfer of Existing Development to Centers; Bonus Unit Incentive
	A. Receiving parcels in Centers are eligible to receive transfers of existing development based on the land capability district of the sending parcel and the distance of the sending parcel from the Center and from primary transit routes.
	B. Transfers of existing development that result in transfer ratios greater than 1:1 pursuant to this section shall be eligible to receive bonus units in the amount provided below and be allowed only if the applicant provides TRPA with binding assuran...
	C. Notwithstanding limitations in Chapters 50 and 52, bonus units received pursuant to this section shall not require an allocation to construct a residential unit.
	D. Transfer ratios shall be determined by considering two factors and multiplying the two resulting ratios, pursuant to the table below.

	51.5.4. Limitations
	A. Units of use transferred shall have been legally established; and
	B. Transfers of units of use shall not be permitted for development that has become derelict.

	51.5.5. Verification of Existing Residential Units of Use for Transfer or Banking
	A. At a minimum, an existing residential unit of use shall contain cooking facilities, bathing and toilet facilities, and living and sleeping areas; and
	B. Residential units of use to be transferred or banked shall have been legally established as verified by County Assessor, local jurisdiction, and utility records:
	1. The existing residential unit shall have been assessed as such by the County Assessor's office as of October 15, 1986, except for residential units approved under Chapter 50:  Allocation of Development.
	2. Permits and planning department records shall confirm that the unit is a permitted use and structure.
	3. To be verified as a legally established unit of use, all utility service connections (e.g., water, sewer, gas, and electrical service) shall have been legal as of October 15, 1986, except for residential units approved under Chapter 50.



	51.6. Restriction of Parcels
	51.6.1. Land Coverage
	51.6.2. Residential Allocation Transfer
	A. For parcels in private ownership, deed restrictions or other covenants running with the land that permanently restrict the parcel from residential development shall be recorded by the owner.
	B. For parcels in public ownership, the public agency shall provide TRPA with binding assurance that the parcel has been permanently restricted from residential development.

	51.6.3. Existing Development Transfer
	51.6.4. Payment of Bonds and Freedom From Nuisance
	51.6.5. Transfer of All Existing Development From Sensitive Lands
	51.6.6. Transfer of Some Existing Development From Sensitive Lands
	51.6.7. Transfer of Existing Development From Non-Sensitive Lands
	A. A transfer back to the parcel is approved by TRPA pursuant to this chapter; or
	B. An allocation is obtained pursuant to Chapter 50.

	51.6.8. Development Rights Transfers From Sensitive Lands
	A. For parcels in private ownership, or that have deed restrictions or other covenants running with the land, the permanent removal of development rights from the parcel shall be recorded by the owner.
	B. For parcels in public ownership, the public agency shall provide TRPA with binding assurance that the development rights have been permanently removed.

	51.6.9. Development Rights Transfers From Non-Sensitive Lands
	51.6.10. Consolidation
	51.6.11. Relation to Chapter 6
	51.6.12. Sequential Transfers

	CHAPTER 52: Bonus Unit Incentive Program
	52.1. Purpose
	52.2. Applicability
	A. The assignment of multi-residential and tourist accommodation bonus units shall comply with the provisions set forth in this chapter.  Such assignments shall occur only in conjunction with a project approved by TRPA.
	B. In addition to the bonus units authorized by this chapter, bonus units also may result from the following additional Code provisions:
	1. Section 30.6.3: Onsite Removal and Retirement of Excess Coverage in Town Centers, Regional Centers, or the High-Density Tourist District;
	2. Section 51.3.3.C: Transfer of Development Rights to Centers; and
	3. Section 51.5.3: Transfer of Existing Development to Centers.


	52.3. Multi-Residential Incentive Program
	52.3.1. Assignment of Bonus Units
	52.3.2. Criteria
	A. The proposed density, including any multi-residential bonus units, shall not exceed the maximum density limits set forth in the plan area statement, applicable community or redevelopment plan, or this Code;
	B. Multi-residential uses shall be designated in the plan area or community plan as an allowed use, or a special use for which the findings required in Section 21.2 have been made; and
	C. Except for affordable housing units as defined in Chapter 90: Definitions, an allocation shall be required pursuant to Chapter 50: Allocation of Development, in order to use multi-residential bonus units.

	52.3.3. Determination of the Number of Multi-Residential Bonus Units
	A. Determination of Project Score
	B. Mitigation Measures
	C. Adjustments to Score
	1. Projects within a Community Plan
	2. Projects Providing Affordable Employee Housing
	3. Post-1987 Projects Proposing Subdivision of Units

	D. Option to Reserve Residential Bonus Units

	52.3.4. Affordable and Moderate-Income Housing
	A. Housing development projects proposing to use multi-residential bonus units shall not be subject to Table 52.3.3-1 if the following criteria are met:
	1. The housing provided meets the criteria for affordable or government-assisted housing set forth in Policies 1, 3, and 4 of Goal 1 of the Housing Sub element.  Residential bonus units for such projects shall be assigned on the basis of project need;...
	2. The housing provided meets the definition of “moderate-income housing” as defined in Chapter 90, and the local jurisdiction where the project is located maintains a TRPA-certified local government moderate-income housing program as determined by su...

	B. Bonus units for such projects are assigned on the basis of project need.

	52.3.5. Residential Bonus Unit Substitution
	A. The project area shall be brought up to TRPA development standards applicable for modifications on a project area containing existing development and shall meet scenic quality standards if the project is visible from a roadway travel route, shoreli...
	B. The local jurisdiction shall inspect and certify that each unit remaining in the project area meets its health and safety requirements for residences;
	C. A deed restriction shall be recorded with TRPA and the local jurisdiction ensuring that the units remaining in the project area meet TRPA’s affordable or moderate-income housing definition and shall be so maintained; and
	D. Any existing units of use not used in the project area are only transferable to multi-residential facilities.

	52.3.6. TRPA-Certified Local Government Moderate-Income Housing Program
	A. TRPA Certification
	1. Housing needs and issues of the jurisdiction pursuant to state standards within an adopted Housing Element; and
	2. Standards that guide the development of moderate-income housing using the principles of transit-oriented development, including:

	B. Permanent Limitations on Approved Use, Rental Rates, and Income Limits
	C. Annual Reporting


	52.4. Tourist Accommodation Bonus Unit Program
	52.4.1. Assignment of Bonus Units
	52.4.2. Criteria
	A. The proposed density, including any tourist accommodation bonus units, shall not exceed the maximum density limits set forth in the adopted community or redevelopment plan or Ski Area Master Plan;
	B. Tourist accommodation units shall be designated in the plan area or community plan as an allowed use, or a special use for which the findings required in Section 21.2 have been made;
	C. The project shall be located on a parcel designated in an adopted community or redevelopment plan or Ski Area Master Plan as being eligible to receive tourist accommodation bonus units and the project shall not exceed the density set forth in the c...
	D. All tourist accommodation bonus units shall be allocated in accordance with Chapter 50: Allocation of Development.

	52.4.3. Determination of the Number of Bonus Units
	A. Determination of Project Score
	B. Mitigation Measures
	C. Conversion of Points to Bonus Units
	1. The points earned pursuant to Table 52.4.3-1 may be converted to tourist accommodation bonus units only in conjunction with the transfer of existing tourist accommodation units in accordance with Chapter 51: Transfer of Development, and this section.
	2. Points earned shall be converted to bonus units as follows:
	3. Points earned but not matched by transfers shall not be converted to tourist accommodation bonus units.
	4. Tourist accommodation bonus units shall be awarded at the time of project approval, including the portion of the project that includes the transfer of units.

	D. Option to Reserve Tourist Accommodation Bonus Units


	52.5. Determination of Project Cost
	CHAPTER 53: INDIVIDUAL Parcel Evaluation System
	53.1. Purpose
	53.2. Applicability
	53.2.1. IPES Review and Approval of Single-Family Dwellings Required
	53.2.2. IPES Manuals

	53.3. Parcel Evaluation Generally
	53.3.1. Purpose of Parcel Evaluation
	53.3.2. Evaluation Teams
	53.3.3. Eligibility for IPES Evaluation
	A. Vacant Parcels
	B. Parcels That Are Not Vacant
	C. Special Situations
	1. Parcels Owned by a Public or Quasi-Public Entity
	2. Dedicated Open Space
	3. No Physical Access
	4. Insufficient Area to Construct a Single-Family Dwelling
	5. Local Zoning Restrictions


	53.3.4. Notification of Property Owners
	A. When eligible parcels evaluated have been assigned a score, the owner of each such parcel shall be notified by mail in accordance with TRPA's Rules of Procedures of the parcel's assigned score, the procedures for requesting a reevaluation in accord...
	B. Once TRPA has taken action on requests for reevaluation in accordance with subsection 53.6.3 and the formula for determining allowable base land coverage in accordance with Section 53.8, the owners of parcels evaluated under IPES shall be notified ...
	C. TRPA shall notify each parcel owner of the score resulting from the procedure established in subparagraph 53.6.4.A once TRPA has completed its review of the appeal application.  This notification shall include the parcel's total score, percentage o...


	53.4. Area to be Evaluated Under IPES
	53.4.1. Parcels of One-Third Acre or Less
	A. Area to be Evaluated
	B. Slope Length and Gradient Readings
	1. Segment readings shall be taken perpendicular to the natural contours and through the middle of the most likely building site as determined by the evaluation team in accordance with subsection 53.4.3;
	2. Enough segments shall be recorded for each parcel so that the sum of all segment lengths is at least 120 feet.  In cases where segment lengths totaling 120 feet cannot be obtained within a parcel's boundaries, segment readings shall be taken on adj...
	3. Segment readings shall begin 60 feet above the middle of the most likely building site or at the top of the cut slope or toe of the fill slope adjacent to the public right-of-way or other access road.

	C. Parcels Containing a SEZ
	D. Parcels Less than 10,000 Square Feet or with Less than 10,000 Square Feet Outside a SEZ
	1. The score received by parcels that contain less than 5,000 square feet outside a SEZ shall be multiplied by the factors established in subparagraphs C and D, above.
	2. The procedure set forth in Section 53.9 shall be used by the field evaluation teams to establish the area of a parcel outside a SEZ.


	53.4.2. Parcels Greater than One-Third Acre
	A. Area to be Evaluated
	B. Slope Length and Gradient Readings
	C. Parcels Containing a SEZ

	53.4.3. Most Likely Building Site
	A. Considerations for Most Likely Building Site
	B. Alternative Building Site


	53.5. Ranking of Parcels
	53.5.1. Lowering Numerical Level Defining Top-Ranked Parcels
	A. Required Findings
	1. All parcels included in the top rank are otherwise eligible for development under the applicable state water quality management plan for the Lake Tahoe Basin (208 plans) and other legal limitations;
	2. The monitoring program for that jurisdiction is in place pursuant to Chapter 16: Regional Plan and Environmental Threshold Review and the TRPA monitoring plan.
	3. Demonstrable progress is being made on capital improvement programs for water quality within that jurisdiction;
	4. The level of compliance with conditions of project approvals within any jurisdiction is satisfactory; and
	5. For any jurisdiction, the number of parcels having scores below the level defining the top ranked parcels, divided by the number of parcels in that jurisdiction that were identified as sensitive by TRPA on January 1, 1986, does not exceed the follo...


	53.5.2. Limitation On Issuance of Allocations To Parcels Below Level Defining Top Ranked Parcels
	53.5.3. Eligibility To Compete for Allocation
	A. Transfer the allocation in accordance with Chapter 51: Transfer of Development;
	B. Relinquish the allocation; or
	C. Transfer other development rights in accordance with Chapter 51.


	53.6. Changes In IPES Score
	53.6.1. Installation of Water Quality Improvement in Vicinity of Parcel
	53.6.2. Changes In Condition of Watershed
	53.6.3. Reevaluation Procedure
	53.6.4. Appeal Procedure
	A. Upon receipt of an appeal, the parcel shall be reevaluated by an evaluation team other than the one that performed the original evaluation.  A second notification, pursuant to TRPA's Rules of Procedure and in accordance with subparagraph 53.3.4.C, ...
	B. Appeals to the Governing Board shall be processed in accordance with TRPA's Rules of Procedure.  The Governing Board may change the score for a parcel only if it finds that the IPES criteria were not applied correctly and then the score shall be ch...

	53.6.5. Alternative Appeal Procedure
	53.6.6. Reversal of Denial of Entry

	53.7. Evaluation Criteria
	53.7.1. Relative Erosion Hazard
	53.7.2. Runoff Potential
	A. Poor
	B. Fair
	C. Good

	53.7.3. Degree of Difficulty to Access Building Site
	A. Upsloping Parcels without Existing Access
	1. General
	2. Adjustment for Gradient Above Cut Slope

	B. Downsloping Parcels without Existing Access
	1. General
	2. Adjustment for Gradient Below Fill Slope

	C. Parcels with Existing Driveways
	1. Extent of Grading Required on Access
	2. Excavation for Parking Area or Garage

	D. Parcels Requiring Access Through a Stream Environment Zone
	1. Location of Disturbance


	53.7.4. Stream Environment Zone
	A. Type of Disturbance in Stream Environment Zone
	1. None
	2. Utility Connections

	B. Location of Disturbance
	1. Inside Secondary Riparian Vegetation or Setback
	2. Inside Primary Riparian Vegetation But Not in Stream Channel
	3. In Stream Channel


	53.7.5. Condition of Watershed
	A. Geomorphic, precipitation, and stream flow characteristics;
	B. Nutrients and sediments in stream flow, expressed in production per unit area of drainage basin (e.g., pounds of nitrate nitrogen per square mile of drainage basin); and
	C. Existing land coverage compared to allowable land coverage.

	53.7.6. Ability to Revegetate
	A. Vegetative Groups
	B. Climatic Conditions
	1. Aspect and Gradient
	2. Elevation


	53.7.7. Need for Water Quality Improvements in Vicinity of Parcel
	A. Preparation of Map
	B. Assigning Scores to Parcels

	53.7.8. Proximity to Lake Tahoe
	A. Preparation of Map
	1. Area A (0 points)
	2. Area B (10 points)
	3. Area C (20 points)
	4. Area D (30 points)
	5. Area E (40 points)
	6. Area F (50 points)

	B. Assigning Scores to Parcels

	53.7.9. Additional Mitigation
	A. Required Findings
	1. The water quality improvements proposed under the provisions of this subsection are consistent with TRPA's 208 Plan;
	2. The increase in the IPES score for the applicant's parcel is in compliance with subparagraph B below; and
	3. The proposed water quality improvements would not otherwise be required of the owner to comply with the standards set forth in Section 60.4: Best Management Practice Requirements.

	B. Limitations on Amount of Increase in Score

	53.7.10. Man-Modified Areas

	53.8. Allowable Base Land Coverage
	53.8.1. Procedure for Establishing Allowable Base Land Coverage
	A. Identification of Bailey Capability Classifications
	B. Determination of Central Tendency Scores
	C. Plotting of Central Tendency Scores
	D. Development of Formula by TRPA
	E. Establishment of Allowable Base Land Coverage

	53.8.2. Application of Allowable Base Land Coverage Percentages
	A. Parcels of One-Third Acre or Less in Size
	B. Parcels Greater than One-Third Acre


	53.9. Procedure for Establishing SEZ Boundaries and Setbacks
	53.9.1. SEZ Identification
	A. Key Indicators
	1. Evidence of surface water flow, including perennial, ephemeral, and intermittent streams, but not including rills or man-made channels;
	2. Primary riparian vegetation;
	3. Near surface groundwater;
	4. Lakes or ponds;
	5. Beach (Be) soil; or
	6. One of the following alluvial soils:

	B. Secondary Indicators
	1. Designated flood plain;
	2. Groundwater between 20 - 40 inches;
	3. Secondary riparian vegetation; or
	4. One of the following alluvial soils:


	53.9.2. SEZ Boundaries
	53.9.3. SEZ Setbacks
	A. Confined Perennial Stream
	1. Good Slope Condition
	2. Average Slope Condition
	3. Poor Slope Condition

	B. Unconfined Perennial Stream
	C. Confined Ephemeral or Intermittent Stream
	1. Good Slope Condition
	2. Average Slope Condition
	3. Poor Slope Condition

	D. Unconfined Ephemeral Or Intermittent Stream
	E. Channel Absent
	F. Lakes and Ponds

	53.9.4. SEZ Documentation

	53.10. Technical Standards and Methodologies
	53.10.1. Relative Erosion Hazard Formulae
	53.10.2.  Runoff Potential
	53.10.3. Degree of Difficulty To Access Building Site
	53.10.4. Extent of Disturbance in SEZ
	53.10.5. Condition of Watershed
	53.10.6. Ability to Revegetate
	A. Description of Vegetative Groups
	1. Group A: Choice of plants is not limited.  Soils have no major limitation.  Soils are more than 40 inches deep.  Texture of the surface layer is stony sandy loam.  Drainage is good, permeability is moderate in the subsoil, and the available water c...
	2. Group B: Choice of plants is limited by droughtiness and low fertility.  Soils are mostly more than 40 inches deep over weathered rock, but some are only 20 inches deep.  Texture of the surface layer ranges from loamy coarse sand to gravelly loam a...
	3. Group C: Choice of plants is limited by wetness.  Soils are more than 30 inches deep.  Texture of the surface layer ranges from and through silt loam and in places is very gravelly.  Natural drainage is poor to somewhat poor and the available water...
	4. Group G: Choice of plants is limited by depth.  Soils are as shallow as 20 inches over bedrock or a hardpan.  Texture of the surface layer ranges from coarse sandy loam to very stony sandy loam.  Drainage is moderately good to good.  Permeability i...
	5. Group J: Choice of plants depends on on-site investigation.  The group includes all soils and land types in capability classes VII and VIII and steep and very steep soils.  For soils listed in this group the evaluation team shall determine which of...


	53.10.7. Need for Water Quality Improvements in Vicinity of Parcel
	53.10.8. Area to be Evaluated
	53.10.9. Setbacks from SEZs
	53.10.10. List Assigning Point Values to Off-Site Water Quality Improvements in IPES Pursuant to Subsection 53.7.9
	A. Options to Increase IPES Score
	1. Pay a non-refundable and non-transferable fee of $672 per point to be deposited into the water quality mitigation fee fund, in which case TRPA will unconditionally award the points to the subject parcel; or
	2. Implement a water quality improvement project consistent with TRPA’s 208 plan and of equal or superior value to the fee calculated in 1, above.  Per-unit costs in this appendix shall be calculated using Table 53.11.10-1 and shall be used to estimat...

	B. Requirements for Option 1
	C. Requirements for Option 2
	1. Submit detailed plans of the proposed water quality improvement project for TRPA review and approval, including a cost breakdown of the project utilizing the per-unit costs contained herein;
	2. Obtain all necessary authorizations for the required encroachment on the public right-of-way; and
	3. Make appropriate arrangements for long-term maintenance of the project after its completion.



	CHAPTER 54:
	CHAPTER 55:
	CHAPTER 56:
	CHAPTER 57:
	CHAPTER 58:
	CHAPTER 59:
	CHAPTER 60: Water Quality
	60.1. Water Quality Control
	60.1.1. Purpose
	60.1.2. Applicability
	60.1.3. Discharge Limits
	A. Surface Runoff
	1. If the constituent levels of water entering a site from upstream areas are of a superior or equal quality to the above, those waters shall meet the quality level listed in Table 60.1.3-1 prior to discharge from the site.
	2. If the constituent levels of waters entering a site do not meet the quality levels in Table 60.1.3-1, there shall be no increase in the concentrations of these constituents in water discharged from the site, based on a 24-hour average.

	B. Discharges to Ground Waters
	C. Prohibition of Wastewater Discharge
	1. Holding Tanks and Other No-Discharge Systems
	2. Accidental Releases of Sewage
	3. Sewage Exfiltration
	4. Recycled Wastewater Use for Fire Protection

	D. Prohibition of Toxic or Hazardous Waste Discharge
	E. Prohibition of Certain Watercraft
	1. Any two-stroke engine powered watercraft whose fuel is directly injected into the cylinder shall be exempt from the prohibition;
	2. Injected in to the crankcase prior to entering the cylinder and the fuel injection engine was purchased before January 27, 1999, shall be prohibited commencing October 1, 2001;
	3. Any watercraft powered by a two-stroke engine whose engine is certified as meeting the U.S. EPA 2006 standard or the CARB 2001 standard shall be exempt from the prohibition;
	4. Sailboats utilizing two-stroke engines as auxiliary power shall be prohibited commencing October 1, 2001;
	5. Any watercraft powered by a two-stroke engine rated at ten horsepower or less shall be prohibited commencing October 1, 1999; or
	6. Any watercraft powered by an engine that has been certified as meeting EPA’s 2001-2005 emission standard shall be prohibited commencing October 1, 2001.


	60.1.4. Snow Disposal
	A. Requirements for Individual Parcels
	B. Requirements for Dirt Roads

	60.1.5. Deicers and Abrasive Control
	A. Storage Areas
	B. Reporting
	C. Restrictions

	60.1.6. Spill Control
	A. Cooperative Sewage Spill Plans
	B. Sewage Spill Plan Criteria

	60.1.7. Pesticide Use
	A. Pesticide Use Discouraged
	B. Criteria for Pesticide Use
	1. Only chemicals registered with the Environmental Protection Agency and the state agency of appropriate jurisdiction shall be used and only for their registered application;
	2. Alternatives to chemical application shall be employed where practical; and
	3. No detectable concentration of any pesticide shall be allowed to enter any stream environment zone, surface water, or ground water unless TRPA finds that application of the pesticide is necessary to attain or maintain the environmental threshold st...


	60.1.8. Fertilizer Management
	A. Fertilizer Management Approaches Generally
	1. The appropriate type of fertilizer to avoid release of excess nutrients;
	2. Fertilizer management programs proposing the use of phosphorus shall demonstrate the need for the particular site conditions and vegetation to be maintained or established, and shall consider the use of slow release and phosphorus-free fertilizer;
	3. The rate and means of application to avoid excessive application or application to non-target areas or native vegetation;
	4. The timing and frequency of application to minimize the use of fertilizer, avoid early and late season fertilizer use when vegetation growth is not active;
	5. Appropriate watering schedules and efficient irrigation systems to avoid excessive leaching and runoff of nutrients;
	6. Preferred plant materials for the intended use and site conditions with an emphasis on native and adapted species to minimize the need of fertilizer;
	7. Landscape design that minimizes the use and impacts of fertilizer application;
	8. Critical areas such as backshore areas and SEZ setbacks in close proximity to Lake Tahoe and other bodies of water, or water quality treatment basins where the use of fertilizer shall be avoided;
	9. Design and maintenance of drainage control systems including holding ponds where necessary;
	10. Surface and groundwater monitoring programs to determine compliance with existing nitrogen and phosphorus discharge standards; any required monitoring will be at owners expense, where annual reporting is required in critical areas and as determine...
	11. Public outreach, either in the form of public and private programs, fliers for utility district and other organization distribution, and workshops, or affiliate membership outreach on fertilizer management shall be included in fertilizer managemen...
	12. For large users (defined under subparagraph 60.1.8.C below) and large turf projects, a soil testing program may be appropriate to assess the required concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus in the soil for vegetation use, adjusting for Tahoe Bas...

	B. Fertilizer Management Programs
	C. Existing Uses
	1. At TRPA Request and Large Users
	2. Monitoring Report

	D. Requirements for Fertilizer Sales
	E. Snow Hardeners


	60.2. Water Quality Mitigation
	60.2.1. Purpose
	60.2.2. Applicability
	A. General Applicability
	B. Exemptions
	1. Transfer
	2. 208 EIP Projects
	3. Limited Exception for Additional or Transferred Development Within Adopted Community Plans


	60.2.3. Required Offsets
	A. Mitigation Projects
	B. Water Quality Mitigation Fund

	60.2.4. Fee Required
	60.2.5. Use and Distribution of Mitigation Funds
	60.2.6. Stream Environment Zone Restoration Program
	60.2.7. Water Quality Revolving Fund

	60.3. Source Water Protection
	60.3.1. Purpose
	60.3.2. Applicability
	60.3.3. Source Water Protection Standards
	A. Source Water Defined
	B. Possible Contaminating Activity Defined
	C. Source Water Protection Zone Defined
	1. Protection Zone

	D. Review of Proposed Possible Contaminating Activities Located in Source Water Protection Zones
	1. The project complies with the requirements to install BMPs as set forth in subsection 60.4.3;
	2. TRPA has solicited comments from the operator/owner of the source water, and the department of environmental health with jurisdiction over the source water, and all such comments received were considered by TRPA prior to action being taken on the p...
	3. A spill control plan is submitted to TRPA for review and approval.  The plan shall contain the following elements:
	4. Submittal of a spill control plan may be waived provided a state or local agency with jurisdiction over the subject source water provides a written statement to TRPA that a plan containing the above elements remains on file with that agency, or TRP...

	E. Requirements of Existing Uses Located in Source Water Protection Zones

	60.3.4. Source Water Assessment
	60.3.5. Possible Contaminating Activities
	A. Residential
	1. Domestic animal raising

	B. Commercial
	1. Retail
	2. Services
	3. Light Industrial
	4. Wholesale/Storage

	C. Public Service
	1. General
	2. Linear Public Facilities

	D. Recreation
	1. Beach recreation
	2. Boat launching facilities
	3. Developed campgrounds
	4. Golf courses
	5. Marinas
	6. Recreational vehicle parks
	7. Rural sports

	E. Resource Management
	1. Timber Management
	2. Range
	3. Watershed Improvements

	F. Shorezone
	1. Construction equipment storage
	2. Seaplane operations
	3. Tour Boat operations
	4. Water-oriented outdoor recreation concessions



	60.4. Best Management Practice Requirements
	60.4.1. Purpose
	60.4.2. Applicability
	60.4.3. Project Compliance Program
	A. Temporary BMPs
	B. Permanent BMPs
	1. Conditions of project approval shall set forth a schedule for installation of permanent BMPs on the project area.  In no case shall permanent BMP installation be scheduled later than the date set for the completion of the project (see Chapter 2: Ap...
	2. Retrofitting of the project area outside the construction site boundary with permanent BMPs shall also be made a condition of project approval.  If the project area involves more than one parcel, the entire project area will be treated as one parce...
	3. The below categories of projects, if not carried out in conjunction with another type of project, may be exempt from the requirements of subparagraph 60.4.3.B.2.


	60.4.4. BMP Retrofit Program
	A. Priority System
	1. Priority Group 1
	2. Priority Group 2
	3. Priority Group 3

	B. Parcels and Unpaved Roadways without Appropriate BMPs
	C. Disclosure Requirements
	D. Discharge Permits
	1. Commercial Uses
	2. Recreation Uses
	3. Public Service Uses


	60.4.5. Priority for Installation of Retrofitting Measures
	A. Pave legally established roads, driveways, and parking areas;
	B. Install drainage conveyances;
	C. Install walkways and stabilize cut and fill slopes;
	D. Vegetate denuded areas; and
	E. Treat surface runoff from land coverage.

	60.4.6. Standard BMP Requirements
	A. Runoff Water
	1. Infiltration Requirements
	2. Excess Runoff

	B. Cut and Fill Slopes
	C. Denuded Areas
	D. Drainage Conveyances
	E. Roads, Driveways, and Parking Areas
	F. Protection of BMPs
	G. Consistency with Defensible Space Requirements

	60.4.7. Additional Requirements
	60.4.8. Special Circumstances
	A. Where special circumstances occur, alternative BMPs may be approved to meet water quality standards.  Special circumstances may include, but not be limited to, streets, highways, bike trails, existence of high ground water table, unusual upstream o...
	B. Infiltrating runoff volumes generated by the 20 year, 1-hour storm may not be possible in some locations due to shallow depth to seasonal groundwater levels, unfavorable soil conditions, or other site constraints such as existing infrastructure or ...

	60.4.9. Maintenance of BMPs

	CHAPTER 61: Vegetation and Forest Health
	61.1. Tree Removal
	61.1.1. Purpose
	61.1.2. Applicability
	A. 2: Applicability of the Code of Ordinances;
	B. 30: Land Coverage;
	C. 33: Grading and Construction;
	D. 36: Design Standards;
	E. 53: Individual Parcel Evaluation System;
	F. 60: Water Quality;
	G. 61: Vegetation and Forest Health;
	H. 62: Wildlife Resources;
	I. 63: Fish Resources;
	J. 64: Livestock Grazing;
	K. 80: Review of Projects in the Shorezone and Lakezone;
	L. 84: Development Standards Lakeward of High Water; and
	M. 90: Definitions.

	61.1.3. Delegation of Project Review and Permit Determination
	61.1.4. Old Growth Enhancement and Protection
	A. Standards for Conservation and Recreation Lands or SEZs
	1. Unreasonably Contribute to Fire Hazard
	2. Unacceptable Risk to Structures or Areas of High Use
	3. Diseased or Infested Trees
	4. Adverse Impacts to Stream or River
	5. Ecosystem Management Goals
	6. Ski Areas Master Plans
	7. EIP Projects
	8. Extreme Fuel Loading
	9. Large Public Utilities Projects
	10. Emergency Fire Suppression
	11. Private Landowners

	B. Standards for Non-SEZ Urban Lands
	C. Alternative Private Landowner Process
	1. Alternative Forest Management Plan
	2. Limited Forest Plan
	3. TRPA shall review proposed cutting of trees larger than 30 inches dbh in the westside forest types and larger than 24 inches dbh in eastside or larger forest types on a tree-by-tree basis consistent with the forest plan.


	61.1.5. General Tree Removal Standards
	A. Additional Code Standards
	1. If vegetative screening is required by an existing permit for any property, the vegetative screening shall not be removed without prior approval from TRPA except for defensible space purposes pursuant to   subparagraph 61.3.6.D.
	2. If tree and/or vegetation removal to occur on any property where existing permit conditions require retention of vegetation, including tree and/or vegetation removal for defensible space purposes pursuant to subparagraph 61.3.6.D, alternative sceni...

	B. Findings
	C. Harvest or Tree Removal Plan

	61.1.6. Minimum Standards for Tree Removal
	A. Management Objectives
	1. Restoration and expansion of stream environment zones and riparian vegetation;
	2. Improvement of the structural diversity of all forests, including the protection and establishment of younger-aged trees;
	3. Enhancement of native wildlife species and/or native wildlife habitat diversity;
	4. Enhancement and protection of tree species of limited occurrence, such as aspen, black cottonwood, ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, incense-cedar, sugar pine, western white pine, mountain hemlock, whitebark pine, and western juniper;
	5. Protection of sensitive lands;
	6. Minimization of construction of new roads;
	7. Revegetation of existing temporary roads;
	8. Avoidance of disturbance of stream environment zones, unless such project is to remove trees within SEZ in accordance with subparagraph 61.1.6.C;
	9. Utilization of existing openings or disturbed areas as landings;
	10. Provisions for revegetation;
	11. The promotion of late seral or old growth characteristics;
	12. Early successional stage vegetation management; and
	13. Fuels management for fire hazard reduction.

	B. Cutting Practices
	1. Sufficient trees shall be reserved and left uncut and undamaged to meet the minimum acceptable stocking standards of the appropriate state or federal forestry agency, except in cases of early successional stage management;
	2. Group selections shall be limited to use for achieving management objectives as approved by TRPA.  Group selections shall be limited in size to less than five acres (See subparagraph 61.1.6);
	3. All live trees to be cut shall be marked on bole and stump with paint by, or under the supervision of, a qualified forester prior to TRPA approval.  Trees to be removed or protected may be designated by other means in situations involving clear cut...
	4. Damage to unmarked trees and residual vegetation shall be avoided;
	5. All trees shall be felled in line with the skidding direction wherever possible;
	6. All trees shall be limbed on all sides where feasible and topped prior to skidding except where whole tree skidding is less disruptive to the forest resources;
	7. Stumps shall be kept to a height of six inches or less on the side adjacent to the highest ground, except where safety or imbedded metal make this impractical;
	8. If stump removal will result in greater than three cubic yards of soil disturbance, a grading permit shall be obtained from TRPA prior to removal of stumps;
	9. Green stumps shall be treated to prevent the spread of root disease as specified by a qualified forester; and
	10. Insect-infested wood and wood susceptible to insect infestation shall be treated or disposed of as specified by a qualified forester.

	C. Tree Cutting Within Stream Environment Zones
	1. Vehicle Restrictions
	2. Soil Conditions
	3. Trees and Debris Kept from Streams
	4. Stream Crossings
	5. Special Conditions

	D. Logging Roads, Skid Trails, and Landings
	1. The requirements and standards for design, grade, tree felling in right-of-way, slash cleanup, width, and maintenance, by road type as determined by TRPA, shall be as shown in Tables 61.1.5-1 and 61.1.5-2.
	2. Skid trails shall be located so as to protect residual stands through utilization of natural openings and topographic characteristics.  The number of skid trails shall be kept to the minimum necessary and their width shall be 15 feet or less.  Dire...
	3. Best Management Practices shall be installed on all skid trails, landings, and roads, no later than 15 days following completion of operations within a particular treatment unit, or at the time of seasonal shutdown, whichever is sooner.
	4. Water breaks shall be spaced as provided below.

	E. Removal Methods
	F. Skidding and Ground Based Vehicle Systems
	1. Skidding over snow is preferred to ground skidding.  The depth of the snow shall be sufficient to prevent disturbance of the soil beneath the snow as determined by site-specific field observations.  Skidding operations shall cease when soil becomes...
	2. Ground skidding shall be limited to Land Capability Districts 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
	3. Logs shall only be skidded endwise.
	4. No logging arches, other than integral arch equipment, shall be permitted.
	5. Ground-based vehicle systems for removing trees without skidding, such as harvester and forwarder combinations, may be approved by TRPA for use in Land Capability Districts 4, 5, 6, and 7.  The use of “innovative technology” vehicles and/or “innova...

	G. Slash Disposal
	1. Lop and scatter, pile and burn or broadcast burn (consistent with Sections 61.2 and 65.1), chip, or haul away.  All burns shall be located at least 50 feet from any stream channel, unless it can be demonstrated, using best available science, that s...
	2. Cull logs and other material shall be disposed of as required by the permit.

	H. Restocking
	I. Erosion Control
	1. The following Temporary BMPs are required to be installed prior to the commencement of any forest management or equipment operations:
	2. Excavated material shall be stored upslope from the excavated areas to the extent possible.  No material shall be stored in any SEZ, wet area, or stream buffer zone.
	3. Soil shall not be tracked off the project site.  Equipment operations shall cease when a violation of this condition exists.  The site shall be cleaned and the road right-of-way swept clean when necessary.
	4. No equipment or vehicle repairs, other than necessary maintenance of harvest equipment, shall be permitted in the project area unless authorized by TRPA.  The discharge of petroleum products, construction waste and litter (including sawdust), or ea...

	J. Historic Resource Protection
	1. Operations shall incorporate measures to protect historic resources in accordance with Chapter 67: Historic Resource Protection.  All historic resources located within the project area shall be flagged and avoided.  Flagging shall be removed at the...
	2. If there is a discovery of a historic resource during vegetation management activities, all work shall cease in the vicinity of the discovery until significance is determined.  Work may resume upon approval of a resource protection plan.

	K. Wildlife, Habitat, and Sensitive Plants
	1. Operations shall incorporate appropriate measures to avoid impacts to wildlife during critical wildlife nesting and denning periods in accordance with Chapter 62: Wildlife Resources.
	2. Snags shall be retained in accordance with subsection 62.3.4.
	3. Discovery of a TRPA-designated sensitive species or species of interest, or the location of a nest or den of one of those species, shall be immediately reported to TRPA.  Any nests, dens, or plant locations shall be protected in accordance with TRP...


	61.1.7. Reasons for Tree Removal
	A. Hazardous Tree Removal
	B. Emergency Tree Removal
	C. Dead, Dying, or Diseased Tree Removal
	D. Fire Hazard Tree Removal
	E. Tree Removal for Early Successional Stage Vegetation Management
	F. Tree Removal for Enhancement of Forest Health and Diversity
	1. A management plan that demonstrates the need for the project and the means of accomplishing the objectives listed below shall be prepared by a qualified forester.
	2. The site proposed for tree removal for forest diversity shall be within a contiguous area of at least three acres in which a single tree species of similar age class dominates.  There is no minimum acreage when removing trees for forest health or f...

	G. Tree Removal for Solar Access
	1. TRPA may approve the removal of healthy trees provided TRPA finds that the trees unreasonably impede the operation of a solar energy system and that the solar energy system is properly located so as to minimize the need for tree removal.
	2. The number of healthy trees that may be removed for the system's operation shall be the minimum necessary.
	3. The only trees that shall be considered for removal for an active or passive solar energy system are those that lie generally south of the proposed solar collector and are in the sun's path between an 18∞ vertical angle measured from the base of th...

	H. Tree Removal for Ski Areas and Rights-Of-Way
	1. For expansion of ski areas, including but not limited to, the widening of runs and the addition or replacement of lifts, only the minimum number of trees necessary for the operation of the ski area shall be removed.
	2. The removal of trees within utility and public right-of-ways may be allowed if TRPA finds that the removal is for public health and safety.  When a tree-related emergency exists, the utility or public agency may remove the trees and advise TRPA of ...

	I. Tree Removal for Development
	J. Tree Removal During Emergency Fire Suppression Activities
	K. Tree Removal to Enhance Scenic View Points from Public Roadways

	61.1.8. Substantial Tree Removal
	A. Private Parcels
	1. Harvest plan shall be written by a qualified forester;
	2. Harvest plan shall be submitted to the appropriate state and federal agencies and TRPA with an initial environmental checklist or environmental assessment;
	3. Preparation of environmental impact statement if necessary;
	4. Pre-approval field review;
	5. Approval of project by TRPA;
	6. Pre-harvest field review; and
	7. Post-harvest review.

	B. Public Parcels
	1. The review process for public parcels administered by the U.S. Forest Service shall include the following:
	2. For other public parcels the process shall be the same as for private parcels in 1 above.


	61.1.9. Commercial Tree Removal
	A. General Standard
	B. Cutting and Cultivation of Christmas Trees


	61.2. Prescribed Burning
	61.2.1. Purpose
	61.2.2. Applicability
	61.2.3. Prescribed Burning
	A. Prescribed Burning Allowed
	B. Limitations
	1. Seral stage management;
	2. Fuels management;
	3. Wildlife habitat management;
	4. Silviculture; or
	5. Pest control.


	61.2.4. Performance Standards
	A. Location of Prescribed Burning
	1. Nonstructural wildlife habitat management;
	2. Range improvement;
	3. Fuels management; or
	4. Prescribed fire management.

	B. Extent of Prescribed Burning
	C. Timing of Prescribed Burning
	D. Responsible Persons
	E. Standards of Other Government Agencies

	61.2.5. Compliance Program
	A. Consistency with Primary Use
	B. Burn Prescription
	1. Detailed statement of the purpose of the prescribed burn;
	2. Description, including a map at an appropriate scale of the location and a real extent of the prescribed burn.  Such description shall allow TRPA to determine whether the proposed burn complies with subparagraphs 61.2.4.A and 61.2.4.B;
	3. Description of the timing of the prescribed burn, and meteorological information that demonstrates that the timing of the prescribed burn will normally allow complete dispersion of the smoke from the burn during each day of the burn;
	4. A list of the applicable standards of TRPA and other government agencies with jurisdiction over the burn, and a discussion of how the proposed prescription complies with those standards;
	5. A detailed description of the proposed burning operation, including a description of all safety procedures that will be used to prevent wildfire;
	6. A certification by a qualified expert experienced in the use of fire for vegetation management that the burn prescription complies with this section; and that the expert shall oversee the conduct of the burn to ensure that the prescription is follo...
	7. Other information that TRPA may require.



	61.3. Vegetation Protection and Management
	61.3.1. Purpose
	61.3.2. Applicability
	61.3.3. Protection of Stream Environment Zones
	A. General Requirement
	B. Exceptions
	1. Manipulation or management of SEZ vegetation may be permitted in accordance with the Code for purposes of SEZ vegetation health or wildlife or fish habitat improvements, and after approval of a vegetation management plan pursuant to subparagraph 61...
	2. Maintenance of landscaping that was installed prior to the creation of TRPA, or installed for the purpose of scenic quality pursuant to Chapter 36: Design Standards, or pursuant to a TRPA permit, or under a TRPA exemption prior to August 1, 1997, p...
	3. Removal of vegetation may be permitted pursuant to subparagraphs 2.3.2.E, or 2.3.7.A.8, Section 33.6, Chapter 64: Livestock Grazing, or under defensible-space guidelines approved by TRPA.


	61.3.4. Remedial Vegetation Management
	61.3.5. Preparation of Remedial Vegetation Management Plans
	A. Plan Content
	1. Purpose of the management plan, including a list of objectives;
	2. Description of existing vegetation, including the abundance, distribution, and age class of tree species;
	3. Remedial measures necessary to achieve the stated objectives, including details of harvest and revegetation plans (see Section 61.4); and
	4. An implementation schedule, including a monitoring program to report progress on monitoring of vegetation.

	B. Plan Approval

	61.3.6. Sensitive and Uncommon Plant Protection and Fire Hazard Reduction
	A. Purpose
	B. Applicability
	C. Sensitive Plants and Uncommon Plant Communities
	1. Sensitive Plants
	2. Uncommon Plant Communities

	D. Vegetation Management to Prevent the Spread of Wildfire


	61.4. Revegetation
	61.4.1. Purpose
	61.4.2. Applicability
	61.4.3. Approved Species
	A. Site Conditions
	B. Small Scale Programs
	C. Large Disturbed Areas
	D. Fertilizer

	61.4.4. Soil Stabilization
	A. Oversteepened cut slopes;
	B. Quarry sites;
	C. Abandoned landfills;
	D. Reclamation of already developed sites; or
	E. Abandoned roads.

	61.4.5. Revegetation Plans
	A. Contents of Plan
	1. A description of the site, including the soil type, if applicable, the stream environment zone or backshore type, and existing vegetation;
	2. A list of appropriate plant species to be used at the site and a plan showing where they will be planted;
	3. The number and size of shrubs and trees to be used, if any;
	4. A description of the extent and methods of irrigation, if any;
	5. Specifications for site preparation and installation of plant materials;
	6. Specifications and schedule for onsite care, including amount and method of application of fertilizers pursuant to the Handbook of Best Management Practices, if necessary;
	7. Specifications for long term plant care and protection, including the amount and method of application of fertilizers, if necessary; and
	8. A description of mulches or tackifiers to be used.

	B. Plant Materials
	C. Soil Materials
	D. Security Release


	CHAPTER 62: Wildlife Resources
	62.1. Purpose
	62.2. Applicability
	62.3. Protection of Wildlife Habitat
	62.3.1. Stream Environment Zones
	62.3.2. Movement and Migration Corridors
	A. Stream environment zones adjoining creeks and major drainages link islands of habitat and shall be managed, in part, for use by wildlife as movement corridors.  Structures, such as bridges, proposed within these movement corridors shall be designed...
	B. Projects and activities in the vicinity of deer migration areas shall be required to mitigate or avoid significant adverse impacts.  The location of deer migration areas shall be verified by the appropriate state wildlife or fish and game agencies.

	62.3.3. Critical Habitat
	A. No project or activity shall cause, or threaten to cause, the loss of any habitat component considered critical to the survival of a particular wildlife species.
	B. No project or activity shall threaten, damage, or destroy nesting habitat of raptors and waterfowl or fawning habitat of deer.
	C. Wetlands shall be preserved and managed for their ecological significance, including their value as nursery habitat to fish, nesting and resting sites for waterfowl, and as a source of stream recharge, except as permitted pursuant to Chapter 30.
	D. Projects or activities within wetlands may include the creation of artificial nesting sites for waterfowl.

	62.3.4. Snags and Coarse Woody Debris
	A. Retention of Snags
	1. At a minimum, retain four of the largest hard snags per acre in westside forest types, six of the largest hard snags per acre in subalpine forest types, and three of the largest hard snags per acre in eastside forest types that are 15” dbh and grea...
	2. Retain all soft snags in decay class 6 through 9 that are 24” dbh and greater in all forest types.
	3. Snags shall be retained randomly across the landscape such that a naturally occurring distribution is mimicked.
	4. Exceptions to retention standards may be approved by TRPA as long as a scientifically-valid rationale for the exception is provided:

	B. Tree Harvest Plans
	C. Retention of Course Woody Debris
	1. Within westside and subalpine forest types, beginning with the largest downed logs identified within the range of suitable retention size classes in Table 62.3.4-1, sequentially retain pieces of coarse woody debris in decay class 1 through 3, until...
	2. Within eastside forests types, retain at least three of the largest downed logs per acre within the treatment area.
	3. Exceptions to retention standards may be approved by TRPA as long as a scientifically-valid rationale for the exception is provided:



	62.4. Special Interest, Threatened, Endangered, and Rare Species
	62.4.1. Disturbance Zones
	A. The disturbance zone for goshawks is the 500 acres of best suitable habitat surrounding a population site, which shall include a 0.25-mile radius around each nest site.
	B. The disturbance zone for osprey and peregrines is 0.25 mile radius around each nest site.
	C. The disturbance zones for wintering bald eagles are as shown on the TRPA maps.
	D. The disturbance zone for nesting bald eagles is 0.5 mile radius around each nest.
	E. The disturbance zone for golden eagles is 0.25 mile radius around each nest site.

	62.4.2. Adverse Impacts
	62.4.3. Environmental Documents
	62.4.4. Special Conditions
	62.4.5. Developed Parcels

	CHAPTER 63: Fish Resources
	63.1. Purpose
	63.2. Applicability
	63.3. Fish Habitat Protection
	63.3.1. Lake Habitat
	A. Projects and activities in the shorezone of lakes may be prohibited, limited, or otherwise regulated in prime habitat areas, or in areas or at times found by TRPA to be vulnerable or critical to the needs of fish.
	B. Special conditions of project approval, such as restoration of physically altered substrate, construction limited to designated periods, or shoreline protective measures, may be required for development in the shorezone to mitigate or avoid signifi...
	C. Habitat restoration projects may be permitted in the nearshore or foreshore.
	D. Certain activities, such as construction, swimming, or boating, may be restricted temporarily in areas where spawning activity is occurring.
	E. The physical alteration of the substrate in areas of prime fish habitat is prohibited unless approved by TRPA.
	F. Projects and activities affecting lake fish habitat shall be referred to state and federal fisheries agencies for review and comment.

	63.3.2. Stream Habitat
	A. Artificial modifications to stream channels, or other projects, activities, or uses in stream environment zones that may physically alter the natural characteristics of the stream shall not be permitted unless TRPA finds that such actions avoid sig...
	B. All stream crossings shall be constructed so as to allow unrestricted upstream and downstream movement of fishes.
	C. Existing structures within stream environment zones that are barriers to fish migration may be removed or modified to permit fish passage (See Section 5.12 Remedial Action Plans, and Chapter 16: Regional Plan and Environmental Threshold Review).
	D. Development adjacent to tributaries shall be required to fully mitigate significant adverse impacts to the fishery.
	E. Proposals for stream habitat improvement shall include, at a minimum, the following information:
	1. Purpose of the project;
	2. Species to be benefited;
	3. Time and methods of construction or other work;
	4. The use, source, placement, and quantity of all materials; and
	5. A vegetation plan for fish cover, shading, and bank protection as needed.

	F. Wildlife habitat improvement projects or activities, or other projects or activities requiring the diversion of stream water, shall mitigate significant adverse impacts to the tributary by:
	1. Maintaining adequate instream flows adjacent and downstream from the project area;
	2. Preventing the introduction or reentry of nutrients or sediment-enriched water to the tributary;
	3. Providing for unobstructed migration or fishes through the main stream channel;
	4. Protecting or restoring fish habitat;
	5. Protecting or restoring riparian vegetation; and
	6. Protecting or restoring other relevant instream values such as recreation, aesthetics, and wildlife habitat.

	G. Fish and wildlife stream habitat projects or activities shall be developed in coordination with the appropriate fish and wildlife agencies.
	H. Whenever possible, existing points of water diversion from streams shall be transferred to Lake Tahoe when the diversions significantly and adversely impact instream beneficial uses.
	I. An instream beneficial use assessment, such as the type established by Title 23, Section 670.6 of the California Administrative Code, shall be required for all projects and activities involving the diversion of water from a stream where instream fl...


	63.4. Aquatic Invasive Species
	63.4.1. Prohibition
	A. The transport or introduction of aquatic invasive species into the Lake Tahoe region.
	B. The launching of any watercraft or landing of any seaplane contaminated with aquatic invasive species into the waters of the Tahoe region.
	C. The provision of inaccurate or false information to the TRPA or persons designated to conduct inspections pursuant to subsection 63.4.2.
	D. The alteration or modification of any inspection seal or other device used by TRPA or its designee to indicate that a watercraft or seaplane last entered the waters of the Lake Tahoe region.

	63.4.2. Watercraft Inspections and Decontamination
	A. All motorized watercraft shall be inspected by TRPA or its designee prior to launching into the waters of the Lake Tahoe region to detect the presence, and prevent the introduction of, aquatic invasive species.  Non-motorized watercraft and seaplan...
	B. All watercraft and seaplanes inspected pursuant to subparagraph 63.4.2.A shall be subject to decontamination if determined necessary by the TRPA or its designee.
	C. All Watercraft and seaplanes subject to decontamination pursuant to subparagraph B25.1.1.B shall be permitted to enter the waters of the Lake Tahoe region only if:  (a) the decontamination is performed and completed by an individual trained and cer...
	D. Inspections and decontaminations performed pursuant to Section 63.4 shall be subject to a fee related to the costs of performing such services and other Watercraft inspection program costs.  The TRPA Governing Board shall review and approve the fee...
	E. An owner and/or operator of a boat ramp (excluding Marine Railway Systems) or other boat launch facility shall close any ramp or facility if the provisions of subparagraphs 63.4.2.A-C are not met in order to prevent the launching of motorized water...
	F. Any watercraft or seaplane entering the waters of the Lake Tahoe region in violation of Chapter 63: Fish Resources shall be removed from those waters immediately.
	G. Any individual who launches watercraft in violation of Section 63.4 may be held responsible for the costs expended by the TRPA or its designee for response and mitigation of impacts.


	CHAPTER 64: Livestock Grazing
	64.1. Purpose
	64.2. Applicability
	64.3. Livestock Grazing Standards
	64.3.1. Seasonal Limits
	64.3.2. Grazing in Areas Adjacent to Stream Channels
	64.3.3. Grazing of Woody Vegetation
	64.3.4. Seasons of Rest
	64.3.5. Firm Soil
	64.3.6. Grazing Level
	64.3.7. Sensitive Plant Species
	64.3.8. Migration Routes
	64.3.9. Water Quality Standards
	64.3.10. BMPs
	64.3.11. Streambank Management

	64.4. Grazing Management Plans
	64.4.1. Minimum Requirements
	A. Management goals;
	B. The location and acreage of the range;
	C. Present condition of the range, particularly regarding vegetation, soil erosion and compaction, and water quality;
	D. The average minimum residual plant height to be maintained by the end of the grazing season, including technical justification;
	E. A list of any sensitive plants found on the pasture and a plan for their protection;
	F. The type and number of animals to be grazed;
	G. The carrying capacity of the proposed range;
	H. Establishment of a trend study at three to five years intervals to provide for adjustment of use as appropriate;
	I. Description and location of containment facilities, if any;
	J. Description of existing and proposed range improvements;
	K. Identification of the length of grazing season;
	L. Description of fisheries and wildlife resources;
	M. Certification by the range professional (see definition in Chapter 90) that the plan complies with the provisions of this Code; and
	N. Photo plots should be established to document annual growing conditions changes that may occur with the vegetative community.  The photo plots should be permanently located and repeatable.

	64.4.2. Confirmation of Plan or Permit

	64.5. Annual Report
	64.5.1. Report Contents
	A. Results of the trend study that shall include vegetation condition information, including, species composition, plant distribution, plant vigor, reproduction, and frequency, and soil condition status such as bare soil and evidence of erosion;
	B. Season of use;
	C. Number of animals grazed;
	D. Minimum average residual plant height actually maintained, including technical justification, at end of season; and
	E. Assessment of the impacts from last season to determine if impacts have long term effects.

	64.5.2. Existing Livestock Confinement Facilities

	CHAPTER 65: Air Quality/Transportation
	65.1. Air Quality Control
	65.1.1. Purpose
	65.1.2. Applicability
	65.1.3. Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program
	65.1.4. Combustion Appliances
	A. Gas Heaters
	1. Emission Standards
	2. List of Approved Heaters
	3. Exemptions

	B. Wood Heaters
	1. Emission Standards
	2. Limitations
	3. Wood Heater Retrofit Program

	C. Other Combustion Appliances

	65.1.5. Open Burning
	A. Performance Standards
	B. Specific Standards
	1. Prescribed Burning
	2. Disposal
	3. Hazard Reduction and Pest Control
	4. Wood Wastes
	5. Practice Burns


	65.1.6. New Stationary Source Review
	A. Environmental Assessment
	B. Significant Environmental Impacts
	1. Any new stationary source of air pollution that produces emissions for the peak 24-hour period beyond any of the limits in Table 65.1.6-2 shall be considered to have a significant adverse environmental impact.
	2. Determination that a new stationary source has a significant adverse environmental impact may also be based on the environmental assessment prepared pursuant to subparagraph 65.1.6.A.  New stationary sources that have a significant adverse environm...

	C. Offsets Permitted
	D. Best Available Control Technology (BACT)
	E. Exemptions
	1. Emergency power generators;
	2. Temporary uses and activities approved under Chapter 22: Temporary Uses, Structures, and Activities, unless they would have a significant adverse impact as determined by an environmental assessment; and

	F. Biofuel Facilities

	65.1.7. Modified Stationary Source Review
	A. Environmental Assessment
	B. Significant Environmental Impacts
	C. Modifications Allowed
	D. Offsets Permitted
	E. Best Available Retrofit Control Technology
	F. Exemptions
	1. Emergency power generators; and
	2. Temporary uses and activities approved under Chapter 22 unless they would have a significant adverse impact as determined by an environmental assessment.


	65.1.8. Idling Restrictions
	A. Duration
	1. Activities specifically permitted, after environmental impact analysis, to idle longer than these limitations;
	2. Emergency vehicles, snow plows, or combustion engines required in the case of emergencies or repairs;
	3. Vehicles in transit on public rights of way;
	4. Activities in Nevada exempt from the idling restrictions pursuant to Nevada Administrative Code section 445B.576, as amended; and
	5. Activities in California exempt from the idling restrictions pursuant to the California Code of Regulations, title 13, division 3,  chapter 9 article 4.8, section 2449(d)(2)(A) or chapter 10, article 1, section 2485(d), as amended.

	B. Drive-Up Windows
	C. Compliance Program


	65.2. Traffic and Air Quality Mitigation Program
	65.2.1. Purpose
	65.2.2. Applicability
	65.2.3. Definitions
	A. Approved Center
	B. Change in Operation
	1. Expansion of gross floor area; or
	2. Change in the type of generator on the trip table, normally indicated by a substantial change in products or services provided.

	C. Insignificant Increase
	D. Maintenance Area
	1. Within the County of Douglas
	2. Within the City of South Lake Tahoe
	3. Within the County of El Dorado

	E. Minor Increase
	F. Previous Use
	G. Significant Increase
	H. Trip Table
	I. Vehicle Trip

	65.2.4. Standards for Additional or Transferred Development
	A. Applicant Responsibility
	B. Traffic Analysis
	1. Trip generation rates of the proposed project;
	2. Impacts of the proposed project on the level of service at any impact intersections;
	3. Impacts of the proposed project on regional vehicle miles travelled (VMT);
	4. Impacts of the proposed project on regional and subregional air quality;
	5. Ingress and egress characteristics of the proposed project, and their impacts on traffic flow adjacent to the project area;
	6. Measures necessary to mitigate all traffic and air quality impacts to a level consistent with the environmental thresholds, the Goals and Policies, the Regional Transportation Plan, and the 1992 Air Quality Plan; and
	7. Additional information that TRPA may require.

	C. Required Offsets
	1. Regional and Cumulative Impact Fees
	2. Regional and Cumulative Mitigation Measures
	3. Localized Mitigation Measures

	D. Fee Schedule
	E. Limited Exception for Additional or Transferred Development within Adopted Community Plans

	65.2.5. Standards for Changes in Operation
	A. Applicant Responsibility
	B. Traffic Analysis
	C. Required Offsets
	1. Regional and Cumulative Impact Fees
	2. Regional and Cumulative Mitigation Measures
	3. Localized Mitigation Measures

	D. Fee Schedule
	E. Limited Exception for Approved Centers
	1. Changes in operation where the previous or proposed use occupies more than 5,000 square feet of gross floor area;
	2. Changes in operation where the previous or proposed use is identified for case-by-case review on the trip table;
	3. Changes in operation where the vehicle trip generation rate of the proposed use is identified on the trip table as being greater than 300 vehicle trips per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area; or
	4. Changes in operation in an area with a monitored worsening in level of service of nearby streets or intersections.


	65.2.6. Use and Distribution of Mitigation Funds
	A. TRPA shall deposit air quality mitigation funds in a trust account.  Interest accruing to the trust account shall remain in the account until used on air quality mitigation projects.  TRPA shall keep track of the amount of funds collected for each ...
	B. As an alternative to distributing air quality mitigation funds to the jurisdiction of origin, a portion of the air quality mitigation funds may be distributed across jurisdictional boundaries to support projects of regional priority that are specif...

	65.2.7. Revision of Fee Schedules
	65.2.8. Mitigation Credit
	A. Mitigation Fee Credit
	1. The prior project approval was granted within the same project area as the project approval for which a credit is sought;
	2. The applicant provides sufficient evidence of the payment of an air quality mitigation fee; and
	3. An air quality mitigation fee is required as part of the project approval for which a credit is sought.

	B. Regional and Cumulative Mitigation Credit Programs


	65.3. Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
	65.3.1. Purpose
	65.3.2. Applicability
	A. All applicants for commercial, tourist, mixed-use, multi-family, public service, and recreation projects, including the construction, alteration, or improvement of roadways, on lands designated with bicycle and pedestrian network trail segments in ...
	1. When there is new development of at least five residential or tourist units, or at least 10,000 square feet commercial floor area; or
	2. When alterations to existing development are 35 percent or greater of the value of the total improvements on the site and the improvements are not exempt or qualified exempt in accordance with Section 2.3.

	B. Instead of granting an easement, the land may be donated to a public agency for public use, or the bicycle or pedestrian  facility may be constructed and maintained by a public agency for public use when the standards of Section 65.3.3 are met.

	65.3.3. Standards
	A. Applicable Agency or Local Government Standards
	B. Trail Alignment Location
	1. Where feasible, alignment of bicycle or pedestrian trails that are shown adjacent to public rights-of-way on Map 5 of the Regional Plan (Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities) shall be located in the public right-of-way, subject to approval from the ap...
	2. Where it is not feasible to locate facilities in a public right-of-way, easement location should minimize impacts on private parcels to the extent feasible.

	C. Adjustment to Code Requirements
	D. Reasonable Relationship to Anticipated Impacts
	E. Relationship to Other Code Requirements
	1. Air Quality Mitigation
	2. Sidewalks


	65.3.4. Prior to Issuance of Final Inspection
	65.3.5. Use of Trail
	65.3.6. Trespass

	65.4. Rental Car Mitigation Program
	65.4.1. Purpose
	65.4.2. Applicability
	65.4.3. Definitions
	A. Rental Transaction

	65.4.4. Mitigation Fee
	65.4.5. Collection
	65.4.6. Use of Mitigation Fees

	65.5. Employer-Based Trip Reduction Program
	65.5.1. Purpose
	A. Local Government Standards
	B. Definitions
	1. Alternative Commute Mode
	2. Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR)
	3. Carpool
	4. Common Work Location
	5. Commuter
	6. Commuter Matching Service
	7. Employer
	8. Employer Transportation Coordinator (ETC)
	9. Employer Transportation Plan
	10. Peak Period Commuter
	11. Project Controller
	12. Property Transportation Coordinator (PTC)
	13. Ridesharer
	14. Shift of Employment
	15. Single Occupant Vehicle (SOV)
	16. Transportation Control Measures (TCMs)
	17. Transportation Control Measure (TCM) Coordinator
	18. Transportation Management Association (TMA)
	19. Trip Reduction Credit
	20. Vanpool


	65.5.2. Program Requirements
	A. All Employers (Level 1)
	1. Posting, in a conspicuous place, informational material to encourage ridesharing, such as:
	2. Distributing rideshare applications to interested employees when a regional service is available.

	B. All Employers and Employers within Common Work Locations with 100 or More Employees at a Single Project Area (Level 2)
	1. Employee Transportation Coordinator (ETC)
	2. Employer Transportation Plan
	3. Trip Reduction Credit for Transportation Control Measures
	4. Seasonal Employment Distinguished


	65.5.3. Transportation Control Measures (TCM) Menu
	A. Required Transportation Control Measures (TCMs)
	1. Designation of an Employee Transportation Coordinator (ETC)
	2. Posting of Ridesharing Information
	3. Posting Alternative Transportation Mode Information
	4. Bicycle Parking Facilities
	5. Preferential Carpool/Vanpool Parking

	B. Optional Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) Trip Reduction Credit
	1. ETC Education Program (3 credits per seminar)
	2. In-House Carpool Matching Service (3 credits)
	3. Additional Preferential Carpool/Vanpool Parking (1-3 credits)
	4. ETC Membership in Transportation Management Association (TMA) (15 credits)
	5. Guaranteed Ride Home Program (2 credits)
	6. Clean Air Fuel Vehicles (1-5 credits)
	7. Shuttle Bus/Buspool Program (5 credits)
	8. Carpool Program (4 credits)
	9. Vanpool Program (5 credit)
	10. Transit Pass Subsidy (5 credits)
	11. Paid Parking (3-9 credits)
	12. Transit Shelter (3 credit)
	13. Secure Bicycle Parking Facilities (2 credits)
	14. Showers (2 credits)
	15. Lockers (2 credits)
	16. Flexible Work Location Outside of Employer’s Established Work Location (2 credits)
	17. Flexible Work Hours Outside of Employer’s Established Work Schedule (1 credit)
	18. Compressed Work Weeks (3 credits)
	19. On-Site Services (1-5 credits)
	20. Transit System Support (1-15 credits)
	21. Other (credits to be determined by TRPA)


	65.5.4. Plan Review
	65.5.5. Annual Reporting Requirements
	65.5.6. Implementation Schedule
	65.5.7. Compliance Monitoring

	CHAPTER 66: Scenic Quality
	66.1. Scenic Quality Standards
	66.1.1. Purpose
	66.1.2. Applicability
	66.1.3. Roadway and Shoreline Unit Scenic Quality
	66.1.4. Roadway and Shoreline Unit Travel Routes
	66.1.5. Public Recreation Areas and Bicycle Trails

	66.2. Establishment of Scenic Highway Corridors
	66.2.1. Purpose
	66.2.2. Designation of Scenic Highway Corridors
	A. Urban Scenic Corridors
	B. Transition Scenic Corridors
	C. Natural Scenic Corridors

	66.2.3. Scenic Viewpoint Corridor Plan Prepared
	66.2.4. Scenic Highway Corridor Design Standards
	A. Utilities
	1. Electrical Lines
	2. Communication Lines

	B. Highway Fixtures
	1. Guardrails and other highway fixtures, including but not limited to retaining walls, safety barriers, traffic signals and controllers, light standards, and other structures shall be limited to the minimum length, height, and bulk necessary to adequ...
	2. Earth tone colors of dark shades and flat finish shall be used on all highway fixtures.  New and replacement guardrails shall not have a shiny reflective finish.
	3. Retaining walls and other erosion control devices or structures shall be constructed of natural materials whenever possible and shall to the maximum extent possible be designed and sited as to not detract from the scenic quality of the corridor.  S...
	4. Adopted community plans may establish equal or superior standards for highway fixtures.

	C. Siting of Development


	66.3. Scenic Quality Review in the Shoreland
	66.3.1. Applicability
	66.3.2. Review Process
	A. Scenic Assessment
	1. Description of existing scenic conditions in the project area including, but not limited to, structure color and height, existing visible mass from the Lake, types and areas of materials of existing structures, and identification of needed scenic B...
	2. Identification of existing vegetation types and their location, size, and height; and
	3. Photographic inventory of the project area from 300 feet and one quarter mile offshore, with at least one photo from center and perpendicular to the project area, and photos of onsite existing conditions.


	66.3.3. Levels of Scenic Mitigation
	A. Level 1
	B. Level 2
	C. Level 3
	1. It is physically impossible to attain a score of 21 through application of scenic BMPs; or
	2. The cost of the scenic BMPs required to increase the baseline contrast score to 21 exceeds ten percent of the cost of the project; and
	3. If the project is not required to bring the project area into conformance as a result of subparagraphs 1 and 2 above, the applicant shall attain the highest possible score.

	D. Level 4
	1. Description
	2. Mitigation

	E. Level 5
	1. Option 1: Basic Review
	2. Option 2: Visual Magnitude System

	F. Level 6

	66.3.4. General Standards of Review
	A. Prohibition on Segmenting
	B. Calculation of Cost and Value
	C. Fire Protection

	66.3.5. Independent Review
	A. Third Party Expert Review
	1. Third Party Expert
	2. Third Party Expert Report
	3. Use of Third Party Report

	B. Scenic Panel Review
	1. Selection of Scenic Review Panel
	2. Use of Other Evaluation Methods
	3. Use of Panel Report


	66.3.6. Marina Master Plans
	66.3.7. Additional Visual Magnitude
	A. Public Outdoor Recreation
	1. The project is a necessary part of a long range plan for public outdoor recreation;
	2. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Regional Plan;
	3. There is no reasonable alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of visual magnitude; and
	4. The additional square footage is mitigated pursuant to subsection 66.3.8 below; or
	5. If existing structures in the project area are in excess of that permitted by Option 2 in Levels 4 and Levels 5, the additional square footage permissible is a result of a reduction in the visual magnitude consistent with the following requirements...

	B. Public Service Facilities
	1. The project is necessary for public health, safety or environmental protection;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of visual magnitude; and
	3. The additional square footage is mitigated pursuant to subsection 66.3.8 below; or
	4. If existing structures in the project area are in excess of that permitted by Option 2 in Levels 4 and Levels 5, the additional square footage permissible is a result of a reduction in the visual magnitude consistent with the following requirements...

	C. Tourist Accommodation and Commercial Projects in Commercial and Public Service Plan Areas and Tourist Accommodation Plan Areas
	1. The additional square footage is necessary as the use customarily requires increased square footage of lakefront façade than that set forth in Levels 4 and 5;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of visual magnitude; and
	3. The additional square footage is mitigated pursuant to subsection 66.3.8 below; or
	4. If existing structures in the project area are in excess of that permitted by Option 2 in Levels 4 and Levels 5, the additional square footage permissible is a result of a reduction in the visual magnitude consistent with the following requirements...

	D. Residential Uses Other Than Single-Family Dwelling
	1. The additional square footage is necessary as the use customarily requires increased square footage of lakefront façade than that set forth in Levels 4 and 5;
	2. There is no reasonable alternative that would avoid or reduce the extent of visual magnitude; and
	3. The additional square footage is mitigated pursuant to subsection 66.3.8 below; or
	4. If existing structures in the project area are in excess of that permitted by Option 2 in Levels 4 and Levels 5, the additional square footage permissible is a result of a reduction in the visual magnitude consistent with the following requirements...


	66.3.8. Transfer of Scenic Mitigation Credits (Interim System)
	A. The mitigation source is the adjacent shorezone project area or other shoreland parcels within the same scenic unit.
	B. Project mitigation requirements shall utilize the Visual Magnitude System outlined in Appendix H, Visual Assessment Tool, of the Design Review Guidelines to calculate the square footage mitigation requirement or mitigation may be determined by the ...
	C. Mitigation in attainment areas shall be on a one-to-one basis and on a one-to-one and a half basis in non-attainment areas.
	D. All structures in the shoreland, both on the receiving and sending project areas, shall have implemented scenic BMPs (21 contrast score rating) to be eligible for transfer of mitigation credits.
	E. TRPA shall require restoration securities, deed restrictions, and inspections as appropriate to assure implementation and documentation of scenic mitigation credit.
	F. This interim system may be utilized:
	1. To mitigate additional square footage associated with shorezone structures; or
	2. To gain additional square footage when permissible (e.g. for commercial, public service, multi-residential, etc.)

	G. Contributions to TRPA-approved non-profit organizations that have qualifying scenic mitigation projects may be accepted for mitigation credit provided the mitigation credit can be quantified and tracked.

	66.3.9. Performance Review

	CHAPTER 67: Historic Resource Protection
	67.1. Purpose
	67.2. Applicability
	67.3. Resource Protection
	67.3.1. Discovery of Historic or Cultural Artifacts During Construction
	67.3.2. Ground Disturbing Activities
	67.3.3. Resource Protection Plan
	67.3.4. Protection During Construction

	67.4. Discovery of Eligible Resources
	67.5. Designated Historic Resources
	67.5.1. Nominations for Designations
	67.5.2. Review and Approval
	67.5.3. Withdrawal of Designation

	67.6. Criteria for Eligibility as a Historic Resource
	67.6.1. Resources Associated with Historically Significant Events and Sites
	A. Association with an important community function in the past;
	B. Association with a memorable happening in the past; or
	C. Contain outstanding qualities reminiscent of an early stage of development in the region.

	67.6.2. Resources Associated with Significant Persons
	A. Buildings or structures associated with a locally, regionally, or nationally known person;
	B. Notable examples, or best surviving works, of a pioneer architect, designer, or master builder; or
	C. Structures associated with the life or work of significant persons.

	67.6.3. Resources Embodying Distinctive Characteristics
	67.6.4. State and Federal Guidelines
	67.6.5. Prehistoric Sites

	67.7. Projects Relating to Historic Resources
	67.7.1. Additions
	67.7.2. Repairs, Maintenance, and Reconstruction
	67.7.3. Demolition
	A. The action will not be detrimental to the historic significance of the resource;
	B. The action is pursuant to a recovery plan approved by the applicable state historic preservation officer; or
	C. It is the only feasible alternative to protect the health and safety of the public.

	67.7.4. Construction, Reconstruction, Repair, and Maintenance Standards

	67.8. Exceptions for Historical Structures and Districts
	67.8.1. Findings
	A. The site, structure, or district is designated as a historic resource; and
	B. The reconstruction, modification, or repair is in the public interest.

	67.8.2. Conditions
	A. Modifications shall not increase nonconforming land coverage, exceed the height of the existing structure, or result in an expanded use subject to an allocation under the terms of the Goals and Policies, or Code, unless an allocation has been obtai...
	B. Modifications to a structure shall conform to the standards in subsection 67.7.4; and
	C. Modifications that will endanger or significantly affect the historical, cultural, or architectural significance shall not be made.

	67.8.3. Exceptions
	A. Chapter 34: Driveway and Parking Standards;
	B. Section 32.2, Paved Roads;
	C. Section 36.5, Site Design Standards;
	D. Section 36.6, Building Design Standards;
	E. Section 36.9, Water Conservation Standards;
	F. Section 36.10, Standards For Combustion Appliances; or
	G. Chapters 80 through 86, inclusive, Shorezone.


	CHAPTER 68: Noise Limitations
	68.1. Purpose
	68.2. Applicability
	68.3. Single Noise Events
	68.3.1. Maximum Allowable Noise Levels (dBA)
	A. Aircraft
	1. Transport Category Aircraft (more than 65 seats or weighing more than 60,000 pounds)
	2. Commuter Aircraft (65 seats or less or weighing 60,000 pounds or less) and General Aviation:
	3. All Other Aircraft Operations - Daytime
	4. All Aircraft Operations - Nighttime (8:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.)

	B. Helicopter
	C. Watercraft
	1. Certification by the manufacturer or by TRPA approved field test agent that the watercraft passes the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) test J34 or SAE-J34, Pass by Test, 82.0 dBA to be measured at 50 feet with the engine at 3,000 RPM;
	2. Field test measurements that the watercraft passes the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) test J1970 or SAE-J1970, Shoreline Test, 75 dBA; and
	3. Field test measurements that the watercraft passes the Society of Automotive Engineers test J2005, Stationary Test, 88 dBA if watercraft manufactured on or after January 1, 1993 and 90 dBA if watercraft manufactured before January 1, 1993.

	D. Motor Vehicles
	E. Motorcycles
	F. Off-Road Vehicles
	G. Over-Snow Vehicles


	68.4. Community Noise Levels
	68.5. Measurement of Noise Levels
	68.5.1. Meter Setting
	68.5.2. Meter Calibration
	68.5.3. Location of Microphone
	A. Transportation and Single Noise Events
	B. Residential, Commercial, Tourist Accommodation, Recreation, Wilderness, Wildlife Habitat Areas, and Response to Noise Complaints

	68.5.4. Measurement Intervals
	68.5.5. Lake Tahoe Airport

	68.6. Monitoring
	68.7. Performance Standards
	68.7.1. Airport
	68.7.2. Heliports and Seaplane Bases
	68.7.3. Helipads
	68.7.4. Highways and Transportation Corridors
	68.7.5. Marinas
	68.7.6. Off-Road Vehicles and Over-Snow Vehicles
	68.7.7. Loudspeakers

	68.8. Compliance
	68.8.1. Project Review
	68.8.2. Complaint System
	68.8.3. Highways and Transportation Corridors

	68.9. Exemptions to Noise Limitations
	CHAPTER 69:
	CHAPTER 70:
	CHAPTER 71:
	CHAPTER 72:
	CHAPTER 73:
	CHAPTER 74:
	CHAPTER 75:
	CHAPTER 76:
	CHAPTER 77:
	CHAPTER 78:
	CHAPTER 79:
	CHAPTER 80: Review of Projects in the Shorezone and Lakezone
	80.1. Purpose
	80.2. Applicability
	80.3. Definitions
	80.3.1. Backshore Stability
	80.3.2. Littoral Processes

	80.4. Required Findings
	80.4.1. Significant Harm
	A. Littoral processes;
	B. Fish spawning;
	C. Backshore stability; or
	D. On-shore wildlife habitat, including wildfowl nesting areas;

	80.4.2. Accessory Facilities
	80.4.3. Compatibility
	80.4.4. Use
	80.4.5. Hazardous Materials
	80.4.6. Construction
	80.4.7. Navigation and Safety
	80.4.8. Other Agency Comments

	CHAPTER 81: Permissible Uses and Structures in the Shorezone and Lakezone
	81.1. Purpose
	81.2. Applicability
	81.2.1. Allowed Uses
	81.2.2. Special Uses
	A. The project, to which the use pertains, is of such a nature, scale, density, intensity, and type to be an appropriate use for the parcel on which, and surrounding area in which, it will be located.
	B. The project, to which the use pertains, will not be injurious or disturbing to the health, safety, enjoyment of property, or general welfare of persons or property in the neighborhood, or in the region.
	C. The applicant has taken reasonable steps to protect the land, water, and air resources of both the applicant's property and that of surrounding property owners.
	D. The project, to which the use pertains, will not change the character of the neighborhood, detrimentally affect or alter the purpose of the applicable plan area statement, community, redevelopment, specific, or master plan as the case may be.

	81.2.3. Nonconforming Uses
	81.2.4. Prohibited Uses

	81.3. Permissible Uses
	81.3.1. Permissible Uses in the Lakezone
	A. Safety and navigational facilities (A).
	B. Salvage operations (S).
	C. Seaplane operations (S).
	D. Tour boat operations (S).
	E. Waterborne transit (A).
	F. Water intake lines (A).

	81.3.2. Permissible Uses in the Shorezone
	A. Beach recreation.
	B. Boat launching facilities.
	C. Construction equipment storage.
	D. Marinas.
	E. Safety and navigational facilities.
	F. Salvage operations.
	G. Seaplane operations.
	H. Tour boat operation.
	I. Waterborne transit.
	J. Water-oriented outdoor recreation concessions.

	81.3.3. Permissible Uses in the Shorezone and Lakezone
	A. Shoreline protective structures and other erosion control and environmentally oriented projects and facilities in accordance with subsection 85.5.3.
	B. Public service facilities in accordance with subsection 85.5.2.
	C. Public outdoor recreation facilities in accordance with subsection 85.5.1.
	D. Access to the foreshore in accordance with subsection 85.5.4.


	81.4. Accessory Structures
	A. Boat ramps.
	B. Breakwaters or jetties.
	C. Buoys.
	D. Fences.
	E. Floating docks and platforms.
	F. Piers.
	G. Shoreline protective structures.
	H. Water intake lines.

	81.5. Use Definitions
	81.5.1. Beach Recreation
	81.5.2. Boat Launching Facilities
	81.5.3. Commercial Boating
	81.5.4. Construction Equipment Operation
	81.5.5. Construction Equipment Storage
	81.5.6. Marinas
	81.5.7. Recreational Boating
	81.5.8. Safety and Navigation Facilities
	81.5.9. Salvage Operations
	81.5.10. Seaplane Operations
	81.5.11. Tour Boat Operation
	81.5.12. Waterborne Transit
	81.5.13. Water-Intake Lines
	81.5.14. Water-Oriented Outdoor Recreation Concessions

	81.6. Existing Uses
	81.6.1. Right to Continue Existing Uses
	A. Nonconforming Uses
	B. Uses Subject to a Specific Program Requiring Discontinuance or Modification of the Uses

	81.6.2. Changes, Expansions, or Intensifications of Existing Uses
	A. Allowed Uses
	B. Special Uses
	C. Nonconforming Uses


	CHAPTER 82: Existing Structures
	82.1. Purpose
	82.2. Applicability
	82.3. Definitions
	82.3.1. Expansion
	82.3.2. Major Structural Repair
	82.3.3. Minor Structural Repair
	82.3.4. Unserviceable

	82.4. Existing Structures in the Nearshore or Foreshore
	82.4.1. Maintenance and Repair of Structures
	A. Owners of structures in the nearshore or foreshore are responsible for maintaining them in a proper condition and in accordance with the provisions of this Code.
	B. Repairs to existing structures shall be performed in compliance with the provisions of this Code.

	82.4.2. Projects
	82.4.3. Emergency Projects
	82.4.4. Major Structural Repair and Expansion
	A. Structures that Comply with all Development Standards
	1. The structure, including any expansion, remains in compliance with applicable development standards;
	2. The repair and any expansion conforms to the design standards in Section 83.11;
	3. The project complies with the requirements to install BMPs as set forth in subsection 60.4.3.

	B. Structures that Comply with Certain Development Standards
	1. The repair does not increase the extent to which the structure does not comply with the development standards;
	2. The expansion decreases the extent to which the structure does not comply with the development standards and/or improves the ability to attain or maintain the environmental thresholds;
	3. The project complies with the requirements to install BMPs as set forth in Section 60.4;
	4. The project complies with the design standards in Section 83.11; and
	5. The structure has not been unserviceable for more than five years.

	C. Structures that Do Not Comply with Certain Development Standards
	1. Preparation of Environmental Assessment
	2. Repairs Less Than 50 Percent of The Replacement Value
	3. Repairs More Than 50 Percent of the Replacement Value of the Structure
	4. Expansion


	82.4.5. Modification or Removal of Structures
	A. Removal or Modification Due to Navigation Problem or Shoreline Impacts
	B. Removal of Structures Based on Fish Habitat and Spawning Study

	82.4.6. Compliance with Best Management Practices (BMPs)
	82.4.7. Relocation or Removal of Mooring Buoys
	82.4.8. Mooring Buoys Identification Tag

	82.5. Existing Structures in the Backshore
	CHAPTER 83: SHOREZONE TOLERANCE DISTRICTS AND DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
	83.1. Purpose
	83.2. Applicability
	83.3. Establishment and Effect
	83.4. Precise Boundaries
	83.5. Shorezone Tolerance District Challenge
	83.5.1. Team of Experts
	83.5.2. Shorezone Tolerance District Report
	A. A description of the parcel.
	B. Detailed information concerning topography; soil capabilities and limitations; compositional and geometric properties; surface and ground water conditions; geomorphology; vegetation characteristics and related environmental factors pertinent to the...
	C. An analysis identifying limitations on use and disturbance in the shorezone due to: compositional and geometric properties; surface and subsurface hydrologic conditions; erosion hazard; littoral processes and lake bottom material composition; biolo...
	D. Identification by a qualified expert of the shorezone tolerance district generally exhibiting the characteristics of the section of shorezone analyzed in the report.
	E. Additional information required by TRPA to properly assess the merits of the application.

	83.5.3. Review of and Action on the Report
	83.5.4. Notification Procedure
	83.5.5. Procedure After Action on Shorezone Tolerance District Challenge
	A. Give written notification to the owners of all parcels affected by the action taken;
	B. Include the information set forth in the report prepared pursuant to subsection 83.5.2 and the action pursuant to subsection 83.5.3 in TRPA's data base for purposes of Chapter 5;
	C. Recognize the action pursuant to subsection 83.5.3 as superseding the TRPA Shorezone Tolerance District Overlays with respect to the pertinent parcel; and
	D. Affix a symbol to the shorezone tolerance district overlays denoting the action pursuant to subsection 83.5.3 as applicable to all parcels affected by the action.

	83.5.6. Amendment of Shorezone Tolerance District Overlay Maps
	A. Minimum Land Area
	B. Line Adjustments
	C. New Shorezone Tolerance Districts


	83.6. Man-Modified Challenge
	83.6.1. Team of Experts
	83.6.2. Man-Modified Report
	83.6.3. Criteria
	A. Further development will not exacerbate the problems caused by development in shorezones that the original tolerance rating was meant to avoid;
	B. The area no longer exhibits the characteristics of the original shorezone tolerance rating;
	C. Restoration of the area is infeasible because of factors such as the cost thereof, a more positive cost-benefit ratio would be achieved by offsite restoration, onsite restoration would cause environmental harm, restoration onsite would interfere wi...
	D. The impacts from further development will be mitigated offsite;
	E. Mitigation to offset the losses caused by modification of the area and pertinent shorezone tolerance district, shall be as follows:
	1. Onsite and offsite mitigation;
	2. Pursuant to a maintenance program, including a schedule of maintenance proposed by the owner and approved by TRPA; and
	3. Collection of a security, if deemed necessary by TRPA, to guarantee mitigation; and

	F. The area in question was modified to the extent being recognized prior to February 10, 1972.

	83.6.4. Review and Action
	83.6.5. Notification Procedure
	83.6.6. Procedure After Action on Man-Modified Challenge
	83.6.7. Amendment of Shorezone Tolerance District Overlay Maps

	83.7. Shorezone Tolerance District 1
	83.7.1. Nature of District
	83.7.2. Development Standards
	A. Access to the shoreline shall be restricted to planned footpaths which minimize the impact to the backshore.
	B. Vegetation shall not be manipulated or otherwise disturbed except when permitted under Chapter 85.
	C. No drainage or modification of backshore wetlands shall be permitted.
	D. New development in the backshore of a Shorezone Tolerance District 1 shall be regulated in accordance with the regulations in this Code for stream environment zones.
	E. Replacement of existing land coverage in the backshore of a Shorezone Tolerance District 1 shall be in accordance with the regulations for replacing existing land coverage in stream environment zones.


	83.8. Shorezone Tolerance Districts 2 and 3
	83.8.1. Nature of The Districts
	A. Tolerance District 2
	B. Tolerance District 3

	83.8.2. Development Standards
	A. Permitted development or continued use may be conditioned upon installation and maintenance of vegetation to stabilize backshore areas and protect eroding areas from further destruction.
	B. Projects shall not be permitted in the backshore unless TRPA finds that such project is unlikely to accelerate or initiate backshore erosion.
	C. Access to the shoreline shall be restricted to stabilized access ways which minimize the impact to the backshore.


	83.9. Shorezone Tolerance Districts 4 and 5
	83.9.1. Nature of Districts
	A. Tolerance District 4
	B. Tolerance District 5

	83.9.2. Development Standards
	A. Permitted development or continued use maybe conditioned upon installation and maintenance of vegetation to stabilized backshore areas and protect existing cliffs from accelerated erosion.
	B. Projects shall not be permitted in the backshore unless TRPA finds that such project is unlikely to require the cliff area to be mechanically stabilized or that the project will not accelerate cliff crumbling, beach loss or erosion.
	C. Access to the shoreline shall be restricted to stabilized access ways which minimize the impact to the backshore.
	D. Access to buoys shall be designed to cause the least possible environmental harm to the foreshore and backshore.
	E. Access to piers, floating platforms and boat ramps shall be designed to cause the least possible alteration to the natural backshore.


	83.10. Shorezone Tolerance Districts 6, 7,and 8
	83.10.1. Nature of Districts
	A. Tolerance District 6
	B. Tolerance District 7
	C. Tolerance District 8

	83.10.2. Development Standards
	A. Vehicular access to the shoreline shall not be permitted except where TRPA finds that such access will not cause environmental harm.
	B. Boat launching facilities and marinas shall be located where the nearshore shelf is of sufficient width to enable construction and use without potential for significant shelf erosion.


	83.11. Design Standards Within the Shorezone
	83.11.1. Color
	83.11.2. Roofs
	83.11.3. Fences

	CHAPTER 84: Development Standards Lakeward of High Water
	84.1. Purpose
	84.2. Applicability
	84.3. Review of Support Facilities
	84.4. Fish Habitat and Spawning Study
	84.4.1. Schedule for Completion of Study
	A. Funding shall be secured by December 31, 1987.
	B. The final report shall be completed by October 31, 1989.

	84.4.2. Reconsideration of Location Standards

	84.5. Piers
	84.5.1. Location Standards
	A. A maximum of one pier may be permitted per littoral parcel existing on July 1, 1987.
	B. The placement of piers shall be prohibited within 200 feet of the stream inlets of the following creeks and rivers:
	1. Third Creek;
	2. Incline Creek;
	3. Wood Creek;
	4. Slaughterhouse Creek;
	5. Upper Truckee River;
	6. Taylor Creek;
	7. Tallac Creek;
	8. Cascade Creek;
	9. Eagle Creek;
	10. Lake Tahoe Tributary at Mouth of Paradise Flat;
	11. Lonely Gulch Creek;
	12. Meeks Creek;
	13. General Creek;
	14. McKinney Creek;
	15. Quail Creek;
	16. Madden Creek;
	17. Blackwood Creek;
	18. Ward Creek;
	19. Truckee River;
	20. Dollar Creek;
	21. Watson Creek;
	22. Griff Creek;
	23. Baldy Creek; and
	24. Snow Creek.

	C. The placement of piers shall be prohibited in areas identified as "Feeding And/or Escape Cover Habitat," "Spawning Habitat," or "Areas Targeted For Habitat Restoration" on TRPA's Prime Fish Habitat map, adopted on April 26, 1984 or as amended, exce...
	D. Piers shall not extend beyond lake bottom elevation 6,219.0 feet, Lake Tahoe Datum, or beyond the pierhead line, whichever is more limiting.  The pierhead line is established as depicted on the TRPA Shorezone Tolerance/Pierhead Line Maps.
	E. The setback for existing piers shall be five feet and for new piers it shall be 20 feet.  Piers shall be placed within the setback lines established by TRPA.  TRPA shall establish the setback lines by measuring the applicable distance inward from e...
	F. The standards set forth in subparagraphs A, D, and E, above, may be waived for piers recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.

	84.5.2. Design and Construction Standards
	A. The width of piers shall be a maximum of ten feet, which shall include all appurtenant structures except for a single low-level boat lift and a single catwalk.  A catwalk below the level of the main deck, and not exceeding three feet in width by 45...
	B. Pier decks shall not extend above elevation 6,232.0 feet, Lake Tahoe Datum.  Boat lifts, pilings, and handrails and other similar safety devices, shall not extend more than four feet above the pier deck.  Pier decks may extend up to elevation 6,234...
	C. To permit free circulation of water, piers shall be floating, or shall be built on an open piling foundation, but in no case shall a pier be supported on a foundation that is less than 90 percent open.
	D. Superstructures shall not be permitted on any lake or lagoon in the region unless the structure is assured to be removed upon discontinuation of the use or the need for the structure; and it is either:
	1. For the purpose of conducting research identified in the Environmental Impact Program or conducting ongoing monitoring of environmental conditions identified in TRPA’s monitoring program; the nature of the research or environmental monitoring requi...
	2. Required by a public agency for public health and safety purposes (such as a radio transmitter or a light beacon); by its very nature the superstructure requires an over the water location and is the minimum size necessary; and no watercraft will b...

	E. Fueling facilities shall not be permitted on piers located adjacent to littoral parcels on which the primary use is residential.
	F. The standards set forth in subparagraph A, above, may be waived for piers recognized by TRPA as multiple uses pursuant to Section 84.9.


	84.6. Boat Ramps
	84.6.1. Location Standards
	A. A maximum of one boat ramp may be permitted per littoral parcel.
	B. The placement of boat ramps shall be subject to the prohibitions set forth in subparagraphs 84.5.1.B and C.
	C. Boat ramps shall be placed only within the area prescribed in subparagraph 84.5.1.E.
	D. Boat ramps shall not extend lakeward beyond an elevation of 6,219.0 feet, Lake Tahoe Datum, but not to exceed 75 feet in length as measured from high water line except for marine railways, which may be permitted additional length.
	E. The standards set forth in subparagraphs A and C, above, may be waived for boat ramps recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.

	84.6.2. Design and Construction Standards
	A. Boat ramps shall not exceed ten feet in width.
	B. Boat ramps shall be constructed from prefabricated materials.  Metal grates or rails are the preferred construction material.  Pre-cast concrete shall be permitted only when metal grates are infeasible.
	C. The standard set forth in subparagraph A, above, may be waived for boat ramps recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.


	84.7. Mooring Buoys
	84.7.1. Location Standards
	A. A maximum of two mooring buoys may be permitted per littoral parcel.
	B. The placement of mooring buoys shall be subject to the prohibitions set forth in subparagraphs 84.5.1.B and C.
	C. Mooring buoys shall not be located any further lakeward than necessary to provide for safe mooring, but not to exceed 350 feet lakeward of the high water line.
	D. Mooring buoys shall be placed within the setback lines established by TRPA.  TRPA shall establish the setback lines by measuring 20 feet inward from each property line along the highwater line.  From this point, a setback line shall be projected la...
	E. Mooring buoys shall display a TRPA Buoy Identification Tag at all times.
	F. The standards set forth in subparagraphs A and C may be waived for mooring buoys recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.

	84.7.2. Design and Construction Standards

	84.8. Floating Docks and Platforms
	84.8.1. Location Standards
	A. A maximum of one floating dock or platform may be permitted per littoral parcel.
	B. The placement of floating docks or platforms shall be subject to the prohibitions set forth in subparagraphs 84.5.1.B and C.
	C. Floating docks and platforms shall not extend beyond lake bottom elevation 6,219.0 feet, Lake Tahoe Datum, or beyond the pierhead line, whichever is more limiting.
	D. Floating docks and platforms shall be placed only within the area prescribed in subparagraph 84.5.1.E.
	E. The standards set forth in subparagraphs A and D, above, may be waived for floating docks and platforms recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.

	84.8.2. Design and Construction Standards
	A. Floating docks and platforms shall not exceed an area of 100 square feet or a dimension along any side of 15 feet.
	B. Floating docks and platforms shall not project more than three feet above the surface of a lake or other body of water.
	C. Floating docks and platforms attached to a pier shall conform to the standards set forth in subsection 84.5.2.
	D. Superstructures shall not be permitted on floating docks or platforms.
	E. The standard set forth in subparagraph A above, may be waived for floating docks and platform recognized by TRPA as multiple-use pursuant to Section 84.9.


	84.9. Multiple-Use Facilities
	84.9.1. Limitations on Single-Use Facilities when Served By Multiple-Use Facilities
	A. Proposed Residential Development
	B. Existing Residential Development
	C. Littoral Property Owners Within An Area of Common Ownership

	84.9.2. Location Standards
	84.9.3. Design and Construction Standards
	84.9.4. Recognition of Facilities as Multiple-Use
	A. Deviation From Standards
	1. The reduction in development potential of shorezone facilities associated with the application such that the facility will be shared by other littoral property owners; and
	2. The number of people utilizing the facility or the extent to which the facility is available for general public use.

	B. Reductions in Development Potential


	84.10. Safety and Navigation Devices
	84.11. Structures and Uses in Lagoons and Lakes Other Than Lake Tahoe
	84.12. Jetties, Breakwaters, Rock Cribs,and Fences
	84.12.1. Location
	84.12.2. Design and Construction Standards
	A. Except as provided in subparagraph 84.12.2.B, jetties and breakwaters shall have openings which allow adequate free circulation of water and sediment.
	B. No jetty or breakwater shall be a solid or nearly solid structure unless TRPA finds that it will not interfere with littoral processes, cause shoreline erosion, or harm water quality or clarity and;
	1. The solid or nearly solid jetty or breakwater is a necessary part of a marina for which TRPA has approved a master plan; or
	2. The solid or nearly solid jetty or breakwater is necessary to protect the safety of persons using a public boat launching facility.

	C. The size, number, and locations of openings in jetties or breakwaters shall be sufficient to avoid interference with littoral drift, shoreline erosion, harm to underlying land, and harm to water quality and clarity.
	D. Fences in the nearshore or foreshore shall be at least 90 percent open and shall be maintained to be kept free of debris.
	E. Rock and other material for construction of structures permitted under this subsection shall not be obtained within the shorezone or lakezone in the region.

	84.12.3. Report

	84.13. Marinas
	84.13.1. Location
	84.13.2. Boat Access
	84.13.3. Marina Support Facilities
	A. Public restrooms, fueling facilities, chemical fire retardant distribution system, trash receptacles, and pump-out facilities for boat sewage shall be provided at commercial marinas and harbors;
	B. Boat washing facilities if any, shall be connected to a sewer system or an acceptable alternate shall be provided;
	C. Gas pumping facilities shall include emergency and standard shut-off systems to avoid gas leakage to the Lake;
	D. Adequate parking shall be provided to accommodate all uses and activities associated with a marina; and
	E. Water treatment system for waters contained within marinas shall be provided.

	84.13.4. Monitoring Information Requirements

	84.14. Shoreline Protective Structures
	84.14.1. Findings
	A. Structures in the backshore or environmental threshold values will be enhanced by the construction and maintenance of the protective structures;
	B. The protection of structures in the backshore or the enhancement of environmental threshold values more than offset the adverse environmental effects of the construction and maintenance of the shore line protective structures;
	C. Each protective structure has been designed to be sloping and permeable; provided, however, that this finding is not necessary if TRPA concurrently makes the findings required under subparagraph 84.14.2.A; and
	D. Each protective structure has been designed so that backshore erosion on adjacent properties will not be accelerated as a result of the erection of the protective structure.

	84.14.2. Design and Construction Standards
	A. Sloping permeable revetments are the preferred design for shoreline protective structures.  Bulk heads, gabions, and other vertical revetments shall not be permitted unless, in addition to the findings required under subsection 84.14.1, TRPA finds ...
	1. A sloping permeable revetment is not feasible; and
	2. The alternative structure will not cause significant erosion or modification of the foreshore.

	B. Where a shoreline protective structure is necessary, it shall be of sufficient strength and depth to prevent movement of backfill materials into lake waters; and
	C. Shoreline protective structures shall be constructed of natural materials to blend with the surrounding backshore or, if man-made materials are necessary, will be of earthtone colors.


	84.15. Filling and Dredging
	84.15.1. Artificial Beach Replenishment
	84.15.2. Filling
	84.15.3. Dredging
	84.15.4. Temporary Structures in Lieu of Dredging
	84.15.5. Disposal of Dredged Material
	84.15.6. Prohibition of Siltation of Spawning Habitat

	84.16. Man-made Lagoons and Artificial Islands
	84.17. Motorized Watercraft
	84.17.1. No Wake Zone
	84.17.2. Prohibition of Motorized Watercraft on the Tributaries of the Region

	CHAPTER 85: DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS IN THE BACKSHORE
	85.1. Purpose
	85.2. Applicability
	85.3. Limits of Backshore
	85.3.1. Wave Run-Up
	85.3.2. Instability
	A. The area of instability shall be measured landward from the high water line a horizontal distance equal to 1.5 times the height of the bluff located adjacent to the shoreline.  The height of the bluff shall be the difference between the high water ...
	B. The area of instability as identified in a report submitted by the applicant and prepared by a licensed geological, geotechnical or soils engineer or engineering geologist.  The area of instability established under this provision may be greater or...


	85.4. Allowable Land Coverage
	85.5. Prohibition of New Land Coverage
	85.5.1. Public Outdoor Recreation
	A. The project is a necessary part of a public agency's long range plans for public outdoor recreation;
	B. The project is consistent with the Recreation Element of the Goals and Policies;
	C. The project, by its very nature, must be sited in the backshore;
	D. There is no feasible alternative which avoids or reduces the amount of land coverage or disturbance proposed in the backshore; and
	E. The impacts of the coverage and disturbance are mitigated to the extent feasible through means including, but not limited to, the following:
	1. Application of BMPs; and
	2. Restoration in accordance with subsection 30.5.3 of land in the backshore or a stream environment zone in the amount of 1.5 times the area of land in the backshore covered or disturbed for the project beyond that permitted in Section 85.4.


	85.5.2. Public Service
	A. The project is necessary for public health, safety or environmental protection;
	B. There is no reasonable alternative which avoids or reduces the amount of land coverage or disturbance in the backshore; and
	C. The impacts of coverage and disturbance are mitigated in the manner prescribed in subparagraph 85.5.1.E.

	85.5.3. Erosion Control and Similar Projects
	A. The project, program, or facility is necessary for environmental protection; and
	B. There is no reasonable alternative, which avoids or reduces the extent of encroachment in the backshore.

	85.5.4. Access to Structures or Uses in The Nearshore or Foreshore

	85.6. Replacement of Excess Land Coverage
	85.7. Vegetation
	85.8. Project Review
	85.8.1. The protection of significant vistas;
	85.8.2. Minimizing the visual impact of the proposed project on the shorezone and area surrounding the project;
	85.8.3. The preservation of the site and shorezone from environmental harm both during and after construction;
	85.8.4. Protection of views of adjoining development; and
	85.8.5. Providing sufficient space for proper infiltration of runoff and nutrient uptake through natural processes.

	85.9. Special Development Standards
	85.10. Man-Modified Backshore
	CHAPTER 86: Mitigation Fee Requirements
	86.1. Purpose
	86.2. Applicability
	86.3. Piers
	86.3.1. New pier     - $  30 per foot
	86.3.2. Additional length to an existing pier - $  30 per foot
	86.3.3. Other additions    - $500 per application

	86.4. Boat Ramps
	86.4.1. New boat ramp    - $  30 per foot
	86.4.2. Additional length to an existing ramp - $  30 per foot
	86.4.3. Additional width to an existing ramp - $100 per foot

	86.5. Marinas
	86.5.1. New boat slip    - $200 per slip
	86.5.2. New mooring buoy   - $200 per buoy
	86.5.3. Other additions    - $500 per application

	86.6. Use of Mitigation Fees
	86.7. Repair of Existing Structures
	86.8. Definition of Existing Structure
	86.9. Mitigation Fee Refunds
	CHAPTER 87:
	CHAPTER 88:
	CHAPTER 89:
	CHAPTER 90: Definitions
	90.1. Rules of Interpretation and Construction
	90.1.1. Meanings and Intent
	90.1.2. Relationship Between Text and Headings, Illustrations, and Examples
	90.1.3. Examples and Explanations
	90.1.4. Lists and Examples
	90.1.5. Technical and Non-Technical Terms
	90.1.6. Computation of Time
	90.1.7. References to Other Regulations, Publications, and Documents
	90.1.8. Delegation of Authority
	90.1.9. Public Officials and Agencies
	90.1.10. Mandatory and Discretionary Terms
	90.1.11. Conjunctions
	A. “And” indicates that all connected items, conditions, provisions, or events apply.
	B. “Or” indicates that one or more of the connected items, conditions, provisions, or events may apply.

	90.1.12. Tenses and Plurals
	90.1.13. Term Not Defined

	90.2. Other Terms Defined
	Abandoned Road
	Accessory Use
	Activity
	Adaptive Management
	Adopted Plan
	“Additional” Commercial Floor Area
	Additional Development
	Additional Factors
	“Additional” PAOTs
	“Additional” Public Service Facility
	“Additional” Recreation
	“Additional” Residential Unit
	“Additional” Tourist Accommodation Unit
	Adjacent Parcels
	Advisory Planning Commission (APC)
	Affordable Housing
	Agency
	Agency of Jurisdiction
	Allocation
	Alluvial Soils
	Alluvial Soil Type
	Alternative Commute Mode
	Alternative Energy Source
	Alternative Fuels
	Apartment
	Approved Center
	Approved Plant Species
	Appurtenant Structure
	Area Plan
	Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS)
	Area of Wave Run-Up
	Artificial Beach Replenishment
	Artificial Islands
	Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR)
	Backshore
	Backshore Stability
	Bailey Coefficients
	Bailey Report
	Barrier Beach
	Barrier Wall
	Base Land Coverage
	Basement
	Basic Services
	Basin
	Bathing Facilities
	Best Available Control Technology
	Best Available Retrofit Control Technology
	Best Management Practices
	Biofuel Facilities
	BMPs
	BMP Retrofit Implementation Program
	Board
	Boat Lift
	Boat Ramp
	Body of Water
	Bonus Unit
	Breakwater
	Bridge Span
	Building
	Building Envelope
	Building Frontage
	Building Season
	Building Sign
	Building Site
	Buoy
	Bypass Dredging
	Canopy
	Carpool
	Carrying Capacity
	Carrying Capacity (Grazing)
	Cellar
	Central Furnace
	Center
	Change in Operation
	Change in Use
	Chemical Fertilizer for Lawns
	Child Care Nurseries
	Christmas Tree Cultivation
	Clearing
	Coal
	Coarse Woody Debris
	Code
	Coefficients
	Collective Household
	Collector
	Combustion Appliance
	Commencement of Construction
	Commercial
	Commercial and Public Service Area
	Commercial Facilities
	Commercial Floor Area
	Common Work Location
	Community Apartment
	Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)
	Community Plan
	Commuter
	Commuter Matching Service
	Compact
	Compliance Measure
	Condominium
	Condominium Development
	Condominium Conversion
	Confined
	Conforming Area Plan
	Conservation Areas
	Construction
	Construction Site Boundary
	Contiguous Parcels
	Conversion of Use
	Cooking Facilities
	Coverage
	Coverage Coefficients
	Critical Habitat
	Cut-to-Length
	dBA
	dbh
	Dead Tree
	Decorative Gas Appliance
	Defensible Space Assessor
	Denuded Area
	Derelict
	Designated Flood Plain
	Desilting Basins
	Develop
	Developed Outdoor Recreation
	Developed Recreation
	Development Right
	Diligent Pursuit
	Directional Sign
	Discharge-Direct
	Discharge-Indirect
	Diseased Trees
	Disturbance Zone
	Disturbed Areas
	Drainage Way
	Dredging
	Dripline
	Driveway
	Eastside Forest Type
	Edge Zone
	Effective Date of the Regional Plan
	Emergency
	Emission
	Employer
	Employer Transportation Coordinator (ETC)
	Employer Transportation Plan
	Environmental Assessment (EA)
	Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
	Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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